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Bienvenue a Ottawa et au 2S e Congres annuel de la SCMO. Vous trouverez ci-joint
quelques renseignements pour vous aider a vous familiariser avec les facilites
que nous utiliserons tout au long de la semaine. Priere de consulter les cartes
locales sur la couverture arriere de ce document .
ARRIVEE en VILLE

II Y a un service de navette aller-retour a heures fixes entre Ie Novotel 'et les
autres grands hotels et l'aeroport. La course dans une direction coute 9,00 $
avec des departs tous les 30 minutes . Les tarifs pour les taxis sont entre 20
et 22 $.
HEBERGEMENT

Le Novotel est situe au centre ville, a une distance de 5 a 10 minutes de marche
de tous les endroits de rencontre du congres . Les autres hotels sont egalement
a une distance de marche des lieux de rencontre quoique a une distance plus
~rande de l'Universite.
Residence de l'Universite d'Ottawa: les residences sont situees dans les edifices
Stanton (STN) et Marchand (MRD).
Le temps limite d'enregistrement est
habituellement 16:30 heures et est disponible 24 heures par jour au Stanton Hall,
100, rue U~iversity. L'heure du depart est 10:30 heures. La plupart des lieux
de rencontre a l'Universite d'Ottawa sont directement opposes a ces deux
residences.
TRANSPORT LOCAL et STATIONNEMENT

Tous les lieux de rencontre sont bien desservis par les autobus d'OC-Transpo. Les
visiteurs d'un jour a l'Universite voyageant en auto devraient utiliser Ie garage
situe au 100 Thomas More. II y a des frais journaliers du lundi au vendredi; Ie
stationnement est gratuit durant les fins de semaine .
LIEUX de RENCONTRE du CONGRES

Lundi, Ie 30 mai, Ie Colloque sur Ie changernent a l'echelle planetaire se tiendra
au Centre des conferences du gouvernement. Priere d'utiliser l'entree situee au
2, rue Rideau, en face de l'hotel Chateau Laurier .

A l'Universite,

du mardi au vendredi, la plupart des sessions se tiendront au
deuxieme etage du PavilIon Morisset (MRT), situe pres du Centre de l'Universite
(85 Universite). Dependant du nombre d'inscriptions au congres, quelques sessions
plenieres pourront se tenir au PavilIon Marion (MRN), a quelques 5 minutes de
marche, au sud de UCU. Les details definitifs des salles seront fournis lors de
votre arrivee a Ottawa .
REPAS

Un service de cafeteria est disponible au Centre Universitaire. Les heures sont:
petit-dejeuner de 7 a 9 heures; dejeuner de 11 ,a 13:30 heures; Diner de 17:00 a
19:00 heures. de plus, Ie marche Byward est a 10 ou 15 minutes de marche vers Ie
nord, passe Ie Novotel) et offre une grande variete de restaurants.
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Welcome to Ottawa and the 28 th Annual CMOS Congress. Here are a few notes to help
you become familiar with the facilities we will use. Please consult the local
maps on the back cover of this document.

ARRIVING in TOWN
There is a regu l ar airport shuttle to and from the Novatel and other major
downtown hotels . The one way cost is $9.00 with departures every 30 minutes. Taxi
fares are approximately $20 to $22.

ACCOMMODATION
The Novatel is centrally located, being a 5 to IO-minute walk to Congress venues.
Other downtown hotels are also within walking distance of our venues, although
generally farther from the University .

University of Ottawa Residence: the Residences are located in the Stanton (STN)
and Marchand (MRD) buildings. Check-in time is normally 4:30 pm. and is available
24 hours a day at Stanton Hall, 100 University. Check-out time is 10 : 30 am. Most
of the University o f Ottawa venues are directly opposite these residences.

LOCAL TRANSPORTATION a nd PARKING
All venues are well served by bus (OC-Transpo). Dai l y visitors at the University
who arrive by car should use the parking garage at 1 00 Thomas More. There is a

daily charge Monday to Friday; parking is free on weekends.

CONGRESS VENUES
On Monday,

May 30",

the Global Change Forum will be held at

the Government

Conference Centre . Please use the entrance on 2 Rideau Street, directly across
from the Chateau Laur ier Hotel .

At the University, most of the sessions on Tuesday to Friday will be held on the
second floor of Morisset Hall (MRT) , which adjoin the University Centre (85
University).

Depending on Registration,

some plenary sessions may be held i n

Marion Hall (MRN) some five minutes' walk south of UCU. Final details of rooms
will be provided upon your arrival in Ottawa .

MEALS
Cafeteria services a r e a v ai l able in the University Cent r e . Hours are : Br eakfast

7 to 9 am; Lunc h 1 1 a m t o 1 : 30 pm; Dinner 5 to 7 pm. Al so, the Byward Market area
i s a 10 to IS-minute wa lk (north, past the Novotel) and offers a wide variety of
restaurants.

v

PROGRAMME SCI ENTIPIQUE
Le progranune est divise en themes et sessions speciales couvrant une grande
variete de sujets d'importance actuelle en meteorologie et oceanographie. Chaque
session est ouverte par un conferencier invite.

Les sessions plenieres 5e tiendront dans l ' Auditorium des Anciens (niveau de la
rue au Centre Universitaire) . Apres chaque session pleniere, une intermission de
5 minutes est prevue afin de permettre aux delegues (es) de 5e rendre aux sessions
choisies. II n' y aura pas d' intermissions entre les presentations . Cependant, les
presidents de chaque session s ' assureront que toutes les presentations 5e
terminent a la meme heure afin de faciliter les deplacements entre les sessions .
Les sessions doivent debuter a l'heure specifiee dans Ie programme. Les
delegues(es) sont p r ies(es) de respecter l'heure du debut et de la fin des
intermissions. L'inter mission de mercredi apres-midi durera exceptionnellernent
une heu r e p our perrnettre aux de l egues(es) de visionner les affiches mura l es et
d e s'e n trete n i r avec leurs auteurs .
Les resumes contenus dans ce progranune ont ete impr irnes d' apres l' ordre des
presentat i ons . ' Les resumes pour les affiches murales sont regroupes a la f in et
sont presentes da n s la seSSIon appropr~ee . Etant donne Ie grand nombre de
presentations cette annee, on n ' a pas prevu de temps pour en faire un compterendu oral .
BUREAU d 'INSCRIPTION
Le bureau d'inscription sera ouvert pendant toute 1a duree du congres : dimanche
soir au Novotel; Ie 1u n di au Centre de Conferences du gouvernement federa l; Ie
lundi soir et toute la journee du mardi au niveau de la rue pres de l'Audi t orium
des Anciens de l' Uni versite d' Ottawa; et, du mercredi jusqu' au vendredi, au
deuxieme etage du Centre Universitaire .
II
sera utilise comme centre
d' i n f ormat i on. II y aura un tableau pour les messages ou les delegues (es)
pourront laisser au recevoir des messages; ce tableau servira egalement a
af f icher les changements de programme de derniere minute.
ACTIVITES SOCIALES
A l ' universite, les activites socia l es aurant lieu a la ca feteria du Centre
Un ive r sitai r e ; quelques activites pourront se tenir sur Ie patio exterieur du
troisieme etage si Ie temperature Ie permet.
Lundi: Cocktail de bienvenue - 17 : 30

a

20:00.

Mardi: Reception donnee par les exposants - 17:00

a

18:00.

Mercredi : Dejeuner en l ' honneur de Patterson 12:10 a 13:40.
La medail l e Patterson , decernee par Ie SEA pour service distingue rendu a la
meteorologie au Canada, sera presentee lors d'un dejeuner special qui aura l ieu
a la cafeteria du Centre Universitaire. On encourage tout Ie monde a y assister;
les bi l lets peuven t etre achetes au bureau d'inscription au cout d'environ 12$.
Jeudi: Banquet annuel de la SCMO - salle de bal de l 'hotel Chateau Laurier Coc k tail a 18 : 30 - Banquet a 19:30 .
Vl

SCIENTIPIC PROGRAM

The program is divided into theme and special sessions covering a wide range of
topics of current importance to meteorology and oceanography. Each session is
opened by an invited speaker.
Plenary sessions will be held in the Alumni Auditorium (lower level of the
University Centre); after these sesssions a five minute break allows delegates
to reach concurrent session of their choice. There are no other breaks between
papers, but session chairs will make sure that papers in all sessions end at the
same time to fa c ilitate movement from one session to another.
Sessions must start at the times specified in the program. Delegate$ are asked
to observe carefully the starting and ending times of breaks. The breaks of
Wednesday afternoon has been lengthened to one hour to allow delegates time to
view posters and to talk with their authors.
Abstracts are printed in this program according to order of presentation of
papers. Abstracts for poster papers are included at the end of the program in
their appropriate sessions. Due to the large amount of presentations this year,
no time is allowed for an oral presentation.
REGISTRATION DESK

The registration desk will be open throughout the Congress : Sunday night at the
Novotel; on Monday at the Federal government Conference Centre; on Monday evening
and all day Tuesday, at the lower level of the University Centre, near the Alumni
Auditorium; and from Wednesday to Friday, on the second floor of the University
Centre. It will function as an information centre. There will be a message board
at the desk where delegates can leave or receive messages; the message board will
also be used to post last minute changes in the program.
SOCIAL FUNCTIONS

Social functions at the University will be held in the cafeteria area of the
University Centre; some functions may be held on the adjoining outdoor patio on
the third floor, weather permitting.
Monday: Ice Breaker - 5:30 PM to 8:00 PM.
Tuesday : Exhibitor's reception - 5:00 PM to 6:00 PM.
Wednesday: Patterson Lunch - 12:10 PM to 1:40 PM.
The Paterson Medal, awarded by AES for distinguished service to meteorology in
Canada, will be presented at a special luncheon to be held in the Cafeteria of
the University Centre . Everyone is encouraged to attend: tickets can be purchased
at the Registration Desk for approximately $12.
Thursday: CMOS Annual Banquet - Chateau Laurier Ballroom
Cockta il at 6:30 PM - Dinner at 7:30 PM.
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Au nom du consei1 de 1a SCMO, je suis
heureux de vous souhaiter 1a bienvenue
au 2S e Congres annue1 de la Societe
canadienne
de
rneteorologie
et
d'oceanographie. Le theme du congres
de cette annee "Les Sciences: des
solutions
aux
problemes w
est
particulierement important- compte tenu
que Ie congres se tient dans 1a
capitale canadienne .
Plusieurs des
problemes environnementaux qui sont a
l'esprit
des
canadiens,
tel
l'amincissement de la couche d'ozone ,
les
toxiques
chimiques
et
Ie
rechauffement du climat, sont bases
sur notre comprehension scientifique
pour laquelle les rnernbres de la SCMO
jouent un role de premier plan. Dans
1e but d'amener ces problemes au
premier plan de 1a place publique, on
a prevu tenir un colloque sur les
changements
l'eche1le p1anetaire
pour
Ie
1undi,
30 mai
comme un
evenement d'un interet plus general.

a

Le 2S e Congres a une signification toute speciale pour moi, non seulernent parce
que je suis Ie president mais tout particulierement parce que Ie ler congres de
1a Societe canadienne de rneteorologie et d'oceanographie (avant que les
oceanographes se joignent a nous) s'est egalement tenu a Ottawa (en 1967) auguel
j'ai eu Ie plaisir d'assister. Je pense que les participants au congres de 1967
seront fiers de constater avec moi l'evolution de la Societe et sa croissance
tout au long des 27 dernieres annees .
Je vous encourage grandement a participer aux differents evenements tout au long
de cette semaine a Ottawa: venez assiter a la reunion generale annuelle, venez
vaus regaler au banquet et participez a plusieurs sessions. J'ai toujours pense
que Ie Congres de la SCMO etait l'occasion de se rendre compte de ce qui se passe
dans 1es differentes activites de la meteorologie et de l'oceanographie au
Canada.
Encore une fois,

bienvenue au Congres.

Gordon McBean
President

Vl.l.l.

On behalf of the CMOS Council, I am
pleased to welcome you to the 28,h
Annual
Congress
of
the
Canadian
Meteorologica l
and
Oceanographic
society. This year's Congress has the
theme of "S cience : Addressing the
issues"
which
is
particularly
important in view of the Congress
being held in our nation's capital .
Many of the environmental issues that
are
foremost
in
the
minds
of
Canadians,
such
as
ozone
layer
depletion. toxic chemicals and climate
warming. are based on the scientific
understanding
for which members of
CMOS have played a major role. To
bring
these
issues
more
to
the
forefront
of
public attention,
a
Global Change Forum has been planned
for Monday, 30 May, as a special event
of broad interest.
I

The
28 th
Congress
is
of
special
significance to me, both because I am
President but particularly because the
l!lt congress of the Canadian Meteorological and Oceanographic Society (before the
oceanographers joined in) was also held in Ottawa (in 1967) which r had the
pleasure to attend. I think the participants in the 1967 Congress will be pleased
to see how the society has evolved and grown over the past 27 years.

I encourage you to join fully in the activities of the Society during this week
in Ot t awa: come to the Annual General Meeting, savour the banquet and sample a
range of sessions. I have always felt that the CMOS Congress was a real
opportunity to find out what's happening in Canadian Meteorological and
Oceanographic activities.
Again, welcome to the Congress.
Gordon McBean
President
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Individuals are free to take part in any or all of the activities. Full details
will be provided in the package provided on registration.
All tours are
complements of CMOS, costs for the Canal trip and lunches are the responsibility
of the individua l . Many other attractions and activities are available in the
Nat i onal Capital Region at this time of the year.

Pr oposed program / Programme propose

Date

Activity
Activite

Time
Heure
09:40 AM

Tour of Parliament
Visite du Parlement

11:45 AM

Lunch at Le cafe - National Arts Centre
Dejeuner Le Cafe - Centre National des Arts

01:30 PM
13 : 30

Rideau Canal Boat Tour (Group discount)
Tour de bateau sur le canal Rideau
(Tarif de groupe)

Wednesday, June 1
Mercredi, 1 juin

10:00 AM

Tou r of National Art Gallery
Visite du Musee des Beaux-Arts

Thursday, June 2
Jeudi , 2 ju in

11:00 AM

Tour of Governor General's Residence
Visite de la residence du GouverneurGeneral

12:30 PM

Lunch (Creperie - Restaurant in the Byward
Market)
Lunch - La Creperie - Restaurant pres du
marche By

Tuesday, May 3 1
Mardi, 31 mai

12:30
02:30 PM
14:30

Walking Tour of Sandy Hill
Promenade dans Ie quartier Cote de sable

Chacun est libre de participer a l'une ou l'autre des activites proposees. Tous
les details seront fournis au moment de l'inscription.
Les visites sont une
gracieusete de la SCMO alors que les frais relies aux repas et au tour de bateau
sur Ie canal sont a la discretion de chacun. La region de la capitale nationa l e
afEre plusieurs autres attraits touristiques et activites "a ce temps-ci de
!'annee.
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Pavillon MORISSET Building
University Centre - Centre Universitaire
Conunittee & Responsible persons

Day

Time

Comite & personnes responsables

Jour

Heure

Sunday

12:00
to/a
16:00

232

14:00
to/a
16:00

233

16:00
to/a
18:00

233

08:00
to/a
14 :30

232

09:00
to / a
16:00

217

14:30
to/a
18:00

232

19:00
to/a
23:00

232

09:00
to/a
16:00

217

12:10
to/a
13 :20

232

20 : 00
to/it
23 : 00

232

20:00
to / a
23:00

233

19:00
to/a
22:00

209

CMOS Scientific Committee
Comite scientifique de la SCMO
Dr. Ron Stewart

Dirnanche

CMOS AO Editorial Board
Comite editorial AO de 1a SCMO
Drs. Peter Smith & Charles Lin

Sunday
Dimanche

PERD Currents Committee
Comite PRDE sur 1es courants

Sunday

Dr. Bill Crawford

Dimanche

CNC-SCOR
CNC-CSRO
Mr. Brian Nicholls

Monday

Middle Atmosphere Modelling

Monday

Lundi

Modelisation de l'Atmosphere moyen

Dr. Ted Shepherd

Lundi

World Ocean Circulation Experiment (WOCE)
Experience circulation oceanique mondiale (ECOM)

Dr. Barry Ruddick

Monday
Lundi

CMOS Education Committee

Monday

Comite d'education de la SCMO
Dr . Peter Taylor

Lundi

CNC-ECOR
CNC-ECOR
Mr. Brian Nicholls

Tuesday

Operational Meteorology SIG
GIS Meteorologie operationnelle
Mr. Brian Paruk

Tuesday

CMOS Hydrology SIG
GIS Hydrologie de la SCMO
Dr. Rick Lawford & Terry Krause

Tuesday

CMOS Council Meeting
Reunion du Conseil de 1a SCMO
Dr. Gordon McBean

Tuesday

Mardi

Mardi

Mardi

Mardi

CMOS Annual General Meeting
Reunion generale annuelle de la SCMO
Dr. Gordon McBean

Wednesday
Mercredi

SIG: Special Interest Group; GIS: Groupe d'interets speciaux.
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Room
Salle

The Congress organiztion committee is very greatful to
organizations for their support and / or sponsorships or grants.

the

following

Le comite organisateur. du congres tient a remerc ier les organismes s uivants pour
leur support et/ou leur aide finan ciere.

CORPORATE SPONSORS I ORGANISMES COMMANDI TAIRES

MacDonald Dettwiler and Associates Ltd.
Environment Canada

Environnement Canada

Fisheries and Oceans
National Defence

Peches et Oceans
Defense Nati onale

Royal Society of Canada - Societe royale du Canada
Air Canada
COMMERCIAL EXH I BI TORS I EXPOSANTS COMMERCIAUX

Labcor Technical Sales Inc., Anjou, Quebec
Satlantic Inc., Halifax, Nova Scotia
InterOcean Systems Inc . , San Diego, California
Vaisala Inc., Woburn , Massachussets
Richard Brancker Research Ltd., Ottawa , Ontario
World Weatherwatch / Aeroaqua Inc., Markham , Ontario
Dasco Equipment Ltd., Charlottetown, PEl
Speech Technology Research Ltd., Victoria ' . B. C.
Campbell Scientifi c Corp. , Edmonton, Alberta
Allied Signal Aerospace, Montreal, Quebec
By town Marine Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario

xii

SUBMERSIBLE DATA LOGGERS
Since 1986 Richard Brancker Research Ltd. has been developing submersible Data Loggers. The generic
theme of this series of loggers is the ability to program them with "user friendly" software on an IBM
compatible computer. The Logger may then be deployed in the field where it will run on its own batteries
for long periods of time.

RICHARD BRANCKER RESEARCH LTD.
27 Monk Street, Ottawa, Canada K1S 3Y7
Fax (613) 233-4100

Phone (613) 233-1621
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Labcor Ventes Techniques Inc.
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(514) 35!>6100 .1.aO~63_5900. Ti!l6copieur: (514) 355-7119
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Under the Weather?
Don' t be. Stay on top of the latest developments
in meteorological instrumentation . Send for

Vaisala's free catalog featuring state-of-the-ort
instruments for your surface and upper air
measurement needs. From simple wind

measurement systems to sophisticated
automatic weather stations, Vaisolo

products all maintoin the same
high quality that you, our
customers, hove relied on for

more than 50 years.
.----'
Please write or call :
--,Voisala Inc.,
100 Commerce Way,
Woburn, MA 01801
(617) 931-4500.

MET SYSTEMS

CATALOG

Wind Measurement
Plain and Simple
From the Scandinavian arctic to the deserts of Saudi Arabia,
Vaisalas wind measurement equipment is recognized as the
worlds best. Using advanced optoelectronic design, our rugged
wind systems provide unsurpassed reliability and long-term
stability in any climatic condition (even down to - 40°F)
with no routine maintenance.
Vaisala is the world leader in weather instrumentation with
processing equipment ranging from digital or analog displays
to complete automatic weather stations capable o['processing
data from an entire network of sensors. Call or fax for more
information today.

(+) VAISALA

Vais2la. 100 Comme!'re Way, ~m. MA01801,

Ph.. # (617) 933-4500. ,,, 6 1617) 933·8029.

MET SYSTEMS

Xl. V

Chairman / President
Michael Hawkes, Department of National Defence/Ministere de la Defense nationale

Members / Membres
Yvon Bernier, Retired/a la re traite
Paul-Andre Bolduc, Department of Fisheries & Oceans/Ministere des Peches & oceans
Rob Cross, Environment Canada/Environnement Canada

John Falkingham, Environment Canada/Environnernent Canada
Michael Hewson, Environment Canada/Environnement Canada
Rebecca Milo, Department of National Defence/Ministere de la Defense nationale

Dick Stoddart, Department of Fisheries & Oceans/Minist ere des Peches & oceans
Ken Yuen, Department of Fisheries & Oceans/Ministere des Peches & oceans

Chairman / President
Geoff Holland, Department of Fisheries & Oceans/Ministeres des Peches & oceans

Members / Membres
Michael Ball, Transport Canada/Transports Canada
Brian Bornhold, Royal Society of Ca nada /Societe royale du Canada
John Carr, Transport Canada/Transports Canada
Ron Doyle, Transport Canada/Transports Canada
Gilles Fournier, Transport Canada/Transports Canada
Barry Grace, Department of Agriculture/Ministere de l'Agriculture
Henry Lear, Department of Fisheries & Oceans/Ministere des Peches & oceans
Claude Lefranyois, Royal Society of Canada/Societe royale du Canada
Jim Powell, Department of Fisheries & Ocegns/Ministere des Peches & oceans
John Reid, Environment Canada/Environnement Canada
Philippe Rochette, Department of Agriculture/Ministere de l'Agriculture
The Canadian Meteorological and Oceanographic Society exists for the
advancement of meteorology and oceanography in Canada.
La Societe canadienne de rneteorologie et d'oceanographie a pour but de
stimuler l'interet pour l'avancernent de la meteorologie et de
l ' oceanographie au Canada.
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29 th Annual CMOS Congress
Kelowna, British Columbia
May 29 to June 2, 1995

scientific Program Committee
William Hsieh
(604) 822 - 2821
(604) 822 - 6091

Local Arrangements Committee
Al Wallace
(604) 491-1510
(604) 491-1506

Chair
Telephone
Fax

Please contact the Local Arrangements Committee regarding general
inqu iri es and the Scientific Program Committee for special
workshops, etc . Exhibitors, please contact the Local Arrangements
Committee to reserve your prime floor space.
Mark the Kelowna Congress on your agenda now. Come and visit the
sunny Okanagan, and plan to extend your stay to enjoy the
hospitality. Abstracts must be submitted prior to January 31 , 1995.
29· COngres annuel de la SCMO
Kelowna, Colombie Britannique
29 mai au 2 juin 1995

Cornice du programme scientifigue
William Hsieh
(604) 822 -2821
(604) 822-6091

President
Telephone
Fac-simile

Comite local organisateur
Al Wallace
(604) 491-1510
(604) 491-1506

Priere de contacter le Comi te local organisateur pour les
renseignements d'ordre general
et
le Comite du programme
sc ien tifique pour les ateliers speciaux, etc. Pour les exhibits,
veuil1ez contacter Ie Comite local organisateur pour reserver votre
place de choix.
Insc rivez des aujourd'hui Ie congres de Kelowna a votre agenda.
Venez et visitez la vallee ensoleilee de l'Okanagan, et projetez de
rester un peu plus longtemps pour jouir pleinement de notre
hospitali te . Les resumes des presentations doivent nous parvenir
avant Ie 31 janvier 19 95.
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Gordon McBean: Introduction

09:05

Sheila Copps (or alternate) : Welcome/Bienvenue

09:20

Maurice Strong: sustainable Development: Global
Change's Intelligent solution ... or Enchanting
Mirage/ Developpement durable - changement a
l'echelle planetaire: solutionintelligente ou
miraqe enchanteur

09:50

William Rees: A New Global Economics/ Une nouvelle
economie mondiale

10:20

Health Break/ Pause sante

11:00

Brian Morrissey: The Future of Renewable Natural
Resources/ Le futur des ressources naturelles
renouvelables

11:30

Jon Grant: Business on a Greener Planet/ Les
affaires sur une planete plus verte

12:00

Jim Bruce: Climate Change
Implication for
Canadians/ Changement climatique - implications pour
les canadiens

12:30

Lunch/ Diner

13: 30

Anne McLellan (or alternate) : Energy at the
Crossroads/ L'energie a la croisee des chemins

14:00

Stephen Lewis: The Population - Consumption Time
Bomb/ Population - consommation: bombe a retardement

14:40

Health Break/ Pause sante

15:10

Panel discussion/ Discussion du panel
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End of Forum/ Fin du colloque

-

congres de la SCMO 1994
Colloaue sur le Chanaement a l'echelle planetaire
(Centre de Conferences du Gouvernement - 2, rue Rideau
CMOS acknowledges the help of Environment Canada, the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans and the Royal Society of Canada : Canadian Global Change Program in
organizing this event .
La SCMO remercie Environnement Canada, Peches et Oceans et Ie programme canadien
sur
changement climatique de la societe royale du Canada de leur precieuse
collaboration a l'organisatio n de cet eve n e ment.
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Impact of UARS measurements on our understanding of the Middle Atmosphere· J. Gille (Invited)
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Nonlinearity ,,,.. 80,o.(01)lc B-pI.ne
Tu,bulene•. f· .BIIIII.Uo. M. TlngloHlY,
P.Gauthier
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Glob. Sp.ct,. Forecalt Modtol.
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&u,faol:' M • .onel O.la tor lhe 1993
Southlll rn 0"l1li,10 Oxldenl Study . D. Sill • •
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A N.w Ttv.. .C)Im.OIIIlonai Analylll.
Aloorlthm 'or the C,,'ac:bn Global .nd
Regional Dar.. Aulmllidon &.,..1"",,1 ,
H, Mlte....l, C , Che"n., C . CtIoul".,d

Bt.dldc:" and DyrwtmJc: O~one Forlll(:"1III
'0' C.nade. H.RileN.,., ..

Inlerdee.cl.. V.rillbilit'( . A new P.,.peed.....
R, J .G' I.tb.'c h, &. Zhang, W . CIII

1010 ·10:30

Tlllmpo,,, and &padlll V.riability ot
He-bdomodlll Cyel•• ln Dione rim. s.tit"
from thtl Low., Fr... , VeU.y. B.C .
S ,C .PryOI.O ,G. Steyn

3D V.netio ..... D.'. A..lmlledon 10'. Glob.
Spa,eulll Mo6eI. P.O.uIN.r. P. Koelu

A Study 01 Winter Arctic: Pol., ChemI.tro;
with a 3 ·0 C~leal T".... porl Modal .
J .W .K.."lnKJ , e tlll

MflI'UI""".nt 01 V.,tieal DlHu.I ... rf'( In ttw
North Ad.ndc: TrKlllr ReI....e Progr.." .
N.Oekay. t , Ruddick
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C'*IiPt&hknt: Theodo,. O. Shepherd

WOCE
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RMlSALLE 233
Chah!P,bildenl: B, RlJddldo:

1060 ,"'0

All Quelit'( M~lIng 01 1M Low., Frau,
Vlllltey. M.Hedey. et It

The 40-VAR AlVOrithm . . . &IIb-Optim.
Kelman SmQ(llher. R .M'na,d,RoIllllT Daley

Preliminary ,"ults Irom II cllm.t. ClmrJ.llorr
madoll! with the Canedian MIOdie Atma.pher.
model C .BlIIIIgI~y,~1 aI

Tn. OrJf CIII.....nd Auocl.t.d CUII.ntl
.t 60W: ReI.llonlhlp aetween s.. Le",_
.nd Volum. Tranlport.WOCE. R.Hendry

1110. 1130

Modettlno 01 010I'I1II Form.tion III II Rur",
$1l1li In SOUlh<lrn OnUt rio . O.Pfwnm.' ,et "

Prectieal ProlJ.len,. Related to the
A•• rmlladon (II CelalU ... Humldry D.ta..
L.O.,.nd

Seneldvlty 01 Cllm.te&lmul.don. to the
V.,deal Structure 01 O,. ... iry • W . .... 0l1li0.
N. Mef.,tane,S. Bugley. M .lAIIIII

L.egr.nQlen Ob.. r",.tion. 0' Inertial MotiOM
In the Nollhellt P1tclftc:; Re.uta flom
MrJII~e Satellill-Tlecked Drifter
Deployment.. R. E.. Thornton. P .... ~nd.
A.B. R.bIrIOvleh

The , ...tI .... rol .. 01 blomlne .nd c:hloriM In

One-DimemleoIW V.,I.done! Aaelmif.doo of
SSM" .nd GOES Reur .... III. of AtmOlllJlheric
W.ler VapoI.<O. Debionde

&tlm.tll of Downw.rd Conuolln the
Canadi.n MAM . J . N.Ka.hV'c , T.O . &MJlherd

WDCE MydtoloQileal CUrYe., In the S . . of
Okhotlk. C .Taylo,

Downwerd control and the Iole of orawlry
w ...... In determining the circulation 01 the
pot., wind .Uato'phere . a.Bovm.

Pec:lftc Intarmed.t. Wet" In the S •• 01
Okhotsk. H,FI.III.nd, C .Wong. F. Whltnrty

1130· 1160

pol., Iunrl.. dept. lion of Uopoaphark: OIOM

A,Teng, J .C . McConnell
11150· 1210

C.,t O.clllon·lI .. Aneilyllla and Prilldledon
of Mulmum Surlece Ozone for the
V.neou ... ." Monl,elll .net Allende ReQilON
of C.ned • . W .R.Burrow.

Planning for V.,t.llonel O.UI AulmU.tion of
TOVS RedI.".ce. In the C.nedi.n
Anlmll.llon Procedur • . C .Choul,...rd
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PLENARY SESSION! SESSION PLENrERE
SPECIAL SESSION ON FISHERIES OCEANOGRAPHY ! SESSION SUR L'OCEANOGRAPHIE DES PECHES
ROOM! SALLE: ALUMNI AUDITORIUM I AUDITORlUM des ANClENS
The Changing Sea Environment in Relation to Carrying Capacity and Ability to Support Commercial Fisheries. R.J.Beamish (Inviled)
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Interection de eUlfecl 1!Jn0IPIM,lque
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~'h;:F •• hme
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Miniature Supe«dlular Ind
Non..su~llJlar Tomadoef teen on Ihe
McGltI Doppln Radar. II.P,Blron,
S. Slok, A_ Bellon

Spciltlaland TtmponJ ChanlH In lhe fllh
Community 0( Ihe Newfou ndland-lAbrador
Shelt.. K, L,.llluGrkil, M.. Guadalupec, ~hnu.t

Relath"ii elT'ldendn 0( turbulfnl tl'llmrn
hlNl, ma51 and momentum IWfr II patchy '
urban lurracti. M ,Roth,T, R. Oke

Stro,lttvlty or .Imulllted Maddfn'Ju\1an
OIoCIIIIIUon. to rumu lul para.mderlmtlon
In CCC GeM. J.Shenc

AtmosphfrkTl dft In Ihe M_phere and
Thet'lTlOII phere AI Setn by Iht' Wlnd !macln"
inttl'feromder (Wlndll) on Ihe Upper
Atmosphere Rt'lNfrh Salelllle.
C, MrlAndre;,., el a.l

Numerical SlmulaUon 0(. long-Lived·
M~I~ ConvlK't h"ii SYltem. Da·Lin
Zhanc, N. Sao

A Coupling Mtdulnl.m tor Wind lind
\\'II'ft. " '. Perrle, L. Wa n,

Gtnttatlon 0( Molit Potential VorUdty In

Eq\lll.Iotb.1 WIJ.'ft In planetal')' almospht'rN.

Ex1natnlplatl <.)'donN. Z .Cao, U-R. Cho

X.U

The Role 0( 1010111 Symmdrk: In.tablllly
In !he Precipitation O\"ft' Ct'PtnJ A1ba-la.
G.W ..Rll'Ultr,

Inlft'naJ G"vlty WIl\-.. Bt.kJnc In Ihe Middle
AI_ph«". G.P. KIauHn,
I,J _Sonmor

RMlSALLE 224

ChalrIP".!de"t; Ed lo'OWW

Dynamo or foreaut [rron and ExIMdtd
Killman flltft'ln, rIM' Bur~' Equation.

R_Mfnard

A_hoerle.

PeeOeriel

phyllqutl de. precipitlltion.

Comparlton of helll nullts (rom
.ummmime oboterYIIIllon. In lbe .uburbs
01 tour Notlh Amt'rk:an dllft.
C.S.B.Grlmmond, T . R, Okt

0(

1440- 1600

Cloud & Precipitation phyalc.

Almo.phe"!;: Wive,
Onde, atmolphe,lque.

Aim Dynamlcl-1
DYMmlque de I'lltmolpher.· '

C.Com"

""

Numerical Modell1ng or Cod EU Retenllon
or Ihe Northeul N_1oundland Shelt,
o._1d.c)fl, B. Df Young

r.

N.Aktarf

HEALTHBREAK~AUSESANTE

1600· 1620
Atmotphe,lc -&urlacl ForclnO
Inter""lion de ,urfaci .tmo.phe,lque

Aim Dynamlcl·l
Oyoarlllque dll'.tmo.phe re·l

Obtervatlont of Oravity WIlli ..
Ob"rvatioM de. ol\d.. de o'evlt'

Cloud Ito P,eclptta1l 0 n physic.
NUIIQII Ito phyllque de. precipitatioOll

A,he,le.
peehlrl...

RMlSALLE 231

RMISALLE 233

RMlSALLE Alumni Aud.

RMfSALLE 232

RMlSALLE 224

CMr/Prell6ent: 11m Db

Ch-!Ilr/Prbident : R. Lap,;,.

C halrlPt-&ldenl: GUJ P. Klaaann

CheirfP,'_dent: Ed l.oJ:ow.ki

CheI,/Pre.ident: R.J .Beamllh

1620· 1640

Numerielll Modelllno 0 ' Coe.u.lly
Tlopped Oil1urbtonct'l. P.L Jeclt.Mn,
C.J .C . Reo.on

Inttreeoon •• twe.n Shtnlwl,e
Convection .nd Maline Cyclonee: A
Cone.ph,1II Actule end 6.mitivity
Sud .... O.BeI •• ubramarian. M .t<. y""

R..,IlIgh Udllr Obaerntiontt 01 Atmotpheric
Thermlll Struchlle Ind G,.vity W.".
~ti"lty at Mickle and HiOh lIt1ludet.
J .A.Whlt.w.y, A.I.CII"weli

An InvettiOfition 0" CASP II Winter
SID,," P,Qducil'lO • P,oIonQed Period
of ke Pell.t.. J . M .Heneliok. R. E.
Slewa,t

V.,I.1Ior.ln the Contribution of Trln.pott
to ChJnge. In Alimll Abundance: A SI~
o f dw: AUI' of Fi.h l.e!VIMI In COf1Cepoon
aIY. P.hpln, J . twlblO

1640· 1600

Wind-Oriven P.... ur. Orlldlenr:. A'Qund
an IsI.nd. R.H .Tyler, B.a . SandellOn

Developmenl 01 a Boundary-leyer Modll
of 61,.11''''''11 F,onl1ol P..no •. M.PagOwlNd

~ut. Tempe'lItUfe Mee'Ullrn,na 01
tlw M ..op.uae U1lno the IJWO 60cill••'"
Udel .C.T.Sp"lroW, R.J . Sica, P.6 . Argall

P,ecipitedon In l.yer Cloude: Ruultl
"om the Allende: 6t"toc:umuh.1I
TraMition Exptllment. P.Au.dn

Modeilino the. Evolution 01 PeI.ore IEgO
Oltllibution In Concepdon Bay. J .HllblO,
P. p.pln

1600· 1620

Applicetion. of the MSFO al\d NLMFSD
Modell to Aow ov.r Atk..
Hill .
P.TlIYlol, II III

Non-Hydrottatie Simulation. of
Warm-F,on tai SYl1em •. K.K.6leto, ftE..
StewllIt

Middle Atmotphere Stud .. with 1M IJWO
R . " . W .K.HockIng, T. Th.yaplI .. n,
.J.MaeDougail

The Magnitude 01 V.,ticel AI, Velocity
Within eim.. Cloud. : COM,enl
SUUCIUret and Tlirbukll"lCe. I.Oullepe,
D_O ' C Starr, 0" T. UnaI

FQOdchaln Contlol of Carrylno Cop.clty In
the Subarctic: Pacific BHed on Slm~adon.
w ith. S lmpl. Coupled Ptoyllic.-8iologitlll
Modal . K. l .Dermln

Bo undery -t..ytl PftfeMete rhaoon 0' 0"0
1820 ·1840

0"" Small Sclll. TopoOI.phy . D.Xu, P.

An IEvlllUlltion of Planetlry Boundary
Layer Modelt Utlng woe Eddy
Slmlll.tion. K. W .Ayonl.C .H. MOI"O

Ud.. MeHuremenr:. of Dlrteltv end
Temper.tule Autluetiom I" the Middle
Atma-phe,e .t Hgh Sp.till -Temoore!
R..otutiOfl. R.J .Slt., P.6 . ""01111, C .T.
Splllrow

An 'lIperimentei Inv"tlOfition of me
10CIIi heat traM'" from ...."tone
model • •O. ZhenO , R. UtI

D"pwetel Solitary Co"', aa • N~w
Peiao-Or;eenooreptic A,cli",:
O,amo phy"um Cri.tao"'lt . . .n Exampl.
',om O,p"-n Knoll. NonhwHt "'dOln1l0
Oe:.,,,. A ."uffmen

Oeliv.ry of . Compll..lble Multi-&clle
ModellinO Tool • T he MC2 Model • (0 (he
C.nedlen Atmoephe,ic Ruulch
Commurity. R.Benoit. Y. Che rde' , M.
oe.gao_

Tldellnfluence on Atomic OIlYllln GII.n
U,.,. AI,glow Altitude. 'lind £mie.!on Ralll
It the Geoor.phlc EqlJllto, •• Ob.. rved by
WINDtI , O .Shepherd, ,C. Mc:1..I!I1\d ...., B.H.
Solheim

The PfIXiOlt'l of Dfop CoIli.!ontl In
TUfbuitnt Clor.m . A.6 .Kollol ,
H.G . 1I10hton

lonO -brlm tI.nd In d.aoIved ollYOln lev .. In
!hi St. uwlt'roce "tUlUV .
O. O' Amourt I t III

"ei"

T• .,lol. K. Ayon.

1640 · 1700

A Simple Thre. Ohnenelo neol Model 0'
PI.",llIry Boundary ~Y" Aow.
K.W .Ayone, P. A. Tlylo,

0820-0855

PLENARY SESSION! SESSION PLENIERE
SPECIAL SESSION ON METEOROLOGICAL RESEARCH TO MEET CANADA'S AVIATION NEEDS IN THE 21 ST CENTURY
SESSION SPECIALE sur la RECHERCHE ATMOSPHERIQUE pour REPONDRE aux BESOINS de I'AVIATION CANADIENNE du 21' SIECLE
ROOM! SALLE: ALUMNI AUDITORIUM ! AUDITORIUM des ANCIENS
Aviation Meteorology Research and Development - Dr. J.McCerthy(lovited)
GEWEX

Middle AUno.ph~e modrillnc
Mod~I.a11on

RMISALLE 224
ChalrlPr~ ldenl :

0900-0920

T. KrUll

Global Energy and Water Cyde Experiment
(OEWEXI. T. W.K,aun

de I'almotph~tf n'Kt)'en

A\'latlon Mdeoroloc'VI.lon. of the Future I
Vll100nl du I'lIlur

()aQn Modrillnl
Modillllll.tion de l'odG.n

RMISALLE 209

RMlSALLE Alumni Aud.

RMlSALLE 232

ChalrlPrisldenl; CharlN Md..andre..

ChalrfPti.ldenl; Ron Doyle

ChalrlPr&ddmt: Cordon S_lerl

Slr"to.phe.re ·Tro~pNr.lnte'aetion.

Auocialed

with Exua·Trop!eCII Cyeiogeoe.t •. M.C .Re!tder,

Aviation Weather f'letleareh "lei Ol'l"'eloprnent
StfllteQie Plan. R.Doyle

Variability of Dynemlc• • nd TlMrmoCvn.nlca In
Baie dfl Chelaur1l: ObH'lIation and Modelling. J .
Gan, R.O. Ingram

G.W. K. Moo,.
0920-0940

Velldallon of Cloud Peramalerlution Scheme Und
In Nume.icei W.ather Prediction Model by Ualng
Satellite Ob.elvetlon. W. Yu_ L. !larand

Improved Vertical Operatore for SUatOllptw:rlc
Modelling . M .hnoUIIY.
H. Ritchie

Problem. end Chellenge. Facing the Aviation
Community In !luhino the Future Aviation R&D.
B.Dulic

Improved C.culetlon of Cautelly Treppe<! Wave.
with Application to Thtlr Scentrlng end Forcing.
G.A.&chmidt

0940 ·1000

DetermlOlltion af lurhtce .ale. radiation budgea
from •• tellite menuremenr.. H.G.Leighton. K.
Ma.ucIa. Z. U.

The Middle Almo.phlllre Da1ll A.almllation p.oject.
R. Menard, et.

Weether Fortee.ting In the 21et Century .
G.Fournier

Nl..rnerlcal Study of COII.tal Plumee In the Weel'rn
Gulf of Maine: An Ideal Ocean Bnln. J .Weng.

1000·1020

SoI," Su.face Net Radiation: A Comparieon
Between Satellite utimation end GCM Simulation.
H. W .Barker. Z. U

Forcing of StatioOllry Planetary W .... u In the
Winte r St.atolphere by Traneienl Eddie • . T.C.Box.
J .Derome

The FAA'e A... iatlon Weather Development
Program RHearch Acti ... lties: An OvervlewK. L.Van
Sickle. K. Klalinskl

Subtidal CI,cuauon Varlebility on the &cotien
Shelf: A Ratro.pectivill MooeUing Study. J.Shlllng.
K_Thomp.an

1020 -'060

HEALTH BREAK!PAUSE SANTE
Middle "t~phere Radlallon
Radiation de l'~ph~re moyen

MHeoroIogIe de 1'",1atlonDetection Techooloclelll
Techniquel de detection I

RMISALLE 224

RMlSALLE 209

RMlSALLE AUD. des ANCIENS

RMlSALLE 232

Chalr!Prnldenl: T . Krun

ChalrfPr&ldent: jtlln-l'1erre 8\l1nd1et

ChalrfPrftldent: 8ranlmlr Dune

Chal rlPr&ldmt: Gordon S_terl

GEWEX

Oc.n Modelling
Modell_tlon de I'oeftn

1060·1110

The Impact ot Glob. Climatic Change. on
Long-Term Ruetuatione In Some Hydrologic.
P,ace..... A. V.Froiov

Development of the New CCC/OCM Radietion
Model for ExteneJon In10 tn. Middle Almo.phefe.
V.l.Fomich .....
J .P. Blanchet

The Integrated Telminal Weether System. F, W.
WlilonJr.

Exemlnatlon of the Veronl. Eff.ct . W .A.Oough

11'0.' 130

Synoptic Atm01lpheric Moisture AnaIy.el for the
Regionel E... apa.ation Study. L.E.Wel.h. G.B.
Luln •• O.S. Strong

Ad.ptlon of the CCC/OCM Solar Radiation Model
for Middle Aunolphare Slmuletionl: Spherical
Oeam'tty.nd Spectral Rell<llutlon. M .LArocque.
J.P. Blenchet

Monitoring of Aircraft Icing Har.ald U.ing a
DuaI.f'f~uency Rader. M.E.J . Ganet. A.J .
Illingworth. H. Seu\IIIIg-eot

Stability characteri.tlc. of deep water leplecement
in tn. Stl.t of Geergia R.Ka"ten. O.E. Sw.te"
and R. Thompson

1130-'160

A Modelling Study on Eveparation f,om Lake •.
J.Kwal'

Calculation. of .calt"ed 300-760 nm eala'
radiation In the 20 km of the etret01lphere et
twilight end comperlean with mea.urementa.
J .McUnden. et ..

Tranepart Canada Propa.ed R&D Plognam fOI the
development of a muld-par.."eter duel X-Ka Bend
Dappler rttdar for a"iatlon m.teorology
applicetlone. !l. Fournier

The Effeca of Surface Thermal Boundery
Condtione on Eddy SImulation of Ocean. W.Xu.
C.Un

1160 -,210

Improvlng E... aparation btim.tn uelng Uned
RelH!r ... oir • . O.S.Strong. R.O . Oranger

The Influenc. of the MIOde Almoephere on the
Surface Ultraviolet Redietion En ... lronment.
W.F.J .Eva ..

Automation of Meteorologicel Obeer.... tlone I,I8lng
Scene Photometry . B.W.Ta ..ley

Modeling Steady-5tate Thermohaline Interie....lng.
D.WeI.h. 8 . Rudciclt

Clouds & Climate
Nuages et eli mat

Observations of Chemistry 1
Observations chimiques 1

Aviation MeteorologyDetection Technologies 2
Techniques de detection 2

RMISALLE n4
Cheir/Pre.dent: Roo Stewa,t

RMISALLE 109
Chelr/Pr6fo1deot: WilHam E. W.,d

RM ISALLE _Alumni AueS.
Chei,/P,'lident: Gill" fol.ltoll'

1340.'400

The IffeCl of the I.,oe -cllll cloud homo~neity
••• umptlon on the .hartwaye radietive nUX"
computed In GeM • . LOreopoulo.. R. Davin

TIM Compo.ldon INId Photd ..oeielivl AI.Ot
Me,"ulement .. "own on m. NASA ER·2
Ho"·Aldtu6e A"eeren Alrel.h. C.T.Mc:lElIQy,
J .C.McConnell. M.J . Pf,thel

low.cou Hu.,do"" W..ther O.te<:lion for
Al! pGf~ . C. H.l.tyn, W. l . Aubfn, J.J. Owe!'ilulO

'400· '420

Pafwnal,riletioOOl of Cloud Mlclophy.iellf
Cherac:terf.tica end lu Effect on Climet' ChenOtl .
LOulle",. G.A. IlNe:

Model Simul.tio". 01 Hetatogef'llou. Rellc:tions In
Sullala Af!'o.ai and PSC Panlclf!': A Sf!nsilill'
Study. M. V.a.nUln. J . McoColu>l1I

Oifeetiy M."Ulid Vac:tOI wt"o, florn a"
IrteJllpeOllye a l.tatic MultlpI,-Doppier NefWorit.
J .Wurmen

1420 -1440

On ModellinQ the Role of CCN on Cloud Mlcropny.lc.
end Aadhltion tOl GeM: The Twomey EHeet.
S.Nedon. J ,P. Blenclle\

SPEAM ·2 Melliurem,nU medii! durinQ 5T6-62 .
C.T.McSloy. s .a . Mec:ll!lln. B. TryQljyuon

Multipl, SeenerlnQ Ude, Aetulnt! 'rom
Almo.phllic AerollOl. end Praclpltetlon . D.l.Hutt.
L. R. BI..onnettl'

'440 -"00

Effeot. 01 S02 on the Atmo.pherie Water Cycle
DUII"O Ine Formation of Continente! Alctlc All Ma.. :
It. Impllcetion lor Clim.te. E.Gilald. J.P. Blanchet

Difference. I" Uppel Tlopo.hpe,lc Olone. NOy •
NO It/NOV between mld~etltude end tropiee!
air me.. lI. I,folklnt , A.J . Weinheimer

UdfI, Remole S.n.lnQ 0' Cloud Plopl/tie•. L.
R.Bi.aonnette, 0 _ L. Hun

1.500-1600

• nd

POSTER BREAKIPAUSE AFFICHES
Clima1e- Change or Variation
Climet - Changement ou variation
RM/sALLE IH
Chelr/PuialOen': Bill Puoaley

Ob servations of Chemistry 2
Ob6ervations chimiques 2RMISALLE 20t
Chell/PI.sident: W.yne F.J .

E,_

Meteorologie de I'aviationAJgorilhm DeVelopment I
Algorithme de developpement

Sea Ice
Glace ochnique

RMISAL L[ -AueS. ~,4.ftden.
CheirlPfelident: K,n MIIC:Dooeld

RMfSAl.LE 1Jl
Chell/P,hida"t: Delle Mud,.,

1&08-"10

Canadian Temperature Trends and Extremes
end the Relationship to large-Scala
Atmospheric Circuletlon . W.Sklnner, T.
Agnew

The Spatial Pattern of Ozone Depletion 'n
1993 from TOMS Data . D.Fox, W_F.J .
Evans, J . Alfred

Climatological Study to Determine
Mi<:roburst Occurence , Frequency of
Oecurence , lind loclltion in Canada .
T.B.low

Under-ICI! Characteri.Uc. In the North.ast
Water polynya : Preliminary Re.ult. from
Summer 1993 Aaldwork. P.Galbralth , R.
G. Ingram

1610-1640

The Ocelln a s a Source for Rapid Intergillcllli
Climate Fluctuations. A. J .Weaver

SCllnnlng Radlaometer Imllging of the OH
Nlgh ~ glow . D.H.Turnbull , R.P. lowe

Verific ation of the ·Oust " Algorithlm Using
Dopple , Radar 01l1a . A.BeUon , 1.1. Zawadzki

A Coupled Ice-Ocean Model for the
labrador Pack Ice . O .Oul , C .l . rang

.640-1700

Is the Global Climate System at a State of
Self · Organized Criticality _ M.. R.Gipp

The Obse rvation of Polar Mes06pheric
ClaudIO by the WIND!! Instrument on
UARS . W ,F,J .Evans. l.R . laFramboi6e,
M.J . Pitgrim, R.H. Weln., G.G . Shepherd

Wet Microbursts: A Forecasting Approach.
S.Siok, H.P. Biron, O. Fournier, A. Bellon

Sea-Ice Studies off labrado r and
Newfoundland 'n February . March 1992.
I.Peterson, S .J . Prin.enberg, M. Ikeda

Are linear Regrenions Adequately Describing
Temperature Trends In C1imate Change
Analyses? R.Pocktington, R. Morgana , K.
Drinkwater

Planetary Seale Oxygen Greenline Eminlon
and Dynamic al Featul'i!I Oburved in
Janullry, 1993 with the WINO Imaging
Interfe rometer on VARS. W.E .Wllrd, et al

Real-Time Estimation of Atmospheric
Turbulenc e Severity From In-Situ Aircraft
Measurement • • LB ,Cornman

Sea Ice Monitoring and Modeling Site
(SIMMS) • 1993. T.Agnew, D. Bllrber, E.
leDrew, R. DeAbreu , .t al

Some Dynamical Consequences of
Greenhouse GIllS Warming. O.J .Boer

ODIN: A Satellite 'or Strato,pheric and
Meso.pheric S tudie• . E.lIewellyn, I.C.
Mc O.de , W. Brooks, W . EVllns, et al

Development of • New low-level
Turbulence Analy.l. and ForBcntlng Index.
O. I.Knapp, R. Dumais, MSg1. T.J. Smith

On the SOuree of Sea -Ice Cover Anomalies
In the Arctic Ba.ln. B.Trembhty . LA .
Myuk

1700-17%0

172O-t740

0810·0855

PLENARY SESSION/ SESSION PLENIERE
SPECIAL SESSION ON AGRICULTURAL AND FOREST METEOROLOGY / SESSSION SPECIALE sur I'AGRICULTURE et la
METEOROLOGIE FORESTIERE
ROOM/ SALLE: ALUMNI AUDITORIUM / AUDITORIUM des ANCIENS
Predicting Climate Change Impacts on the Wetsem Canadian Boreal Forest. E.H .Hogg (Invited)
Aviation MeteorologyForecasting & Modelling 1

Prediction et modeliution 1
RM/sALLE 224
Cllllir/PrHldenl:

0900-0920

An~1!

SIm.rd

The CMC Aviation Package. a.Denutel.

Cvclogenesis
Cyclogenese

Climate & Agricultural Yields
Climet at production agricola

RMlSALLE 2"
choll,fPT.tokIent: fl . LaprfH

RMlSALLE • Alumni Aud.

An Evaluation of the Interaction Between
Slantwise Convection end Marine

ChoIir/PreMdent: J ,D .

SoI.ven

Radar Meteorology
Meteorologie des ,adar.
RMlSALLE 232
C~'IPf'.6ent :

I. Zew.mIU

Quantifying Effect 01 Late Summer Hail on
Com Production. l.M.Owyer. at at

Raindrop Spectra and Updraught
Determination bV Combining DOPP'e,
Rad., and DI.dromete,. A.Thomton.
R.Ust, D.R. Hudak

Cvclogenasls . G.Bala.ubramanian,
M.K.Vau
0920'()840

Delcriptlon and Verification of the Eta
Model Po.t·Procello, for A~atlon
Weathe, Foreca.tlng. J .l.Mahoney.
A.Marroquln

A Relationship Between 1000·500mb
Thlckne .. Anomalies and Active Period.
of Rapid Cyclogenesll during CASP II.
W.W!ntels. J .R. Gvakum

ctlmatlc Teleconnections from the Pacific
Ocean to the North American Great Plalnl
• Implications for Canadian Spring Wheat
end U.S.A . Corn Vields . E.R.Oameh.
J .Babb. M.l. Khendekar

Long Term Rada, Observation. of tha
Melting lave, of Precipitation and Their
Interpretation. F.Fabry, 1.1. Zawadzki

0840· 1000

Progre •• In Developing the Avtation
Gridded Foreca.t System. l.Sherretz

Interaction of Convection With a Barocllnlc
Envtronment In Surface Cyclogenasls.
D• .lJn Zhang. R. H"rvey

long Ttl"" Trends: and Variabilitv of
Simulated Spring Wheat Yields on the
Canadian Prairies. D.W.Stew"". A.
Bootsma, l.M.Dwyer

Doppler Rada, Signaturas of Precipitation
In Major Wlnte, Snow.tonnli-. D.R.Hudak.
R. Nluen. R. Un

1000 · 1020

Volcenlc Ash DIs:pers:lon Prediction:
Research end Development for Avtatlon
Product. at the Canadian Meteorolgical
Centre. R. O ·Amou .... el III

The DI&tribution and Variability of Sensible
and latent Heat Fluxas over the North
Atlantic . O.W . K.Moore

Evaluation of Weather Generators for Risk
Anellment In Canada . H.Hayhoe.
D.Stewart

Characterizing the Evolution and Structure
of Connective Cells: with Radar Reflective
Isos:urfeces . P.R.Hara.ti. R. list

1020· 1060

HEALTH BREAK/PAUSE SANTE
M eteorofo gie de I' aviation.
Foreaui1nc" Modellllll 1
Prediction et modeli68tion 2
RM/sALLE 124
Chei,/Pr'sident: Richard V.".t

Climate Variabilitv and Interaction· 1
Variation et interaction du climat-'
RMISALLE 10?
Chalr/P""."t: L. My ••

Forest and Agricultural Climatology
Climatologie des forets at de
I' agriculture
RMISALLE • Aud .dell Anden.
Cheir{Pre"de"t: B. Amho

Weather Forecasting "
Predictions meteorologique.·'
RMISALLEDl
CM'r{Prtlitident: P. Menl ...

1060 ·1 110

T.rmine! 'o,_.tlng utlng ob~"".tf_ from .n
.ulOt'll.'CIc w .. ther 'bllion. W. M..,natd

Sea Surface Tempa"tur. Ar,omelln .nd the
Simulated eyclo", Clim,~o\JY . ' .JJ.zlmbert

Edmadn; the Probebllity of Br•• ·[ven YM:lm for
Continuo..,. WhHt on the Canedl.n PJerl... R.Ot
Jong. J .Dumanaki. A. Boottme

Cloud CO"eI "tamltetlz,donln .larga.5cal.
Atmoephflrlc MCKW. A.P.Dutoor

,,,0 ·1130

SHORT· A 'tatl.dcal fofacatt Technique to,
P"pa.ration of Aviation Tltmlinal FotllC..ta.
1"J.WII.on

On the Inten.otlo,.. 8.rw.,,.. Syroop1ic £Cel. £del..
and the PNA TellICOflMCtlon Paneln. M.lO_. J .
o.rom • • J . ''''no

6lmul.tIon of toW wetar "ari.tlo"" for potato crop.
M.H.M.hdlen. J. GallIcheod

A Non-Hyd rott.adc Verlllbfe-R..ohnion OIoblII
Model of the Atmotlp!w,,,. J .Cote. at ..

1130· 1160

ITW6 Orldded Analy"" F. W.WII.onJr .. R,E. Cola

S....c•• Pol" Ampllftcatlo,.. and Arcdo CIIm.ta
W.rming. 6 .0.umIlfl14ua.,. J .P.8i.nchet

(,,"uedan of SAR for 'oil MoI.tura Monilarlng In
Agriculture. J .D.BoI",erl. H.J. Qwyn. H. Chng

Pol., Low. In the Labrador Sa.: A C_ Study.
O.W.K.Moore. M.e.
J.York

1160 · 1210

Storm Mollon Algorithm for the Terminal Doppler
We.ther . J .G.Wailer, C.T. T.n

MullI".rl.tI AneIy ... 01 Acculmul.llon In Ie.
8heetll!: Implle.tlo,.., fo, Global Ct.n", . M.
B.Giovinetto. H.J . Zwell.,. C.R. Bentle.,

(admedon of Photoaynthetleelly A.ctl"e Ract-lion
AbltO,bed by the Vegetation ftom SPDCI .
L.Mor..u. Z. U

Dieono"ng Ext,.·Tl'C)plc.I Development Through
the Zweck.okotlel Equation. P.8our;oUn. P. Z*edt

"'ade•.

Aviation MeteorologyForecasting & Modelling 3
Prediction et modelisation 3

RMlSALLE 224
Chelr/Prhident: CII" Mcleod

Climate Variability and
Interaction - 2
Variation et interaction du
climat -2
RMlSALLE 209
ChIIIr/P"iisident: L. MYlllk

Boundary Layer Meteorology
Meteorologie de 1211 couche limite
RMISALLE Aumni Aud.l

Atmospheric Dynamic8-2
Dynamique de
I' atmosphere-2

Operational Oceanography
Oceanographie operationnelle

And.
RMlSALLE 233

des Anciens

CllftIr/P,hldent: M . Belllnd

Chllir/Pr'sldenl: T.J. GiUlIspie

RMlSALLE 232
Chlllir/President: K. R.Thompson

1320·1340

Microphysical Study of the
Conditions for Presence of
Supercooled Water within
Precipitation and the Coupling
with Radar Data. W.Szyrmer.
I.Zawadzki. F.Turcotte

On the Modification of the
High and Low-Frequency
Eddies during ENSO Years : An
Observational Study. H.Lin,
J. Derome

Multiscale Distributions of Flux
Intensities Above and Within a
Forest Canopy. B.J.Turner,
M.Y. Leclerc

Effects of Variable Wind
Sheer on a Diabaticelly
Driven Mesoscale
Circulation . G.W.Reuter.
o. Jacobson

Electromegnetic Fields Induced
by Ocean Currents. R.Tyler,
L.A . Mysak

1340 · 1400

Aircraft Verification of the
Icing, Cloud and Freezing
Level Forecasts from the CMC
Aviation Forecast Model.
S.G.Cober. G.A . Issac.
A. Tremblay

Cyclone Frequencies over
Northern Canada end the
Northern Atlantic.
H.Bjornsson, L.A . Mysak.
R. Brown

Flux Patterns and Coincidence of
Turbulent Structures in Regional
Energy end Gas Exchange over
Agricultural Areas . C.Mitic. et 2111

Large Amplitude IGW
Excitation by Atmospheric
Jets . B.R.Sutherland.
W .R. Peltier

Lateral Intrusive Mixing - New
Discoveries on an Old Front.
B. Ruddick, D. Walsh

1400· 14 2 0

On the Forecasting of
Supercooled Clouds.
A.Tremblay, et 2111

Variability and the North
Atlantic Oscillation.
G.W. K.Moore

Multifractal Characterization of
Aircraft-Based Measurements in
a Turbulent Field. R.G . Pelletier

The Numerical Formulation
of MC2 and its Validation on
the Classical Mountain Wave
Problem . R.Laprise , et . .1.

A Neer Real-Time Physical
Oceanographic Analysis System.
D.Bancroft

Towards the Improvement of
Aviation Forecasting : The
Validation of a Scheme for
Mesoscale Prediction of Cloud
and Precipitation Types from
In Situ CASP 11 Aircraft
Measurements and SSMI
Observations. A.Glazer.. et al

Midlatitude
Atmosphere·Ocean
Interactions : Observed .
S .Peng. J . Fyfe

The Atmosphere Model to
Assess the Safe Disposal of
Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste.
B.Amiro

Vertical Propagation of
linear Mountain Waves in
Atmospheres with Varying
Damping Coefficients .
R.H . Cote. R. Laprise

The lOS Oceanographic Bulletin
Board. Howard Fr~eland

Short Term Forecasting to
Support Aircraft Ground
Anti -Icing Activities in
Canada. M.leduc. et al

Midlatitud&
Atmosphere· Ocean
Interactions: Simulated.
J .Fyfe. S. Peng

Source Strength Determination
of Trace (Greenhouse) Gases
from Agriculture using the
Diffus ion Equation .
S .K.Kaharabata.P.H. Schuepp

Empirical Normal Mode
Analysis of the Atmospheric
Variability . G.Brunet.
B. Dugas. H. Ritchie

Satellites. Oceanography and
Society. O.Halpern
·'withdrawn)

1420· 1440

1440· 1600

.

1600 · 1!i20

HEALTH BREAK/PAUSE SANTE

Meteorologle d. I' aviation Information Systems I
Systemea d 'informetion

Crimate Modelling
Modeliution du climat

RMISALLE 224
ChlllrfPrHldent: Howald Poeluns

Tropospheric Olone
Olone de la troposphere
RM/SALLE Alumm Aud.l Aud.

Weather forecasting 2
Predictions meteorologiques2

RM/SALLE 209

des Anciens

RM/SALLE 233

ChahfP,bldent: C. Un

Cl"lfllrlPTbldent: L. Dwyer

Cl'lalr/p,•• ldent: R. Milo

Operational Oceanography
Oceanographie operationnelle

RM/SALLE 232
CI'IaI,IPr'lIldent: K.

R .Thom~n

1620. 1640

Current and future Issues
Related to the Provision of
Meteorological Service for
Intern8tion81 Air Navigation .
O.M.Turpeinen

FIZ·C a Fast·Portable Version
of the CCC/GCM Climate
Model Family.
J .P.Blanchet, 0, Therrien

Niveaux d'olone et lien avecs
lea facteura mete orologiques au
site forestier du Duchesnay.
Bilan 1988 - 1991 . A.Robichaud

Meteorological Operations at
the Canadian Meteorologic81
Centre. R.Jone.

Mapping Circulation on the
Outer Continental Shelf.
K. R.Thompson. D.A. Griffin

1640 · 1800

Prospects for Future Aircraft
Weather Information
Systems .• J.E.Jorden.
D.L.Marcotte

UQAM Regional Climate
Model : Diagnostics of a One
Month Simulation. D.Ceye.
et el

The Climatology of Regional
Ozone Episodes in Ea.tern North
America During 1980 to 1992.
J .O,Fuentes. et al

Recent Development. with
the Operational Regional
Forecast System. J ,Mailhot.
et al

Summer Currents in Queen
Charlotte Sound. British
Columbia , W.Crawford.
M. Foreman. P. Cummins

1800· 1620

A Graphical Interface for
Aviation Weather Guidance
Oi.play (Scribe/Aviation' .
R. Verret. et al

Spectrel Analysis of
limited·Area Data Simulated
by • Regional Climate Model.
S. Turner. R. Lapris

Caracterisation des
concentrations d'olone
tropospherique dans I. region de
Montreal. J.Dion. E. Torfaschi

A Framework for Operational
Forecast Verification .
R.Verret. et al

FOl'cing Field Aueasment over
Ocean Surlece for Climatic
EVlllution of Ocean. M.Miyake

Automated surface
observations: New tools New Challenges
P,Clark

Introduction d'une orbite
elliptique dans Ie modele de
circulation generale canadien.
B.Denis,N . McFarlane

Seperating chemical contribution
from 8urface deposition of
airborne alone fluxes in the San
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Y.Guo. et 151
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Radar Data to Study
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Thunderstorms. S .Clodman
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B.Schwartz

Parameterization of dynamical
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R. Verret, M. leduc
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The U.S, National
Meteorological Center Aircraft
Database System 1994,
B.Ba1lish. R. Crayton
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Integration Performed with the
Canadian Global Spectral
Forecast Modal. B.
Dug a •• H. Ritchie

Gradient·Based Measurements
of Isoprene Fluxes Above a
Forest Compared with
Silmuha080us Branch
Mea.urements in a Cuvette .
T ,J .Gillespie. et al

Ageostrophlc Circulations
and their Impact on Cyclone
Development. P .Bourgouin.
P. Zwack
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Current Challenges In Middle Atmosphere Modelling

J. Hollon, University 0/ Washinglon
Impact of UARS Measurements on our Understanding of the Middle Atmosphere

J. GiUe, NCAR
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Air Quality / Quallte De L'alr
Chair/Presidenl: Phil Davies

tvaluation du dl~t sec des contaminants ga7&OX aox sites du

meaD REMPAFAO

Alain Robichaud'
Gilles Boulet'
Ghislain Jacquet
J Minisl~re des Ressources I/Olurelles, Direclion de I'environnemenl
930 Chemin Sle-Foy, 6 i~me etage, Quebec, GIS 4X5, P.Q.

'Minisl~re de j'Environnemenl el de Ia Faune, Direction des riseoux
Qlmosphiriques, 2360 Chemin Sle-Foy, 2 i~me .'age, Quebec GIH 6RI, P.Q.

Le rOseau REMPAFAQ (rOseau de mesure des polluants atmosph~riques en milieu forestier et agricole) a ete etabli
dans Ie but d'etudier les impacts environnementaux sur les ecosystemes forestiers et agricoles. Un des objeclifs
majeurs de ce rOseau est d 'eslimer la variation lemporelle el spaliale du depOt total et, en particulier, de la fraction
seche de ce depOl el d 'en determiner sa variation hebdomadaire, mensuelle et annuelle. Malgre Ie progres recenl
des methodes de mesure du depOt sec gazeux, eelles-ci demeurent essentiellement inapplicables aux mesures en
rOseau. Ceci a provoqu~ un interest considerable pour une approche alternative OU les flux de surface sont deduits
d'une part des mesures de concentrations en continu et d'autre part d'une vitesse de depOt qui depend a la fois des
mesures meteorologiques pres du sol et des caracteristiques physiologiques fondamentales du couvert vegetal de
surface. La presente etude vise a caracteriser quantitativement Ie depOt sec aux sites du reseau REMP AF AQ en
foumissaot une methode devaluation de la quanti d'ozone absorbt!e par Ie couvert vegetal a partir des mesures en
continu aox sites du rOseau REMP AF AQ. Pour ce faire, on a fait appel a un modMe de resistances multiples
(Voldner et aI.. 1986) ou la resistance de surface est donne par Weseley (1989) modifitle par les lravaux de
modt!lisation de Jarvis (1976) concemanlla resistance stomaeale. On examine les variations mensuelles el horaires
des niveaux d'ozone, de la vitesse de depol et du depot sec pour differents sites du reseau REMPAFAQ. Les
applications potenlielles de la presenle etude sonl les suivanles: I) preciser Ie bilan de masse des differenls polluants
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gazeux I!chantillonnl!s en evaluant les quantitl!s absorM,,. par les vegetaux sur I 'ensemble du rl!seau ~ partir des
concentrations mesurees, 2) etablir un lien plus etroit entre les dommages aux I!cosystemes et les niveaux des
contaminants I!chantillonnl!s en termes de dose absorb6e par les vegetaux (quantite de depOt sec) et non en termes
des concentrations mesur6es (comme cela est fait de fa~on traditionnelle), 3) Evaluation des mesures d'absorption
pour d'autres gaz y compris certains gaz effet de serre.

Surface Mesonet Data for the 1993 Southern Ontario Oxidant Study

David Silli", Peter Taylor' and James Salmon'
of Earth and Atmospheric Science,
,'Dept
.
Weather North, Burlington

York University

'Zephyr North, Burlington

Meteorological measurements were made from a surface mesonet of 11 stations deployed in southwestern
Ontario (roughly between London and Windsor) for three months during summer 1993 in connection with the
Southeastern Michigan Ozone Study (SEMOS) and the Southern Ontario Oxidant Study (SONTOS). The
surface mesonet deployment and the data set will be briefly described and the data will be used, together with
related synoptic data, to illustrate the surface flows occurring in two periods with high ground level oxidant
concentrations.
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,Atmospheric Data Assimilation / Assimilation des donnees atmospheriques

ChairIPresident: Pierre GaUthier

Temporal and Spatial Variability of Hebdomadal Cycles in Ozone Time Series from the Lower Fraser Valley,

B.C.
S.C. Pryor and D.G. Steyn
Department of Geography
University of British Columbia

Tropospheric ozone concentrations vary on a number of time scales; diurnally, hebdomadally, seasonally and
annually. The variation of ozone concentrations on these different temporal scales provides information regarding
the processes of ozone formation, scavenging and transport, and variations of these processes from location to
location. For example, the differential behaviour of tropospheric ozone concentrations on workday and weekends
(the so-caUed "Sunday effect" or hebdomadal cycle in ozone concentration time series has been interpreted as
providing information regarding the sources of precursors of ambient surface level ozone (i.e. in situ
photochemical production v transport) and destruction processes (e.g. local scavenging of ozone by NO
emissions), and even the feasibility of different pollutant reduction strategies; the relative effectiveness of NO',
or VOC controls to reduce ambient ozone concentrations. The form of the diurnal variability of ozone
concentration time series has also been used to provide information regarding the formation, destruction and
transport of ozone at rural and urban sites, and the relative magnitude of these "processes' in producing the
observed ozone concentrations.

2
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The Lower Fraser Valley is experiencing rapid population growth and it has been hypothesized that this growth
and development will increase total regional ozone loading and cause changes to tbe spatial pattern of ozone
concentrations due to changing emissions patterns (and even perhaps, as bas been suggested in Atlanta, as a
result of the urbanization enhancing the urban heat island and increasing net ozone formation independently of
emissions increases). In this study spatial and temporal variability of hebdomadal and diurnal cycles within
surface level 0 and NO , time series from the Lower Fraser Valley are examined, where necessary "decUmatized"
to reduce tb~ impact' of meterological variability, and interpreted in the context of spatial and longer term
temporal variability of precursor (NO and VOC) emissions.

•

Some Limitations on Four-dimensional Data Assimilation Imposed by the Nonlinearity in Barotropic 8 -plane
Turbulence

Peter Bartello, Pie"e Gauthier and Monique Tanguay
Meteorological Research Branch
Canadian Atmospheric Environmenl Service
2121 Trans-Canada Highway
Dorval, P.Q. CANADA H9P U3
A 4Dvar analysis aims at providing information at scales smaller than the large sC<lle observations. It does so
by seeking initial conditions (at t=O) that best lits data over an assimilation interval t E 10,T]. The extent to
whicb a 4Dvar analysis C<ln accurately reproduce the iniltial conditions at these smaller scales depends on the
mecbanism by whicb information is transferred from sc:ale to scale. To better understand bow tbis transfer
works, we have investigated the most geophysically retevant transfer mechanism in as simple a context as
possible: the enstrophy C<lsC<lde of barotropic B-plane turbulence.
Only identical twin experiments were performed so that observations were generated from a model Slate X·
and tbe starting point of the minimization
was taken tl) be totally uncorrelated witb X· . When observatio~
are provided at all sC<lles and at every timestep, convergence C<ln be reached even Tho~gh this flow is highly
nonlinear but only if T does not exceed the decorrelation time. It is observed that there exists an optimum
length for the assimilation interval. At first, the quality of the fit improves as T increases: this is a consequence
of the dynamics of the model for which the large =Ie cl)mponent of the flow controls the development of the
smaller scales. But if T is increased further, beyond the decorrelation time, the initial conditions are no longer
C<lpable of determining the model state at a time T later and convergence C<lnnot be reached anymore. If only
the large scale component of the synthetic observations is used as observations and for T Corresponding to this
optimal length, the analysis only lits the large scale component initially but at the end of the interval (t = T),
it has evolved towards the true state at all

X.

A New Three-dimensional Analysis Algorithm for the CaD81dian Global and Regional Data Assimilation Systems

Herschel Mitchell', Clcil/en Charette', CUment ChouiNu,l', Richard Hogue' and Jacques Halll'
'Direction de recherche en meteologie
'Canadian Meleorological Cenlre
Atmospheric Environment Service
Dorval, Qc, Canada
A fully 3-d analysis algorithm has been developed to replace the Split vertical/horizontal scheme which has been
used in operational data assimilation at the Canadian M,oteorologiC<lI Centre for more than 15 years. The new
algorithm is more accurate than its predecessor, especially with regard to the treatment of single-level data, Stich
as aircraft and surface reports, and this his permitted thle utilization of a much larger quantity of aircraft data
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(including ACARS). The treatment of satellite pro:r.ies (SATEMs) has also been significantly modified: in the
new algorithm these reports are assimilated as thicknesses over relatively thick layers instead of mandatory-level
temperatures, as was the case previously. In conjunction with the development of the new algorithm, the forecast
and observational error statistics were also Updated
Following a brief description of these changes, their impact on data assimilation cycles and the ensuing forecasts
wiU be presented.
3D Variational Data Assimilation ror a Global Spectral Model

l'Urn Gauthier' and Piern Koclas'
Meteorological Research Branch
'Canadian Meteorological Cenlre

1

Atmospheric Environment Service
2121 Trans-Canada Highway
Dorval, P.Q. CANADA H9P IJ3
A 3D variational data assimilation system (30var) is c:urrently being developed for the operational global spectral
model (Ritchie, 1991) of the Canadian Meteorologiical Centre. This 30var analysis is similar to what has been
implemented at NMC (Parrish and Oerber, 1992) and at ECMWF (Pailleux, 1992). Although a 30var analysis
is equivalent to a multivariate optimum interpolation scheme (Lorene, 1988) when the same assumptions are
made, they differ in practice by the ract that the analysis increments are built globally in spectral space and data
selection algorithms are no longer required. There: are several reasons in favour of 30var. First of all, there
is its ability to assimilate more easily observations indirectly related to model variables which is often the case
for satellite data. Second, it is also possible to impose that some dynamical constraints be satisfied by the
resulting analysis. Finally, a 30var analysis is a necessary first step in the development of quadri-dimensional
variational data assimilation deemed to be the most promising and feasible data assimilation approac~ for
numerical weather prediction. Preliminary results obtained with this system will he presented to point out how
the background error statistics influence the analysis, especially differences brought in by using a non separable
representation of the forecast error correlations.
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Modelling of chemical transport / Mod,6lisatlon du transport des prodults chlmlques
Chair/PresldentJack McConnell

Inclusion of Cbemistry in tbe Canadian Global Spedral Forecast Model

J. W. Sandilands', J. W. Kaminski', H. RitchieJ, J.C.. McConnel'" "', and M. Danilin'
J Department 0/ Physics and Astronomy, York Univerlity
'Centre lor Research in Earth and Space Science, York University
JReserche en Prlvision numlrique, Environment Callatia
'Department 0/ Earth and Atmospheric Science, Yor,~ University
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This work is part of a larger effort to include an interactive stratospheric chemical module in the Canadian
Meteorological Centre Global Spectral Forecast Model for generating long range ozone forecasts. The chemistry
module to be included [Kaminski, Ph.D. Thesis, 1994; Danilin, this congress] contains a complex description of
stratospheric processes, including HOx, NOx , CIOx , and BrOx chemistry. Heterogeneous chemistry is allowed to
occur not only on Type I and II PSC surfaces, but also on stratospheric sulphate aerosols. It is the eventual goal
to use this chemistry module with the CMC SEF model in order to assess the impact of carrying ozone as a
prognostic on long range forecasts. This phase of the work will concentrate on examining the effect of different
spatial resolutions on chemical tracers, in order to determine the optimal horizontal and vertical resolution for the
chemical module. Starting with simple sulphur aerosol chemistry, a sensitivity study of the 1991 Mount Pinatubo
eruption will be examined to determine the interplay between chemical and dynamical terms of the continuity
equation at low stratospheric heights. In addition a comparison with aerosols measurements from the AVHRR
instrument will be undertaken in order to assess the quality of the lower stratospheric dynamical forecast of the CMC
Global Spectral Forecast Model as revealed by the aerosol transport. A progress report on the status of this work
will also be given at the Congress meeting.
Statistical and Dynamic Ozone Forecasts for Canada

H. Ritchie (RPN), L. Wilson (ARMF),
A. Dastoor (ARQ/) and M. Vallie (ARMF)
Atmospheric Environment Service
Darval, Qulbec, Canada H9P 1J3
Tel: (514) 421-4739; Fax (514) 421-2106

Using the Canadian Global Spectral Forecast model as a starting point, techniques are being developed in
Canada to forecast total column ozone thickness for up to two days in advance. Two separate methods are under
development. The ftrst is a statistical "perfect prog" procedure which consists of a set of six regression equations
relating the total ozone thickness to lower stratospheric and upper tropospheric meteorological variables such
as temperature, vorticity and geopotential height. These equations have been run operationally during the
summer of 1993 to produce total ozone forecasts for the northern hemisphere, using forecast values of the
meteorological variables from the global model. The total ozone thickness forecasts are fed to an empirical
relationship among ozone thickness, solar zenith angie and flux of ultraviolet radiation at the earth's surface to
generate UV flux values for use in Canada's UV index forecast program. Verifications have been produced for
18h and 42h total ozone forecasts from the summer of 1993. Verifying observations come from the Canadian
network of 13 Brewer spectrophotometers, and thus the results are valid for Canada only. The results indicate
an overall error level of 11 Dobson units.
The other main thrust of the ozone forecasting program is the development of a dynamic ozone analysis and
forecasting procedure. Again, the global spectral model is being used, with ozone incorporated in the model as
a passive tracer. Initially, no sources and sinks of ozone are being considered; the ozone is simply advected in
the model. For this, a three-dimensional initial ozone fteld is required, and is produced by carrying out a
horizontal analysis of total column ozone, then distributing the ozone in the vertical. The flfst dynamical
forecasts are currently being run. Work is proceeding in parallel on both the statistical and dynamical forecasting
techniques, and intercomparisons will be presented at the conference.
A Study or Winter Arctic Polar Chemistry with a 3-D Chemical Transport Model

Jacek W. Kaminski, J. Wnde Sandilands, John C. McConnell, and Michael Yu. Danilin
Department of Earth and Atmospheric Science
York University,
North York, Ontario M3J IP3
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We have previously presented results from a 3-D global Chemical-Transport Model (CfM) that has been applied
to simulate stratospheric conditions for the winter of 91 ..92 in the Northern hemisphere using objectively analyzed
wind and temperature data from the Canadian Meteolrological Centre. This winter simulation without sulphate
reactions results in the production of CIO and its retention within a relatively isolated vortex. Here we present
new results for the January (and February) 93 simullation both with and without sulphate chemistry. In the
former case the air was heterogeneously converted in Ithe model but it remained as mostly chlorine nitrate. We
have improved the representation of heterogeneous c:hemistry in the model and included sulphate aerosols (cf
Danilin, this congress) The role of the heterogeneou,; reactions on the sulfate aerosol and polar stratospheric
clouds in the winter 93 scenario will be presented. Also, a comparisons of the model results with the available
satellite data (TOMS, MLS) win be presented.
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The Interactions or the Sub Polar and Sub Tropic,,1 Gyres to Ihe Soulh and Easl or Ihe Grand Banks or
Newfoundland
R.Alfyn Clorke
Ocean Circulotion Division
Physical and Chemical Sciences
Bedlord Institute 01 Oceanography

The Gulf Slream, Labrador Current and North Atlalntic Current form loops, bifurcations, retrofiections and
eddies in the region of the ocean known as the Newfoundland Basin. The local bathymetry interacts with deep
weslern boundary currents to produce fronts and boundaries between the new water masses from the Nordic
and Labrador seas and those from the subtropical gyre and the South Atlantic. During the summer and faU of
1993, a WOCE control volume study was initiated in this region to provide firmer estimates of the sources and
strengths of all the currents in this complex region. The programme involves a moored array of current meters
and inverted echo sounders, RAFOS float releases within the main pycnocline and repeat hydrography with a
full suite of tracers and along track Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler sections. The hydrographic sections are
largely aligned along TOPEX/POSEIDON orbits. V.le will use the fall 1993 hydrographic data set to illustrate
how the addition of the satellite, float and tracer data through numerical techniques will improve our estimates
of the circulation field.
Inlordecadal Variability - A New Perspective
Richard J. Oreatbalch, Sheng Zhang and Wenju Cai
Department 0/ Physics
MemoriJJl University 0/ New/oundlond
St. John's, New/oundlond, AlB 3X7

North Atlantic sea surface temperature exhibited a g'~neral warming during the 1920's and 30's, followed by a
cooling in the 1960's. There is evidence that the North Atlantic circulation may have played a role in
6
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determining tbese changes, an idea tbat goes back to Ejerknes (1964). The GFDL coupled ocean-atmosphere
model exhibits an interdecadal oscillation in the North-Atlantic in which changes in the thermohaline circulation
in the ocean playa fundamental role. New ideas regarding the mechanism of this oscillation will be discussed.
Measurement or Vertical Dilfusivity in the North Atlantic Tracer Release Program

Neil Oakey, Barry Ruddick
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Bedford Institute of Oceanography
Dartmouth, NoPa Scot/4
Department of Oceanography
Dalhousie University
Halifax, N.S.
The North Atlantic Tracer Release Experiment (NATRE) has been done to slUdy vertical mixing processes. The
central focus of the experiment was the study of diffusion of a tracer injected in May 1992 in the eastern North
Atlantic and followed for a year in three surveys by Ledwell and Watson. They measured diffusivity from the
vertical rate of spread of the injected tracer.
In our studies of turbulence and microstructure using the EPSONDE vertical profiler we have estimated vertical
diffusivity from two field experiments at six months and at one year after the injection of the tracer. These
measurements enable us to independently estimate the vertical diffusivity from both temperature fluctuations and
from turbulent dissipation. Our results from both these measurements are consistent with the direct tracer
measurements and indicate a vertical diffusivity of order 1 to 2 x 10' m'.' for the main pycnocline at a depth
of about 300 meters in the Canary Basin. We have also used our microstructure results to try to identify the
processes causing this mixing and also to test various models used in the study of mixing.
We will present results from the analysis of the restructure data obtained on the two cruises, including estimates
of dissipation and identification of physical processes as well as outlining future work.
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Chair/President: Phil Davies

Air Quality Modelling or Ihe Lower Fraser Valley

MarA: Hedley, Rob McLaren, George Paraskevopoulos, Susan Bohme, Dan Singleton
Institute for Environmental Chemistry
National Research council
In late July of 1985, the Lower Fraser Valley experienced ground level ozone concentrations in excess of tbe
Canadian standard of 82 parts per billion. A nonhydrostatic meteorological model, MC2, which was developed
by the Atmospheric Environment service Rescherche en Prevision Numerique and the universite du Quebec ii
Montreal and modified by the Institute for Environmental Chemistry is used to simulate the meteorology during
7
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this episode. The air quality is modelled using CAUGRID, a photochemical model written by the California Air
Resources Board. Results of the simulations are cnmpared against the measured ozone CQncentrations from
several sites within the Lower Fraser valley.
Modelling of Ozone Formation at a Rural Site in Southern Ontario

D. Plummer
Centn lor Research /n Earth and Space Science
York UniversUy, Nonh York, Ontario, M3J IP3, Calloda
J. McConntU, P. Shepson, D. Hastie, and H. Niki
Centn lor Research in Earth and Space Science and'
Centn lor Atmospheric Chemistry
York University, North York, Ontario, M3J IP3, Ca,'IllIIa
A one·dimensional time dependent photochemical diffusion model has been used to simulate the chemical and
vertical transport processes occurring at a rural lo""tion within Southern Ontario. The model output has been
compared with the extensive measurements of key atmospheric trace gases which were made at a rural site in
Southern Ontario as part of SONTOS (Southern Ontario Oxidant Study) during the summer of 1992. In
particular, the measurements include various VOCS, odd nitrogen components and RO which bave also been
explicitly included in the model. Tbis study focuses; On the data obtained for the 6th Aug,.st, 1992. During the
day the air reaching the site was characteristic of clean air up until about 6:00 PM EDT when polluted air
reacbed the site. For the relatively clean air period (witb the winds from the west) the model is able to
reproduce the observed variation of key species weill. Under these clean air conditions, dry deposition of HNO
and PAN as well as a widespread NO nux from the soil, CQntrol the diurnal variation of NO and NO in th~
boundary layer. Isoprene, though the peak concentration is less than 0.3 ppb on this day, is clearly on~ of the
dominant non·methane hydrocarbons. The effects of varying the NO and isoprene nux on the chemistry is also
•
investigated.
The Relative Roles of Bromine and Chlorine in Polar Sunrise Depletion or Tropospheric Ozone
Apollo Tang, Jack C. McConnell'
1

1

Department of Physics and Astronomy, York Univ,ersity
Department of Earth and Atmospheric Science

Sudden and dramatic decreases in ozone occur during polar sunrise in the Arctic boundary layer. Measurements
(direct and indirect) indicate the presence of active bromine and chlorine atoms. We have attempted to simulate
some of tbe features of this phenomena using a sirnlple 1·0 model incorporating heterogeneous chemistry with
measured alkanes, a1kenes and acetylene. Simplistic ,assumptions regarding the heterogeneous chemistry suggest
that the decrease in ozone may be driven by bromine chemistry while chlorine chemistry, although driving alkane
destruction, does not playa major role in ozone destruction per se. In this study we investigate the role played
by the self reactions of the R02 radicals generated i.n this low NOx environment by the Br and CI atoms and in
particular look for evidence of 'finger prints· of tbe bialogen atom chemistry.
Cart Decislon·Tree Statistical Analysis and Prediction of Maximum Surface Ozone for the Vancouver,
Montreal, and Atlantic Regions or Canada

Williom R. Bu"ows
Environmelll CaMda, Atmospheric Environment Sel'Vice, MeteorolOgical Research Branch
Downsview, Ontario
8
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MaM Bel!/amill
Environment Canada, Atmospheric Environment Service - Quebec Regioll
Stephen Beauchamp
Environment Canada - Atmospheric Environment Service - Atlantic Regioll
Edward R. Lord, Douglas McCollor, Bruce Thomson, Walter Gilles
Environment Canada, Atmospheric Ellvirollmen/ Service - Pacific Region
Prediction of daily maximum surface ozone (0) concentration was begun in the spring of 1993 for selected
Canadian regions in order to advise the public rif air quality. There is a need for forecast guidance, particularly
for prediction of surface 0 concentration levels near or exceeding the Canadian warning standard of 82 ppb.
Occurrences of 0 in such Joncentrations are relatively rare in the three regions, with probability of occurrence
in the range 2% fo 5% at most sites, thus reliable prediction is difficult. Mesoscale numerical meteorologicalphotochemical models are not currently available for routine use in operations, but the capability exists for
development and use of multi-variable statistical forecast techniques for prediction of daily maximum 0
concentration. Surface and upper air meteorological predictors and other predictors were matched with seve":'
years of observed daily maximum 0 concentrations for the months of May to September. Classification and
Regression Tree (CART) decision-t,'ee analysis was done for five sites in the Vancouver-Lower Fraser Valley
region, eight sites in the Montreal urban area, and four sites in the Atlantic region. Tbe decision-trees were
found to fit the data reasonably weU, and the rules for node-splitting were found to be physically realistic.
Variance explained by the CART decision-trees and importance rankings of predictors are shown for the sites
and details of the decision-tree for one site in each region are presented.
Same-day forecasts (issued the morning of the day of validity) were tested with independent data for Vancouver
and Montreal for each of the five years 1988-1992. (There was insufficient number of years of data for tbe
Atlantic region to do the test). Forecast accuracy is enhanced by using the ensemble of separate forecasts for
all sites in a smaU region to make one forecast that applies everywhere in the region. Verification of ensemble
forecasts sbow the technique has reasonably good skill in forecasting surface 0 concentrations near or exceeding
the Canadian warning standard. A computer version of the technique has be~n provided for use in the regional
forecast offices.
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AtmospheriC data assimilation / Assimilation des donnees atmospheriques
Chair/President: Pierre Gauthier

The 4D-VAR Algorithm as a Sub-optimal Smoother

Richard MellOrd
Meteorological Research Direc/orate
Atmospheric Environment Service
Dorval, Quebec
Roger Doley
Atmospheric Environment Service
Downsview, Ontario
The Kalman smoother is a generalization of the Kalman filter algorithm, which permits the processing of future
9
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observations. The Kalman smoother can be derived from stochastic control theory, which is a generalization of
lhe four dimensional variational (40-VAR) algorithm, lhat does not require a perfect model. The error
characteristics and tbe four dimensional (spatial and temporal) weights for the perfect and imperfect models are
examined. It is found that future observations improve the analysis particularly when the flow is inviscid or
unstable and tbe model is perfect. It is also shown that applying the 40VAR when the model is actuaUy
incorrect, causes significant errors on the forecast/ analysis statistics and weights given to observations particularly
at the begiooiog and end of the association period.
Practical Problems Related to lhe Assimilation of Satellite Humidity Data

Louis Garand
Atmospheric Environment Service
Dorval, Quebec, H9P IJ3
The eaoadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) currently assimilates full disk GOES retrievals of humidity profiles
derived at six standard levels. The profiles are statistically inferred from cloud classification using infrared aloDe
at night and visible and infrared in daytime. The 6.7jJ water vapour cbannels is also used to infer upper
tropospheric humidity from cioud class dependent relationships (see Garand, JAM 1993). A central problem
is to give proper weight to the data witb respect to the background field (6-b forecast). Original weights based
on collocation with radiosondes were found to be too largewith 6-h forecast becoming m(\re and more similar
to satellite data observed at the same time. One explanation is the cumulative influence of the data (200 km
resolution every six bours). An other reason is that the horizontal correlation of errors was neglected. These
correlations were found to be non negligible for neighbouring soundings of the same cloud cover class up to
about 400 km. We will present modeled correlations of horizontal errors based on real data as well as results
of WITH-SAT versus NO-SAT lO-day assimilation cycles showing the influence of the Satellite humidity data
on analyses and forecasts.

One-dimensional Variational Assimilation of SSM!I and GOE..'i Retrievals of Atmospheric Water Vapour

Dr. Godelieve Deblonde
Atmospheric Environment Service
AtTospace Meteorology Division
Total Precipitable Water (TPW) retrieved from Special Scnsor Microwave/Imager (SSM/I) brightness
temperatures and specific bumidity retrieved from Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)
radiances are assimilated using a one-dimensional (I-D) variational assimilation technique. The time periods
analyzed are for 15 days in June 1991 and March 1992. Both satellite retrieval techniques are empirically based.
The study is divided into two parts.
First, collections witb radiosondes are performed to assess the quality of the satellite water vapour retrievals.
A global collocation study over tbe oceans between SSM/' TPW retrievals and 6-h numerical weather prediction
forecasts (trial fields) ofTPW sbows that the rmse (root mean squarc error) are comparable: 4.7 kg/rrf and 5.0
kg/rrf respectively. A collocation study over both the oceans and land between GOES retrieved TPW and 6-b
forecasts of TPW yields respective values for the rmse of 4.6 kg/or and 4.4 kg/or in the mid· latitudes and 6.8
kg/rrf and 5.9 kg/rrf in tbe tropics.
Secondly, SSM/I TPW and GOES specific humidity are assimilated via a 1-0 variational tecbnique which
minimizes the error variance of t.be analyzed (or assimilated) field. The 6-h numerical weather prediction
forecast of humidity is used as a background field. The rmse of the analyzed field of TPW is reduced by 1 kg/rrf
with respect to tbe 6-b forecast when SSM/l TPW is assimilated and 0.6 kg/or when GOES retrievals of specific
humidity are assimilated. In tbe upper levels of the troposphere (above 600 mb), the reduction in rmse of
10
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specific bumidity is largely due to GOES retrievals whereas in the lower atmosphere (850 mb to 700 mb) the
reduction is mostly due to the assimilation of SSM/I TPW. This emphasises the complementarity of using
multisensor retrievals.

Planning for Variational Data Assimilation or TOVS Radiances in the Canadian Data Assimilation Procedure

C. ChouilUlrd
Aerospace Meteorology Division
Atmospheric En~ironment Service
2121 Trans·Canada Highway
Dorval, P.Q. CANADA H9P U3
Satellite data bas been used in the current Optimum Interpolation (01) System at the Canadian Meteorological
Centre (CMC) for over fifteen years and yet their impact is still at best marginally positive. There are serious
difficulties in assimilating these data and many are related to intermediate processing steps related to converting
radiance data to a form acceptable by current 01 analysis systems, i.e. layer.mean temperature soundings. This
is currently done by NESOIS and the products are Commonly referred to as SATEM and TOVS sounding.
Currently, only the SATEM soundings are assimilated in a final 30·01 step with all other data types.
In a variational approach, the minimization of the analysis error is done in the respective spaces of each type
of observations and there is no need for the first step of the current system which involves converting radiances
La intermediate Iayer·mean temperatures. Effectively, with the help of the forward radiative transfer model food
its adjoint, it is possible LO minimize the error directly in radiance space. Further, in it full 3D· VAR system,
all radiance dat@i lire treated together consistently with the trial field and all other types of data in one
minimization principle. The current 01 system's use of SATEM data will be presented and compared to a
proposed h}brid lD·VAR/30·0I based system using TOVS data and the relative merits of each highlighted with
results. Finally, the extension of the 10-VAR system to the full 3D-VAR system will be discussed.
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MAM results and Downward Conlrol / Les resullals du "MAM" elle posl-contr6le
Chair/President: T.G. Shepherd

Preliminary Results From a Climate Simulation made with the Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model

Stephen Beagley and Jean de Grandpre
Department 0/ Earth and Atmospheric Science
YorA: Uni~ersiJy
John Fy/e and Nonnan McFarlane
Canadian Centre lor Climate Research
Uni~erslty 0/ Victorill
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The Canadian middle Acmosphere model is currently being developed as a global atmospheric general circulation
model which fuUy resolves the region between the surface and the mesopause. A preliminary, but nearly state
of the art version of this model has been constructed from an upwardly extended version of tbe third generation
Canadian Climate Centre AGCM. A multi-year simulation has recently been completed with this model. A brief
description of tbis model is provided and selected results from this sim ulation are presented and com pared where
possible with observed climatic data.

Sensitivity of Climate Simulations to the Vertical Structure of Gravity-Wave Drag

N. McFarlane
.
Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis, University of Victoria
M. Lou.re
Atmospheric Environment Service, Downsview, Ontario
S. Beagle
Department of Earth and Atmospheric Science, York University

Although parameterizations of orographic gravity-wave drag are now commonly used in AGCMs there remains
considerable uncertainty as to the vertical structure and magnitude of the drag force which should be applied.
Estiroates produced by Klinker and Sardeshmukh (1992) suggest that the parameterizations based on Palmer et
al (1986) or McFarlane (1987) may overestimate the mechanical dissipation in the lower stratosphere. Other
more recent formulations impose a substantial part of the drag force in the troposphere below the level where
gravity-wave breaking usually occurs in the lower stratosphere. This paper presents results from an ensemble
of simulations for the northern winter season made with upwardly extended versions of the Canadian Climate
Centre GCM which resolve the stratosphere and (for a subset of the simulations) the mesosphere as well as the
troposphere. These simulations demonstrate that the response to varying the magnitude and vertical structure
of the gravity-wave drag is quite variable, in part because stratospheric warmings occur-red for some smaller
magnitudes of the gravity-wave drag force but not for larger values or when there was no imposed gravity-wave
drag.
Estimates of Downward Control in tbe Canadian MAM

J.N. Koshyk 4< T.O. Shepherd
Department of Physics
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario
Results from the first climate run of the Canadian Middle Atmosphere Model are used to estimate the
'downward control" associated with various resolved and parameterized mechanical drag processes. The resolved
drag processes consist of the Eliassen-Palm flux convergence, while the parameterized drag processes include
gravity-wave drag, Rayleigh friction, and vertical and horizontal diffusion. Particular emphasis is placed on the
vertical extent of the control in certain critical regions such as the tropical and extratropical tropopause, and the
stratospheric polar vortices. The results are compared with the recent observational and modelling analyses of
Rosenlof & Holton (1993). The downward-controlled circulation is also compared with the diabatic circulation
in the model, in order to assess the validity of the assumptions underlying the downward control principle.

"Downward Control" and the Role of Gravity Waves in Determining the Circulation of the Polar Winter
Stratosobere
12
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Byron A. Boville, Nationol Center lor Atmospheric RI!search
One of the major problems found in general circulation model simulations of tbe middle atmosphere is that the
austral winter polar vortex is mucb too strong and tbe polar temperatures are much too cold throughout tbe
middle and upper stratosphere. It is sbown in this p3iper that this bias can be removed by including the effects
of gravity waves which break almost entirely in the nlesospbere. Tbe easterly momentum forcing produced by
the breaking gravity waves results in downward m,otion on tbe poleward flank of tbe jet. Tbe adiabatic
compression associated witb the downward motion o:an significantly increase the polar temperatures down to
below 30 km. The mecbanism is demonstrated in a simple two-dimensional model and shown to work when
applied in a general circulation model (the NCAR CCM2). It is inferred that gravity wave breaking plays an
important role in tbe dynamics of the Antarctic polar vortex, although the parameterizations used in this study
are probably not very accurate representations of the Igravity wave spectrum present in the atmosphere.
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Chair/President: B. Ruddick

The Gulf Stream and Associated Currents at SOW: R,elationship between Sea Level and Volume Transport

R.M. Hendry
Department 0/ Fisheries and Oceans
Bed/ord Institute 0/ Oceanography
Dartmouth, N.S.
B2Y4A2
Long-term moored current measurements south of the: Grand Banks along 50W obtained during 1988-1990 sbow
a Gulf Stream with an energetic barotropic componenlt. The measurements also reveal weakly vertically-sheared
westward mean flows between tbe Gulf Stream and the Grand Banks to the north which provide a link between
tbe subpolar and subtropical circulations in the western North Atlantic. Proxy sea-level records along the
mooring line were created by spatial integration of the direct measurements, augmented by measurements of
geostrophic shear from historical hydrographic measurements at the uppermost levels. Simultaneous
measurements of sea-level variability from the GEOSAT a1timetric mission were use to validate the proxy
sea-level records. Regression models relating sea-levd and mass transport were then developed. This approach
sbows promise for monitoring upper-level mass tran:sport using sea-level measurements from future a1timetric

missions.
Lagrangian Observations or Inertial Motions in the Northeast Pacinc:
Results rrom Multiple Satellite-tracked Drifter DeploVD!ents.

Richard E. Thomson', Paul H. LeBlomf, Alexander .B. Rabinovich'
llnstitute o/Ocean Sciences, Sidney, B.C. V8L 4B2
zUniversity 0/ British Columbia, Vancouver, B. C. V6:r 2Z2
J Institute of Marine Geology and Geophysics, Yuzhno-Sakhalinsk, Russia
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We examine the spatial and temporal scales of wind-induced inertial motions observed in the upper layer ofthe
northeast Pacilic using clusters of shallow and deep satellite tracked drifters deployed as part of the Canadian
contribution to the World Ocean Circulation Surface Velocity Program (WOCE-SVP). A total of 85 drifters
bave been deployed within this program. Focus is on two-hourly sampled positional data from nine drifters
deployed during August and September 1990 in the general vicinity of Station P (50 N, 14 W) where water
property structure was available for the time of drifter deployments. By using clusters of drifters, in which
individual buoys were separated initially by distances of 100 m, we are able to examine buoy dispersion and
spatial coherence patterns over a wide range of space and time scales. The combined use of shallow (15 m) and
deep (120 m) drogued drifters makes it possible to examine simultaneous motions above and within the main
pycnocline. Because of the comparatively short time between satellite Iixes, we are able to compare space-time
and frequency-wavenumber characteristics of the near-inertial motions with those of higher frequency semidiurnal
tidal motions.

WOCE Hydrological Survey in The Sea of Okhotsk

Colin Taylor
University of British Columbia
Until recently, only limited hydrological data on the Sea of Okhotsk has been available to western scientists. This
area of the world providing ventilated water to the North Pacilic and a full study of the area could deline this
sea Intermediate Water. In Sept. 93, an international expedition of Canadian, Russian and American scientists
conducted hydrological surveys at over 30 points in the area, extending along a line from approximately 45N 154E
in the Pacilic, through the Bussol about 58N 142E on the Kashevarov Bank. CTD data collected along this line
illustrates an intense thermocline at the surface of the sea, with a temperature minimum at about BOrn as well
as vertical mixing in the upper 1200m of the Bussol that depth, the water properties at the testing stations were
relatively similar across the strait.
Pacific Intermediate Water in the Sea of Okhotsk

Howard Freeland, C. Wong and Frank Whitney
Institute of Ocean Sciences, Sidney, B.C.
The densest water formed in the Pacilic Ocean formed in the N.W. Pacilic,is the Pacilic Intermediate Water
(PIW) formed probably in the Sea of Okhotsk or along the Kamchatka Peninsula. It is important to know how
much Intermediate Water is formed, and how rapidly it is formed since this puts limits on the ventilation rate
of the N. Pacific.
In September 1993 a joint Canada/U.S./Russia cruise occupied 30 stations comprising the most western segment
of WOCE line PI from tbe open Pacific, through the Bussol' Strait (Kuril Islands) and through the Sea of
Okhotsk. Sampling was for the standard CTD variables, nutrients, carbonate chemistry and CFC-II and CFC-12.

The talk will present a picture of some aspects of the deep circulation in the Sea of Okhotsk. In particular it
will present evidence for deep water exchange through the Bussol' Strait and will discuss the properties of PIW
within the Sea of Okhotsk. A distinct water mass has been observed within the Sea that has sigma·t values
ranging from 27.0 to 27.3, somewhat greater than the values normally attributed to PIW in the N. Pacilic (26.8
to 27.1). The CFC-ll/CFC-12 ratio indicates that this water mass is old, and was last in equilibrium with the
atmosphere around 1970. Thus it is concluded that PIW has not recently been formed in the Sea of Okhotsk,
and that this Sea is not a major site for ventilation of the N. Pacilic.
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PLENARY SPEAKERS/ CONFERENCIER iNVITES
SESSION ON FISHERIES OCEANOGRAPHY
SESSION SUR L'OCEANOGRAPHIE DES P~CHES

The Changing Ocean Envjrorunenl in Relation 10 Carrying Capacity and Ability to SuPPOrt CClmmercjai
Fisheries

Richard J. Beamish
Department of Fisheries a:/il Oceans
Biological sciences Branch
Pacific Biological Station
Nanaimo, British Columbia V9R 5K6
Understanding Ihe reasons for abundance flUClualions of fishes is necessary for the management of fisb stocks.
Abundance cbanges can accur because of human aClions such as 100 high a fishing mortality or because of natural
abundance changes. Natural abundance changes can be short·term or interannual changes and long·term or
inlerdecadal changes. complicating attempts 10 identify environmental factors that cause fish abundance changes.
Slrategic management of fisheries requires separating fishing effects from environmental effects because rebuilding
strategies will be different if abundance declines result from overfishing or from environmental factors . If declines
in abundance are mainly a result of a natural change in carrying capacity. management actions would not be expected
to rebuild abundance to previous levels.

In the Pacific there are several examples of the importance of including acean effects in fisheries management. The
Pacific halibut fishery is managed using a model that assumes there are long·term natural abundance trends.
Extreme fluctuations in the abundance of the very important Japanese sardine stacks are believed to be largely
independent of the fishery. Recent studies have identified long·term. climate-ocean·related fluctuations in the
abundance of Pacific salmon. Even when fishing effects are believed to be responsible for declines in abundance,
such as in !be very large walleye pollock fishery, a case can be made that implicates the ocean environment.
Understanding the reasons for abundance changes is not only necessary for effective and efficient fisheries
management now, but it is also essential if we are to management fisheries in the changing environment of the
future.

Tuesday/Mardi p.m. Session 3
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Atmospheric· Surface forCing / Interaction de surface atmospherlque
Chair(President: Tim Oke

Comparison of Heat AllXes from Summertime Observations in the Suburbs of Four North American Cjties

C.S.B. Grimmond
Dept. Geography, Indiana University
Bloomington, IN 47405, U.S.A.
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TlmOu

Dept. ()/ GeographJ
UnJvers/IJ 0/ BrUuh Columblll
Voncouver, B. C., V6T IZl CIlJII1Ila
Directly ..-sured energy balanc... (or sub.uban ......... in Chicago, Los Ang.I.... Sac"""""'o and Tucsoo are presented
in the form o( eosemble plols of tbe diurnal patterns of th. flu... and tbe flu. pu1itionin,. In
the diurnal form
of tbe ooor,y partitiooiQS is very similar for the four citi." suagestio, tbaI simplo parameterizotioD .cbemu may be
approprioIe. The JINIIIeslllisciepwcy is fooM for Chlca&o where frequent rain eveots inteml'" the panorns. In the oIbcr
citi., daytime BoweD ratios appear to be related to the amcunI of irrigation of utban voeetation

,,,,,,,ra1

Relative Efflcknei<s of Turbulent TraftSfe, o[ Heal, Mass and Momentum over • Patchy Urban Surlaer

M. RoIh ond T.R. OU
AIIfIOspherk Scunce Programme
DepartlMnJ 0/ GeographJ
UnJverslly 0/ BrUuh Columblll

Vancouver, B.C. V6T 122
Tbe study usa<! observabonaJ data from a suburtlao site in V_ouve" B.C. to investigate the relalive facility witb which
heat, water vapour and momeotum are transported by turbulooco in the W1Stable surface layer. The ratios of Iioear
corrolarioo co-efficietJIs r.nlr_ and r... lr_ increase approximately linearly witb instability and are generally smaUer than
typical rural values, due to bluff body effect.. Tbe ratio r.nlr.. i. ~re.atest near neutral and .."or than unity al aU
stabiliti06. This ine<pIaIiIy may be caused by the complex source/sink pauo"" of tho utban surface. cloud effects 00 tbe
radiative forcing Old by tbe uousuaUy weU developed inleno<:tioD between the surface and boundary layer. ~ of
II'IImfor beIweerJ T and q will make it difficult to measure turbulent flux .. for cities using sta.odard gradient approocbes.

A CoupiinK Med!anism for Wind 8/!d Warn

WilDllm Ptrrle and Uangmlng Wang
P/lJskal and Chemical :>Cunus, :>Colia-Fund, Reg/on
DeplU1menl 0/ Fisheries and Octans
BtQord Institute o/Octanograp/IJ
P.O. Bor 1006, Dartmouth, Nova Scolla, Canada B1Y 4A1
We preseot a simple model for tbe dyliMliC5 which coupl. lbe atmospheric boundAry layer and wind-generalod waves.
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The model is empirically motivated by parameterizations for the seaswe.<Jependent drag coefficient and sea surface
roughness derived by Smith eI al (1992) from HEXOS measurements. Estimates are made for the effect the coupling
dynamics has on predicted sea state parameters such as spectral wave energy and sea surface fluxes of momentum.
Results are verified with observations collected duriog the CALIV AL experiment of Dobson and Vachon (1994). We
demonstrate thai inclusion of the coupling dynamics .. important in order to systematically improve wave modelling. TIle
effect of the coupling dynamics is particularly important for young waves in the presence of high wind speeds. A
tendency to improve estimates of maximum wave heights is achieved.
Dynamics of Forecast EtTOrs and Extended Kalman Filtering for Burgers' EQuatiOn

Rkhard Mltuud
Meteorological Research Directorate
Atmospheric Environmenl Service
Dorval, QUibec
Typical solutions of Burgers' equation presents a frontogenesis stage followed by a decaying stage. The dynamics of the
mean, variance and correlation of forecast errors is examined and compared with tbeory. The validity of the tangent
linear approximation for predicting the variance and error correlation is assessed by comparing results witb Monte Carlo
simulations. The esseotials of forecast error dynamics is established by using the continuous formulation for tbe evolution
of forecast error statistics. Diagnostics are presented in terms of convergence of forecast errors due to the advection by
the background wind. The effect of diffusion, although negligeable duriog frontogenesis is found to develop distinctive
features in the forecast error correlation panem. The ensemble mean forecast is investigated by using second order
tbeory. Results are compared with Moote Carlo simulations. Also, implications for data assimilation of fronts are
presented with extended Kalman filteriog experiments.

The second part presents the effect of observations. The extended Kalman filteriog tbeory is reviewed and we point out,
tbat in addition to the tangent linear approximation, tbe application of EKF to NWP involves an approximation in tbe
equation for the propagation of tbe covariance of forecast error errors. This appoximation cbanges the nature of the
matrices calculated with this algorithm. Ensemble of realization of EKF with only one observation is used to assess tbe
properties and limit of validity of EKF. Results showed that the position of the observation with respect to tbe front is
of primary importance for EKF and that the size of the initial errors is secondary. It is sbowed that wben the EKF is used
in regimes where the tangent linear approximation is not strictly valid , the EKF produces, on average, a systematic
estimatioo error with a bias towards the ensemble mean solution. When tbe system is observable, the EKF error bias is
gradually removed as observational information accumulates, so that the estimated state converges toward the trutb.
Sensitivity of Simulated Madden-Julian Oscillations to Cumulus Parameterization Schemes in CCC GCM

Jlan Sheng
Canadian Climate CenJre, VIctoria, B. C.
The Maddon-Julian oscillation simulated by tbe Canadian Climate Centre general circulation model (CCC GeM) is
identified by the teclmique of Prinei"", Oscillation Paltem (POP) and compared with that observed in the real atmosphere.
The results are based upon two Integrations of tbe CCC GCM, one with Ihe parameterization of penelrative cumulus
convection (EXPI) and the other with the moist convective adjustment scbeme (EXP2)
From both integrations , the tropical Madden·Jullan oscillations can be detected as the first pop o r the 200 bPa velocity
potential along the Equator. The disturbances show a distinctive wave number one structure witb the strongest local
amplitude found in the longitudes corresponding to the region of Asian monsoon. TIle phase speed of the- eastward wave
propagation is higher in the eastern Pacific arxJ lower in the Monsoon region where the convective activities are strongest.
17
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Those ~ ..., in good agreement wilh the ob.otVation.s. III COiQt,..t to the real atmosphere. & doubJe,.peU strocture
of Ihe velocity p<Jt«IIiaI can be found in BXP2. The energy spectrum of the velocity poteotial peak at abcul 38 day. for
EXPI. whieb is somewhat shorter compared to !he observed periods of 40-50 <illy• . On tbe other band. two spectral.
peak. can be clearly identified for EXP2. one with. period of 24 <illy. and the other witb a much looqer period.
s""",where.,...,. 112 days - Both peaks appear statistically significant at 5% level. Long te"" <illta of the observed
atmosphere sbow little indication of sucb spectral sepIl>IIion.
The wind and boigbl fields associated witb the first pop sbow very similor palIe"" in EXPL and EXP2. "They resmble.
to some extent. the baraclinic response of the.tropical flow to a beat source traveling eastwatd . AI the upper level.
Rossby waves propagate westward from the source region with winds generally following the height cootour. whereas
Kelvin waves propogat" to the ....1 wub strong cross-coOlour flow D_the Equator. At the lower level. the flow is
esseotiaJIy reversed. WheD!be celli", of the diSIIJrbanc. i. moved to the easlern Pacific. its "",plitude weakens.

In S\IIInI&I)'. Ihe CCC GeM does a reasonable job. in both EXPL sod BXP2. of simulating !he structur" of !be MaddenJullian oscillatioos. The pendnhve convection scheme gives & belter shot at simulating the frequency of the disturbances.
aJtbough the waves still t",val too fast in the model. n", moist convective edjustment scheme. 00 the other hand. assigns
two dilfered frequellCies to !be oscillation. It i. seen that the simulation of the Madden-Juli... oscillation is .eositive to
the deta.ils of tbe cumulllS porameIeri1.atioD scheme used in the model.
Gtlltfl!Uon or Moist PotenCial vorticity in ExtratroDiql Cyclones

Zuoluw CaD snd Han-Ru Cho
Deportment 0/ Physics
UnJ.erslly 0/ Toronto
"The mechanism of moist potential vorticity (MPV) generation in & t/ue&<limensionaJ ediabatic and frictionless flow is
inve&tigated. It is found tbat MPV generatioo ;s governed by baroclinic vectors sod moiSllJre grediellb . Negative
(positive) MPV can be ,e""rated in the region where baroclinic vectors have a component along (agwl) tbe directioo
of moisture gradieats. According to the rumericalsimulatioo of a typical midlotirude cyclone, neg.live MPV flTSt appears
in the north ....J of the cold fronl zoue at the development stag. and lhen intensifies in the benI-back warm froot aa the
rnalUr" stage. After tbe cyclon6 motures. the negative MPV regions progress toward the unsaturated port of !he wann
core. and take place along the cold froot in on unsaturated environmeol.

It is fowxl thai the Boussinesq form of the governing equatioos does 001 capture !be 'i&nificant development of MPV in
midlaa irud" cyclones .

"1!!:ma1 Gravlly Wave Braking in Ihe Middle Atmosphere
G. P. Klaassen' ond L.J. Sonmor'
'Department 0/ Earth and AJmospJurn SCUIJU, York Unlvtrslly
4700 Keele 51., North York, OntarW
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'JnstIJUle 0/ Spau and Almospherle Studies
UnJ~erslty 0/ SaskOlchewan, SaskOloon, SaskOlchewan
We present results from analyses of the stability of oonhydrostalic plane internal gravity waves. The present analyses
differ from previous studies (e.g. Frills and Yuan 1989) in tbattbe propagating Dature oftbe basic finite amplitude wave
is tak"" inIo 8C<XlWJI, and three-<Iimeosiona\ perturbations are considered. The roles plaved by various mechanisms such
as Kevio-He\mholtz instability, convective instability and slantwise-slatic instability are examined in detail. It is shown
that gravity wave instabilities differ in significant ways from their steady flow counterparts. The present results suggest
significam revisions to the standanl picture of the saturation of vertically propagating internal waves. Implications with
respect to momentum transport and the parameterization of gravity wave drag will he discussed.

Atmospheric ThIes in the Mesosphere and Thennosohere as seen by the Wind Imaging Interferometer /WINDID
on the UpPer Atmosphere Research Satellite.

Charles McLandrt$$, B.H. Solheim, Y. Rochon and G.G. Shepherd
JnstIJUlt/or Spaee and Terrestrial Science and York
4700 Keek St., Nonh York, OntarW, M3J IP3

Unj~erslty

WINDII, the Wind Imaging Interferometer on hoard the Upper Atmosphere Researcb Satellite measures winds,
temperatures and emission rates from a variety of atmospheric species. In this presentation wind data for Marcb and April
1993, obtained from the 01557.7 om (green line) emission, is analyzed to identify migrating solar tides.
Tbe tides are extracted by separating each day's wind measurements into ascending and descending oroits, zonally
averaging tbese fields and tben binning the eoIire two montb's data into one hour intervals of local solar time. The
resulting dataset, which is a function of local time, latitude and altitude, is then sliced in different ways to examine either
the latitudinal structure of the wind fields at fixed local times or the Ioca1 time hehaviour at specific latitudes.
The structure of the wind fields reveals distinct patterns of symmetry and antisymmetry with respect to the equator. At
low latitudes in the 90 to 120km altitude range the propagating diurnal tide with a vertical wavelength of about 25 km is
clearly visible. At higher latitudes features characteristic of tbe semidiurnal tide are seen. in the upper thermosphere the
vertical variations diminisb, whicb is indicative of strong diffusive processes in this part of the atmospbere. Finally, a
comparison of these observations to the Forbes' 1982 tidal model is presented. The WINDII data and the model results
show remarbble similarity with the WINDII data, bowever, showing a slightly shorter vertical wavelength of the diurnal
propagating tide.

Equatorial Waves In Planetary Atmospheres
X/QllqlngU

Dept. 0/ Physics
Un/~ers/IJ 0/ Toronto
Two types of numerical model based on tb. linearized primitive equation on an equatorialJl-plane have been developed
in order to study impact of equatoriaUy trapped planetary waves on the dynamics of planetary atmospheres. Compared
to some other recent 2~imensional numerical model in this context, improvements and extension have been made to
consider the effects of wave breaking and saturation process and a radiation condition at the top boundary .
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For the Eartb'slllr.llOSpbe<e, eq>bosis is pI8<:ed 00 the weU-known quasibiennial osciUatioa (QBO) and ~s forcin, .gellls,
lbe Kel"in and mixed Rossby-gravity waves. Resulls of a 1inear analysis of small amplitude wave wilh lhermal and
uw:hanic.ol dissipolioo indicale lhot wave parameters such as lhe wave aumber and phase speed of lhe dominant forcing
modes are detennined by the position of 'Speclral windows which arise from the requirement that waves must propagale
upwarda freely in tbe Iropospbe.re bul be absorbed witb siratosphere in order '0 force '00 QBO. Wave breaking and
08lUraIi0n is fOUDd to he CNCiai in the formalioll oflhe QBO in order to produce. realistic forcing structure of .he easterly
wind phase. One unexpected, result is that a decrease in the amplitude of the waves may _ially slightly increase the
streogtb 01 the ZOQIIJ meaa wiod and red..... the period of tbe oscillation. 1lle effects of some otIuor parameters have also
been explored in detail.

A similar pbemmeoon to lhe QBO has "","",Iy been identlfl6d in the Jovian equatorial stratosphere, and takes the form

01 an equatorial temperature f1uctua1ion with period - 4 year (the so called quasi-qua<Lrenniai oscillatioo (QQOJ ). This
pheoomcnoo has been succ...fully simulAted in our models, which shows lhe possibility lha,the QQO results from lhe
aClioa of OCfl8loriaily trapped plAnelary waves exciled from below. 1he wave parametorS are also decermined by lhe
position 01 'spectral wiodows' by analogy with the QBO. In Jupiter'. almosphere the excilati.o n of these waves and their
propoaatioo through different .oRal me.n flows are discussed in some delail. Also, lhe use of equatorial wave structure
and proP"iation as a di.!JlOSIic probe of the possible wind structure are discussed, lhe feasibility of testing these idea
usiog the data 10 he obcained from ongoing Golileo mission are exomined.

Miniatl!!'t SuperuUular and NOIMuoemUular tornadoes Seen on tbe McGill Doppler Radar

H. P. Biron an4 S. Sio.
Centre Mtltorowllque de QlltbeC
)./di) Be/J()n
McGill UniYtn/IJ

Mosl major tomadic episodes are associated with ",Wively persislenl supercellular storms. Si.ch stonns have been found
10 grow in envirorunenlS which are chonclerized by strong buoyancy energy and strong vertical wind·shear. Radar
rellectivities with such stonns indicate intense echoes at mid 10 high levels and A chancterislic ww echo region evident
ill vertical cross-sections. DOPPLER velocities indicate the development of. meso cyclone At mid levels prior to lhe
tornado touching ground.
Tornadoes hove also been kDowo to occur with SIOnn$ tIW do not meet the classical .upercellul.. mouJtI. Two .ucb types
of events hove beep identified over Quebec, and can be described as a miniature supercellular storm and a DODsuperceUulor lornado. Both these eveDls are compared to similar storms studied elsewhere.
Similar to the classical supercell, Ihe miniature va.r iety has a relatively persislen! precipitation core. However,
reflectivities &l mid·levels are weaker and stonn tops are milch lower lhan the classical variety. The DOPPLER velocities
wilh the miniature case indicaled a meso-cyclone which reached the mid lovels. In Ihe noo-supercellular case,
reflectivities at mid levels were also ww. The DOPPLER wind field with .he second CASe also showed a convergence
lone Along which lhe tomad ic cell eventually developed and a meso-cycJone was only evident at low-levels.
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Numerjs;aJ Simulation

0' a Long-Lived Mesoscale Conyec!ive System

Nlng Bao and Da-L/n Zhang
Deptu1lMnJ 0/ AlmospMrie and Oceonk Sciences
McGW University, MonJreaJ, Quebec H3A 2K6, CIlIUJII4
Tel: (514) 398 - 8075; FlU: (514) 398 - 6lJ5
E-Mail: dzhangqJJzephyr.lMteo.mcgiU.ca
Recem observations bave shown that ~ convective systems (MCSS) often form to the leo of the Rocky Mountains
and undergo several diwnaJ cycles before eoIering into the Atlantic ocean (e.g., Wetzel et aI. 1983; Fritsch et aI. 1994).
These systems also tend to drop a significanl amount of rainfall over tbeir journey to the ocean. Unfortunately. these
events still remain • "bit" or "miss" type of predictioo by both operational models and subjective forecasts .

Yo this study, we presem an 84-h simulation of an MCS that produced the 19·20 July 1m Johnstown, Pennsylvania, flasb
flood, and laIerdeveloped into a tropical storm. as analyzed by Bosart and Sanders (1981). An improved versioo of the
PSUINCAR JDeSOSCAle model (AnIhes and Warner 1978) witb • fin",mesb leogtb of 2S Ian was used for this srudy. The
important model features used includes a) a two·way interactive oested·gid procedure; b) the Blackadat boundary-layer
scheme; c) the Kain·Fritscb (1990) CUID.lIus porameterizatio scheme; d) an explicit moisture scbeme containing predictive
equations for cloud water (ice) and rainwater (snow); and e) a modified version of the Garand (1983) cloud·radiation
interactive scheme. The model was initialized at 1200 UTC 19 July 1977 using the same procedures and the same dataset
as thooo used by Zhang and Fritscb (1986). The model reproduces very weD the structure and evolution of a squall line,
a moooscaJe convective complex and a midlevel mesovortex during the first 12·b integration, and later tbe dissipatioo of
tbe MCSS. The model also simulates very weD tbe generation of new convection as tbe system drifts into the Atlantic
ocean, and the subsequent intensification into a tropical stonn when it is overtaken by a large-scale cold frootaJ system
near the end of84-b integration. The results are in remarbble agreement witb tbe analysis of Bosart and Sanders (1981),
including the location, structure and intensity of tbe storm up to 84 bours.
It is fouod that a) the inertial stability of an embedded mesovorte< is primarily responsible for the long·lived nature of
tbe system (tbe convectively generated mesovortex could be weU maintained in tbe model up to 72 h); b) the radiative
oooling near the cloud top prov¥les a favorable destabilization mechanism for the continued overturning within the cloud
layer, particularly when moist convective is inactive; and c) the surface sensible and latent beat fluxes over the ocean
produce a convectively unstable environment in the lowest layers before tbe system moves into the ocean.
The results bave important implications witb respect to tbe warm-season quantitative precipitation forecasts and the
predictability of MCSS, since no otber studies bave demonstrated sucb successful 34 day integration of a midlalitude
MCS tbat developed in a weak-gradient environment.

The Role of Moist Symmetric Instability in the Precipitation over Centra! Alberta
G. W. Reuter and N. AktlV)/

Division 0/ MettoroiDgy, Deptu1menJ 0/ GeographJ
University 0/ Alberta
Sounding data and rainfall measurements (from a two year period) were analyzed to assess the occurrence of moist
symmetric instability over Central Alberta. The moist Richardson number calculated from a eacb of the observed
sounding was compared witb the observed precipitation amounts falling within tbe next 12 bours.
About 20 % of the annual soundings were convectively stable, yet bad tbe potential for moist symmetric instability.
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However, a strong seasonal dependence was evident: During the winter about 40% of all soundings bad moist symmetrical
unstable layers, \\bereas only 2 % of the summer soundings were symmetrically unstable. The values for spriog and fall
were about 20%. About 15 % of the total precipitation falling at Stony Plain was associated with soundings that were
convectively stable, yet moist symmetrically unstable. During winter more than half the snow was associated with
slantwise unstable conditions.
A case study of multiple snow bands aligned in the direction of the thermal shear will be presented to clarify the likely
relationship between roll circulations forced by moist symmetric instability and the radar observed precipitation field .
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Fisheries Oceanography / L'Oceanographie des peches
_C;~alr/Pr~IlJdent: , R.

J. Bellmlsh

., ."
Soatial and Temporal Changes in the Fish Community or the Newfoundland-Labrador Shelf
R.L. H/Uldrlch', M.G. Vil/agarcia', M.C. Gomer
'DeparlmenJ of Biology, Memorial University, 51. John's, Newfoundland AlB 557
'Ocean Scrences Cenlre, Memorial University and DeparlmenJo de Biolog/a Vegelal, Faculdade de Clencias da
Unlversldatk de Usboa, 1700 Llsboa, Portugal

In the past 14 years, biomass and mean sizes have all declined in the marine fish community on the
Newfoundland-Labrador shelf. This decline was common to all commercial groundfish and to many non-commercial ones
as well. Since about 1985, the biomass decline has been accompanied by maior shifts in the geographic distribution of
almost every species. Some species disappeared from inshore, others disappeared from the north, and otbers did both.
Some species appear to have had maior shifts in abundance (north to south or inshore to offshore) whereas other species
exhibited a biomass decline in one area but maintained a rather uniform level in others. Multivariate analysis of groundfish
survey data ideolified four groundfish assemblage areas on the shelf, i.e. areas characterized by an homogeneous faunal
composition. Distnbution patterns of the assemblages remained relatively stable from 1978 until 1987, but have entered
a period of dramatic change since then. Changes in the distribution patterns of individual species anticipated changes at
the COIIIIDl1nity level. Intense exploitation of grouodfish is the most likely explanation for the decline of fish biomass on
the Newfoundland-Labrador Shelf. The shifts in distribution observed, however, suggest that broad-scale environmental
effects may also be at work.

Nnmerical Modelling of Cod Egg Retention of the Northeast Newfoundland Shelf
Fraser Davidson
Physics DeparlmenJ
Memorial University
St. John's, Newfoundland
AlB3X7

A time-dependent, two-dimensional velocity field is used to study the interanoual variations of cod egg and larval
dispersion on the Newfoundland and Labrador shelf. The model uses a steady state mean flow derived from a diagnostic
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cakula/ion of obj6ctively ao.aJysed density daI& for tho Northeasl Newfoundland Sbelf. Time-depeod.'" currenU U6
!ODerated win, a slob model driyOll by observed winds, following tho approach of PoUanl-Millard. We study tho
advection of the ellP and larvae usin& <IJIIlericaI Lapangian driven and by applying .be model
tho advection-<iiflUsion
of a .,..ch. We sbow Ibat northerly .pa~g locations ...... more favourable Ihao southerly spo.WDing Joc.uions for
nortbem cod (213KL). A& weD, we ideotify favourable and unfavourable zones of releulion onlbe Newfoundland ,bell.
The LaJf1IDJl.ian drift model i. compared ob..",ed driller data.

'0

'0

Nymerical ModtDinl or Coa.'ltJllJy Ttapptd m,turtanCfS

"Itr L Jacw,,' and Chris J. C. Rtast"r'

'Dtp4l1melll olGtop-aphJ
The Ufllvusll] 01 Weslu" Ofllllrio
LAndo", Ofllar/o, Canada

'Sdoo/ of MaJhtmllllcai IlIIIi 'iris/cal ScunctS
Murdoch Ufllv.nll]

'enlt, WA, Ausrralla
Coastal Tnlpped Disturbonc.. (CTD), bave t-n ao.aJysed aloog the w... coa.u of Nonb America as surface pressure
ridgos reouIt.ina both from IImuopberic Kelvin waves, and , under different .ynoplic forcing, from gravity cufmlll. They
last 210 6 days, and occur several Iimoo po< IDOOIb in SWllltler causing significant and suddoo chang... '0 COtitAI weather.
clear okieo ..... replaced by _ ; air onols by as mucb as 201> C ; and sudden wind shifts occur wi.h gusts up.o 20 m ,'.
They ..... tnlpped by • subsidollce inversion below the crests of barrier-like coostaIlDOUDIains and propag8l& northward
along the coast until friction or poorly understood orngnlphic effect. lead to dissipariQl1. Typic6J bomoolal seal.. in>
1000 Ian along-shore, and 100 Ian across.bore. Analytical and observational ,lUdi.. indicale that dynamics forced by
topo""pby is ""poll5ibl. for DOIHIe8dy behaviour which makes forecastin, the$e eveDts so diff"lCul.t. 10 particular, ga""
(SIJ()b as va!Jeyo and fjords) and beods in the coosIline (such as capes and peninsulas), bAv. t-n observed to .low or ,top
CTD propagation. A powerfuJ method of exploring these topognphie effec•• is by simulating
with a mesoscale
numeric6J model. Initial results from the modeUing effort will be discussed.

cm

Wind-DrinD PrfSSurt Gradients around an Island

°Dtp4l1melll oj MlfIOsphtrlt: IlIIIi Oce/lnic SclenceJ
/1114
Cefllre for Climau and Global Chan,t Rert/ud
McG/JI Un/Ytrsll]

805 Shtrbroou St. W.
MOfllr/aI, Qulbec
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--Bureau 0/ Meteorology Research Cenlre
G.P.O. Box 1289K, Melbourne, VIctoria 3001, Australia
0b6ervali0ns on the souIbem shelf of the island of Peurto Rico indicale thai the alongshore westward tradewinds lead to
an alongshore pressure gradient thai tends to oppose the wind stress.
A simple model of a cylindrical island witb a sbelf wxler low-frequency windstress is capable of explaining these
observalions. The solutions are givel) for the pressure and flow fields, and are extendable to botb reduced gravity and
barotropic models. Also, in the limit thai tbe coastal radius goes to zero (while the radius to the shelf edge is finite) tbe
solutions for a seamount are obtained.

The alongshore pressure gradients aI the shelf edge are indepenIMI of the parameters describing the island's size and may
be useful in describing sea-surface setup along .............. .. .. .... .. .. ..

Applications of the MSFD and NLMSFD Models to Flow over Askervein Hill

Peter Taylor', Keith Ayone',), James Salmon', John Walmsky', Wensong Went' and Dapeng Xu'
'Dept 0/ Earth and Atmospheric Science, York University
'Atmospheric Environment Service, Downsview
'NCAR, Boulder
'Zephyr North, BwUngton
Data collected during tbe 1982-3 Askervein experiments on atmospheric boundary-layer flow over a hill (Taylor and
Teunissea, 1987) include mean flow and turbulence integral statistics from 3 lines of 10m towers on the hill (Salmon et
aI, 1988) and from taller profile towers at an upwind reference location (RS - 5Om), the hilltop (HT - 5Om), the hill
ceotrepoint (CP - 16m) and the upwind hillfoot (UK - 30m) - see Mickle et al (1988). There are also Tala kite promes
to several bundred metres and detailed topographic data (based on 2m contours). Soon after the field study, extensive
comparisons were made against predictions from the linear MS3DJH model (Walmsley et ai, 1986) as well as some
studies with the initial, 1ioear mixed spectral, fmite difference model (MSFD) of Beljaars et al (1989), a 2D higher order
closure model (Zeman and Jensen, 1987) and witb a 3D non-linear fmite element model (Raithby et ai, 1987).
Since thai time there has been considerable development of the MSFD model (e.g. Karpik, 1988, Ayotte et ai, 1994) and
a non-linear extension of thai model (NLMSFD, Xu and Taylor, 1991) has been developed. The Askervein field data
are probably still the best available on flow over a hill of this scale and it seemed appropriate to revisit them. The paper
will present selected results of our intercomparisons.

Boundary-Layer Parameterization of Drag over Small Scale Topography

Dapeng Xu'. Peter A. Taylor'. and Keith W. Ayone'
'Department 0/ Earth and Atmospheric Scknce, York University
4700 Keek Street. North York. Ontarla. CtlIUIda M3J IP3
1Atmospheric

En.ironment Servke 0/ Canada
Presently seconded to MMM. NCAR. Boulder. Colorado. U.S.A .
SuJ>.grid scaIe terrain variations at macro and meso-scales exert a drag on the a1mospberic boundary-layer flow over tbem
and consequently bave an influence on large-scale atmospheric circulations. To incorporate this sub-grid scole effect in
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,1ob&I

re,iooaJ and
wea!hcr and climate models , a pouamoIerization of ,mall sca1" IOpOJt1IIlby is ueedod. This caB, in
principle, be achieved by adjusting dnog coefficienl', or by evaluating lID effective rouaJuw. leoKlh.
There an> several propoWs (Wood and Masoa, 1993, Belcber d ai, 1993, Taylor d ai, 1989) re&ardin& the
ponmoteriz.oboo of dnoa over smaJJ·sca1. topognophy. W .. review tbose propooaIJ and milk. c:omporisoos bdw-. them,
utilisinc reoulIs from lID efficieat DUIIIerieaI model of boundary layer flow ovu topography with socood order bJrbuleoce
cIoouno (NLMSFD - Xu _ ai, 1994). Model reoulIs rover lID eXlensive ....,g.. of paramoten, sucb .. bill shape, hill .Iope,
rou&hDou ~ and borizoola1 scale. We fOCUl 00 2D and 3D oeuIBlIy stratified atmospheric
layer results but
.n.....ioos 10 the PBL and 10 stablo stratification ate in

surf.""

pro,""'.

A Simple Thm-Dimemjonal Model or Planrllry Boundary Layer Flo .. over Topomphr

Keith W. AltJIJe
MeSDscllk ond Mkroscllk Meteort)wD Dly/swn
Notional Cenler for Almosp1teric Restarth
P.O. Boz Jooo, Boulder, CO, U.S.A . 80J07-JIJ(}O
I'elu A. Tqywr
DepiU1melfl of EoI1h and AlmDsp1teric Sc.~nu
YDrl: UnJ~erslly, 4700 Keele SUter
NlHfh Yort, OnlDrill

MJJ 11'3

This .,.......,.arion deocrn.. the developnoQ of a .~ Ihree-dimensional linear model of plaoeWy bouodaty layer flow.
The model is based 00 lbe Mixed Spectnl Finite Difference model of Beljaan tl al. (1987), usiug the fuU .econd ordor
turbuleoce closure of Lauoder, R"""" and Rodi (1975). The model us.. a sleady slale solulion 10 the fuUy DOD-linear
model "" ..tjono over. borizauIIy bomogeoews ourfIIoe 10 specifY the zero-ordu, upwind proIiJes of meau and twbulenl
quaotiti ... This meIbod of zero-ordet soIutioo specilicatioo ioclucle:s coriolis forcing aDd Reynolds at....... wbicb vary
Ibrtx1gII<U the depth of the boundary layer. Due 10 the complexity of the clorure and lineari.tatioo of the model equalioos,
the outbot bas cIiove1oped lID MJI<lmIIIed method of source code geoentioo 10 produce both the lime dopeodeot model used
10 specifY the zero..,rder solution and the 3-dimensiooal modol of flow over topo,rapby. This meIbod makes use of
symbolic manipulation 10 ,eoerote model source code and allows the modeler 10 deal with model equalions 01 • level
simiJar 10 tbsI of handwritten equalioas wbila , _ i u g finite differeoce aodJor spectral repteOOOIalio", of the model
equatioos ready for compilatioD. Model -..Its ate presented for model NIlS Over a simple isollled bill.

Intmclion

betwttn Slant. Conyectiol IDd Marine CycJones;

O. Bal4subrllmlUl!tzn and },t.Y.

YGU

Deponmenl of AhnlJsp~rlc tuI4 OceGnk Science
McO/lJ UnJ~tnlly
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A two layer primitive equation model is used to understand tbe interaction between slantwise convection and large scale
marine cyclogeoesis. A simple representation of the planetaJy boundary layer as wel1 as shallow and deep cloud types
are considered. Convective plume$ are assumed to travel along angular momentum surfaces. The foUowing conceplUal
picture regarding the interaction between cODvection and cyclones is ProlXlsed: Convection leads to rapid frontogenesis
and the formation of beot-back warm front. The sudden surge of cold advection in tbe regions of tbe bent-back warm
fronIlben forces the upper level beights over the cyclone centre to faU in a ratber dramahc way. Increased upper level
vorticity advection interacts with tbe low· level system leading to explosive cyclogenesis.

A three layer model is constructed to test the sensitivity of tbe bent·back warm front and the explosive deepening to
various model parameIers. It was found that: a) The thermal gradient in the beot·back warm frontal region and the final
deepening strongly depend on the cloud mass fraction at the top of the planetaJy boundary layer. b) ShaUow clouds are
relatively insignilicam in affecting the dynamics of explosive cyclones. c) The surface drag force weakens the development
of strong borizontal wind shear and the bent·back warm front. d) Tbe thermal gradient in the bent·back warm front
gradual1y increases with the thermodynanuc disequilibrium between the sea surface and the atmospberic boundary layer.
e) Enhanced vertical wind shear increases the deepening rate. However. the synunetry U1 tbe wave development and
strong pressure falls near the wann front Bce associated with slantwise convection. t) Weak low level stability has
significant impact on cyclogenesis. g) The effect of stable condensation is to moderately accelerate the development of
the baroclinic wave.

Development of a Boundary-layer Model of Surface Frontal Passage

MariUSl Pagowski
Ikpt of Earth and Atmospheric Science
York UnlversiJy
Detailed examination of surface cold frontal passages over Sable Island during the 1986 Canadian Atlantic Storms
Programme (CASP I) showed relatively broad frorul zones (order 70 kin) and in many cases tbe change in wind direction
started 15-60 min ahead of the temperature decrease. Taylor et aI (1993) suggested that this was a mesoscale blocking
effect, not linked to wiOO shifts associated with preceding warm fronts, upper level cold fronts or wann conveyor belts,
but rather dependent on stable stratification in the warm air ahead of the front. Studies of inland surface frontal passages
in tbe vicinity of Toronto sbow much narrower frontal ZOnes (20 kin for cold fronls) and concurrent wind shifts and
temperalUres changes. As an initial st.p in developing a model of the blocking ahead of cold fronts some 2D bydrostatic
model sinnllations of blocking ahead of simple topographic features were run by Taylor and Ayotte (1994). These models
used Mellor-Yamada (1974) q'l closure OeveI2.S). A 2D hydrostatic primitive equations model of boundary-layer frontal
structure is curreotly being developed. Results for simple turbulence closures have been obtained and tbe turbulence
closure is being refined.

Non-hydrostatic Simulations of Wann-frontal Systems

K.K. Szeto and R.E. Stewart
Atnwspherlc Environmenl Service
Downsvlew, Onlario M3H ST4
Warm·froologenesis is sinnl1ated by using a 2~ cloud-resolving numerical model. Frontogenesis is forced by botb large·
scaJe confluence and a1ong·front temperature advection in the model. Detailed cloud microphysics and high resolutions
are used so that both the mesoscale and larger-scale responses can be adequately simulated . Tbe effects of precipitation
on the evolution and structure of warm·frontal systems will be illustrated by comparing results from the dry and mOIst
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simulatioos. Evolution of the frontal inversicm layer and its effects on the surface precipitation type will also be discussed
in light of the model results.

An Evaluation of Planetary Boundary Laver Mmkt. wiing Large Eddy Simulation

K. W. Ayotte, P. SuUivan and CoHo Moeng
NatlJJlIIll CenJer lor Atmospheric Research
P.O. Box 3000, Boulder, CO, U.S.A. 80301
This presentation descnbes a comparison between one-dimenslonal (or profile) forms of a number of simple turbulence
closure models ~ in use within Global Circulation Models and output from a Large Eddy Simulation (LES) model.
The evaluations are made in the cootext of assessing the ability of the closure models to correctly simulate hulk exchange
parameters imporlaDl in global cin:ulation modeling. These parameters include surface heat and momentum fluxes, layer
averaged mean values of momentum, temperature and transported scalars within the boundary layer t as well as heat,
momentum and scalar entrainment fluxes at the top of the bouodary layer. The models evaluated are of six different
generic types including:
K(Ri) (Louis, 1979, Louis, Tiedtke and Geleyn, 1981).
Single Point (MeDor and Yamada, 1974, 1982, Andren, 1990)
K-Profile (Troen and Mahrt, 1986, Holtslag et al., 1990, and Holtslag and Boville, 1993)
Mixed-Layer (Tennekes and Driedonks, 1981 and Driedonks, 1982)
Stability Bounds models (Price and WeDer, 1986)
Multi-stream Exchange (StuD, 1984, 1985, 1993. Blackadar 1976, 1978, Zhang and Anthes 1982).

The compuison takes place over a matrix of nine cases ranging from neutral stratification to strongly convective PBL'S.
The thermal structure varies from no capping inversion in the neutral case to a strong capping inversion in the highly
convective case. In addition baroclinic forcing is introduced in two of the convective cases.
The comparisons are via indices based on layer averaged and point-for-point difference between the LES model output
and the closure model profiles. Comparison results for the ten modeVnine case matrix will be presented.

Delivery of a Compressible Multi-Scale Modelling Tool - MC2 Model to the Canadian Atmospheric Research Community

R. Benoit, Y. Chartier, M. Desgagne
Recherche en Prevision Numer/4ue
Atmospheric EnvlronmenJ Service
Dorval, Quebec, CANADA H9P IJ3
At Recherche en Prevision Numerique (RPN) and at Universite du Quebec A Montr6ai (UQAM), a group bas worked
actively since May 1992 to provide a versatile modeUing tool, applicable to a variety of needs of of the Canadian research
community. Their starting point has been the fuDy..,lastic non-hydrostatic model developed recently by Drs. Andre
Robert, Monique Tanguay and Rene Laprise. A first interim progress report on MC2 was presented at the CMOS 1993
Congress.
The team's conunitment has been to adapt the model coding to current CMC-RPN standards, to provide an extensive
users' guide dOCUJOed, to include aU necessary features (such as nesting, boundary layer, convection, radiation) needed
for the known current applications and to maintain a central model library (with contributed modules from the community)
27
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tho! allows easy poriing to various compute",. By January 1994, the objective wu finally reached for a first time, with
a delay relative to plans, and the delivery of the model to ",searcb groups ba.< begun. Support to remote users .. weO
as coo.ributions to the ceolraI community model ~brary """ now he expected to take place.
A survey of samplo results from MC2 use", io presented and proje<:t status is descnbed.

An Investigation 01 a CASP n Winler Stoon Producing a Prolonged

~riod

of Ice Pen.1s

John M. HlHUsJDk (1) and RonJJid E. SUwlUt (2)

m

Y",* UnJversJly, North Yo,k, OtrlJUio
(2) Atmospheric En.lronmetrl Serv/u, Dowmvl• ." Ontario

n

OD February 1·2, 1992 during \he CASP field experiment, a major storm produced a prolonged period (6b) of ice
pellets ovor St. John'" Nfld. The objectivo of this ,tudy is to better undemand \he ,torm'. internal . truclUro and to
idediJY specific c~. which contributed to the prolonged ice pellet duration. Preliminary r.s"lts havo identified
at least 2 key fearures which may he responsible for the prolonged durat ion. Firs!. a sub-.aturoled ..,ioo within \he
iaversioo led to a reduClioo of the melting rate of particles so they could refreeze in the lower sub-freezing regiDo. This
~ region may have formed within the dosoending bnw:h of In organizbd circul.tion aloft identified by Doppler
observations. SecoDd, a cold core of air between the surface and invenioD was critically important for refreezwg of
partially meUed particles. An air IIlIl$S transfomwioo model was used in order to show that air origiAating ovor sea ice
ill this case pnxb:ed cokler near-surf""" temperatures than would air ori(inating OVor sea water. The. OCCUrrOllCe of sea
ice therefore c::cxrributed to tbo ice pellet episode &$ well. A conceptual model of this storm bas beeD developed. Storms
with shorter durations of ice pellets will be investigated to further iUU5trBIe the unique chatOCleristies of this storm.

PredDitation in

Layer Cloud<: Result, from

the Atlantic Stratocumulus Transition Exorrimfn!

PhilJp Auslin
Ittmofphuic Scuncu Program
Geugraph, n17, 19&4 Wt.u Mall
UnJpe,..JIy of BrlJJsh Columbia
VaneqUWU, BC V6T IZ2

The. AtlUllic Stro!ocuwuJu. Transition Elperimont (ASTEX) offered a unique opportunity to .tudy tbe Lagrangian
evolution of two IDIIIiIIe boundary Jaye.. uoing multiple aircraft and satellite measurements. In the flJ'Sl Lagrangian, tbo
National C""ter for Atmospheric R....rch Electra ODd tbe British Meteorological office Hercules aircraft took turns
t..:lcing a pn>eipitaling, CODIIeding marine boundary Jayer over A 48 hour period in the central Atlantic (Azores). During
thls period the boundary layer rapidly deepened. as the cloud changed from a well-roUed Stratocumulu. layer to a 1500
meter.<Jeep layer filled mainly w~h cUlnuli. ThennodylW11ic profi.I•••how the uvolution of. decoupled surface layer
beoeoIh the stnIuO dock. and tnicrophysical o-..'rM>ents indicate that tbe cumllii. penetratins into the overlying stralm.
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were able to produce local rain rates exceeding 10 mm/day. A simple stochastic coalescence model and simultaneous
satellite ohservolions of cloud optical depth during this period indicate that the stratocumulus layer was too thin by itself
to produce rain rates of tbis magnitude, illustrating the role played by uuderlying cumuli in triggering and feeding
precipitation in decoupled bouodary layers of this type.

In contrast, precipitation was suppressed during much of a secood Lagrangian observation period in moderately polluted
air. Here the higher cloud coodensation nuclei concentration produced cloud droplet populations with mean radii of less
than 8 microns. AutoconversioD (i.e. the collision production rate of embryonic raindrops) is more than an order
magnitude smaUer than in the cleaner clouds observed during the first Lagrangian, so that little precipitation reached the
grouod in spite of large liquid water contents in the uoderlying cumuli. We will contrast these two cases with observations
from several well-mixed precipitating stratocumulus clouds in order to better uoderstand how simple parameterizatioDS
of precipitation efficiency will have to be modified in more realistic models of decoupled stratocumulus bouodary layers.

The Magnitude or Vertical Air Velocity Within Cirrus Clouds: Coherent Structures and Turbulence

1. Gullepe', D. 0 'C Starr, T. uno!
'Cloud Physics Research Division
Atmospheric Environment Sef1lice
Downsvkw, Ontario
M3HST4
'NASA, GSFC, Code 913, Greenbell, MD 20771
'NOAA, WPL, Marine Street, RL6, Boulder, CO 80307

Cirrus clouds in the upper troposphere exhibit not only coherent structures but also chaotic motions. Because of
measurement difficulties, cirrus clouds were not studied in detail until last decade. Cirrus cloud can be important for
climate change and aviation. In this research, observations taken by aircraft and radar were used to investigate dynamical
structures within cirrus clouds during FIRE II field project which took place over the Kansan region of USA. Cirrus
formed over land on November 26 and December 6 1991 are studied to analyze dynamical structures including coherent
structures and turbulence. Fluctuations are calculated along constant flight altitude legs approximately 50 km long in
space. The scales of structures larger than 10 km are removed from the analysis using a running average technique. The
parameter of vortex spirality and coherence coefficient are used to analyze the swirling and coherent structures within
cirrus clouds. Results showed that the size of coherent structures estimated from aircraft measurements ranged from 0.2
km up to 10 km. They were comparable to those fouod from doppler radar measurements. Vertical air velocity for both
days was fouod to be between a few em .. ' up to 1m .. ' in both small and large mesoscale structures. Overall, the values
of dynamical parameters for November 26 case because of large vertical shear of horizontal wind were estimated to he
much more stronger compare to those of December 6 case.
An Experimental Investigation or the Local Heat Transrer From Hailstone Models

Guoguang Zheng and Rolond List
Department 0/ Physics
Universily 0/ Toronto, Toronto, Ontario

Previous theories on heat and mass transfer of hailstones by Schumann (1938), Ludlam (1950, 1958) and List (1963,1977)
treated such transfer as homogeneous and isotropic. Until now, the treatment of hailstones in numerical modelling has
assumed spherical particles with homogeneous cooditions over the whole surface. Recent laboratory experiments revealed
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swface tempendUre differences between the equator
pole of hailstones as large as 5.8 C (List et aI., 1989). A1tbough
a new, non-isotropic beat and mass transfer tbeory of hailstone bas been developed (Garcia
List, 1992), specific

am

investigations are necessary to explain the differences between theory and experiments and to
non-homogeneous beat and mass transfer processes.

im~rove

our insight into

Experiments were carried out in an icing tunnel which can simulate natural cloud conditions, The local surface
temperatures ofbailstones were measured using an AGEMA infrared imaging system. A numerical model was developed
to calculate the time evolution of the temperature distribution
the beat cooduction within tbe hailstone
bence, the
swface beat flux. Then, the 1ati1lJde.dependen1 Nusselt Il1IDIber, NUP, was determined. Experimental results indicated that
the beat transfer of a hailstone is nonhomogeneous, non-isotropic and latitude-depeodent. The variation of Nul> was found
to be a function of Reynolds ownber, Re, aspect ratio, 1>, and surface roughness, B. The experiments also found that fall
.
mode of the hailstones significantly influences tbe variation of Nul>.

am

am

On tbe Process of Drop Collisions in Turbulent Clouds

AnlUl S. Kouol and Henry G. i..elghton
Department oj Almospheric and Oceanic Sciences, McGiU Uni.ersily
805 Sherbrooke Streel Wesl, Montrtal, PQ H3A 2K6, lei. (514) 398-3760

Convective clouds are characterized by various levels of turbulence. Yet, the role of turbulence (if any) in the process
of collisional growth of small cloud droplets bas not been explained. We examine botb the quantitative effect of turbulence
on collision efficiencies and the mechanisms by which turbulence may affect collisions.
The scope of this researcb is restricted to small rigid droplets which can be treated witb belp of the Stoksian
microhydrodynamics. The calculations are performed for collector drops 5, 10, and 15 lID' in diameter.
A special allention is paid to the influence of parameters characterizing turbulence on collision rates. We assume that tbe
turbulence wavenumber spectrum is scaled by the rate of energy dissipation and the kinematic viscosity, and that tbe
frequency spectrum is scaled by the r.m.s. turbulent velocity. With constant kinematic viscosity, we systematically explore
the significance of the other two parameters on drop collisions.

T~llspax/Mardl p.m.-Session 4

Room/Salle 224

Eisheries Oceanography / L'Oceanographie des peches
t"~~lqF'rl!~ldent: R, J. Beamish

Variatiom in the Conbibution of Transport to Changes in Animal Abundance: A study of the Flux of Fish Larvae
in Conception Bay

PIe"e Pepin and Jim Helbig
Northwesl Allontlc Fisheries CenJre
Short term variations in the flux out of Conception Bay of several species of fish larvae were measured to determine their
contribution to changes in measured abundance. The mass flux out of Conception Bay was measured daily over a 10 day
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period using an acoustic doppler current profiIer. lArval concentrations were measured simultaneously with a multimesb
4m tucker trawl. Fluctuations in flux were associated witb changes in wind forcing. The variations in larval flux
contributed 25 to 75 % of the change in numbers for tbe different species. Consequently, failure to accoUD1 for the
coltribution of physical prooeoses to appared mortality bas • significanl impact on the investigation of potential biologi<:&l
processes influencing the survival of larval fisb .
Modelling the Evolution of Pelagic Egg Distrihution in Conception Bay

Jim Helbig IUId Ple"e Pepin
Northwest Atwlllie Fisheries Centre

Two weeks of surface currenls observed witb HF radar are used to drive a tw<KIimeosional advection.<Jiffusion model
of fish egg distnbution in Conception Bay, Newfoundland. The model is used to predict horizontal distnbutioDS of three
separate species that exhibit different vertical distributions. Significant skill is demonslrated in aU predictions. Spatial
patchiness is discussed.
foodchain Control of Carrying Caoacity in the Subarctic Pacific Based on Simulations with a Simple Coupled
Physical - Biological Model

Kenneth L. Denman
Depar/llUn/ 0/ Fisheries IUId Oceans InstHllle 0/ Ocean Sciences, Sidney, B.C.
A simple coupled mixed layer / planktonic foodweb model of the euphotic layer bas been developed that is forced by

annual and daily cycles of solar beating and an annual cycle of surface best losses. The model can simulate anonal cycles
with or without a spring bloom (cbanicteristic of the sub8rctic Pacific or the North Atlantic) depending on either the initial
slope of the curve specifying the dependence of primary production on Ught or on the maximum depth of winter mixing.
I bave performed. simulation of a High Nutrient-Low Chlorophyll region such as the subarctic Pacific, with 50% of the
losses recycled within the euphotic zone and 50 % lost from the system, but with no resupply of nitrates from below. The
resulting summer peaks and winter troughs in phytoplankton biomass decrease witb an .-folding time of about 260 days,
dropping by a factor of more than 1000 in 5 years, underscoring the importance of pbysical supply of nutrieots to these
regions regardless of tbe possibility of iron limitation. In the subarctic Pacific, the primary supply of nutrients to the
euphotic layer is upward transport (of J0 to 30 mJyr) from below required by Ekman divergence in !be surface waters.
As this EJanan divergence is forced by wind Slress curl associated witb the atmospheric Aleutian Low pressure system,
inlerannual variation of the Aleulian Low should be linked to inlerannual variation in tbe biological production of the
plankton ecosystem and bence to tbe carrying capacity for tbe salmon species lhat spend part of their adult Ufe in the
subarctic Pacific.

Deepwater So!itruy Corals as a New PaJaeo.oceanographic Archive:
Orphan Knoll. Northwesl Allanlic Ocean

Alan RU/lman

Geomarint Associates Ud.
Box 41, Sla. M
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The ..... of foraminifera in ocean sedime.,.. to date IJlPIU"'It salinicy fI.DdIor temperalure chAnses recorded in stable
isotopes is limited 10 • precisioo of ebo<~ 1.000 years because of the ..ffecta of bionubalion whicb tend to blur the signal.
The HUDSON 78'()20 c ruise, wbi1e rock drec.lgiog II 1.628 m (uDCorrected) on ooe of tbe bedrock mouoo. on top of
Orphan Knoll SSO km no"'-st of Newfoundland. bad a serendipitous recovery of a Iarle collection of dead , Mn-<:<>aled.
~ of \be lIOliIary abermatypic coral Desmoohyllum crist.g.lIi. The collection lay at the Atlantic Oeosci.ace C..llIr.
for ..Ieven years and w... uoexamined .until 1989.
Initial ''c dating. sponsored by Oeomarioe Auoeial ... lNSTAAR. two rooseuIDS, aod the Atlantic Geoscience Centre
along with recenI B.Sc. Hooours thesis work at McM... te, Univel$rty using U/Th dating bas sbaWD IbaIthe cOllection
oocu.ins individual. tbat _eo in age from 4,000 to about 76,000 y BP. One large ps<Wocolony appears to bave tived
from 12,400 to 11,100 Y BP aod tbis spaos tbe onset of the Younger Dryas c1imetic event wherein the oorthem
~pl>ere returned 10 glacial conditions. The top of tbis colouy records a dramatic change in p"O of > 2 per mil
suggestiJ>g. ",pic! shift in the thermohaline circulation at the .tart of the Younger Dry.... If one assumes a con.stant
growth note for the pseudocolony then the apparent rdUm to glacial conditions occurred over about a 50-year period.
Deep-ocean, solilary co"", bave to some extent been curiosities of the abyss aod tbey bave a very limited scienlific
foUowing . However these co"",. which are relatively inunune to the confounding effects of fluctUAting .edimentllioD
riles. bionubotion and sediment transport. repr...nt • new and potentially extremely valuab", archive of pelaeo·
oceanopap/lic data. 1beoe corW also offer Ill] oppo<tunity to couple "c and absolute U... ri •• dales to e"end the current
clilibrllioo of the "c timescal...

Rayleigh Udir Obserya!JOM or Atmospheric ~nn!!l Structure and Grnvj!v Wav"
Activity at Middle and High J,atiludts

Janus A. White"", and Allan I. Carswell
InJliJUle/OT Spoee and re"estrlal Sl:hnce and IlIt Departmelll 0/ PhYSics and Astronomy.
York UnJ.erslJ]
North York, O/llarto

A Rayleigh lidar i. employed to study middle atmo.plteTic thermal structure with per1iculor emphasis On the properties
and inIb!uce of ittemal gravity waves. The technique involves rang.. ·resolved detection of molecular backsclltered laser
ratlialion to obCain relative density aod absolute temperature profil .. with high spatial and temporal resolution (300m,
Smio) within the upper stratospl>ere and mesosphere. Gravity waves, observed in temperature fluctualions, are
characterized by their vertical variation of amplitude. lLSSOCia,ed IVlilable potential energy density and vertical wave
number speelra.

Ob<e<vot:ions hoIve been carried CUI On. routine basis at TornillO (42pN) since June of 1991 usin, a Nd:YAG la.ser-based
system. This bos provided many ilt«esting case studies as well .... d .. veloping climAtology. We bave recently in.,taJled
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a Oifferenrial Abso'l'rioa Lidar (DIAL) system II Eureka Wealher SIaIion (80~N) which can also functioa as a respectable
Rayleigh Iidar. Measuremems during February and March of 1993 provided the firs! observational study to focus on Ibe
effect of stratospheric warming on gravity wave propagatioo. ObsetVations were also carried out at Eureka Ibis past
winter (1993/94). General results and selected examples from both locations will be preseo1ed.

Ahsolute Temperature Measurements of the MesoD8use using the UWO Sodium Lidar
C. T. Sparrow, R.J. Sica and P. S. Argall

Departmen/ 0/ Physks
The Uni"trslty 0/ Western On/ario
London, On/ariD, Canada
Absolute temperarure measurements in tbe vicinity of tbe mesopause between 80 and lOS Ian can be measured using
sodiwn resonance Ouorescence Iidar. A layer of atomic sodium exists In this region as a result of meteoric ablatioa. A
bmable laser is used 10 .........re the linesbape of tbe sodium 02 line which consists of 6 bypemoe components which are
Doppler broadened 10 form a lineshspe which depends on tempera!ure. The University of Western Ontario's Purple Crow
Lidar is able to make high resolution measurements (24 m vertical resolution, 60 s temporal resolution from 30 to 105
Ian. Relative temperarure profile measurements are made using Rayleigh Iidar from 30-90 Ian. Because these two
profiles overlap, absolute temperarure measurements con be made from lOS down to 30 Ian. By studying temperasure
variations, internal gravity wave parameters may be deduced. These parameters are important in determining both Ibe
energy and momenrum budgets in the middle atmosphere. This paper will discuss the method of determining tbe absolute
temperature profile from raw photon count relurns, including the effects of saruration of the sodium layer and monitoring
of !be transmitted frequency.

Middle Atmosphere Studies with tbe UWO Radars

W.K. Hocking, T. Thayaporan and J. MacDougall
The University 0/ Western On/ario
Tbe University of Western Ontario now has two radars which con be used for studies of tbe middle atmosphere. One
is a mediwn-frequency radar which is currently running unattended and is measuring middle atmospbere winds every 5
minutes in the height region 60 to 100 Ian. We bave accumulated over one year of data from this system, and results are
presented sbowing atmospheric tides and gravity waves over a full year. Especially good agreement witb curreat tidal
models has beea obtained during portions of the year.

The second instrumenI is a very high ~ radar which can measure atmospheric winds in the troposphere and lower
stratosphere. It can also be used to ......... re winds in the upper middle atmosphere by utilizing meteor drifts. Preliminary
resuJts from this instrumenl will also be disc"ssed. In (l6rIicular, excellent agreement with recent radiosonde comparisons
will be illustrated.
Lidar Meamrements of Dell'ity and Temperature Fluctuations in the Middle Atmosphere at Higb Spatial-Temporal
Resolution

R.i. Sica, P.S. Argall and C. T. Sparrow.
Departmen/ 0/ Physics
The University 0/ Western On/ario
London, Ontario, Canada
11
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TII8 University ofWestem Ontario's Purple Crow Lidar (PCL) can measure Ihe higb lemporal and spatial variability of

density and temperature in the middle aImosphere. Density and temperature profiles from 30 - 90 km are measured using
the Rayleigh~r technique and from 80 - 105 km using resonance-fluorescence from almospberic sodium. The PCL
is among the best equipped facilities in tbe world 10 make tbese measurements, in large part due to an MF radar used to
measure winds in tbe middle atmosphere near tbe PCL (Drs. Manson (University of Saskatcbewan), MacDougall and
Hocking (UWQ», an ST radar (Dr. Hocking), higb resolution spectrometers and imagers (Drs. Lowe and TumbuU
(UWO» and the largestlelescope in Canada for Ibe PCL lidar receiver (built wilb Ihe expertise provided by Dr. Borra
and coUeagues at Ltval University). The high perfonnance factor of the PCL allows useful temperature and density
profiles in the middle atmosphere to be obtained at high vertical resolution
2km) in a few minutes. Initial
measurements from lb. peL will be presenled that illustrate the behaviour of lhe middle atmosphere over Southem
Ontario at high temporal and spatial scales.

«

Tidal Innuence on Atomic OlQ'gen Green Line Airglow Altitudes and Emission Rates at the Geographic Equator
as Observed by WINDn

Gordon G. Shepherd. C. McLanilress and B.H. Solheim
York Unipen/ly and InstlJule/or Space and Te"estriai Science 4700 Kuk Street. North York. On/ario_ M3} If3
Tbe nigbt airglow green line emission al 557.7 om arising from the O(IS) level of alomic oxygen arises from the
recomhination of atomic oxygen to its molecular stale. The Wind Imaging Interferometer (WINDIl) on the Upper
Atmosphere Researcb Satellite observes this emission, and inverts the observed radiances to true height profiles of volume
emission rale. in photons cm--3 s" -1. From a pholochemical model. these results can be further converted to atomic
oxygen concentrations in lbe allitude range 85 to 105 km. This airglow emission, and thus the atomic oxygen
conoentratiom, undergo exceptionally large diurnal chRnges at the geographic equator, which by comparing WlNDll tidal
winds witb model tidal winds are sbown to result directly from Ibe diumal tide. in the evening, downward winds bring
oxygen-ricb atmosphere from 105 km down to the emission region, creating strong emission, while in the moming, tbe
vertical winds are upward , closing off the supply of atomic oxygen, and reducing the emission inlensity. This observation
provides a new understanding of airglow emission at the equator, the behaviour of atomic oxygen Ihere, and the dynamical
influence of tides OIl the upper atmosphere. It also demonstrates a strong linkAge between the strato'phere and tbe upper
atmosphere.
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Aviation Weather Research and Development Strategic Plan

John Carr
Transport Canada Aviation
Introduction
The aviation weather service safety goal is to systematically reduce the number of aircraft accidents and incidents
that have a weather related cause factor. The efficiency goals are to minimize weather related diversions and to
facilitate maximum air traffic flow by providing clear. accurate and timely weather infonnation to aviation users,
and to produce such weather information at the lowest possible cost. The effectiveness goal in military weather
services is to use weather information to gain tactical advantage in the successful accomplishment of the mission.

Future System Requirements
A fundamental aviation weather product cbange is on the planning horizon. For all users, this next generation of
information products could, for the first time, facilitate a complete, intuitive understanding of the prevailing and
forecast state of the atmosphere by depicting it in both plan and cross-sectional views. For air traffic management
personnel, within those terminal areas where aircraft traffic levels can justify the cost, the current and forecast state
of the atmosphere could be displayed in a time-based, cubic ("four dimensional") form in combination with projected
aircraft flight path information. The basic suite of products for pilots, briefers and despatchers can best be described
by visually imagining a series of plan and profile view colour computer images of a specific flight route and level,
upon which has heen superimposed the forecast weather elements of concern, such as icing, turbulence and areas
of convective hazard . Access could be via personal computer modem calls to a regional data base. These
sophisticated products will be primarily derived from a gridded numerical weather modeL
This gridded atmospheric model will be fed from a sophisticated network of data acquisition devices, including
airborne and satellite sensors, systematically distributed to service the forecast requirements of the aviation
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community. It follows that the interdependent data acquisition, forecast production and dissemination processes will
bave to undergo some fundamental cbanges to enable them to deliver sucb intuitively clear weather information to
the users. These cbanges will be driven by a major researcb and development effort.
Research and Development Effort
The cballenge in this researcb and development effort will be to provide a computerized integration of the weather
data into a cohesive set of products that are immediately understandable by pilots, briefers, despatcbers and
controllers.
A significant R&D effort will be required to advance from the current discrete text-based, coarse resolution products
to intelligently integrated, grapbically-based higb resolution products. To accomplish this, research activities will
be focussed in five main areas:
new detection, data acquisition and data transmission technologies, to service unique aviation user
requirements in a timely manner;

integration of data tbrougb the use of intelligent integration techniques;
improved numerical model products tailored to the needs of the aviation user;
improVed forecasting methodologies using integrated information from sensors and numerical models; and
graphic display techniques to efficiently disseminate products which are intuitively comprehensible to the
aviation user community.
Problems and Challenges Facing the Aviation Community in Guiding the Future Aviation Weather R&D

Branimir Dulic
Transport Canada Aviation
Introduction
The Strategic Plan for Aviation Weather Research and Development is developed based on a requirement for safer
and more efficient aviation system. This paper attempts to further clarify the information content required to fulfil
tbe ideas presented in the Plan, presents possible problems and challenges including identification of optimum
technologies, direction of future R&D efforts, and achievement of desirable quality information at a minimal cost.
General
Tbe identified problems are that forecasts are not accurate enough. Many products lack adequate time and space
resolution and the information is not specific to alc type, and its 4D path.
To be able to bave an accurate user friendly display of the 'state of the atmosphere' consistent, but tailored
differently for eacb user, it should be clearly understood that the products could be only as good as the quality of
information. The requirements for improved information would eventually drive meteorological research in all of
tbe following areas: data acquisition (meaning sensors), information integration, physics of meteorological
phenomena, modelling, application of AI, etc.
Priorities and implications
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From the aviation point the priorities are set up on basis that safety comes first, and efficiency second. Efficiency
parameters should be used to evaluate and rank desirabilities for increased quality of information. For example,
what would be the impact of grid reduction to 15 kIn, from the present 80 kIn. What kind of emerging and existing
technology combination would be ideal to fulfil those needs? Then the problem becomes more complex: Would
the same technology combination be capable of providing other information with only marginal increase in cost?
For example: should we be looking at the sensors to integrate both ATC surveillance and the meteorological role,
like the proposed rapid scan multiparameter doppler radar?
Infonnation required and sensor utilization

It would be essential to have the ability to accurately forecast the time, location and characteristics including intensity
of aviation weather hazards up to several hours in advance.
For example, let us focus on the severe event typical for the Canadian climate: snow and icing on the ground. How
much snow will fall on runways? How long will deicing fluids stay on the aircraft? Answers would require
knowledge of the snowfall rate, air temperature, aircraft wing temperature, and much more. The question is how
to obtain the information? What sensor(s) could be used? For example, the proposed multiparameter X/Ka band
doppler radar originally intended for cloud observations could also be used to determine the type of precipitation,
and cloud structure.

In addition, the proposed use of the subject radar (particularly its X-band part) could be expanded to get the 3D wind
picture (current and forecast) needed not only for microburst and other hazards, but also to feed the proposed wake
vortices model.
Weather Fo........ sting in the 21st Century

GiUes Fournier
Tmnspon Ca1UUla

Introduction
This paper presents a vision of aviation meteorology forecasting in the context of the automated air traffic
management environment of the 21st century, and discusses aviation weather R&D activities needed to get there.
Historical Development
The conceptual cyclone model developed in the 1920s allowed for prediction by providing a sequence of events
attached to cyclones. Then large scale quantitative models set the stage of numerical weather prediction when
electronic computers became available in the 19400. Meteorological satellites began operations in the 1960s. Today,
a new era in observation is just starting with the advent of advanced weather sensors, providing a detailed
quantitative view of atmospheric systems. Improved observations and increased computer power have allowed the
production of reliable numerical weather forecasts at enhanced resolution.
Weather Forecasting Today
Despite the progress achieved in detecting and understanding mesoscale phenomena, little of it is available to the
operations yet.
Today, the forecaster uses a workstation through which helshe gets a variety of graphical products based on observed
basic meteorological parameters or numerical weather model output. Then, the forecaster combines some of the
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products in an attempt 10 depict the weather situation in 3D. The next slep is 10 relate this 3D picture to knowledge,
and this is done by applying a combination of pattern recognition, conceptual models, and individualiwl physical
models. Then a combination of weigbed techniques, including numerical model output, are applied to forecast the
evolution of the current conceptual model, and extract the weather elements needed for the final aviation weatber
products.
Some interactive AI tools pennitting limited scenario testing and on-the-job-training are· just coming on line. Part
of tbe forecastiog process is being automated. However, the extent of the automation is not sufficient to support
the forecaster's and aviation weather.user's roles. These limitations will be presented and discussed.

Weather Forecasting in the 21st Century
In tbe 21st century, conceptual advances and the application of more powerful technologies, including computing
and remote-sensing, will interact to produce advances in aviation meteorology. Much R&D effort will continue to
be dedicated to mesoscale phenomena and severe weather, opening new R&D and operational initiatives on
IlJeSOSC<>le detection and prediction, on the modernization of the weather services, and advancing our understanding
of atmospheric processes and systems, especially severe weather.
The forecaster's roles of assuring the quality of the products, adding value to them, and preparing specialiwl
products will expand. The forecaster will be supported by intelligent interactive tools, integrating data and
information, using more quantitative and statistical high-resolution models, and providing extensive and fast scenario
testing and in-situ training.
R&D Activities
To get to the weather forecasting office of the 21st century, research and development activities should be focussed
in the following main areas: physical characteristics of meteorological phenomena; detection, data acquisition and
transmission; data integration; numerical modelling; forecasting; and data dissemination and display.

The FAA's Aviation Weather Development Program Resean:h Activities: An Overview

K.L. Vall Sickle

NSF A .lndo" Weather Program Coordinator
K. Klasi"skl
FAA Program Manager
A .lndo" Weather De.elopment Program (ARD-80)
The FAA is developing the Integrated Tenninal Weather System (ITWS) and Aviation Weather Product Generator
(AWPG) 10 provide oear-term improvements in safety, capacity and efficiency for the air traffic system and aviation
industry. Underpinning the development of these system acquisitions are basic research activities that not only
contribute to the immediate needs but are also supporting longer-term improvements. Projects in weather analysis
and forecasting and aviation sensors are fulfilled at research laboratories and universities. Research on infligbt icing
and ground deicing, turbulence, ceiling and visibility, and airborne humidity sensors will ultimately lead to
improvements in these areas. Work in oceanic weather. aviation weather training tools and ground based i.cing
sensors is also planned . An overview of current and planned research activities is described .
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Global Energy and Water Cycle Experiment (GEWEX)

Terry W. Krauss, Nat/onal Hydrology Research Centre
The objective of the Canadian GEWEX Programme is: To contribute to the international GEWEX Programme in
areas of special Canadian interest and expertise and to contribute towards the better understanding and prediction
of changes to Canada's water resources arising from climatic change. A central goal of the Canadian
implementation strategy is: To develop the ability to model the water and energy balances of the Canadian Arctic
Basin on spatial scales of 100 Ion and temporal scales of one month . It is proposed that a series of large-scale
hydrological and relaled atmospheric and land-atmosphere studies be conducted during GEWEX Phase I (1992-98)
to be called the Mackenzie GEWEX Study (MAGS). Within the Mackenzie Basin, there are many important
cold-region phenomena such as snow and ice processes, permafrost. arctic clouds and radiation interactions, etc.,
that will be essential components of any global climate system model.
Several classes of studies make up the Canadian GEWEX programme. They are:
I. Field "point" studies to understand the important physical processes.
2. Studies to relate these physical processes to variables which will be used in hydrologic and
atmospheric models at the "basin" scale.
3. Using these basin scale studies, develop physically based parameterization schemes suitable for
meso- to macro- scale mndelling. Individual parameterization schemes would be tested and
validated at meso- and macro-scales.
4. Incorporation of parameterization schemes into hydrologic-atmospheric models. Integrated
models would be tested and validated at a range of scales from basin to meso- to macro-scales.
The programme is planned as an integration of scientific activities in atmospheric science and hydrology, of
university and government researchers, and of funding support from several sources. An update of activities related
to the implementation of the Canadian GEWEX programme will be given at the conference.

Validation of Cloud Parameterization Scheme used in Numerical Weather Prediction Model by using Satellite
Observation

Wei Ya and wuis Garond

DMsion de fa Meteorologie Aerospaciale
2121 Route Transcanadlenne, Dorval
Progress has been acbieved during the last decade in the development of more physically based cloud schemes in
which the cloud physical processes are presented in a more and more explicit manner. This closer "look" at physical
processes needs a new approach of model validation from observed data. This is tbe maio objective of the preseot
study. We developed a methodology for validating the cloud schemes using satellite data (GOES, SSMII, etc.), in
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which special attention is given to the comparison of cloud cover, cloud liquid/solid water, precipitation, and
radiation fields. This methodology is applied to the validation of a prognostic cloud scheme (Sundqvist, 1989) used
in RPN (Recherche en Prevision NlIIllt!rique) research and now nearly ready for operations. Preliminary results show
the cloud scheme is capable of reproducing the main cloud systems at middle latitudes. The geographical distribution
of precipitation simulated by the model is very similar to that estimated from SSM/I data. Outgoing longwave
radiation is also realistic when compared to satellite observations.

Detennination of Surface Solar Radiation Budgets From Satellite Measurements

H.G. Leighton', K. Masuda' and Z. Li'
'Department ofAtmospheric and Oceanic Sciences, McGiO University
'Meteorological Research Institute, 1-1 Nagamine Tsukuba, Ibaraki 305, Japan
'Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
It has been demonstrated previously that it is possible to obtain the surface net solar radiation from satellite measurements
of the outgoing flux, in terms of the column water vapour amount and solar zenith angle. This conclusion was based on
radiative transfer calculations and supported by comparisons of retrieved surface fluxes with measurements from
radiometers mounted on towers. Although there were appreciable differences between individual pairs of retrieved and
measured net solar fluxes, there was no significant bias in the differences, regardless of whether skies were clear or
cloudy. Thus averages of many measurements, such as would be used to determine monthly mean fluxes, will have small
errors.
In spite of this good agreement, there are several factors that were omitted from the original parameterization that must
influence the relationship between the fluxes at the surface and the top of the atmosphere. Ozone amount, aerosol type,
surface pressure, and cloud height are obvious examples. Modification to the original parameterization will be presented
that take into account these effects. The new parameterization will be used to generate a global climatology of the net
surface solar radiation from ERBE data.
Solar Surface Net Radiation: A Comparison between Satellite Estimation and GCM Simulation

Howard W. Barker
Canadian ClinuJte Centre
P.O.Box 1700 MS 3339
Victoria, BriJish Columbia, V8W 2Y2
ZhanqingU
Canada Centre for Remote Sensing
588 Booth Street
Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OY7
Solar surface net radiation (SSNR) is the major component of energy exchange between earth's surface and
atmosphere. SSNR is controlled by complex climatic processes, primarily involving clouds, atmospheric humidity,
and surface properties. SSNR can therefore serve as a useful diagnostic parameter for testing global climate models
(GCMs). Knowledge of the SSNR has improved considerably, thanks to recent advances in satellite observation and
inversion techniques. Satellite-based estimates of SSNR should, however, be validated against ground-truth
observations. This study first validates satellite-based estimates of SSNR against global surface radiation
measurements, These values of SSNR are then compared with those simulated by the Canadian Climate Centre GCM.
From the comparison, some deficiencies of the GCM are identified. Satellite estimates of the monthly-mean SSNR
are estimated from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) data using the al!l0rithm of Li et al. They are
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compared to the Global Energy Balance Archive (GEBA) which consists of global radiation network measurements.
The overall mean bias error is found to be Dear zero and the random error is estimated to be on the order of S Wm·' .
However, relative to satellite estimates, the GCM systematically over-<ostimates SSNR witb differences of up to 30
Wm·'. The maximum discrepancy is ahout ten times the radiative effect of doubling CO,! Moreover, the disagreement
for clear sides is comparahle to that for all sides, suggesting that cloud properties may not be the major cause of the
differences, While further investigations into the differences are under way, some deficiencies in the GCM have been
identified. For example, it was established that solar absorption by water vapour was too weak and water vapour
content was too low. As a result, the GCM was outfitted with a new absorption parameterization that is derived from
state of-the-art spectroscopic data.
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Stratosphere-Troposphere Interactions Associated with Extra-tropical Cyclogenesis

M. Catherine Reader and G. W. Kent Moore
Department of Physics, University of Toronto
There is considerable evidence that certain types of sYDoptic and mesoscale extra-tropical cycloDes, such as polar lows,
are generated by the interactioD between an upper-level potential vorticity anomaly and a surface baroclinic ZOOC; the
cyclonic flow of the high PV air of a stratospheric intrusion CAD reinforce the surface temperature anomaly and its
associated circulation. We use a variety of satellite data, aircraft measurements and objectively analyzed fields to
investigate, in detail, the structure and origin of these tropopause features and their role in eyc\ogeoesis for a number
ofstorms (including several from the CASP II experiment). Remarkably, upper-level vortex merging may contribute
to tbis triggering mechanism in some cases.
We emphasize the use of satellite column ozone data, from the TOMS and TOVS instruments, in the identification
of mesoscale tropopause features implicated iD eyclogenesis. Both data sets are able to resolve many intrusions of
oZODe-rich stratospberie air that are associated with such tropopause distortions. Preliminary examination of the TOMS
data set, which gives daily global coverage, suggests a possible relatioDship between the occurrence of polar lows and
polar vortex fragments . The TOVS data, from the NOAA series satellites, has the advantage of being simultaneous
with corresponding AVHRR imagery. Using owne data retrieved from several infrared TOVS channels, we have
identified storms which appear ta have ozone anomaly precursors which aren't readily visible in the TOMS data.
Considering the relative scarcity of conventional meteorological infonnation in the polar regions, owne data provides
a potentially useful tool for tbe study of such stonos.

Improved Vertical Operators for Stratospheric MgdeUina

Monique Tanguay and Harold Ritchu
Recherche en prlvision numerique
Service de l'environllement atmospherique
Dorval, Qulbec, Canada H9P 1}3
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Ttl: (514) 421-4739; Fax: (514) 421-2106
Observations of atmospberic disturbances reveal tbat tbeir amplitudes increase in tbe stratosphere according to a p,'n
structure (p=pressure). This results from tbe fact that conservation of energy witb vertical propagatton Implies tbat
amplitude increases as density decreases. The present idea is to lDcorporate this p-'" structure lD the vertical
discretized operators of our sigma level global spectral model.
The following example concerns the v.ertical structure of the normal modes superimposed on an isothermal basic state
at rest. With a sigma (s) vertical coordinate, we have to solve tbe eigenvalue value problem:

sty + dV + >- V(s) =0
ds'

ds

witb appropnate boundary conditions. Here s= In(u) and the eigenvalue
analytic solution is
V(u) = u"~!V
where >- = n'

+

+ cos(n Inct) +

>- ,s the inverse of the equivalent depth.

The

V sin(n Inu)]

114 is detennined by zeroing a derived detenninant. Notice the ct'''' structure of the analyttc solution .

Two vertical discretizations will be compared. Discretization # I uses a finite-element discretization of the prevIOus
sec<>nd-order problem. Discretization #2 first replaces the dependent variable V by V bar where V =u·,n V bar. A
finite-element discretiution is then applied.
Significant improvement is found in the first four analytic vertical modes witb the greatest equivalent depths. For
example, the relative errOr for internal modes 3 and 4 is about 10% with discretization # I , and is reduced to be only
about 1% with discretization #2. The basic idea of directly incorporating the p''''structure in the vertical discretization
can be applied also to the Helmholtz equation involved in the semi-implicit scheme and to the hydrostatic equation.
Those new operators are currently being tested in our sigma level global spectral model.

The Middle AbnosDhere Data Assimilation Project at the NASA/Goddard Space Flight Center

Richard Menard, Peter Lyster, Ste.e Cohn
Data Assimilotion Office
Lynn SparUng
Atmospheric Chemistry and Dynamics Bronch
Loborotory for Atmospheres
NASA/Goddard Space flight Center
GreenbelJ, Marylond
The Data Assimilation Office and the Atmospheric Chemistry and Dynamics Branch of the NASA/Goddard
Space Flight Center are currently starting a constituent data assimilation project for the middle atmosphere. The
aim is to produce a global multilayer analysis of constituent data for the middle atmosphere using a massively
parallel implementation of a Kalman filter. The analysis will incorporate UARS, LlMS and possibly other
sources of data into a constituent transport model. An estimation of the analysis error will also be provided. A
discussion of the full project will be presented.
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Forcing of Stationary Planetary Waves in the Winter Stratosphere by Transient Eddies

T.C. BoxandJ. Derome
Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences and
Centre for Climate and Global Change Research, McGill University
A steady-state primitive equations model is used In study tbe structure of stationary planetary waves in the
Nortbern Hemispbere stratospbere. The zonal mean circulation is specified using observed January mean data,
as is the wave structure at the lower boundary of 100 bPa. Numerical solutions are then found for the structures
of zonal wavenumbers 1 to 3 througbout tbe Nortbern Hemispbere stratospbere. The January means of the
transient eddy vorticity flux divergence and beat flux divergence bave been calculated using observed data, and
applied as an additional forcing term lD the model.
Experiments bave been per-formed using data from four years, 1982-84 and 1986. The model bas been run
using only forcing by stationary waves at the lower boundary, and using botb this lower boundary forcing and
forcing by transient eddies throughout the model domain. In a linear version of the model, inclusion of the
transient eddy forcing is found In result in a significantly better simulation of the observed stationary wave
structure than that produced by lower boundary forcing alone. for tbree of tbe four years studied. Work is in
progress to carry out a similar comparison employing a nonlinear version of tbis model.
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Varibility of Dynamics and Thermodynamics in Baie Des Chaleurs: Observation and Modelling

Jlangplng Gan and R. Grant Ingram
Department of Almospherlc and Oceanic SCiences, McGUl UnlversiJy
Montreal, Canada, H3A 2K6
Data analysis and numerical modelling were used to study the varibility of both dynamics and thermodynamics in
Baie des Chaleurs (BdC, 65.566.5W, 47.548.5N). Observations were collected from current moorings and CTD
profiles in 1990 and 1991. The 2 112 layer model, embedded with bulk mixed layer model, is forced with observed
atmosphere fluxes and a remote current field. The results from observations show that the current energy in the
bigh frequency band «5 days) at all depths in the bay was dominated by semi-diurnal ~ tide. It also revealed
dynamicaUy active inertial motions in the bay. For the low frequency band (> 5 days), stronger energy was evident
between 5-1Od, witb tbe peaks of near-1Od and near-5d along the north shore. The spectra for temperature and
salinity show similar features, though the strongest energy was focussed near the density interface. The energy
between 5-1Od is believed to be the results of wind-induced upwelling along the north sbore. Corresponding
downwelling occurred on the south shore. The generated internal Kelvin waves propagated along the bay. The
model was able In reproduce observations above. Monthly circulation from both observations and model indicated
that the variability of circulation and thermal field in the bay strongly depended on resultant effects of the prevailing
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westerly wind and and westward remote forcing (Gaspe Curreot, oq. 1be mndel experiments suggested that the
effects of GC varibility may intensify the wind induced fluctuations in the bay. Important effects of river ruooff
are also addressed.
Improved Calculation of Coastally Traoped Waves with Application to Their Scattering and Forcing

G.A. Schmidl
CCGCR, MeOW University
Montreal, Quebec
Many applications of low-frequency coastally trapped wave theory, including scattering problems and finding tbe
wind-forced modes, rely upon the orthonormality and completeness of the free modes on tbe shelf. Traditional
methods of calculating these mades have used two-dimensional finite difference grid methods which are impractical
for calculating the higber modes to the required accuracy . Also, since each mode is calculated separately, the
computed inner product between modes can be quite large.
A oew direct method of calculation in the low frequency continuously stratified case is introduced. This uses a
Green's function to reduce the problem to a one dimensional integral across the shelf. This then reduces to a linear
eigeovalue problem for the phase speed and values of the pressure on the shelf and which can be solved using
standard methods. Much
higher resolutioo is acheived and all required modes are found simultaneously.
The numerical metbod is then applied to tbe solution of scattering problems as the topography changes. Detailed
answers to questions sucb as how mucb coastally trapped wave energy passes tbrough straits or over ridges abutting
the coastal sbelf are provided. The method also allows the wind-forced response to be determined to any required
accuracy .
Numerical Study of Coastal Plumes in the Western Gulf of Maine: An Ideal Ocean Basin

Jill Wang

Octan Circulation Division
Dept. 0/ Fisheries and Oceans
Chemical and Physical Sciences
Bedfotrllnslilue 0/ Oceanography
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia B2Y 4A2
Phone: (902)426-9156
Fax: (902)426-3142
A three-dimensional numerical modelling of the coastal plume in an ideal basin for the western Gulf of Maine, based
the observations, is carried out to examine tbe dynamic properties of the plume under the tidal forcing. The
purpose of this paper is to reveal possible effects of different factors on the coastal plume in an ideal basin before
applying this model to the realistic ocean. The control run in a sloping bottom mimicking the western Gulf of Maine
reproduces a southward advection speed of 14 lon/day, consistent to tbe observed 13.3 l<mIday . Strong vertical
mixing resulted from M, tide dramatically retards the moving speed and changes the vertical structure. A
systematical sensitivity study is also conducted in the following themes: internal parameter dependence, physical
dynamic dependence, and geometry dependence. In the theme of parameter dependence, the horizontal mixing
coefficient plays little role in determining the plume moving speed and structure within a certain range; also, tbe
plume is not sensitive to the bottom friction coefficient. In the theme of dynamics dependence, a ruo with no
00
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Coriolis force produces a symmetric fresh water plume, generating a well known fact; the ambient mean alongshore
flow speeds up the plume advection southward; the run with linear momentum equations produces an almost
identical structure of the control run; the larger (smaller) density difference between the river fresh water and the
ambient water produces a faster (slower) southward moving speed, which is, in generally, consistent with the
laboratory experiments; the alongshore wind from the south (upwelling favourable wind) completely destroys the
southward moving coastal plume and results in a seaward spread of the fresh water due to the seaward Ekman
transport; the plume becomes thinner. In contrast, the wind from the north (downwelling favourable wind) squeezes
the plume onto the shore, deepening the thickness of the fresh water at the coast with a faster southward moving
speed; the offshore (onshore) wind produces a similar scenario (but not as efficient) as the south (north) wind. In
the theme of the geometry dependence, the run for the flat bottom of 10 m (30 m) produces a comparable (faster)
moving speed of the plume, because the latter allows a thicker fresh water depth in the upper layer to develop which
consistent with the theoretical estimate in a two-layer flow. The offshore extension of the plume is much larger in
the flat bottom than in the sloping bottom.
Subtidal Circulation Variability on the Scotian Shelf: A Retrospective Modelling Study

Jinyu Sheng and Keith Thompson
Department of Oceanography
Dalhousie University, Halifax, B3H 4JI
We have developed two numerical models for the study of low-frequency circulation variability on the Scotian Shelf.
One is a barotropic model for the three-dimensional wind-driven shelf circulation, and the other is a diagnostic model
for the steady density-driven circulation. Both models are computationally efficient and have been successfully used
for hindcasting, nowcasting and short-time forecasting circulation on the Scotian Shelf. The barotropic, wind-driven
model has been used to examine the response of the Scotian Shelf to the wind and backward-boundary forcing. It
was found that the model-predicted variability of the alongshelf transport agrees well with current observations. The
diagnostic model has been used to estimate the steady flow on Western Bank and has led to the discovery of a semipermanent gyre.
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The Integrated Tenninal Weather System

F. Wesley Wilson, Jr.
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
lincoln Laboratory
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The Integrated Terminal Weather System (ITWS) is an aviation weather information system for the terminal area.
It is the part of the FAA Aviation Weather Development Program that is specifically directed to the needs of
terminal operations. This system is intended to provide the weather information that is required to enhance the
safety and efficiency of terminal area operations and to improve the capacity of the airport, especially during times
of adverse weather. The users of ITWS information are air traffic controllers, their supervisors, airlines operations
personnel, managers of airport operations, and automation systems that are designed to assist in planning terminal
operations. The temporal and spatial accuracy requirements for ITWS products are sharper than for enroute
products, and the timescale of planning and decisionmaking for terminal operations is short compared with other
parts of the air traffic control system. A typical aircraft is under terminal control for about IS minutes and planning
is often geared to 30 minute needs. There is a lime Criticality for safety products such as microburst alerts. For
these reasons, ITWS products are primarily based on automated interpretation of sensor data, contrasting them from
the model interpretation by forecasters that characterizes enroute products. Foremost among the terminalarea'sensors
is the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR). The combination of TDWR information with products from the
WSR88D ASR9 radars is fundamental to many ITWS algorithms.ITWS products are designed to meet a variety of
needs. Safety products that extend TDWR capabilities include enhanced microburst warnings, microburst
predictions, and enhanced gust front detection and tracking. Terminal operations efficiency is enhanced by the winds
analysis and forecasts and Weather Impacted Airspace (WIA) warnings, which assist with planning terminal routes
and runway configurations. The Snowfall Rate product supports aircraft deicing and runway snow plowing
operations. Precise short-term ceiling and visibility forecasts will sharpen the ability to anticipate changes in the
Airport Acceptance Rate.
The work described has been sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration. The U.S. government assumes
no liability for its contents or use thereof.
Monitoring of Aircraft Icing Hazard using a Dual-frequency Radar

Dr M.E.J. Gosset and Dr A.J. Illingworth
Departmefll 0/ Meteorology
Reading University
Pr H. Sauvageot
Obserovalolre Midi-Pyrenees
Univenite P. Sabalier
Toulouse, Fronce
A main threat to aviation systems is the occurrence of aircraft icing, when cloud water rimes on the cabin, leading
to an enhancement in the aircraft weight and a change in aerodynamics, as well as a loss of visibility. This is likely
to occur when an aircraft goes through a region of cloud containing a substantial amount of supercooled water water still maintained in its liquid phase though above the freezing level. Mixed clouds ar.e unstable and their inner
structure evolves with time, making the location of such hazardous areas unpredictable on a theoretical basis, and
difficult to observe with remote sensors available now. We believe, that an instrument able to monitor and map
regions of high supercooled water content would be useful to pilots, especially when the cloud cover consists of
spread stratiform clouds which the aircraft must fly through.
Propose to use a dual-wavelength radar to discriminate between water and ice in clouds.
The reflectivity measured by a millimetric radar provides a three dimensional picture of cloud structure. If the radar
is equipped with a second frequency, one can measure, in addition, the dual-wavelength differential attenuation and
derive amounts of bolh ice and water within the cloud.
The method is being field tested at Chilbolton (Berkshire, U.K.) where the existing 3 GHz radar has just been
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complemented with 35 GHz radar.
We shall present the basis of ice-water retrieval from dual frequency measurements, discuss the expected accuracy
and resolution and their dependence on the technical characteristics of the instrument.
Preliminary results from case studies obtained during the 3/35 GHZ experiment carried out at Chilbolton will be
shown.
Transport Canada Proposed R&D Program for the Development of a Multi-Parameter
Dual X-Ka Band Doppler Radar for Aviation Meteorology Applications

Gilles Fournier
Transport Canada Aviation
Introduction
Transport Canada Aviation plans will be presented for the design and development of a prototype multi-parameter dual
X-Ka band research Doppler radar for detection of parameters relevant to aviation.
Preliminary System Requirements
The preliminary requirements were for a cloud sensing system capable of detecting the cloud bulk parameters relevant
to air operations and supporting research and development in aviation meteorology.
Feasibility Study for Multi-parameter X-Ka Band Doppler Radar
Transport Canada Aviation contracted the McMaster University's Communications Research Laboratory for a
feasibility study to determine possible upgrades to their lPlX radar to pennit millimetre wave operation. The objectives
and the findings of the study will be presented.
Key Features of the Multi-Parameter System
The key features of tbe proposed system will be discussed. These features will extend the range of observable radar
parameters to the rate of attenuation and differential attenuation, depolarization ratio, differential reflectivity, and
differential propagation phase shift, measured at single frequencies, at two frequencies, or at two polarizations. For
example, differential attenuation at X- and Ka-band along with reflectivity could be used to compute median drop
diameter in resolution volume, total water content, and even to separate ice from liquid water. Also, discrimination
between light and moderate precipitation and cloud layers would be possible using differential attenuation at X- and
Ka-band (for light precipitation), and dual polarization at X- and Ka-band (for moderate precipitation). Ice clouds
could be identified by their low attenuation at Ka-band.
Plans for the Future
The development of the proposed system would take 1.5 to 2 years and cost $2.5 - 3 Million. But, before the
development of the system starts, a study to examine the possible use of the same proposed technology to infer icing
conditions will be conducted. Indeed, it is expected that the proposed system could detect, discriminate and
characterize those hydrometeors involved in an icing event, either in-flight or on the ground.
The proposed multi-parameter dual X-Ka band research Doppler radar system will be a higbly versatile tool for novel
research into cloud processes as well as other weather phenomena. The knowledge acquired in the development and
use of sucb a system could lead in the medium term to the development of a core sensor of an intelligent atmospheric
information processing system for the detection and classification of weather phenomena impacting aviation, primarily
within the tenninal area.
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Automation of MeteorolQgical Observations using Scene Photometry

Brian W. Tansley, Ph.D.
Department of Psychology
and
Department of Systems & Computer Engineering
Carleton University
Otlilwa, Ontario, Kl S SB6
The recent advent of low-cost digital image capture technology has made it practical to automate tbe visual and
information processing tasks of the meteorological observer. One such task is the visual estimate of meteorological
optical range or MOR (also called runway visual range or RVR, when the observer is located near an airport). We
describe a low-cost prototype "hands-free" system for acquiring photometric and calorimetric data from scenes typical
of those viewed by buman observers for estimating MOR. Using adaptive image capture control, tbe system
automatically obtains the optimal photometric information needed to estimate MOR over a wide variety of illumination
conditions. The system can be designed to cover an arbitrarily wide field of view and arbitrary degree of spatial
precision. The dynamic range of the system is greater than 50 dB, which makes possible its use under a wide range
of illumination conditions.
Algoritbms bave been developed for estimating MOR and for obtaining various kinds of information from captured
images on a cyclical basis. These algorithms are derived from analysis of the human visual tasks currently used to
obtain visibility infonnation. System functions for photometric image capture, scene information extraction,
communication., archiving and error checking are described. Pilot work has shown that a variety of photometric
and lor calorimetric measures can be obtained from the system that are potentially useful for lighting maintenance,
airside safety, sign and signal compliance, security, weather reporting functions within the airport environment as well
as aspects of search and rescue.
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Impact of Global Climatic Changes on Long-Term Fluctuation in some Hydrological Processes

Anatoly V. Frolov
Scientific-Coordination Centre CASPY
Russian Academy of Sciences
Evaluation of the responses of large hydrological systems on climatic changes poses important scientific and practical
problem. Climatic changes in river and lake basins lead to interruptions in the present long-term regime of river
runoff and water bodies levels.
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To si.mulate long-term fluctuations in river runoff and water bodies levels the dynamic-stochastical models are used.
These models are physically-based ones. so !hat the process modelled is considered an output one in relation to some
generative system with a physical structure which may be circumscribe mathematically. The model's dependencies
on input and output process parameters allow us to estimate the systems response to cbanges in input processes. In
our investigation we have used a dynamic-stochastical model with two-dimensional input process. This kind of model
lakes into account statistical dependencies between input process components, for example, between the river runoff
to lake and the effective evaporation from its surface.
Using the model suggested, estimations of characteristics or long-term fluctuations in the level of the Caspian Sea,
lakes Issyk-Kul, Ladoga, Ontario and the river runoff from the Neva and St. Lawrence rivers have heen made for
some climatic scenarios. These estimations may be used in water recourse planning.
Synoptic Atmospheric Moisture Analyses for the Regional Evaporation Study

L.E. Welsh
Atmospheric Environment Service
National Hydrology RtSearch Centre

G. B. Lesins
Deportment of Oceanography
Dalhousie UniversilJl
G. S. Strong
Atmospheric Environment Semce
National Hydrology Research Centre

A Simple Moisture analysis scheme using Barnes interpolation is applied to a large subcontinental area around !he
Regional Evaporation Srudy (RES) field sites in Saskatchewan for the June-July 1991 experimental period. The effect
of adding the RES mesoscale networi< data to the standard meteorological data on the analysis of moisture convergence
is evaluated. The degree to wbich standard network surface observations can successfully supplement the network
radiOSOllde data for moisture analysis is also assessed. Planned improvements to the moisture analysis system include
incorporation of Regional Finite Element Model 50-kin grid resolution data and surface precipitation amcunt estimates
to enable !he system to calculate atmospheric moisture budgets. Such a capability, when combined wi!h surface
moisture flux estimates and hydrologic modelling, will contribute to !he understanding of the hydrologic cycle present
in the MacKenzie River basin, a focus of the Canadian component of the Global Energy and Water-eycle Experiment.

A Model!jng Study on Evaporation from Lakes

Joyce Kwan
Dept of Earth and Atmospheric Science
Yor.\: UniversilJl
Water loss by evaporation from lakes is affected by various factors in tbe surrounding environment. Near tbe water
surface water vapour fluxes are controlled by turbulent diffusion. We should however consider local advection effects,
because lakes, unlike oceans, are limited in extent and surrounded by topography. Thus evaporation from lakes can
be affected by abrupt changes in surface conditions, such as surface roughness or temperature, and !he humidity and
wind profiles associated with the land/water transition. These changes are associated with the growth of internal
boundary layer. Brutsaert (1982) has derived an analytical solution but it does not consider the growth of the internal
boundary layer associated with the roughness cbange. A two dimensional model will be established to investigate
evaporation from finite-sized water surfaces due to local advection modified by the associated internal boundary layer
growth. This model is based on an extension of tbe "Guidelines" (Walmsley et ai, 1989), which estimate the effects
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on the airflow due to complex terrain and a change in surface roughness in neutral conditions. Model resulls will be
presented and compared with available results from field experiments in small and medium sized lakes.

Improving Evaporation Estimates using Lined Reservoirs

O.S. Strong
Atmospheric Environment Service
R.O. Oranger
NatioMI Hydrology Research Institute
II Innovation Boulevard
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan, S7N 3H5, CaMdo
Two lined dugouts are being used to evaluate and fine-tune semi-empirical operational methods for estimating openwater evaporation over small water bodies. Each dugout is 30 m by 55 m by 4 m deep. One is partially covered
during the summer with a special bubble material designed to reduce evaporation, while the second is left uncovered.
Water levels, surface water temperatures, and meteorological factors over each dugout were continuously monitored
during 1993.
Results from 1993 field tests will be presented, focusing on Morton' s complementary relationship applied to small
water bodies, and on Meyer's mass transfer method based on Dalton's Law. The suitability of using these techniques
for daily estimates on small reservoirs will be discussed. since they are typically applied operationally for only monthly
estimates. These methods may lead to more accurate estimates of evaporation over larger water bodies thus providing
improved inputs to numerical weather prediction and climate change models, as well as improved operational planning
in water apportionment, hydroelectric interests, and other water resource areas. Current plans are to continue the data
collection program during 1994, using imprOVed instrumentation, particularly those used to measure precipitation,
water levels, and water temperatures.
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Middle Atmosphere Radiation / Radiation de I'atmosphere moyen
Chair/President: Jean-Pierre Blanchet

Development or the New CCC/GCM Radiation Model for Extension into the Middle Atmosphere

V.I. Fomlchev and J.P. Blanchet
DipOl1ement de physique, Universlli du Quibec II Montrial,
Montrial (Qulbec) H3C 3P8
The Earth's climate is mainly determined by the radiative balance between incoming solar and outgoing terrestrial
(lR) radiation components. For the surface climate tropospheric radiative transfer is most important and must include
the effect of water vapour, carbon dioxide, ozone, clouds and aerosols. However like most GCM radiation codes,
the CCC/GCM model assumes only Lorentz line shape and is subject to increasing error in calculations of diabatic
heating at altitudes above 40 km. The increasing importance of Doppler line broadening above 40 km and the Non-
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Local-Thermodynamic Equilibrium (NLTE) conditions above 80 Ian must be accounted for to simulate properly the
middle atmosphere temperature and dynamics. Two constrains emerge in extending the radiation code to the middle
atmosphere: (I) the calculation time which increases as a quadratic function of the number of model levels and (2)
the quality of the tropospheric and surface climate. The strategy to develop the new CCC/GCMlMAM IR radiation
code is to merge the best part of two state-of-the·art codes . The tropospheric Morcrettes's scheme used in the
standard GCM and a new computer efficient scheme dedicated to the middle atmosphere. This new scheme computes
directly diabatic cooling rates rather than irradiance as in the troposphere. Its computational efficiency reduces the
calculation time by a factor 3. Matching of cooling rates is done by interpolation around 25 Ian of altitude . The
new scheme remains upward compatible with the standard CCC/GCM and optimises the calculation time.

Adaptation of the CCC/GCM Solar Radiation Model for Middle Atmosphere Simulations:
Spherical Geometry and Spectral Resolution
Marc Larocque and Jean-Pierre Blanchet
Dlpartement de physique, Unlversltl du Qulbec II Montrlal,
Montrlal (Qulbec) HJC JP8

Calculation of absorl>ed solar radiation in the middle stratosphere is required for diabatic heating, which control most
of the atmospheric circulation, and photo-chemical reactions. Most Middle Atmosphere Models (MAM) use two
distinct parameterization for those related processes. The reason is mainly the computer cost associated to the need
for narrow band calculations in photo-chemistry . The CCC/GCM normally uses two spectral intervals: visible (0.30.7I-'m) and near-IR (0.7-4.0I-'m). This is adequate for calculation of heating rates but lacks' resolution in UV for
photo-chemistry considerations . Following the modifications for the terrestrial radiation scheme, a dedicated solar
code is developed for the middle atmosphere . This new model accounts for spherical geometry of atmosphere. In
particular the heating rate at the polar sunrise terminator, where the ozone hole forms, is mostly influenced by solar
radiation at zenith angle larger than 90 degrees . The effect of spherical geometry on atmospheric circulation will be
discussed.

Calculations of Scattered 300-750 Nm Solar Radiation in the 20 Km of the Stratosphere at Twilight and
Comparison with Measurements
Chris Mclinden, Jack McConnel/-', Erik Griffloen, Tom McElroy
'Department of Earth and Atmospheric Science, York University
'CRESS, York University
J Atmospheric Environment Service, North York
The NASA Stratospheric Photochemistry, Aerosol and Dynamics Expedition (SPADE) recently used a heavilyinstrumented ER-2 to investigate the photochemistry of the 20-1an region of the stratosphere with a view of
understanding the possible impact of a proposed fleet of high speed civil aircraft. A small spectrophotometer
designed to measure radiance in the spectral region 300-800 om was mounted on the wing of the ER2. One of the
authors (1M) is the Principal Investigator for this experiment. The instrument produced a large quaptity of radiance
and polarization data which are diagnostic of the light-scattering effects from sulphuric acid droplets . The analysis
of these data will yield information about the density of sulphate aerosols in the 'far-vicinity' of the ER-2 which will
complement the data collected by other instruments which measure the in-situ densities. In particular, a detailed
understanding of the observed radiance values will provide a better understanding of the importance of multiplyscattered light near the terminator. This is important for photochemical modelling . The focus of this work is the
completion of a multiple-scattering, radiative transfer model using the sucessive orders of scattering method . The
contribution from ground reflected radiation will be included and, when coupled to a Mie scattering routine, will be
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applied to stratospheric aerosols. An accurate description of the radiation field at twilight is critical to the sucess
of this work. We present a preliminary comparison of the model with the measured radiances and the in-situ aerosol
measurements .

The Influence or the Middle Atmosphere on the Surface Ultraviolet Radiation Environment

W.F.J. Evans
Environmental Studies,
Trent University,
Peterborough, Ontario K9} 788
The middle atmosphere affects the surface UVB levels because the ozone layer acts as a partial screen; there has been
debate on how much UV levels have changed with the thinning of the ozone layer since other factors such as
tropospheric poUution also strongly affect UV levels. Extraordinarily high-levels of ultraviolet (UVB) radiation were
experienced in Ontario in .1993. Measurements of UVB radiation levels from sites north of Toronto and at
Peterborough in 1992 and 1993 are described. This increase is attributed to a large thinning of the ozone layer which
occurred in 1993. The ozone layer was about 15 % below normal from January to March, 1993. Over this period,
the UV radiation levels were about 20 % higher than over the previous three years. This depletion has been attributed
to the volcanic cloud from Mt. Pinatubo as well as to chemical destruction in a cold winter Polar vortex. The
combined ozone depletion lowered the ozone at mid latitudes throughout the spring with resulting elevated UV
radiation levels in spring and early summer. The ozone layer usually recovers by September as photochemical activity
produces an approach to equilibrium. By October, 1993 the UVB levels and the ozone layer had returned to close
to normal. The elevated UVB radiation levels in spring, 1993 may have produced observable biological effects. The
photodissociation rates for gases such as ozone and nitrogen dioxide were also elevated on clear days in southern
Ontario during 1993. This large increase in UVB radiation coincident with a corresponding thinning of the ozone
layer in 1993, graphically demonstrates that the predicted future depletion of the ozone layer of 10 % by 2020 will
cause a corresponding future increase of over 10 % in UVB levels and photodissociation rates.
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Chalr7Presldent: Gordon Swaters

Examination or the Veronis Effect

W. A. Gough

Scarborough College
University of Toronto
1265 Military Trail
Scarborough, Ontario
MIC IA4
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In tbis study we bave run a number of numerical simulations to examine tbe 'Veronis effect' in an ocean general
circulation model in a North Atlantic basin configuration. This effect is cbaracterized by anomalous interior
downwelling, east of the western boundary current. The impact of varying tbe horizontal diffusivity and the use of
an isopycnal mixing parameterization are examined .
Several diagnostics are used. The net volume transport for a sector in the southern part of the domain, east of the
western boundary is found to be the clearest indicator ofthe strength of tbe Veronis effect.
This effect is found to depend crucially on the borizontal diffusivity. The use of an isopycnal mixing parameterization
signi ficantly mitigates the interior downwelling problem but is constrained by the requited use of a backgrouod
horizontal diffusivity.

SllIbility Characteristics of DeeD Water ReplaCement in the Strait of Georgia

Richard H. Karsten, Gordon E, Swaters and Richard Thompson
Applied Mathematics Institute, University of Alberta, Edmonton,
Alberta, Canada T6G 2GI
A theory is presented to describe the linear baraelinic instability of a deep water replacemeot current in tbe Strait of
Georgia. The strait is modeled as a deep water channel with variable cross channel topography. The gravity curreot
is modeled as a coupled density front on the sloping eastern bollom of the strait. The model equations correspond
to an 'intermediate lengthscale' dynamical balance between the geostrophic frontal dynamics and the quasi-goostrophic
surrounding water. The frontal dynamics evolve geostrophically but not quasi-goostrophically since tbe deflections
in the frontal beight are not small in comparison to the scale height of the front. The evolution of tbe frontal beigbt
is strongly coupled to the goostrophic pressure in the surrounding water through the hydrostatic balance whicb
expresses continuity of the dynamic pressure across the frontal interface.

It is shown that the necessary conditions for instability is governed by the correlation of the slope of the bollom
topography and the slope of the eddy boundary . It is also shown that the baraelinic stability characteristics are
principally determined by a so-called non-dimensional interaction parameter whicb physically measures the ratio of
the destabilizing baraelinic vortex-tube stretching/compression to the stabilizing topographic vorticity gradient.
The linear stability equations axe solved exactly for a parabolic density front on a wedge shaped bollom. In this case,
growth rato and phase speed bounds, the existence of high wave number cutoffs are presented, and a semicircle
theorem for unstable modes are presented. In addition, a detailed description of the spatial and temporal
characteristics of the instabilities and the relationship of the parameters to the instabilities is give. It is demonstrated
that, for physically realistic parameter values, the instabilities are manifested as amplifying Rossby waves in the slope
water, and as amplifying anticyclones on the density front. The results are compared to the observed low frequency
fluctuations in the Strait of Georgia.

The Effects of Surface ThennaI Boundary Conditions on Eddy
Simulation of Ocean

Weimin Xu and Charles Lin
Dept. of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
McGill University
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The effect of the conventional restoring thermal surface bounadry condition, is examined by coupling an eddy-resolving
ocean circulation model to a zero heat capacity atmospheric model. Two significant differences are obtained. First,
both eddy and mean kinetic energy near mid-latitude free jet are increased. Second, the SST (sea surface temperature)
anomaly and vertical profile of temperature variance are more realistic.

Modelling Steady-state Thennohaline Interleavina
Da.id Walsh and Barry Ruddick

Thennohaline interleaving is frequently observed in regions of the ocean with compensating lateral gradients of heat
and salt. The cross-frontal fluxes of heat and salt associated with interleaving motions can play an important role in
tbe dynamics of oceanic fronts, and in the decay of some types of ocean eddies. In an attempt to predict the fluxes
carried by fully developed interleaving and to assess their importance, we have developed a simple one dimensional
numerical model which allows an investigation of the nonlinear equilibration of a linearly unstable disturbance.
The model runs demonstrate that even when the water column is initially unstable to salt fingering at all depths, the
growing intrusions eventually cause diffusively stratified and unstably stratified convecting layers to form . In doublediffusively unstable regions of the water column the diffusivities are specified functions of the density ratio, while in
statically unstable regions a conventional eddy diffusivity formulation is used. In addition, a minimum diffusivity
Kmin representing the level of background turbulent mixing is specified, and it is found that the character of tbe
solutions depends critically on the value of Kmin. The model evolves to an equilibrium state in whicb small scale
vertical flux divergences are balanced by lateral flux divergences produced by along-layer advection. The background
turbulent mixing permits such a balance by allowing the effective vertical flux ratio of the double-diffusive layers to
vary as the intrusions grow. For small Kmin the growing intrusions reach a steady state reminiscent of a tbermohaline
staircase, witb thick convecting layers separating fingering layers from weak diffusive interfaces. For larger Kmin
the convecting layers are mucb thinner and may disappear altogether, leaving a series of diffusively stratified aod
fingering layers.
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Lol!=Cos! Hmnlqus Weather DelNjon (or Airports
Dr. CDrI H. uJh, Dr. WUJJam L . Rubin, Mr. JtlfrtJ J . Ow.nblUg

utt/sJs COrp6rlllfon, GDvernment SJSlems Group, Great Neck, Ne .. YDrlt
Huanloul weatbe, detection in tho terminal area will sip.ifieanlly improve safety and operations efficieocy at majo,
airports. The compresoed lime and spolia! scalts of hazardous weall"" affecting aviation ofteo necessitate a dedicated
weatber radar sensor, but costs limit tho exlensive deploymeot of CUrTelll systems. Uoisys Corporation bas developed.
"mini·lDWR" (TenninaJ Doppler Weatber Radar) wi.h • projected cost of S500K (US) 10 meet tbis need. CU,"",n/ system
capabiliti.. are: (i) 2 to 4 minute warning of hazardous microbusst windsbear within 10 Km of an airport: (il) surface
microburst windsbear detectioD and track within 10 Km of an airport: (iii) precipitation detection withio \0 Km ()f an
airport. Capobi1iriea being odded in 1994 iocble: (i) gustf'onI detection and lrack within 30 Km: (ii) extended precipitation
deIecIiou to 30 Km. Tho ~ microbwst WlltJling ability of tho syoteal bas resuked in naming this new radar .ystem the
Microbunt Prediction Radar (MPR).

1bis peper deocribea tho MPR pr.production prototype available for user demoostratioo ill 1994, as weU as, tho MPR',
previously demonstrated perfl>nDllDCe for microburst early wamine and detection ill Orlando Florida. ExtendiD, MPR
rmce to 30 Km for hazardous wealber detection is also discusied . SoowfaU detection and measuremeot is explored as a
potential MPR add-on product for Canadian airports which typically experie""" significant soowfaU hazards.

DiNdly M~asYred vector

Winds from an Jl!flfQtn.<iv~ Rjdau,. Multip\e.Doooler Network

Joshua Wunnan
NCAR

\ISms

I"'"

A muk.i ple-Doppler radar network can be COllSlfUcted
only
.raditional transmitting pellCiI.oe.am radar and
one or more passive klw·,ain oonIransmillin& receivers at remoIe sit... Radialion scattered from tbe pellCiJ beam of tho
lransmining radar as it penetrates weather Wgets can be detected at !be receive-ocUy site. as weU as at tho active
In!nqnitter. Tho Dowler shills of !be radialioo received at aU tho sites can be used 10 coostruct two- and !htee-dimensional
wiDd fields in a manner similar I() thai used with traditiooal multipl...Dopplor D<iwOrks.
Acc:urale knowledge of tbe full, thre&-<limensional veclor windf",id throughout a volume of tho atmospl>ere is extremely
deoirlble for a awnber of varied applications. Aviatioo inIeresu can directly benefll from tbis information sioce it aUows
the improved ddtdioo, prediction and modeling of bazardous events and economicaUy costly windshifu. Bistatic systems
can be deployed affonlably 10 proVid6 three-dimensional field. of full vector winds, iocluding directly meuured vertical
precipitation pattiels velocities for numerous Ipplications in meteorological reseaJ'ch. avifttioo, forecasting, media, and
educalion.
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Bistalic multipl...Doppler nelWorXs bave signifiCMI economic and scientific advantages accn.ing from the use of only single
sources of illuminarion. 1be passive receivers in a bistfttic network do not require expensive transmitters, moving anterma
batdware, or operators. Thus they require only a small percentage of the investment needed to field traditional transmitting
radars. Individual spatial volumes are viewed simultaneously from multiple look angles , minimizing stonn evolution

induced errors.
A dual-Doppler weather radar network consisting of only one transmitter and a non-transmitting, non-scanning, low..c;ost
bistatic receiver was deployed in the Boulder, CO area during 1993. The Boulder network took data in a variety of weather
situations, including low reflectivity stratiform snowfall, several convective cells, and a hailstorm. Dual-Doppler vector
windfiekls were retrieved and compared to those from a traditional, two·transmiHer dual-Doppler network. The favorable
results from tbese comparisons indicate that the bistatic dual-Doppler technique is viable and practical.
Multiple Scattering Lidar Returns from Atmospheric Aerosols and Precipitation

D.L. Hutt· and L. R. B/ssonneUe
Defence Research Es/abUshment Va/cart/er
P. O. Box 8800 Courcelene, Quebec, GOA I RO
'Also ..Uh: COPl., Equipe wer et opt/que guldle
Dep. Pllys/que, UnlversUt Laval, Sle. Foy, Qutbec, GIK 7P4
A War (LIght Detection and Ranging) can provide infonnation on the optical and physical characteristics of atmospheric
aerosols, clouds and precipitation by measuring the range resolved backscatter signal from laser pulses emitted into the
atmosphere. Lidars bave been used for years in meteorology to study cloud microstructure and in aviation to detennine
the cloud base height. The traditional lidar approach where the backscatter is measured with one field of view bas
limitations due to uncertainty in the aerosol backsclltter to extinction racio and to the contribution of multiple scattering to
the signal. We have developed a multiple field of view (MFOV) lidsr that measures simultaneously the lidar rentm with
four COncenlric fields of view with half angles 3.8, 12.5, 25 and 37.5 mead . The cenlral field of view receives the direct
backscaHered power while the outer fields of view receive mUltiply scattered power. The distribution of power measured
at each field of view is a function of the aerosol concentration and characteristic size along the beam path. By comparing
lidar measurements to in~situ aerosol measurements we show that the liclar signals are consistent with existing Iheories of
multiple scattering beam propagation. We also show that d,e MFOV lidar can detect the presence of suspended ice crystals
or precipitation droplets within clouds.
Lidar Remote Sensing of Cloud Properties

Luc R. Bissonnette and Daniel L. Hun'
Defence Research ESiabUshmenl Valcartier
P.O. Box 8800, CourceleUe, Quebec GOA IRO
I Also ..Uh: COPL, Equlpe wer et opt/que guWe
Departement de physique, Un/versUI Laval

A multiple scadering lidar technique was developed for the remote Sensing of cloud properties. The technique is based
an the simultaneous detection of infrared (1.054 pm) lidar returns al three concentric fields of view. This configuration
allows the measuremenl of the multiple scattering contnlmtions to the lid&r radiation backscattered by the cloud droplets.
A simplified model of the fiekl-of-view dependence of there multiple scattering contributions was obtained in the fonn of
a series expansion in tenns of the field-of-view angle. The measured data at the three fields of view are fitted to a second
degree polynomial at eacb tidar range. By "'l'Ulting the numerical values of the coefficients of tbe fitted polynomial to the
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tboonrica1 e.pressiollS. we can solve simul!an..,...ly (or the e.tinction coefficient and the average cross·sedion nodius o(
the droplets as functions of dis/ance along the poin/inc diroclion of the Iidar.

The system operates at a wavelength of 1.054 pm. However. assuming thot the dropld sizedistributiOD bu the general
.hape of a Gamma function (throe potnunoterS). we can eXlnpolate to other wavelengths. Hence. the wt'",.!WOJ' vi.ibiJ.i<y
along any.bId poIh direction,. in partiCUlar the glide path of. landing aircraft. can he determined at. typical refresh rate
of 0.1 Hz. This visibitity data is limo- and l1Ulge·resolved so that • pilot 00 an instrument approach through fog or low
clouds CCl,Id be kept informed. as the flight progress... of the altitude and borunDla.l distance at whicb he will be oble to
see the runway features witb • coalnlst betI8r than some p<eoeI value. The system is limited io range to an optical depth
of obouI 3-3.5, i.e. the limit of visibility. Another paramet.,.. of meteorological interest that can also be derived from our
lidat measurements is the profile of the cloud liquid waler content.
The paper describes the solution method and compares lidar.<Jerived profiles of cloud liquid waler cooteot witb aircraft
measurements, and the e.trapolated extinction coeffICients aI 0.55 pm and 10.6 um witb in silu measurements performed
aloog. ~ .Iope by means of extinction senson mounted on a coble car.

TIlt Errect of 1M Larae Scale Cloud Homogeneity A.... umDlion on !be
ShortwlV' Radiative flUXes ComD!lted in GCM.
LlU.aros Oreopou{os and ROltT Davies

Deportmtnl of Almosplltric and Oceank Sciences. McGill Univtrsit]

Grid avenged cloud fraction and cl.o ud oplical depth are two of the major ~n thl! determine the shortwave (SW)
nux budget and atmo,pheric SW healing rates in ,ooeral circul.'ioo models (GeMs). Most GeMs usotWo methods to
distnbute cloud mass in their gridpoints once too conditions for cloud formation are ..tistied: the water contelll progoosed
Or diagnosed is spread unifonnly across the gridpoint whicb is assumed to be overcast (method I); cloud water is
homogeneously distributed within the fradion of too gridpoint whicb is prognosed or diagnosed to be cloudy (method 2).
lbosc two methods would of course give dilferem SW fluxes for the same 101&1 cloud mas. within Ibe Ilridpoinl. Moreover.
the fluxes calculated with tbe above methods are expected 10 differ from the true SW nux over a real scene the size of a
GeM gridpoint where lb. mass of condensate is usually distributed in • campi. . way among lIWly cloud elements.

exist."""

We use AVHRR gJob&l ...... covemge (GAC) radilUlCe data whicb Mv. a 4 Icm nominal resolutioo 10 explore the
of systematic bi .... when applying methods I or 2 to c.lcw.te SW fluxes and examine bow rhese> differ for tbe various
chid "'gimes. We firSt sepenI. clear from cloudy pixels based 00 criteria we develop from tbe SW and LW radiances of
the scene and some of their combinations. We assi", an oplicaJ deplb of zero to Ibe clear pixels and retrieve the OplicaJ
deplh of Ibe cloudy pixels \Ising look-up table. coostructed using the discrete ordinat.. method of nodiative transfer. We
den... (tau) as the optical dOplh obtained by linearly averaging the high resolution optical depths over some spatial scale
and < tau > the optical deptb obtained by inverting the lima< average of an approprial.e radiative quantity over the same
scale. The linear averaging can include clear pixel. (simulating method I) Or not (simulating method 2). W. presellIthe
changes in the statistical properties of (tau) and < tau > as the averaging takes place over increasingly larger spatial scales
(or different cloud regimes and disc"ss implications for GeM modeling.
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ParameterizatioDS of Cloud Microphysical Characteristics and its effect on Climate Change

I. GulJepe and G.A. Isaac

Tbe parameterization of cloud microphysical characteristics based on bulk parameters of the models is important to
understand the effect of the clouds on climate change and the general circulation of atmosphere. Because of large grid
scaling, the models cannot handle clouds in detail. The values of effective radius (r</l) and liquid water content (LWC) are
extensively used in the radiative trtUl$fer calculations. Single scattering properties such as extinction coefficient, single
scattering albedo, asymetry factor, are also calculated from LWC and r,1I' For this purpose, extensive data sets from the
North Atlantic Regional Experiment (NARE), Canadian Atlantic Slonn Project (CASP) I-II and other Canadian field

experiments have been analyzed. Clouds are divided into subsections, including stratiform and convective clouds.
Measurements are averaged over various scales to obtain f'JI and LWC as a function of envirorunent temperature, vertical
air velocity f1uctuaIions, and droplet coocentration. Preliminary results indicates that stratifonn and convective clouds within
tbe large scale models can be represented by using model output and derived parameterized equations. Sucb
parametrizations would enable us to calculate single scattering properties of droplets within various cloud types without
expensive Mie theory calculations.

On Modelling the Role of CCN on Cloud Microphysics and Radiation for GCM: The Twomey Effect

Serge Nadon and Jean-Pierre Blanchet
Dipanement de physique, Unlversilt du Quebec il Montreal,
Montrlal (Quebec) H3C 3P8

Global climate warming caused by increased emissions in the atmosphere of greenhouse gases (CO" CFC, methane and
others) is a problem that retains the attention of many research groups. There are yet other important factors controlling
the Earth's climate that need to be considered. The aerosol-cloud interaction and their optical properties are among them.
The Twomey effect relates the increase of cloud albedo to the increase in concentration of Cloud Condensation Nuclei
(CCN). This effect is observed in the tracks left by ships in coastal regions covered by marine strato-cumulus clouds. On
the large scale, this process is hypothesised to have a cooling effect, counteracting the greenhouse warming effect. 10 order
to include this process into a General Circulation Models (GCM), a parameterization of explicit cloud microphysics is
required. A method that considers the concentration of CCN and the size distribution of droplets is proposed. This method
is suitable for GCM application. It win allow us to evaluate the impact of increasing anthropogenic pollutants in the
abnosphere and more specificany in the Arctic where a cooling trend is observed instead of the GCM predicted warming
due to increasing CO,.
Effects of SO, on the Atmospheric Water Cycle during the Formation of Continental Arctic Air Mass: Its Implication
for Climate -

Eric Girard and Jean-Pierre Blanchet
Dipanement de physique, Universile du Quebec il Montreal,
Montreal (Quebec) H3C 3P8
Recent analysis of lower tropospbere temperatures for the last 40 years has shown no trace of the expected greenhouse
warming in the Arctic. 10 this paper, we discuss the interpretation of recent climate models in terms of tbese new
observations ard analyses, in particular, the observed wintertime cooling trend. The rate of air mass transformation from
maritime to continental polar air depends on the water vapour removal rate through coodensation and precipitation. 10 tum,
tbe removal of atmospheric water vapour reduces the greenhouse effect and enhances the cooling rate of the surface. In
this study, a model is made to simulate the formation of the continental polar air mass. This model calculates aerosol
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microphysics between 0 .001 aDd SOO I>m. whicb is from \be D1lCleation taDge, throogb tbe accwnulalioo mode, CCN
activation. cloud droplets-ice cryst.oJ aDd precipitation. A particular alleolioo is paid to ""Iphuric acid, a oubstaoce with
a strm& affioiIy for WIlIer vapour. We will discuss new results OD the climatic effect of this waler cycle perturbation. The
altemion of droplets and cryst.oJs spectra due to the presence of ""Ipbales will also be examined.
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TIlt Composition and PhoIodissocjatiYe Flux Mea<urtmenl
NASA ER-l High-Allilude Res.-an;b Aircrafl

3.'

Flown 0" tbt

C. T. McElro!
Atmospheric Envlronmtnt Serviee,
Downsvlew, Olllario

J.C. McConneD
YorA University, CRESS
M.J. Prather
Unll'uslIy 0/ CaJifornia, Depar/mtnt 0/ Geosciences
A version of the AES SunPhoIoSpectromec.r. which was flown with Canadian Astronaul SIeve MacLean during STS-S2,
bas been designod to make measu-"m. of the horizoIW spectral flux. limb brightness and Earth-surface reflectivity from
tbe NASA ER-2 research aircraIL 1be instrument WA$ flown as part of th. pboIocbemical payload used for the
Slnllospberic Photochemistry. Aerosol aDd DyD&mics Expedition (SPADE) of the NASA Higb Speed Researcb Program
and it will accompany Ihe Airborne Southern Hemisphere Ozone ExperimeSlt to the AnIareIic next year. The
spectropholomder is based 00 a 1~IemenI, nondomIy-add .... sabIo Reticon pboIodiod. amy. Some aspects of the design
and the performance of the instrument during SPADE wiD be presented.

Model Simylations or ReleroWle9us Reactions in Sulfate Mrosol and psC Particles;
A S<nsilivity Study

AI/chatl Yu. DonlOn and John McConntU
Dept. 0/ Earth and Atmosphtric Science
York UnivtTslIy
Field and laboratory measurementa and model simulations coofi"" thai the foUowing beterogeot>OUS reaclio,"
CIONo,(gas) + HCI(sotid) I> C I,(gas) + HNO,(solid)
HOCI<&as) + HCI(solid) I> C I" gas) + H,O(solid)
CIONo,(gas) + H20(solid) I> HOCI(gas) + HNO,(solid)
N20,(gas) + H20(solid) I> 2HNO,(.0Iid)
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N220,(gas) + HCI(solid) l> CIN02(gas) + HNO,(solid)
are likely to be involved in the processing of polar stratospheric air on ice and NAT (HNO,03H,0) crystals to produce higb
levels of CIO whicb can catalytically destroy ozone leading to the formation of the ozone hole. Hydrolysis of N20, and
CIONO, also can occur on the ubiquitous stratospheric aerosol and these reactions primarily affect mid-latitude ozone.
However, recent laboratory data has demonstrated that first two reactions can aI. o process gas phase species on tbe sulfate
aerosol at temperatures above I-be NAT formation threshold. thus increasing activation of inactive chlorines such as HCI
and CIONO, to more active forms ofCIO, = CI+CIO+2CI,0,+CI,.
A new box model of the atmosphere has been developed which includes an mentioned heterogeneous reactions in addition
to a fairly complete suite of gas phase reactions. Simulations of the winter and spring conditions in the lower stratosphere
in the polar and mid-latitude regions have been carried out. We have studied the model sensitivity to the following factors:
sulfate aerosol loading, PSC supersaturation, the reactions of CIONO, and HOCI with HCI in sulfate aerosol. .
We have also investigated the impact of the relatively new laboratory data which indicate that the cross sections of HN03

decrease with decreasing temperatures at the wavelength edge 270-320 om. This effect reduces NO, formation due to
photolysis of JINO, and makes ozone more vulnerable to the catalytic destruction by chlorine species.
SDeam-2 Measurements made during STS-S2

C.T. McElroy
Atmospheric Environment Service
Downsview, Ontario
S.G. MacLean, and B. Tryggvason
Canadian Space Agency, Canadian Astronaut Program Office
The SunPhotoSpectrometer Earth Atmosphere Measurement (SPEAM-2) experiment was flown on the United States Space
Shuttle Columbia during October, 1992 as part of a group of Canadian experiments referred to as CANEX-2.
Measurements of the solar intensity were made through the orbiter side-hatch window at various wavelengths in the visible
and near-ultraviolet during a sunrise terminator crossing. The miniature, hand-held photodiode array spectrometer which
was developed for the flight will be described and the data collected during STS-52 will be presented. The success of the
experiment points the way toward the use of small instruments to make accurate, but inexpensive, observations of the
composition of the upper atmosphere.
Differences in UpDer Tropospheric Ozone, No., and NoJNo. Between Mid-Latitude and Tropical Air Mao;ses

Ian Folkins
Department of Oceanography, DalhousieUniversily
A J Weinheimer
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO

m

Two of the DC-8 flights during the second Arctic Airborne Stratospheric Expedition (AASE
were between California
and Tahiti. The flighllo Tahiti took place on January 28 1991, and the return flight occurred the following day. The altitude
of the DC-8 was mostly between 10 and 12 kIn. Both flights recorded extremely sharp, simultaneous changes in ozone, total
reactive nitrogen (NO,), fraction of NO, as NO, (NO, = NO + NO,), humidity, and several other variables at about 20p
N. 'There have been rIWly other indications that "pristine" tropical air is 'much lower in concentrations of ozone and other

tropospheric JX>llutants than mid·latitude air. These flights are somewhat unique however in the number of simultaneous
measurements that were made, and the fact that they occurred at a higher altitude than most previous flights . In addition
to putting the flights in a meteorological context, a chemical model will be used to investigate the reasons for the changes
in the obseIVed NO/NOy ratio at the transition between the two air masses.
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Aviation MeteC?ro'logy Algorithm Devel<!pment I Algorithme de developperrient pQur la
.
meteorologle de I'avlatlon
Chaii'/i>r~sident: Ken MacDonald

Climatological Study to Determine Microburst Occurrence. Frequency or
Occurrence. and Location in Canada

r.B. Low
XelResearch Corpora/ion
Downsview, OnJario
Low level wind shear, specifically the hazanlous form of wind shear known as microbursts, has been recognized as a
danger to aviation that hAs caused a number of air transportation accidents world wide over the past two decades. Their
existence, frequency of occurrence, and potential threat in Canada hAs always been suspected, but Dever scientifically
confirmed. 'This study, performed for Transport Canada's Transportation Development Centre, was an effort to establish
a climatology of days with possible microburst evenlS on a country-wide basis. As there have been no special measurement
systems or networks established for microburst detection in Canada, there are DO such measurements to rely on. All that
is available are the climatological databases of standard hourly surface meteorological observalions and twice daily
rediosoode soundings. With tbis limited database, the Rpproach taken was: i) to examine tbe intensive field experiments
tbat bave been carried out previously in the United States by the FAA, NCAR, and various university groups studying
microbursts, ii) to identify d", meteorological parameters indicating the presence (or absence) of tbis phenomenon that can
be fOlmd in or derived from the available standRrd meteorological observations, and then iii) to relRte these parameters to
similar situations that fifty exist in Canada and establisb their frequency of occurrence.
Analyses showed that simultaneous occurrences of trends for several standard surface meteorological parameters often
suggest, to a bigb leve l of significance, the unlikelihood of a microbursl occurring. Applying these same relalionships to
the Canadian database showed overall annual maxima for relative frequencies of potential microburst occurreoce in soutb
central Alberta and the west coast of Britisb Columbia. The regioMI weather offices of Environment Canada were also
surveyed for historical cases of suspected microburst events.

Verification of the "Gust" Algorithm using DoDDler Radar Data

A. Bellon and 1.1. ZllwatWci
J. Stewart Marshall Radar Observa/ory (MRO)
1'.0. Box 198, Macdonald Campus
McG/U University, MonJreal, Quebec H9X 3V9
Transport Canada is wder-taking a climatological study to determine the frequency and location of microburst occurrence
in Canada. Specifically, our objective is to derive a microburst climatology for the Montreal area using a 'gust' algorithm
applied to dats archived by the J. Stewart Marshall RlIdar Observalory (MRO) of McGill University. This algorithm, based
solely on radar reflectivity dats, has already been successfully used by locRI forecasters for the past 3 summers in assessing
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the strength of surface winds associated with thunderstorms. Based on the cloud top penetrative downdraft mechanism,
it estimates the maximum surface wind speed W from the vertically integrated liquid water content, VII., and the
thunderstorm echo top, ET, from the relation W = (e, VII. - C, ET') ,n where c, and C, are two appropriate constants. The
recem Dopplerization of the MRO radar enables us to anempt a verification of this algoritlun by searching for signatures
that are associated with strong downdrafts, namely low-level divergence, convergence and rotation at mid levels and
descending refle<:tivity cores. Cases bave been selected from the summer of 1993 where damaging surface winds have been
reported. We will confirm whether the current temporal (5 minutes) and spatial (I Ian) resolution of our Doppler data is
sufficienlto ideoluy these phenomena. A bener verifICation is expected for this sununer 1994 when we anticipate temporal
and spatial resolutions of 2.5 minutes and 0.5 kilometres respectively.

Wet Microburs!s: A ForOOlSting Approach

S. SIo1 and H.I'. Biron

Centre Metiorowglque du Quebec
Environment Canada
Gi/ks Fournier
Transport Canada
A/do Bellon
McGiU Universi!y
Severe wet microbursts pose a danger for both the aviation conununity and the public at large. The presentation will deal
briefly with the morphology of wet microburst thunderstorm cells The forecast approach is based on both environmental
conditions which research results indicate, favour such microburst, as well a radar reflectivity algoritlun which was given
the name ·GUST" .
Recent research results indicate that a wet microburst-pron environment is characterized by the presence of low-level
moisrure capped by a mid-level dry layer. It is possible to differential between a wet microburst situation, and a day with
thunderstorm but no microbursts in terms of the vertical profile of the equivalent potential temperature (Oe) .

Case studies show the two types of storm stOlClures can result i wet microburst activity the classical supercell type of stoml
an the ·pulse-storm·. A supercell generally develops in strong buoyarlCY energy and moderately to strong wind·shear
conditions. Radar reflectivities for this category of stonn indicate strong returns at mid-levels and a typical overhang
signature. However wet microbursts have also been known to occur with ·pulse-storms· which occur in moderately
buoyant conditions with vertical wind shears varying from light to moderate. Radar reflectivities an visual observations
suggest only a henign thunderstonn.
The GUST algorithm is based on the relative distnbution of tiquid waler within the thunderstono and uses both the vertically
integrated tiquid water content (VlL), as well as the radar echo top of a storm. Both these parameters can he derived fro
volumetric radar information. The a1goritlun appears to discriminate wet microburst producing storms of both the
superceUular and the ·Pulse·storm· type.

Real-time Estimation or Atmospheric Turbulence Severity from In-Situ Aircraft Measurements

Larry B. Corman
NaJlomu Center jor Atmospheric Research
Research AppUcatiOM Program
BoulMr, CO
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The <JlAIiry of atmospheric turbulence detoctioo and forecast informatioo for the opel"Alional meteorology and Ivialioo
communities is directly linked to the <JlAIiiy of reoJ·time measuremenls. Currently. the ooIy dileol data are subjective,
qualitative, IIIXI irtennitte<ll piIoI reports. This pop« d...,nDes techniques, suitable for reoJ-time applicalioo on commercial
tnlDSport aircnft. 10 genetalo ~lAIiv" and Wli4>'ebeosivelwt>ulence measurements. These a1eorithms build on.taodatd
mechod. used in lb. anaIy,is of ailcraft response to turbul"""•• but are specifi.:aJJy <lesi&ned to address the Iimil.Uions of
tlte avaiJable on-bo&n.l data and coonpuWiooaI resources.

J)ev{ioDmcnt

or a New Low'lettl Turbulence Analysis and Forecasting Index

Cdpt [)ovid I. Knapp (USAF), Rob.rt DumDls and
MSrt TImoth, J. SmlJh (USAF)
U.S. Arm, R.ulJI'ch LDborlllory
WhlJe SDnd$ Mlnlle Rlmt., NM, USA

Improving the II<:CUI1IC}' of Iow·level twbulMeG forecasts empb&siz.e the use of gridded data fields and hi&h reso\utioo temoia
data to derive reoJistic localized horizontal and vertical wind flow patterns. Outpul from me&05caJe modeb can provide
forecasters tlte opportuniry to use hi&h resolution data 10 defeeltlte subele features in Iow·level wind fields which lead to
turbulence OCcurrence. This study i, designed 10 develop aod verify an objective low·Iev.1 turbulence analysis and
forecasting inde•.
1bo Twtulence Inde. (fI) is lite product of boriZOfItaI deformation and tlte 5UOI of vertical wind ,bear plus conveq:eocc.
11 bas ~ provea 10 be 00 effective tool aI upper levels in the viciniry of jet stream maxima. and has been adapted for use
in Io.......·leveb. The n is caIoulated using erid point wind data from the Higher Order Turbulence Model for Alm05pberic
CircuWioos (HOTMAq. Verificalion is Iteing accomplished usine data centered on daily 00 UTC RAOB times for c ......
occunin& from F<bruary to April 1993 in mesoscale regions sunouodin, Denver, CO, Ctuc.go. IL. and Huntsville. AL.
Areas of iod •• .<Jeri.,ed turbulence and intensities are verified wilh pilot reports from 22 UTC 10 02 UTC for each case
studied. For the HUlllsville region. tlte TI performs besl in tlte layer from 1000-4000 fCC( ahove grouod level with •
turbulence OCCIlrr""". ProbAbility of Detection of .73 and & False Alarm Ralio of just .06.

In an effort to further refine the TI, its terms were separated into independenl parts aod stalistically .valU&led using
multivariate linear regression techniques. A new Regression Turbulence Inde. (Rn) bas been derived for tlte Huntsville
regioa and compared 10 the n, relaling botb to reported turbulence intensity. Correlation coefficients IS high as .73 for
the Rn exceroed those for the n in all lower levels sttldied. Reoults 10 be presented will inch.•1<> similar caJculaliOJlS for
lhe
and Dtlnver

Canadian Temprrature Trends and Extmnes and lhe Relationship In Large=scalt Atmospheric; Circulalkm

Waller Skinner and Tom Agnew
COnll1le ReselJl'ch Branch
Atmospheric E".lronmenl Service

1>,
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Downsview, On/ario M3H ST4
AD overview of annual and seasonal, national 8J'K.I regional, surface temperarure trends in Canada over Ihe past 100 years
is given. The temperature data used were extmcted from the Historical Canadian Climate Database (HCCD) of
Atmospheric Environment Service. Climate stalio", were se,leeted on the basis of spatial distribution, length of record, data
continuity, homogeneity assessments and other factors . The HeeD was assembled to provide climate researchers access
to a dataset that has been rigorously quality controlled, assessed for homogeneity and adjusted to be suitable for use in
.
regional scale analyse...
There has been an increase in Canadian national mean temperature of approximately 1.0pe over the past century. This has
been about twice the magnitude of tbe wanning in the lIorthern bemispberic over the same period. The nature of this
warming is similar to that of the bemispheric record with a walming from the late 1890s to tbe 1940s, foUowed by a cooling
into the 1970s, and .ben a resumption of a wanning to .he present . RegionaUy, tbe most Slriking coulrast is tbe strong
warming trend in the Mackenzie District of the western Canadian sub-Arctic of about 1.7j>C and the cooling trend over.he
Arctic Mountain and Fiord region of the extreme north",.. tern Canadian Arctic of about 0.6pe since the late 1940s.
Regional temperalure deportures for individuAl s ....o'" show co",idemble variability and extreme events are derived from
rankings of HCCD data. The differences in the Iarg...scale ,obnospheric circulation (50-kPa heights) during extremely wann
and extremely cold regional conditions are illustrated IUId discussed. Also discussed is the extreme cold summer of 1992
and tbe cold winter of 1994 and their relationship to the Ilarge-scale atmospheric circulation.

The Ocean As A Source for Rapid Interglacial Climate Fluctuations

Andrew J. Weaver
School of Earth & Ocean Sciences, University of Vlc/oria
Recent remarlcable findings in Greenhud ice core data hav" suggested that the climate of the last (Eemian) interglacial was
DOC as stable as that of our present (Holocene) interglacial . Rapid trlUlsitions between warn} and cold periods were found
to occur over a period of several decades. The North Atlantic climate during the EemilUl period was further shown to be
characterized by three states: one significantly warmer than today; one similar to today and one significantly colder than
today. While there is some concern as to the reliability of the ice core data corresponding to the latter half of the Eemian,
it is suggested that the "conveyor" for North Atlantic deep water formation has three distinct modes of operation, co",istent
with the ex.istence of the three Eemian climatic stales. This :suggestion is based on the results from an idealized globAl ocean
model driven by quasi-realistic winds, freshwater fluxes, and sea-surface temperatures. It is further ShOWD that rapid
transitio", between the modes can be excited through the Ilddition of. simple random forcing to the mean freshwater flux
forcing field. The model results suggest that a source for the obselVed, but controversial, Eemian climate variability may
weU ~e in the dynamics of the ocean's thermohaline circulntlion which responds to an enhanced hydrological cycle associated
with the warmer mean Eemian climate. The implic81io", of these new findings to the current public policy debate regarding
the action or adaptation to increasing greenhouse ga.ses is 81so discussed.

Is the Global Climate System At A State of Selr-Organi7.ed Criticality?

Michael R. Glpp
Department of Geoiogy, University of Toron/o
Recent work on ice cores suggests that global climate fluctuates rapidly between several metastable states, apparently
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through changes in thennohaline circulation polIelllS. These changes in climatic state are also recognized in the deep-marine
recoru as abrupt changes in the amplitude and phase of the ftr.t derivative of the 1>"0 recoru (a proxy for the rate of global
ice grO\Mh). which resu1t because the relationship between the rate of ice growth and tbe insolation at high northern latitudes
changes at Ibe same time as lbennobaline circulation peIIems. The palaeoclimate recaru is tbus "encrypted" . and
understanding it is difficult. because different parts of the recoru bave heen "encoded" in different ways.

In theory. tbe amount of information, or entropy, in Ihe "encrypted" ice volume signal sbouW be greater than that of the
insolation signal. However, Ibe opposite is the case, suggesting lballhe timing of climatic slate cbanges is also related to
insolation. Analysis of the timing of the climalic state cbanges suggests lballhe global climate system may bave reacbed
a state of "self..,rganized criticality". Small perturbations are propagated on all possible time and leogth scales. The
concepl of selforganized criticali!)! may serve as a test for global climate models. and as a framework for tbe organization
of global observations.
Implications of global climate at the critical state are: I) the climate system may be represented by a number of
interconnected elements. each of which may change state, and may induce one. or more neighbours to also change state.
2) Climate will never reacb equilibrium. but will episodically change from one metastable slate to the next. 3) Dramatic
changes in climate may be triggered by very small perturbations in critical parameters. sucb as atmospheric CO,. 4) It will
be impossible to predict the level of CO, required to produce these cbanges. because the bebaviour of any part of the system
is depeodent 00 the history of the entire system. S) The IPCC predictions of increases of 2.51> in global temperarure over
the next 100 years may be dwarfed by local changes in temperature.
Are Linear Regressions Adequately Descrihing l'rmperature Trends in Climate Change Analyses?

Roger Pocklington', Richard Morgan', Kenneth Drinkwater
'DepartflrenJ of Fisheries and Oceans
Physical and Chemical Sciences Branch
Be4ford InsllJu/e of Oceanography
'CLIMARCON, Dartmou/h, N.S.
In many presenIaIions of temperature change in global, hemispherical and regional climate anaIyses,linear regressions bave
beeo used to show that temperatures bave risen signiftcantly during the past 100 years in some regions and in the oruer of
0.3.Q.61>C globally. However. due to the high variabili!)! in annual mean temperature data many oftb..e linear trends are
not statistically signiftcant.
If instead of linears temperarure normals (30 year means) are used, updating these normals every 5 years,temperarure
change in a number of regions show a curvilinear distnbution whicb correl.tes with the data base witb • far higher degree
of significance.lutn the correspooding linear.
Pints of normals indicate a secular sinusoidal trend upwanJ during the early part of this century which reached a maximum
in the mid-century decades and. thereafter, bas heen in a cooling phase.
Two anomalously, warm years in the last decade appear to bave arrested this treod but whether this is a statistically induced
temporary aberration only time will tell.
Some Dynamical COIl~eguences or Greenhouse Gas Warming

G. J. Boer

Canadian Climate CenJre
Victoria, B. C.
Aspects of climale warming are studied in tenos of the differences in the equilibrium climates simulated for the current or
«
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IxC02 case and for the new equilibrium climAte Ibal ....uks wilh Iwice lhal amounl of C02. Th6 the>rmodynamic aspects
of simulaled climate chango ...... usuaUy giveo rho most attenlion and tbe statistical signific&llCe of the> simulated temperature
cb&n&e is cecta.inly very trllCb higher than that of the oIher surface (and upper air) variables. The dynamie&l consequences
of greenbouse g... wanning, a1thougb less pronollnced, ...... also of interesl.
Although ~ C02 directly and indirectly affects the rediative forcing of the system, the chAJ!ge in overall forcing i,
recnaJbbly small and hence the change in atmospheric energy transport is also .malI. In olher words, tho atmosphere"
dynamic. operate in • modified fashion in the 2xC02 case since the forcing and polev.'8rd encrgy transport remain
essentially the> same while the thermodynamic structure of the atmosphere differs considerably. The nan.re of the

The Spatia! Pallern

or Ozone Dopkljon in 1993 from TOMS Data

D. Fox. J. Alfred ond W.F.I. EVDru
Physics Deportmtnl
Trenl UmvenlJ].
Ptltrborauth. On/arlo K9J 788

In 1993. the ozone layer was thinner than ever observed previously. TOMS data bas been analyzed wi.h. GADS GIS
system in oRler 10 invl!6tigal. tho sjJftliai pIIlem of tllis depletion. The ozone thicknesses were measured by the Total Ozone
Mapping Spectrometer on the Nimbus·? and Meteor·3 satellites. In 1991, the ozone layer was close 10 tlle long lerm
average siDee Arctic depletion was ,mall tlW year. In Ihe methodology employed. lhe overage ozone thickness for the fu-st
week of eacb mooth from SepCember 1992 10 Augusl 1991 Was differenced wilh the owne from the corresponding period
from SepeuiJer 1990 to Auguot 1991 over Ialitt.de6 in rho northern bemisphere greater IbM 30 deg north. The maximum
difference was in February; lhe ozone layer was depleted by 15% in Februory 1993 relAtive 10 Febmary 1991. The
depl<tioo lessened in rho following IIlOI1Ihs to 6% by August 1993. This depletion occurred in a cap 0\'•• the entice northern
hemisphere from about 40 N to the pole.
SWmjna Radiometer ImaginR of lilt OU NighlgJgw

D.N TumbuU ond R.P. Lowe

ClniweTsllJ of Western Ontario
UWOSCR, The University of Westem Onw;o ScsMing RHdiomC!ler. was originally d.si~ to shldy smAU-scale slruclure
in !he OH nighlglow. Its insIanloneoos field-<>f-view of 11> affords a sjJftlial resolution of 1.5 tun al 86 kIn, the nOlniMl height
of tho OH layer. The instrumenI scans a 16J> X 161> ares. ofrha zenith sIcy in one minute. The deleclor is • U..""""lectrically·
cooled InGaAs diode with a silicon window, Allowing delection of tho near· infrared OH band, 7-4, 8.5, 2-0, 3·1. 4·2 and
5·3. Operation is unatteoded, under control of. computer·based ephemeris, so that Ibe data base is interrupCed only by
inclemall weo.ther. This hAs exl<n!ed lhe value of the instru.".,,1 10 investigalion of longer period stnrcI\Jres of tidal and
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planetary scale.
UWOSCR-I, tbe prototype, has beeD in int.nnitten! operation since the second quarter of 1991 at UWO's Delaware
Observatory and on campaign as part of ANLC/ALOHA 93. UWOSCR-U has been in continuous operation since August
1991 at l'Observatoire de Haute Provence, France and UWOSCR-ill was in operation at the Polar Observatory, Eureka

N. W. T. during the past two winters. We sununarize these observations and demonstrate the value of the instrument for
investigation of atmospberic dynamics.

The Observation of Polar Mesosoheric Clouds by the

WIND" Instrument on UARS

W.F.J. Evans, L.R. LaFramboise alld M.J. Pi/grim
TrUll Unlverslly
Peterborough, Ontario K93 7B8
R.H. We/lIS alld G.G. Shepherd

York UnJverslly
North York, Ontario M3J IPJ

Polar Mesospheric Clouds (PMCs) are usually observed from the ground in late twilight in sununer at bigh latitudes as
noctilucent clouds. They can also he observed from space in daytime at bigh sun angles. In addition to the Michelson
interferometer, the WINDU instrument on the UARS satellite has an imaging CCD camera with several filter channels.
In each of these channels, images of scattered sunlight from the earth's atmosphere can be measured in the daytime at a
spatial resolution of I km by 5 km. The presence of noctilucent clouds is indicated in many July profiles in the northern
hemisphere from 82 to 85 km. The clouds were observed from 54 N to 72 N in sununer, 1992 and 1993. The preseDce
of Doctilucent clouds is also indicated in many January profiles in the southern hemisphere from 82 to 85 km where the
clouds were observed from 55 S to 72 S. Temperatures derived from Rayleigh scattered sunlight (from WINDll) in the
vicinity of the clouds are extremely cold, sometimes below 150 K about I km above the clouds. Limb viewing camera
images at I km by 2 km spatial resolution are also sbown. Backscatter ratio altitude plots of the clouds indicate that they
are very sharp, often with a vertical structure of less than 1 km. The occurrence of clouds was mapped from January 6
to February 4, 1994 in the southern hemisphere. For comparison, the occurrence of PMCs in the northern hemisphere are
shown on maps for each day from July 9 to August 6, 1993; in general, the clouds occur in a cap from 60 N to the pole.

Planetary Scale Oxygen Greenline Emission and Dvnamical Features Ohserved in January. 1993 with the WIND
ImaKinp Interferometer on UARS

W,E. Ward, D. Y. Wang, B. H. Solheim, G. G, Shepherd

From the 20th to the 30th of January 1993, the Wind Imaging Interferometer on UARS observed the O<'S) emission

excrusively. TIUs provided an opportunity for time series of emission rate and horizontal wind from a single emission to
be acquired. This perind of time proved to be quite active dyrwnicaJJy with a large amplitude two day Wave heing detected.
In addition a stationary pattern in the intensity of the O('S) nightg)ow emissioD rate was observed (tbis emission originates
from the 90 to 100 km region and is due to the recombinlllion of NOmiC oxygen). The intensity of the maxima tend to occur
at longitudes of 100 East and 100 West in the northern hemisphere and show a two day modulation. At the present time
it is hypothesized that the stationary emission rate features are the result of influences from below, although an exact
mechanism hasn't been identified. The temporal modulation of these features is thought to be due to the two clay wave.
In tbis paper, WINDII data from this period are presented and these feahlres discussed.

ODIN: A Satellite for Stratospheric and Mesospheric Studies

E.J, Llewellyn', W.S.C. Brooks', W.F.J. E~ant', R.L. Gallinged,
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J.C. McConnell'. I.e. McDode' and B.H. Solhtllll'
'InstiIlllt of Spact and Atmospheric Studies. UnlvuslJy of Saskalchtwan
'DtpDl1menJ of Eorth and Atmospheric Science. York UnlverslJy
'Herzbut Instllllle for Artrophyslcs. National Rtstarch Council 0/ Canada
'DtportmenJ of EnvlronmenJal Resource Studies. TrenJ UnlverslJy
'Cenlre for Research in Earth and Spac. Science. York UnlvtrslJy
ODIN is a SwedisbiCanadianfFreochlFinnisb small satellite mission with both astronomy and a.ro""mic objectives. The
..ronomic objocti.... largely Focus on SlnoIo6pheric and mesospheoc chemistry· and dyoamics. The satellite instrumentation
will ioclude a d>-mil\imot", nodiomet... «600 GHz). 8D optical spectro,rapb that operates over tbe wavelength raoge 300800 om aod lUI imager al 1270 /UJL The wavelength range selected for tbe spectrograph alh,w. examination of trace
atmospheric c:orlSliclIents 5\lCh as OCIO at 340 mn. NO, near 400 run. 0, in lbe range from 400 10 700 run (Chappuis &nd).
0, at 763 IIrO. O. near 6M om and .. rosols at 700 run over lite altitude nlnge from 12 to 90 km. The .alemle is scheduled
for \auocb in We 1997 and will be placed in & sun·syncbsooous orbit with lite ascending node at approJ<imately 18:00 local
time. The objectives of the ODIN mission and Ibe capabilities of tbe ODIN ",mole sensing instru..-ts will be descn"bed.

Undtr-1ce Cbaracterirtic:s in !he Northeast

W~ter

Po!ynyn: Preliminary Results Crom Summer 1993 fieldwor1s

Peter S. GalbralJh and R. GranJ Introm
DtpDl1menJ of Atmospheric and Oceanic Scieru:es. !.fcGIIl UnlVtNIJy
Pretiminary data taken LRlder the ice during cbe PolRrstem crui,e ARK-IX/) CO cbe North.....t Water polyoya (NEW) in the
summer of 1993 "'" discussed. Two ice barriers delimit the NEW to the oorth and south. A oorthward flow of 0.08 mi.
was measured beneath tbe SQUthem battier. consistent with previous .uthors. TIle northem ice bonier is underflowed by
.0.06 mls southward cun-onl at 27.5 m. This barrier inhibits ice Jldvection from the Arctic ac...... and is therefor. critical
to the ire-fi-ee COIlditiOllS found in tbe NEW. An ARGOS-tracked ice floe witb suspended initruments is used to sbow the
spatial variability of tb. T-S cbaraCleristics of the NEW and of tbe East Greenland Current. The observed motion was
consisted wich the lWeseoce of an anti..cyclonic gyre in the NEW, and possible near-inertiAl tides on the cODtinental shelf
in the NEW.

A Coupled Ice-Ocean MGdeI for

the Labrador Pack Ice

Quine] Gullllui C.L. Tang
B.4/ord Inslitllle of Oeeanograph]
DtpDl1lrU!nJ of Pis/ltrl.s and Octans
Dartmouth. N.S.
B2Y4A2
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A coupled ice-<>eean model has been developed to simulate the distnbution and velocity field of the pack ice off the
Ulbrador and Newfoundland coast. The goal is to use the model for short-term operational ice forecast. On several-day
time scales, the ice motion is predominantly wind driven, hence the dynamics of the upper ocean and ice-ocea.n coupling
play the most important role in tbe ice movement. The thermodynamics of the ice and the oceanic mixed-layer are DOl

considered in tbe present version of the model.
The model domain is a rectangle covering tbe Ulbrador Sea and the Grand Bank. The sea-ice part of the coupled model
is IUbler's ice model. The ocean model is a diagnostic baroclinic ocean model with a given density field (Levihls winter
data). The sea surface elevation along the boundaries is laken from that of ocean general circulation models. The ocean
is spun up from a stationary state to a steady state in 15 days_ This steady state is used as the initial condition for the ocean
in the time integration of the model. The sea-ice is coupled to the ocean by an Ekamo layer which has a stress and depth
dependent eddy coefficient. A quadratic drag law i. Applied to compute the stress between the bottom of the ice and the
top of the Ekamn layer.
The model was run for up to 15 days using ECMWF's 6-hoorly 10m winds as the input forcing field . The results were
compared with availAble ice/ocean dato in 1992, which included daily ice condition charts produced by Ice Ceotre
Environment CaMda, ice drifter data, ice velocity maps derived from sequential AVHRR imoges and moored current meter
data.
Preliminary ResUlts from a Climate Simulation made with Ibe Canadian Middle Almosnhere

Stephell Beagley atul Jeall de Gratulpre
Dep'/ of Earth atul Al11wspherlc Science, York UlllverslJy
Johll Fyfe atul Normall McFarltme
Calladlall Celll,e for Camate Modelling atul Analysis, UniverslJy of Vic/orla

The Canadian Middle Atmosphere model is currently being developed as a global atmospheric geoeral circulation model
which fuDy resolves the region between tbe surface and the mesopause. A preliminary, but nearly state of the art version
of this model has been constructed from an upwardly extended version of the third generation Canadian Climate Centre
AGCM. A multi-year simulation has recently been completed with this model. A brief description of this model is
provided and selected results from this simulation are presented and compared where possible with observed climotic dato.
Sea Ice Monitoring and Modeling Sile (SIMMS) - 1993

T_ Agnew', D_ Barber, E. LeDrew', R. DeAbreu'
T_PapaJcyrlakou', A. SiUs'

'Atmospheric Env/ronmelll Service
Env/ronmelll Canada
'Ear1h Observations Lab
UniverslJy of Waterwo
Depar1melll of Geography
UniverslJy of Manitoba

3

In the high Arctic, the spring transition season is marked by a sharp increase in cloud cover at a time wheo incoming solar
milia!ion is increasing and snow-<:overed sea ice is beginning to melt . This begins a complicated feedback process between
surface albedo. cloud cover, and radiative and conductive fluxes near the snow/ice surface which lead into the summer
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season. The tiping of this transition is COIlIroUed by changes in solar radiation and the larger scale atmospheric circulation.
For the past four spring seasons, the SIMMS field program bas been carried out on the sea ice off Resolute Bay, NWT (74
4SN, 94 SOW) to monitor this critical transition period.

The consolidation of a large multiyear floe in Resolute Passage in the spring of 1993 was particularly fortuitous and allowed
detailed measurements of the differences in physical properties and conductive and radiative fluxes between first-year and
mUltiyear sea ice. l'bis presentation will concentrate 00 the differences in energy and momentum measurements carried
out altwo lO-metre towers on typical fll'st year and multi-year ice. Since as much as 50% of the sea ice cover over the
Arctic Basin is multi-year ice, these results should he useful in improving Global Circulation Modelling of the Arctic
through improved parameterization of arctic sea ice processes.

On the Source of Sea-ice Cover Anomalies in the Arctic Basin

B. Tmnbloy and L.A. MysaJc
MeG/lJ Unlverslly
CenlTe lor CUmaJe and Global Change Research
80S, Sherbroolu St. West, Quebec, Canad4. H3A ZK6

In the late 1%o's, an anomalously large quantity of ice was advected southward into the Iceland Sea, producing very low
salinity water in this region. We refer to this as tbe Great Ice and Salinity Anomaly (GISA). Some authors argue that this
variation in ice transport out of the Arctic basin is due to the presence of local wind anomalies (Dickson eI ai, (1988» or
Arctic wind anomalies (Walsh and Chapman, (1990», whereas others (see Mysak et ai, (1990» suggest thal the ice cover
IWOIIl8iies may he partly due to • large fresh water input from north American river runoff in the Arctic basin. The latter
process results in an increase in the areal sea-ice extent in the
Beaufort Sea and eveolualJy, to an increase in sea-ice transport out of the Arctic basin by the Beaufort Gyre and Transpolar
Drift Stream.
A simplified dynamic thermodynamic sea-ice model is presented. In this model the time.<Jependence is neglected in the
momerJIUm equation, which we argue is a valid approximation for two-weeks averaged wind forcing. Finally, preliminary
results on the relative importance of wind and river nmoff induced ice anomalies in the Arctic are presented.
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SPECIAL SEssiON ON AGRICOlTURE AND FOREST METeOROLOGY
SESSSION SPECIAL!; sur I' AGRICULTURE,et 'Ia METEOR6LOGlitF.ORESTI~RE
Qr.E.H. Hogg

Predicting climate change impacts on

the western Canadian boreal (orest

E.H. (Ttd) Hogg, Research Scientist
Northern Forestry Centre
CaJUUl/oII Forest Service
5320-122 Street
EdmOlltOIl, Alberta
T6H3S5
Recent predictions indicate that the western Canadian boreal forest could experience relatively large future increases
in mean temperature, coupled witb reduced soil moisture during the growing season. The impact of a drier future
climate is expected to be especially severe Dear tbe soutbern boundary of the boreal forest, wbere growth and
distribution of tree species are already limited by moisture deficits.
An interdisciplinary approacb is needed to characterize botb I) biological responses of the boreal forest to present
and future climates and 2) feedbacks of the boreal forest On global and regional climatic processes, BOREAS
(Boreal Ecosystem - Atmospbere Study) is a large, ongoing international field experiment in Saskatchewan and
Manitoba thai is focusing on processes governing the exchange Of CO , water vapour and energy between the boreal
forest and tbe atmosphere. The experiment has a spatially hierarchlcal design that will allow both biological and
physical processes to be scaled up, from small spatial scales (e.g" individual leaves and trees), to mucb larger scales
(landscapes and the regional scale),

Most of the field research within BOREAS will span one or two growing seasons; thus the strongest contribution
of BOREAS will be to improve our understanding of diurnal and seasonal processes. However, many of the
ecological processes operating in tbe boreal forest operate over much longer time-scales.
These include, for
example, forest fire regimes, tree regeneration and growth, and the long-term development of forests and peatlands
in response to climate, An overview of current climate change researcb being conducted by the Canadian Forest
Service, On both sbort- and long-term processes, will be presented,
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The CMC Aviation Package
Gille. Desautels
Dnelopment Branch
Canadian Meteorologil:al Centre

For about five years, the Canadian ¥eteorological Centre has been producing forecast charts of significant weather
parameters for the aviation industry. These forecasts are based on the Regional model which has now a 50 km horizontal
resolution with 25 sigma levels in the vertical. Model variables at all sigma levels as well as at pressure levels are used
to generate the forecast aviation fields at every 6 hours out to 24 hours twice a day. The intent of the presentation is to
bring an update on these products, which have Wldergone some modifications in the past recent months.
The aviation package includes forecast icing and icing level charts. Rime icing is forecast to be likely when the air
temperature is between zero and minus 16 degrees Celsius, with sufficient moisture and upward vertical motion. The
charts present forecast of moderate or greater icing occurrences .and an indication of its intensity and heights where it
is expeeted to occur. The freezing level is the height above mean sea level of the lowest level where the air temperature
is zero Celsius.
The aviation package also includes forecast tropopause height and forecast of (high level) turbulence in the layer between
400 and 200 bPa. The tropopause height, as defined by the Word Meteorological Organisation (WMO), is calculated
using all the sigma levels above 500 bPa. The turbulence is assessed using the maximum value of the deformation
vertical shear index in the layer 400 to 200 bPa.
Charts of the forecast surface stress and ofth. forecast (low level) turbulence in the layer between 700 and 400 bPa are
also part of the aviation package. The surface stress is used as an indication of the mechanical turbulence near the
surface. The low level turbulence is based on the deformation vertical shear index like for the high level turbulence.
Finally the aviation package includes charts of forecast clouds. The clouds are diagnosed from the model relative
humidity at different sigma levels. Cloud opacity of six tenths or more of sky cover is contoured with an indication of
the base (ceiling) and top of the cloud layers.
Several improvements of the aviation package are envisaged. A new algorithm for icing is considered, as well as the
usage of new model variables to assess the clouds.

Description and Verification of the Eta Model Post-Processor for Aviation Weather

Foreca~ling

Jennifer L. Mahoney and Adrian Ma"oquin
Forecast Systems Loboratory
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration
Boulder, CO 80303
The Aviation Weather Development Program (AWDP) of the Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) is being
spcnsored by the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to improve aviation weather services. An element of the
program is the Aviation Gridded Forecast System (AGFS) which is an information system that will produce forecasts
of aviation-impact-variables (AIVs). Turbulence and icing are two examples of AIVs that are speeific to the aviation
community. One component of the AGFS is the Eta model , a numerical weather prediction model developed at the
National MeterologicaI Center (NMC), Washington, D. C. Presently, we are developing an Eta model post-processor
which produces forecasts of AIVs at specified forecast times.
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The Eta post-processor includes forecasting algorithms for clear-air turbulence, icing, winds at anemometer level,
temperature and dewpoint at sbelter beigbt, altimeter setting, precipitation type, precipitation amount, Visibility,
cloud top, as well as, winds, geopotential beight, temperature, dewpoint, and relative humidity at various levels in
the atmospbere. These parameters were tested by two evaluation exercises conducted by tbe Verification Program
within the Aviation Division of FSL. Evaluation Exercise I (EI) was conducted April I - 10, 1991, and Exercise
2 (E2) was conducted February 23 - Marcb 10. 1992. The Eta mndel was run at FSL for EI and at NMC for E2,
witb 31 levels in the vertical and with a 30-km horizontal resolution over a domain that includes tbe 48 contiguous
United States. The output used in E2 was obtained from Eta model runs with initial fields for 0000 UTC and
6-bourly forecasts for a 36-h period. Furthermore, the AIVs comprising tbe post-processor were derived from the
6- hourly output and verified with the actual observations at several locations (including 20 selected cities) across
the United States. As a result of these verification exercises, we have made improvements to the Eta post-processor,
sucb as implementing tbe TKE, icing and fog forecasts, and improving the cloud scheme.
We will present a detailed description of the algorithms which make up the Eta post-processor and tbe results from
the two evaluation exercises.

Progress in Developjng the Aviation Gridded Forecast System
Lynn Sherretz
NOAA Forecast Systems Laboratory
Boulder, CO
This presentation will describe progress by the Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) of the U.S. Department of
Commerce's National Oceanic and Atmospberic Administration (NOAA) in developing the Aviation Gridded
Forecast System (AGFS). It also will define the AGFS and explain its role in the U. S. Federal Aviation
Administration'S (FAA) Aviation Weather Development Program.
Wbile tbe domain of the first version of the AGFS will be the continental United States, we believe AGFS
technology will belp eaoada meet its future aviation needs.
Tbe AGFS will generate tbe accurate, timely and site-specific meteorological information that National Weatber
Service (NWS) forecasters and tbe FAA Aviation Weather Prnducts Generator will require to tailor decision-making
products for aviation users. Information generated by the AGFS also will support automation of Air Traffic Control.
Initially, the AGFS will be implemented at the National Meteorological Center (NMC) to generate analyses and
forecasts of aviation-impact variables (AIVS) from NMC's operational national-domain analysis systems and forecast
models. (Icing potential, turbulence potential, ceiling beight, and visibility are examples of AIVS.) Later, tbe AGFS
may be implemented at Weather Forecast Offices (WFOS) to generate analyses of AIVs for WFO domains. Those
analyses would benefit from observations that are unique to WFOs sucb as observations made by WSR-88D radars.
FSL is developing an experimental AGFS to define requirements and test concepts for tbe operational AGFS. The
experimental AGFS consists of forecast tools to generate AIVS, next-generation processing methods to run those
tools, and an interactive workstation to enable NWS forecasters to add value to AIVS.
AGFS developmental progress to date includes implementing the Rapid Update Cycle (RUC) at NMC, developing
algorithms tD generate AIVs from the RUC and NMC's Eta model, and implementing a meteorological workstation
at the Center Weather Service Unit at the Denver Air Route Traffic Control Center. Drawing on observations made
by wind profilers and automated reports from aircraft, the RUC will generate forecasts out to six hours every three
hours.
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Volcanic Ash Dispersion Prediction: Research and Development (or Aviation Products at the Canadian
Meteorological Centre

Real D'Amoun, Michel Jean, Ren' Suvranckx,
Joseph-Pierre Tovkssl and Serge Trudel
Environmental Emergency Response Division
Canadian Meteorological Centre
Environment Canada
Dorva4 Quebec

Volcanic ash is a major aircraft safety hazard that has resulted in some close calls over the recent years. Once released.
the ash plume can drift over great distances and cause disruptions to air traffic sometimes even thousands of kilometres
away from the volcano. This was the case in September 1992 following the eruption of Mount Spurr (Alaska). Given
the inunediate threat posed by volcanic ash. predicting its movement and dispersion in the atmosphere is an important
challenge. The Canadian Meteorological Centre applies the Canallian Emergency Response Model (CANERM) to this
task.
CANERM is a complex Eulerian 3-D transport. dispersion and deposition model. II operates on a polar stereographic
grid aDd can be executed on the Northern and Southern Hemispheres. CANERM uses II levels in the vertical with
horizontal grids of 150 kilometres, 50 and 25 kilometres. It can be executed in hindcast mode by using a sequence of
objective analyses or in forecast mode by using numerical weather prediction forecasts in real time. A forecast for a 72
hour simulation is produced in less than one hour. The Canadian Meteorological Centre is currently developing
graphical products that could be used to display predictions of the model's volcanic ash plumes for aviation interests.
The presentation will consist of a brief description of CANERM. We will then present some of the developmcnt work
being conducted at the Canadian Meteorological Centre in the area of volcanic ash dispersion and transport .
Forthcoming improvements to the model and examples of graphical products for aviation interests will be presented.
Results will be shown, along with satellite imagery verification, for Mount Spurr's eruption of September 1992.
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Quantifying EfTect of Late Summer Hall on Corn Production

L.M. Dwyer, D. W. S'I!Wart, L. Evenson, B.L. Ma
Agriculture Canada, Centre for Land and Biological Resources Research, CEF, Ottawa

Hail is a relatively common, but unpredictable, weather phenomenon 10 Canada, hut estimation of production loss is
hindered by lack of an unaffected control for companson. A hail stonn 28 August 1990 resulted 10 extensive leaf
shredding followed by complele corn senescence within two days of the stonn. An ongoing field experiment to compare
the growth and yield of nine hybrids WIth maturities ranging from 23 50 to 2800 corn heat units (CHU) and planting dates
of 30 April, 16 May and 29 May provided a range in growth stages from milk stage to full dent at the time of the hail
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stonn. A method of analysis was developed using above-ground dry matter accumulation at tasselling as a pre-hail
indicator of production potential to calculate the reduction in harvest dry matter and grain yield resulting from the hail
storm. The reduction in harvest dry matter and in grain yield was linearly related to the CHU required to reach
physiological maturity at the time of the hail stonn (p<O. 10). Late maturity hybrids were most affected by the hail stann
and contributed most to these regressions (p=O.Ol and P=O.02 for harvest dry matter and grain yield, respectively).
Harvest index was not affected by the hail stonn (P>O.IO).
Climatic Teleconnecllons from the Pacific Ocean to the North American Great Plains - Implications for
Canadian Spring Wheat and USA Corn Yields

E.R. Gamett',

J. Babb' and M.L. Khandekal

Canadion Wheat Board, Winnipeg, Manitoba

I

'Canadion Groin Commission, Winnipeg, Manitoba
J

Atmospheric Environment Senice, Downsview, Ontario

Large-scale atmospheric and oceanic circulation pallerns and anomalies associated with EI Nino/Southern
Oscillation (ENSO) events have been shown to have a significant impact on seasonal weather over many parts of
the world. ENSO events appear also to have a significant impact on world grain yields. Previous research has
indicated that the warming of the sea surface in the equatorial eastern Pacific (EI Nino) tends to favour Canadian
spring wheat yields while sea surface cooling temperature in the same region (La Nina) mitigates against-spring
wheat yields. It has been indicated that a significant negative statistical correlation exists between Indian monsoon
rainfall levels and U .S.A. corn yields and also that surplus monsoons occur during La Nina conditions.
We have extended this study to investigate the impact of the Pacific North American (PNA) teleconnective index
on temperature and precipitation anomalies over the Canadian spring wheat and U.S.A. corn growing areas. Tbe
PNA iDdex is defined iD terms of mid-tropospheric geopotential beight anomalies at selected locations over tbe
eastern balf of the north Pacific Ocean, the Gulf of Alaska and Alberta. Preliminary analysis suggests that hottest
(coolest) summers over the Canadian prairies and U.S.A. corn growing area are associated with a positive
(Degative) trend of the PNA index.
Implications of our study for foreshadowing Canadian spring wheat and U .S.A corn yields are discussed.
Long Tenn Trends and Variability of Simulated Spring Wheat Yields on the Canadian Prairies

D. W. Stewart, A. Bootsma and L.M. Dwyer
Agriculture and Agri-Food Caruula
CLBRRILRD, Ottawa, Ontario, Canada KIA OC6

Weather bas a relatively large effect on yields of spring wheat. Increases in concentrations of greenhouse gases
may bring fundamental changes in climate and thus yields of all crops. Therefore to put these future cbanges in
perspective, it is imperative that past trends be studied in detail. Changes in yields with time are due to weather
and changes in non-weather factors, such as technology and soil properties. In this study a deterministic model
was used to separate weather from non-weather influences and to quantify non-weather effects on spring wheat
yields for tbe Canadian Prairies. These nOD-weather effects became relatively constant in the early 1980's. We
geDerated yield records for the past 70 years setting the model at the 1980 level of technology and running the
model using archived weather data for a number of locations in the three prairie provinces. Results indicated that
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loog term yield treods are small compared to annual variability. Trends over short periods, such as ten years,
could be either negative or positive. There was some evidence of periodicity in these yield records. Standard
deviations of yields for consecutive five-year periods showed 00 long term trends.

Evaluation or Weather Generators ror Risk Assessment in Canada

Henry Hayhoe and Douglas Stewart
Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada
Research Bronch
Centre for lAnd and Biological Resources Research
Ottawa, OnJario
KIA OC6
Maoy useful climate analyses have been based on normal climate conditions. There is a growing ioterest in
assessing the affects of weather variability on environmental response. Soil erosion is ao example of a process
which may be dominated by extreme events rather than normal conditions. Climate generators have beeo
developed to provide input data for simulation models to estimate erosion and the impact on crop growth. These
climate generators have the potential to contribute to a number of applications such as land evaluation, sustainable
land management and crop insurance where a measure of climate variability and risk is important. Long periods
of climatic records are not always accessible and require large data bases if they are to be used for large area
analysis. Climate generators can provide an indication of risk using a much smaller set of parameters provided it
can be assumed that weather distributions follow some predetermined probability model. In this study, we assess
the validity for Canadian conditions of the climate generator, CLlGEN, which was developed for water erosion
prediction (WEPP) as well as the similar generator, WGEN, developed for assessing the impact of erosioo 00
crops (EPIC). We will critically review the model assumptions. Observed data sets at selected sites across Caoada
will be used to parameterize the probability model and compare the statistical characteristics of observed and
simulated sequences of data.
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An Investigation orlhelnleraclion between Slantwise Convection and Marine Cyclogenes

G. Bal4subramanjan and M.Y. Yau
Department ofAtm()spheric and Oceanic Science
McGiJJ Unjversity
A hydrostatic. primitive equation model is used to simulate an oceanic cyclone under idealized initial conditions. The
model produces a realistic explosive cyclone with an intense bent-back warm front. The thermal gradient in the front
exceeds 4K150km, in agreement with recent observations. Convection was found to occur in the warm frontal zone. An
adjustment of the stratification toward slantwise neutrality is noted in both the warm and the bent-back warm fronts after
the explosively deepening phose. A dry slot occurs over the cyclone centre whose origin can be traced to the onset of
76
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convective downdrafts in the early Stages of the cyclone.
The Potential Vorticity (PV) inversion technique due to Davis and Emanuel (1991) is used to quantify the contribution
to the perturbation geopotential at 900, 500 and 300 mb from the low level PV anomalies (LPV), upper level PV anomalies
(UPV), and the potential temperature anomaly at 1000 mb. 1\ is found that during the mature stage, the positive LPV
anomalies along the warm and bent-back warm fronts accounlts for 40 % of the perturbation geopotential at 900 and 500
mb over the cyclone centre. The retrieved circulation indicat,es the presence of a small scale cyclonic vortex and intense
cold advection in the bent-back warm frontal zone.
The contribution of the UPV anomaly is also significant, especially at the mid and upper troposphere. The underlying
physical mechanism can be traced to an increase in vortici~y advection in the middle troposphere associated with the
formation of the bent-back warm front and its accompanying cold advection.

A comparison of a moist and a dry run indicates a smaller contribution of the I()()() mb potential temperature anomaly in
the former case because of a reduction in the strength of the thermalllllOmaly from the convection induced cold advection
in the bent-back warm front.

A Relationship between lOOO-500mb Thickness Anomalie" and Active Period. o(Rapid Cyclortnuls during
CASP II

Werner Wmteis and John R. Gyakum
Department ofAtmospheric and Oceanic Science, McGiU University
Montrea4 Quebec
Climatologies of cyclone activity over the North Atlantic basin and Northern Hemisphere 1000-500 mb thickness are
presented to assess the representativeness of the large scale flow during the CASP II season (0 iJan·I 5Mar 1992).
Frequency fields of cyclone and rapid cyelogenesis events arc: constructed using a dataset derived from 00 and 12 OMT
manual analyses. Cyclones follow a curved path from the O",at Lakes across Sable Island and the Avalon Peninsula into
the Greenland Sea. Rapid cyclogenesis maxima appear along the oceanic segment of this axis, a northward shift when
compared to longer term climatologies. The thickness anomaly for this 75-day period shows a wave-3 pattern with
amplitude of scale 10 darn. We fmd warm anomalies centered over Southern Saskatchewan, the North Sea, and Mongolia,
with cold anomalies over Central Greenland, Northwestern Ir"n, and, the Central Pacific Ocean.
Active periods of rapid cyclogenesis are defmed as time intervals for which daily bomb frequencies exceed a threshold
value of 0.5. Compilations of data for active periods show:
an increase in the amplitude of the wave·J thickness pattern
8 large cold pool centered over Newfoundland and Labrador

an enhanced baroclinic zone in the southen~ and eastern sector of the cold anomaly
corresponding to the rapid cyclogenesis maxima
Current studies focus on a more rigorous statistical 2Lllalysis of the anomalous thickness fields and producing
quasigeostrophic diagnostics of bomb events during selected a-ctive periods.

Interaction of Convection with a Baroclinic Environment in Surface Cyclogenesis

Do-Un Zhang and Richard Harvey
Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
McGiU UniverSity, Montreal, Quebec H3A 2K6, Canada
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Considerable progress has been made in the recent years on the structure and evolution of rapidly deepening
marine cyclones. However, little attention has been paid to the life cycles of extratropical cyclones during tbe
growing season. These cyclones often spawn mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) and other severe weather
events; tbey can also intensify rapidly in response to tbe tremendous amount of latent heat release associated witb
tbe MCSS. In this study, a 36.h simulation of an MCS that occurred during 10·12 June 1985 PRE-STORM and
later evolved into a surface cyclone (Johnson and Hamilton 1988) is carried out to investigate tbe effects of moist
convection on surface cyclogenesis. An improved version of the Penn State/NCAR mesoseale model (Anthes et
al. 1987) witb a fine-mesb length of 25 km is used for the present study. The model includes i) a two-way
interactive nested-grid procedure (Zhang et al. 1986); ii) the Blackadar boundary·layer scheme (Zhang and Anthes
1982); iii) a modified version of tbe Fritsch·Chappell (1980) scheme witb incorporation of moist downdrafts; and
iv) an explicit moisture scheme containing prognostic equations for cloud water (ice) and rainwater (snow) (Zhang
1989). With the same version of the model, Zbang et aI. (1989) have obtained a successful 21·h simulation of the
life cycle of the squall system, as verified against detailed special network data (e.g., Johnson and Hamilton 1988).
The initial conditions of the simulation were characterized by a midlevel short·wave trough and a shallow surface
front with little indication of cyclogenesis. Tbe model reproduces the initiation of the squall line at nearly the rigbt
location 9 hours into the simulation. Then both the simulation and observations show the development of a pre·
squall mesolow, a downdraft-induced mesohigh and distinct wake lows associated with the squall system (see
Johnson and Hamilton 1988; Zhang et al. 1989). The system began to dissipate after 18 h into the simulation, as
has also been observed. However, as the convective forcing decays, the wake lows merge into the presquall
mesolow. Meanwhile, tbe vertical motion associated with the mesolows changes from descending to ascending,
thus beginning the spin·up stage of a surface cyclone. The transformation of the MCS into a surface cyclone was
well captured by tbe standard network and remarkably simulated by the model.
A series of sensitivity tests and diagnostic analyses have been performed. The results show that with the moist
convection effects included, tbe model produces significant phase lag between the short wave and a thermal wave,
thereby generating a favourable condition for surface cyclonic development. Specifically, the tremendous amount
of latent beat release associated with the squall system deepens substantially the midlevel short wave and thus
forces the wave to move witb the MCS; its movement is determined by the interaction of convectively generated
downdrafts with conditionally unstable conditions ahead of the trough axis. On the other hand, the propagation
of the midlevel thermal wave is primarily governed by advective processes. In addition to the phase lag, moist
convection also tends to enhance the large·scale baroclinity, providing a more favourable environment for surface
cyclogenesis.
The Distribution and Variability or Sensible and Latent Heat Fluxes over the North Atlantic

G. W.K. Moore

Department of Physics
University of Toronto
In support of tbe TOGA (Tropical Ocean - Global Atmosphere) experiment, the ECMWF has been producing
high resolution (1.125 degree, 6 hourly) objectively analysed fields. There is now a nine year archive available for
use by researchers in the atmospheric and oceanographic communities. This paper describes one such application
of this important new data set. For tbe nine winters for which data exists, we used the diagnosed surface sensible
and latent heat fluxes to derive mean and variance fields. The mean fields derived from this calculation agree in
a qualitative manner with earlier mean fields derived from ship based observations. The ECMWF derived mean
fluxes tend to be larger than reported earlier. The reason for this is not known but may be the result of systematic
errors in the ship derived values. There are also differences that arise from the higher resolution of the new data.
In particular, the ECMWF derived mean fields show a well defined region just south of Newfoundland where there
is a marked minimum in both the sensible and latent heat flux. As will be shown, the existence of this minimum
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is most likely related to the interaction of the Labrador and North Atlantic Currents.
A comparison of the mean fields with the climatological storm tracks over the North Atlantic shows a high degree
of correlation. This supports the view that these fluxes are primarily the result of cold air outbreaks that arise from
the passage of extra-tropical cyclones. As will be shown, the variances of both sensible and latent fluxes are ofthe
same order as the corresponding mean values over much of the North Atlantic. It will be argued tbat this high
degree of variability is consistent witb tbe view that these fluxes are tbe result of a pbysical process, namely
extra.tropical cyelogenesis, that is highly variable in botb space and time. Several feedback loops by which the
modifications to the atmosphere that arise from the magnitude and distribution of tbese fluxes can influence
cyclogenesis will also be discussed.
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Raindrop Spectra and Updraught Determination by Comhlning Doppler Radar and Disdrometer
A.D. Thomson 1, R. lisr, and D.R. Hudak'
Department of Physics
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario, M5S IA 7

1

'Cloud Physics Research
Atmospheric Environment Service
14780 Jane Street
King City, Ontario, WG 1KO

A new radar scan designed for the vertically pointing mode of the University of Toronto's X·band Doppler radar
was first used during phase II of the Canadian Atlantic Storms Program (CASP II). This scan consists of a mix
of reflectivity factor, vertical velocity, spectral width, and Doppler velocity power spectrum measurements as a
function of time and height Raindrop size spectra can be calculated from the power spectra using tbe Rayleigh
scattering approximation. The power spectra, however, may be biased by tbe presence of vertical wind and by tbe
inaccuracy of the radar measurements of tbe reflectivity factor. Data from a Joss-Waldvogel disdrometer, which
was located at the radar site, is used to remove these biases prior to drop size spectrum calculation.
lbe reDectivity factor bias is manifested as a stretch or compression of the Doppler velocity power spectrum along
the intensity axis. This erfect is removed by multiplying the magnitude of each power spectral coefficient by a scale
factor determined from a correlation between the reflectivity factors measured at the ground by the radar and the
disdrometer. The presence of vertical wind results in a shift of the power spectrum along the velocity axis. Tbe
magnitude of this shift is deduced using a relationship characteristic of the rainfall type. This relationship (Z =
507 RI." for CASP 11 rain events between January 24 and March I, 1992) is deter·mined solely from tbe
disdrometer data. Once the biases have been removed, drop size spectra derived from radar measurements made
near the surface are found to compare well with simultaneous measurements made by the disdrometer.
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Long Term Radar Observations of tbe Melting Layer or Precipitation and tbeir Interpretation

Frederic Fabry and fwar Zawadzki
J.S. MarshaU Radar Observatory (MRO)
P.O. Box 198, MacdolUlld Campus
McG/U University, Montreal, H9X 3V9
E-Mail: frederiC@nular.mcgiU.ca
600 hours of vertically pointing X-band radar data and 50 bours of UBF boundary layer wind profiler data were
processed and analyzed to characterize quantitatively the structure and the causes of the radar signatiJre from
melting precipitation. Five classes of vertical profiles of renectivity in rain were identified witb tbree of them
clearly having precipitation undergoing a transition between the solid and the liquid phase. Only one of tbem,
albeit the most common, showed a radar bright band signature.
In-depth study of the bright band and its dependence on precipitation intensity reveals that the ratio of the bright
band peak reflectivity to the rainfall reflectivity is constant at 8 dB below 0.5 mm/hr and then increases to reach
13 dB at 2.5 mm/hr and 16 dB at 5 mm/hr. The equivalent reflectivity factor of snow just above the melting layer
is on average I dB to 2 dB below the reflectivity of rain just below the melting layer independently of precipitation
intensity. The classical bright band explanation accounts for less than half of the observed enhancement; the
difference could be explained by effects associated with the shape and density of melting snowflakes and, to a
smaller extent, by precipitation growth in the melting layer, and aggregation in the early stages of the melting
followed by breakup in the final stages. The bright band statistics were also significantly different for reflectivities
in rain above 25 dBZ when observations were made with an X-band radar as opposed to the wind profiler because
of the combination of attenuation in the melting layer and the fact that scattering from some of the large
hydrometeors above and within the melting layer departs from the Rayleigh approximation usually used to compute
reflectivity. The bright band is often capped by a thin and faint 'dark layer' which tends to be more evident at
weak precipitation intensities.
Doppler Radar Signatures or Precipitation in Major Winter Snowstorms

D.R. Hudak', R. Nissen', and R, Ust'
'Atmospheric Environment Service
14780 Jane St.
King City, Ontario, LOG fKO
'Department of Physics
University of Toronto
Toronto, Ontario, M5S fA 7
The Toronto Winter Storms Program was a pilot study by the University of Toronto in understanding wintertime
precipitation occurring in the Toronto area. Four cases taken during January and February of 1991 in which the
surface precipitation was entirely solid (snow or ice pellets) were examined.
The main means of investigating the storms was the X-band Doppler radar operating at the University of Toronto.
Extended velocity-azimuth display (EVAD) analysis war. performed on the volume scan data to deduce the vertical
promes of the horizontal wind and the mean vertical air velocity. Periodically the radar was operated in a
vertically pointing mode in order to collect the full Doppler spectral power density information. The first three
moments were calculated directly to give vertical profiles of radar reflectivity, vertical velocity and spectral width.
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Additional sourres of data for the study included a radiosonde release at 0100 LST at the Atmospheric
Environment Service located about 15 km north of the radar, Also, hourly surface observations were taken at the
Toronto Island airport, located about 3 km south of the radar.
Overrunning by a warm, moist flow at mid levels, which is a characteristic feature in these major storms, will be
documented, Also, the effect of Lake Ontario on tbe precipitation process will be discussed. Some criteria for
aiding in the interpretation of the vertically pointing Doppler radar data in these types of situations will be
presented. It is concluded that the potential to develop algorithms based on pattern recognition of radar data in
wintertime events may be as promising as those developed for summer-time convection.

Characterizing the Evolution and Structure of Connective Cells with Radar Reflectivity IsosurCaces

P.R. Harasti and R. Lisl
University of Toronto
Toronto, Onlario, Call1llf4 MSS IA 7
The evolution and structure of c()nvective precipitation is analyzed with the University of Toronto X-Band Doppler
radar via time-lapse volume scans. Four conical surfaces of reactivity are produced in tbe PPl mode between 11"
and 62' elevation angle. Tbe data along eacb ray are binned at 125 m intervals out to a maximum range of 9.125
km. The azimutbal spacing between each ray is 2' and the time required for eacb volume scan is 3.4 minutes.
Reflectivity values are interpolated between each PPI surface to produce tbsee dimensional reflectivity isosurfares.
Tbese isosurfaces define the precipitation cells whose characteristics are tben studied over several consecutive
volume scans.
As an illustration of our methodology, we present an animation of an evolving thunderstorm observed on 4
November 1990 in Penang, Malaysia. Tbe higbly structured detail evident in this animation empbasizes that a
vertically pointing radar cannot describe tbe evolution of precipitation since tbe borizontal and vertical motions
of precipitation parcels cannot be discerned (e.g. the vertical growth of a quasi-stationary convective cell could bave
the same A-scope signature in time as a borizontally advected tower of convection). It is boped tbat our present
studies of convective systems in tbe T oronto area will provide information for local sbort range forecasting and
will also reveal some similarities and differences between evolving tropical and extra-tropical thunderstorms.
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Terminal Foreca.tlng using Observation. from an Automatic Weather Station
Bill Maynard

Newfollndwnd Weather Centre
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Atmospheric Environment Service
Gander, NeKfoundland
The NewfOlUldland Weather Cenp-e has been issuing aerodrome forecasts for Churchill Falls, Labrador using observations
from a READAC (Remote Environmental Automatic Data Acquisition Concept) station in conjunction with a remote
video system for the past year. During this period data has been collected on the reliability and utility of these
observations. Moreover, an expertise has been developed in regards to integrating READAC observations into an aviation
forecast program.
This experience will be reviewed from an operational forecasting point of yiew. The marmer in which uncertainties in
the observations are handled in real time will he discussed. In particular, the utility of the remote video camera system
will be presented. Furthermore, strategies that can be used to improve the quality of forecasts based on READAC
observations will be shown.
SHORT - A Stati.tical Forecast Technique for Preparation of Aviation Terminal Forecasts
L. J. Wilson

Meteorowgical Research Branch
Downsview, Ontllrio
Using a dataset of up to 30 years of hourly aviation observations (SA's), a statistical short range forecast technique has
been developed and tested. The method is designed to produce forecasts of weather elements of importance to aviation
operations, wind direction and speed, cloud amounts and ceiling, visibility. and weather and obstructions to vision. for
2. 4, 6, and 8 hours in advance. The forecast technique is developed and tuned individually for each station, and provides
output in the form of both probabilities and ·suggested categories. The category thresholds am selected according to their
significance to aviation operations. Longer projection times are also possible. skill against climatology has been
demonstrated for forecasts out to 12 hours.
Another feature of the forecasts is that the qualifier "vrbl" is simulated in the forecasts by allowing two categories of
ceiling and visibility to be chosen whenever a "toss·up" situation occurs in the probability forecasts.
The forecasts can be initialized using only the latest two hourly observations; NWP output Is not required. The forecast
system runs on a PC in its latest format, producing forecasts in less than I 0 seconds. The PC version requires data input
by hand, but this could be easily automated with a connection to the data network. In addition to functioning as a guide
to forecasting trends in an FT, the system can be used to answer "what if' questions by inputting slightly different
"hypothetical" observations.
Forecasts from SHORT have been shown to outperform persistence at all forecast ranges. In the presentation. the
characteristics of the technique will be summarized. and examples of forecasts shown. A diskette· based PC demo version
will be available at the Congress.

ITWS Gridded Analysis I
F. Wesley Wilson Jr. and Rodney E. Cole

I The work described has been sponsored by the Federal Aviation Administration. The U.S.
government assumes no liability for its contents or use thereof.
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Lincoln Laboratory

The ITWS gridded analysis system combines data from the Mesoscale Analysis and Prediction System
(MAPS) with observations from diverse terminal-area sensors to provide gridded state-Qf-the-atmosphere
variables: wind, temperature, pressure, and humidity. The winds product will be developed first, since
wind information is used directly by aviation. It is an important factor in support of several other ITWS
products, and a quality product is possible, based on the high resolution wind information, which is
provided by Doppler radars.
There are several aviation weather products that depend on this gridded analysis system. First, the gridded
horizontal winds and temperature fields are directly used as the winds and temperature fields for the
Terminal Air Traffic Control Automation-Center Traffic Advisory System (TATCA-CTAS) system. This
high-resolution winds analysis is also used as the background for the Runway Winds predictions and Wake
Vortex Advisory products. Short-term gridded winds nowcasts, up to 30 minutes, are being investigated.
The full gridded analysis is the backdrop for the development of storm evolution and ceiling and visibility
products. In the end-state, some of this information may be provided by the Aviation Gridded Forecast
System.
In 1992, the first prototype terminal-area winds analysis system was tested at Orlando International Airport.
Successful field operations from August 17 until September 25 featured the first real-time analysis
combining TDWR' and NEXRAD 3 data. An improved system was demonstrated in 1993. The new
analysis system, which we call Optimal Estimation, is a natural combination of Optimal Interpolation and
multiple Doppler analysis.
Storm Motion Algorithm for the Terminal Doppler Weather

J.G. Wieler, C. T. Tan
Weather Programs
MS. 5-1-631
Raytheon Co.
528 Boston Post Road
Sudbury, MA 01776

This paper describes a Correlation based algorithm for estimating the movement of radar echoes of
convective storms. This algorithm is incorporated in the Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (TDWR) system
(Turnbull et a1), deployed by Raytheon Company for the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA). This
system provides automatic detection of microbursts (Fujita, 1985) and low-level wind shear. Another
major function of TDWR is to improve air traffic management through forecasts of wind shifts,
precipitation and other weather hazards.

, Tenninal Doppler Weather Radar
3

Next Generation Weather Radar (WSR-88D)
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The Storm Motion algorithm examines time sequenced images of radar reflectivity data. For each pair of
time-adjacent images, a crosscorrelation method is used to detect and measure "inter-image" storm motion.
The resulting motion vectors (expressed in displacement and/or velocity) are smoothed to improve temporal
continuity, As a final step, storm motion information is united with the reflectivity image to produce two
types of output product: storm motion vectors (showing direction and storm speed) co-located with
significant reflectivity cells, and an image translation which explicitly shows the expected storm locations
at a future times of 5, 10, 15 and 20 minutes . The algorithm consists of several parts, These are: Generate
weather image, Filter weather Tmage, Determine valid analysis points, Generate global vector, Generate
local vectors, Estimate motion, Depict storm, Generate storm product, and Display storm product. The
following is a description of each of these functions.

Data preprocessing
The generate weather image function preprocesses the time sequenced sixlevel precipitation product and
conditions it for the storm motion algorithm. Specifically, it eliminates data where it is estimated that
significant attenuation has occurred and all data below an adaptable threshold. It also converts the data to
floating point representation for determination of correlation coefficients. The filter weather image function
uses a median filter to smooth the current precipitation product (current weather image) to provide spatial
continuity.
The determine valid analysis points function guards against random correlation by determining if the
current weather image has any weather data suitable for motion detection. it determines a global analysis
point, and a set of local analysis points for image cross-correlation. A local analysis point represents the
intersection of grid lines placed over the current weather image. The local correlation box typically has
a side-length equals to twice the distance between two adjacent analysis points. The current weather image
is considered valid (Le. suitable for cross-correlation) if it has at least one valid local analysis point.

Correlation Processing
The determine global vector function uses a cross-correlation algorithm on two precipitation images to
calculate a global motion vector. it also produces a motion constraint map which represents the most likely
local . weather motion . The same motion constraint map is used at each analysis point. The local
correlation uses this map for faster and'more reliable determination of motion vectors.
The determine local vectors function produces a motion vector for each grid point on the current weather
image. It uses a cross-correlation algorithm on all valid analysis points (on the grid), and interpolates valid
motion vectors to all other grid points. Next the motion vectors are filtered to provide temporal continuity.
The motion vectors are propagated in the absence of valid current weather image.
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Display Processing
The next stop in the algorithm is to identify the locations for the display of the motion vectors. The Depict
stonn function determines the local reflectivity maximums in the data. The Generate storm function uses
these the reflectivity maximum locations to determine where to place the motion vector. The motion
vectors are generated by interpolating valid motion vectors to the selected storm center locations.
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Sea Surface Temperature Anomalies and the Simulated Cyclone Climatology
Steven J. lAmbert
Canadian Centre lor Climate ModeUing and Analysis Victorio, B.C.
Six independent ten-year simulations using the CCC General Circulation model were caried out forced with observed
monthly varying sea-surface temperatures. The cyclone climatolies were extracted and compared the the coresponding
observed cyclone climatology.

On the Interactions between Synoptic Scale Eddies and the PNA Teleconnection Patterns

M.K/asa, J. Derome and J . Sheng
Department 0/ Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences and Centre lor Climate and
Global Change Research, McGill University
The barotropic and baroclinic interactions between the monthly mean Pacific/Nortb American (PNA) anomaly pattern
and the synoptic scale eddies are investigated. The study is based on 23 winters of NMC tropospberic data. The eddy
vorticity forcing of tbe PNA fluctuations is calculated at tbe 250, 550 and 850 hPa levels. The vorticity forcing is
represented in tenns of monthly mean geopotential tendencies which are found to be spatially in phase witb the PNA
anomalies tbroughout tbe troposphere. Eddy thermal forcing (displayed as monthly mean temperature tendencies) is
calculated at the 400 and 700 hPa levels. These temperature tendencies are found to be spatially out or'phase with
the PNA temperature anomalies at the two levels. The strongest vorticity forcing is ip tbe upper tropospbere witb a
characteristic time scale of about 6 to 10 days. The largest thermal forcing is found in the lower tropospbere witb
about tbe same forcing time scale. In order to verify how the eddy forcing is affecting the structure of the PNA
pattern, calculations of the atmospheric response to the forcing are under way. This is being performed by applying
the eddy forcing at tbe five levels to a linear steady-state model with a non-zonal basic state.
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Sea-lee. Polar Amplification and Arctic Climate Wanning

Stiphane Gaumont-Guay and Jean-Pierre Blanchet
Dlpartement de physique, UniversiJi du Quibec il Montreal,
Montreal (Quibec) H3C 3P8
From increasing greenhouse gases, all global climate models (GCM) predict warming of the Earth's surface and of
tbe lower atmosphere. In polar regions and particularly in the Arctic, sea-ice cover is a major factor for regional
warming. As an example, in a double CO, scenario the Canadian model (CCC/GCMii) calculates a reduction of about
66 % of the total mass of sea-ice. A reduction of sea-ice cover and thickness implies a surplus of solar energy storage
into tbe ocean during late spring and summer. Consequently a wanner sea-surface temperature (SST) anomaly is
fonned and the energy returned to the atmosphere during the cold season. For a double CO, scenario, the CCC/GCMii
produces a 12 to ISK warming over the Arctic ocean during January, while the global mean warming is only 3.SK.
During the last IS years a global warming has emerged. Although it is not yet statistically significant in its amplitude,
it is in remarkable agreement with the CO, warming pattern. The main exception being the Arctic ocean where no
amplification is yet apparent.
Tbe response to a transient increase of greenhouse gases may explain in part the substantial difference between
observations and models in the high Arctic. A series of diagnostics and simulations is carried out to determine the
sensitivity of Arctic sea-ice to wann anomaly from external forcing like that of greenhouse gases. The hypothesis
to verify is that an onset tbreshold of radiative forcing is required to activate the multi-annual sea-ice-temperature
feedback. A weak forcing results in a small temperature anomaly where the heat storage is exhausted during the
current year and does not compound into the following years. On the other hand, a double CO, forcing is sufficiently
strong to activate the retreat of multi-annual sea-ice and allow the winter climate to drift to a much wanner condition
by compound effect. This study uses the new FIZ-C version of the CCC/GCMii to investigate the ice sensitivity and
pave the way to a future major experiment of transient CO, climate simulation.
Multivariate Analyses of Accumulation in Ice Sheets: Implications for Global Change

Mario B. Giovinetto
Earth Sciences 356
University of Calgary
Calgary, Alberta
H. Jay Zwally
Oceans and Ice Branch
Goddanl Space Flight Center
Greenbelt, Maryland
Charles R. Bentley, Geophysical and Polar Research Center
University of Wisconsin
Madison, Wisconsin
The annual rate of net mass accumulation at the surface in the Antarctic and Greenland ice sheets is determined for
grid-point locations 100 km apart from emissivity compilations based on Nimbus·S ESMR and Nimbus-7 THIR data
and applying hyperbolic functions developed specifically for each ice sheet. These data are used to define multivariate
models which include latitude, surface elevation regionally updated by ERS- 1 radar altimeter data, surface
temperatures (THIR), and mean annual shortest distance to open ocean determined from sea ice concentration
distributions derived from Nimbus-S ESMR and Nimbus-7 SMMR data. The models are used to estimate expected
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cbanges in tbe surface temperature and accumulation rate of Ibe ice sbeets on Ibe basis of predicted sea surface
temperature increases in the subpolar seas as well as potential changes in sea ice extent. The results provide new
inputs for dynamic models in wbicb atmospberic water vapor, as well as sensible and latent beat transports, may be
considered. They also provide an estimate of tbe potential sbort-tenn variations in the contribution of Ibe ice sheets
to sea level cbange.
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Estimating the Probahility of Break-Even Yields for Continuous Wheat on the Canadian Prairies

R. /kJong, A. BootnnaandJ. Dumanski
Centre for lAnd and Biological Resources Research,
Research Branch, Agriculture and Agri-Food Canada, Ottawa

Most agricultural production in the Canadian prairie region is based on dry land cropping. Wheat production depends
to a large extent on moisture available to the crop during the growing season, i.e. , Ibe amount of plant available water

stored in the soil at seeding plus the growin& season rainfall. Researcb bas sbown Ibat yields of spring wheat are
closely related to crop water use or actual evapotranspiration. Empirical yield relationships have been fonnulated for
eacb of the major soil zones (Brown, Dark Brown, Black and Grey) of the prairie region.

In this study growing season evapotranspiration was estimated yearly using weather data for 30 yrs. (1956-1985) for
eacb of 250 Agroecological Resource Areas (ARA) of the prairie region as input into the Versatile Soil Moisture
Budget (VSMB) model. Results were combined with Ibe empirical crop yield models to estimate Ibe probability of
obtaining economic break-even yields in each ARA. Break..,ven yields are those necessary to recover production costs
and were estimated using recent data on prices and costs of production for continuous wheat in each of Ibe major soil
zones.
The probability of obtaining current break..,ven yields with continuous spring wheat was less than 20% in Ibe Brown
soil zone, increasing up to 60% in the Dark Brown zone and varying from 61 to 100% in the Black and Grey zones.
with higber probabilities in ARA's with clay textured soils. The effect of changing economic conditions on Ibe
probability of obtaining break..,ven yields are also estimated.
Simulation of Soil Water Variations for Potato Crop

M.H. Mahdian and J.Gallichand
Department de Ginie Runal
Uni.ersiti lA.al, Stt-Foy, Quebec GIK 7P4

Crop growtb models are becoming increasingly used. They offer the possibility to assess the effects of water
management on crop yield. water requirements. nutrient leaching and pollution control. In this study, we compared
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the hydrological components of two crop growtb models: 1) SUBSTOR, which is the potato version of CERES-type
models, and 2) SWACROP, that was developed in the Netherlands for assessing the effect of water management on
potato yield. SUBSTOR uses a conceptual soil water balance model, whereas SWACROP solves, by finite
differences, tbe one-dimensional Richard's equation. Two years of soil water content data have been used to assess
tbese two models. Data from )992 were collected under non-irrigated conditions, and for 1993, irrigated and nonirrigated plots were set-up. For 1993, there were no differences in yield between irrigated and non-irrigated plots.
Since many soil variables are required by the models, sensitivity analyses have been performed to identify which
variables should be measured in priority. Various methods for determining reference and crop evapotranspiration were
also investigated to evaluate their eff""t on soil water content.
Results of this research can be used to determine reference longterm effect of water management on yield of potato
crop.

Evaluation of SAR for Soil Moisture Monitoring in Agriculture

J.B. Boisvert, H.J. Qwyn and H. Geng
Synthetic aperture radar (SAR) imagery is, among other things, a remote sensing way to measure soil moisture.
Mapping of soil moisture from the grey level of an image is a feasible task but several factors can interfere and then,
must be taken into account. The most important ones are crop cover, incidence angle and roughness. But once these

factors have been controlled or assessed, the information can be used for several purposes such as monitoring,
initialization and validation of regional soil moisture models, rainfall spatial distribution, estimation of water supplies
in spring and fall, detection of field soil moisture spatial variability, enhancement of field drainage problems. This
presentation will show a case of successful soil moisture mapping. The potential of RADARSAT for soil moisture
monitoring will be evaluate, based on the actual knowledge and applications developed and tested from airborne SAR
and ERS-l. The limiting factors will be enhanced and solutions will be suggested.

Estimation of Photosynthetically Active Radiation Absorbed by the Vegetation from Space

Louis Moreau
Intero Infonnation Technologies Ltd., Ottawa, Ontario
ZhanqingU
CalUlda Centre for Remote Sensing, Ottawa, Ontario
Knowing the amount of photosynthetically active radiation (PAR) absorbed by the vegetation is useful for agriculture,
forestry and climate studies. This value can be used to estimate the growth rate of plants and the CO uptake by the
canopy in pbotosynthetic process. Although this value can be obtained from ground measurements,' only satellites
provide the temporal and spatial coverage for the global monitoring of absorbed PAR. On the basis of radiative
transfer modelling in the atmosphere and inside canopy, we are proposing a method that uses the data collected by
space-borne multichannel sensors (such as AVHHR) to estimate the amount-of PAR absorbed by the vegetation
canopy. It takes advantage of the facts that the PAR spectral region (400 to 700 nm) coincides with the atmospheric
window and that absorptivity of vegetation covers is closely related to the greenness of the vegetation. The absorption
of visible light by the plants can thus be related to some vegetation index. This method can be applied regardless of
the sky condition as long as a few observations on cloudless days are available every month. It is also fairly robust
to change in atmospheric constituents, vegetation types and ground characteristics.
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Cloud Cover Parameterization in a Large-Scale Abnospheric Model

Ashu P. Dasloor
RPN, AES, Sih Floor
2121 Route Trans-canadienne
Darval, Quebec
H9P 1}3
TIle study addresses the problem of predicting cloud cover and its radiative impact in a large-scale atmospheric model.
A convective and stratiform condensation scheme including cloud water content as a predictive variable is implemented

in the Canadian global spectral model. An impol'UUlt aspect of the scheme is that the cloud amount estimation is a part
of the condensation scheme and it is a key element in tbe sub-grid scale stratiform condensation parameterization. The
cloud cover from tbe scheme is verified quantitatively using satellite data. The dependence of the grid-scale relative
humidity threshold on the horizontal and vertical resolutions is examined. Possibility of parameterizing stratiform
clouds as vertically sub-grid clouds and its verification are investigated. It is shown that the total cloud cover is better
estimated as the sum of separate estimates of convective and stratiform cloudiness within the framework of the
condensation processes parameterized in the model. The convective cloud cover is found to be very impol'UUlt to tbe
radiative budget. An improvement in tbe model forecast. hydrological balance and cloudiness prediction is noticed
when the stratiform relative humidity threshold decreases with height. The study also presents a new 3-dimensional
view of tbe cloudiness estimated by the original scheme and provides a simple vertical and horizontal sub-grid scale
cloud cover parameterization. Vertically sub-grid stratiform clouds combined with horizontally sub-grid convective
clouds provide a remarkable improvement in the estimation of total cloud cover.
A Non-hydrostatic Variable-resolution Global Model or the AbnosDhere

Jean COle, Sylvie Gravel, Michel Roch, Alain Paloine and Andrew Sian/forth
Recherche en prevision numerique and Cenlre meleor%gique canadien
Service de /'environnement atmospherique
TIle goal of this work is to develop an efficient model to meet all actual and foreseeable operational requirements for

Canada . These presently include short-range regional forecasting. medium-range global forecasting . and data
assimilation. In the future they may include nowcasting at the mesoscale. and dynamic extended range forecasting
on monthly or seasonal scale.
The main idea behind this thrust is that the finite-element method permits variable resolution in a natural way. and
a focusing of resolution over an area of interest. This offers an efficient and simple solution to the nesting problem:
the planetary waves are adequately resolved outside the high-resolution subdomain (which resolves mesoscale
disturbances). and there is no abrupt change of resolution across an internal boundary since the resolution is varied
smoothly in the outer part of the domain. There is also an obvious practical Advantage inasmuch as there is only one
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model to maintain instead of the usual two (viz a global model for medium·range forecasling and a Iimiled area model
for regional forecasting).
The model employs Ihe primitive (u-v) form of the equalions and a two-time-Ievel semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian
discrecization. The model form\llation is non-hydrostaHc wilh a pressure-type hybrid vertical coordinate.

Polar Lows

in the Labrador Sea: A Case Study

G. W.K. Moore, M.C. Reader, J.

Yo~k

Depat1menl 01 Physics
University 01 Toronlo
S. Salhiyamoorthy

Cenlerlor Meleorology and Physical Oceanography
Massochusells lnslilule 01 Technology
During the past Iwenty years, it has become apparent thaI: intense and rapidly developing mesoscale vortices are often
observed north of the primary Polar Front - tbe boundary between the cold polar air and the warm tropical air. These
vortices, known as polar lows, occur primarily over tlhe high latitude oceans and are of interest for a variety of
reasons. Their initial growth and organization appear to be baroclinic in origin· yet the time and length scales
associated with them ate significantly shorter than is predicted by conventional instability theory. Their small size and
rdpid development make them particularly difficult to fc'recast. One also often observes strong surface fluxes of heat
and moisture to be associated with these vortices. Indeedl, their rapid development can for the most part be auributed
to the convective activity driven by these fluxes . It is unclear as to what effect the same fluxes have on the ocean.
Polar lows were first identified in the Norwegian Sea and research has naturally tended to focus on those that develop
in tbis area. In the past several years, it has become evident that they also conunonly develop other areas as well. In
this paper, we will describe our analysis of a polar low event that occurred in the Labrador Sea during the winter of
1992. As there ate unfortunately 00 in·situ observations of this event, we will rely on satellite data as well as the high
resolution objective analysis from the ECMWF to document the environment in which the low developed and the
structure of the low itself.

Diagnosing Extra-Tropical Development Through thE, Zwack-Okossi Eguation

Pierre Bourgouin (AES) and Peler Zwack (UQAM)
Extra-tropical cyclones are of prime importance for weuther forecasting and, for this reason, have been thoroughly
studied. This presentation will use an innovative way (Zwack and St-James 1994) for diagnosing the impact of
different forcings on cyclone development that are based on the Zwack·Okossi development equation, the omega
equation and a divergence equation. Numerical tools based on these equations bave been developed at UQAM which
can be used to calculate the individual contribulions to development for each forcing: vorticity adveclion, the laplacian
of temperature advection, the laplacian of latent heat release. Ihe laplacian of sensible heat transfer, and, fInally,
orography. The diagnostics are obtained using data frolll a numerical weather prediction model (REF) simulation by
D·L. Zhang of McGill University of a CASPII explosively developing cyclone.
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Effects of Variahle Wind Shear on a Diahatically Driven Mesoscale Circulation

G. W. Reuter and O. Jacobsen
We examine the response of stably stratified air flow to a slab symmetric diabatic forcing associated long-lasting
precipitation bands. The steady-state linearized Boussinesq equations are used to model the diagnostic relationship
between the vertical motion field, the heating source, and the ambient flow. The basic-state flow is assumed to be
horizontally uniform and nonrotating, but the static stability and wind varies in the vertical.
For typical atmospheric stratification and a moving heating source associated with a cloud band, the Taylor-Goldstein
equation is solved numerically. The numerical results show that the crossband wind shear tilts the updraft core and
broadens it. As the magnitude of the shear is increased, the circulation becomes stronger. The details of the wind
profile are also important in determining the intensity and structure of the circulation. When the wind profile
indicates a convex bulge (i.e. the low-level shear is weaker than the upper-level shear), the circulation becomes
slightly weaker in comparison to the linear wind profile. Conversely, the circulation becomes stronger when the
wind profile has concave shape. Increasing the concave bulge tends to enhance the circulation but not in a
monotonic fashion. This non-monotonic relation between the vertical motion and the parabolic windprofile is
interpreted in terms of kinetic energy changes of parcels that interchange their altitudes.
Large Amplitude IGW Excitation by Atmospheric Jets

B. R. Sutherland and W. R. Peltier
Department of Physics, University of Toronto
More than being an interesting problem in its own right, it is now apparent that an understanding of the mechanisms
by which internal gravity waves (IGW) are generated or absorbed in unstable or stable stratified parallel flow is crucial
for the appropriate parametrization of "drag" in general circulation models. In many of the excitation mechanisms
that have been proposed, IGW are assumed to develop through what are necessarily nonlinear processes. Indeed, as
pointed out by Mcintyre and Weissman (1978), any linearly unstable disturbance which penetrates into a region of
constant N' and mean horizontal velocity is apparently trapped and it is therefore generally believed that. nonlinear
analysis is necessary to assess the effectiveness of any instability as a radiator of internal waves. Recently, however,
Sutherland and Peltier (1994) have performed nonlinear simulations in two dimensions of the evolution of iet and shear
flow in stratified fluid such that the background density variation is reduced in the region of strong shear. These
simulations demonstrate the possibility for IGW radiation which is capable of vertically transporting. significant
fraction of the horizontal momentum initially associated with the mean-flow. Furthermore, in Sutherland et.1. (1994)
a penetration condition is derived on the basis of linear theory which successfully predicts under which circumstances
such a basic state may radiate large amplitude IGW. The important question is of course whether such a radiation
mechanism is realizable in the Earth's atmosphere. To this end we have examined the vertical profiles of horizontal
velocity and N' taken from observations upstream of the Rocky mountains near Boulder, Colorado. Upon the
observed mean-flow we superimpose a perturbation which is representative of a local acceleration of the tropospberic
iet due to a supposed transient large-scale forcing which destabilizes the mean-flow in the region of reduced N'. In
nonlinear simulations employing these initial conditions, lGW are continuously generated until the mean-flow
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stabilizes. In this time (about two hours in real time units) the flux of momentum into the stratosphere is
approximately ten percent of the momentum associated with the initial basic state below the tropopause. We suggest
on this basis that the reason why the atmospheric general circulation models overpredict the strength of the mid-latitude
jet streams is that they do not resolve this emission mechanism. The conventional explanation, however, is that such
models fail to explicitly resolve the drag due to wave absorption.
References
M.E. Mcintyre and M.A. Weissman, 1978: On radiating instabilities and resonant over
reflection. J. AIIIIOS. Sci., 35, 1190-1196.
B.R. Sutherland and W.R. Peltier, 1994: Turbulence transition and internal wave generation
in two dimensional stratified jets. Phys. Fluids A, (to appear March , 1994).
B.R. Sutherland , C.P. Caulfield, and W.R . Peltier, 1994: Internal gravity wave generation and hydrodynamic
instability. Submitted to J. Almos. Sci..

The Nwnerical Fonnulation of MC2 and its Validation on the Classical Mountain Wave Prohlem

Rent lAprist, Philippe Hini/, Hltene Riva{t, Robert Benoi/, Michel Gigu~re,
Michel Desgagnl', Yves Charliel and Guy BergtTon
Atmospheric Physics, Physics Department, Universitl du Qulbec II Montrial
'Now at: Sciences de I'unlvers, University Paul-Sabatier, Toulouse, France
'Recherches en Privision Numlrique, Environnement Canada, Dorval (Qulbec)

A Mesoscale Compressible Community (MC2) model is currently developed by a group of scientists of CCRM, the
Cooperative Centre for Research io Mesometeorology, a research group formed by McGill and UQAM Universities
with RPN as industrial partner. MC2 is developed with the aim of serving as a general purpose tool to be made
available for mesoscale research in Canada. Already two Physics parameterization packages have being implemented
in MC2-: the RPN Physics for application to fine-scale short-range forecasting by R. Benoit at RPN, and the CCC
GCM-II Physics for application to regional climate modelling by R. Laprise at UQAM; other packages suitable for
different applications are being developed elsewhere too.
MC2 evolved form a research model developed by the late Andrl Robert. This model was designed to be a versatile
model , numerically stable and efficient, using state-of-the-art semi-implicit semi-Lagrangian algorithms for solving
the non-hydrostatic Euler equations. In this presentation, the dynamical and numerical framework of MC2 will be
reviewed, with special at1ention devoted to the so·called "long timesteps" singUlarity of stationary forced disturbances,
and tbe fidelity with which mountain waves can be simulated with the MC2 model. Some preliminary results of 3-D
simulations of mountain disturbances produced by MC2 will also be presented.

Vertical Propagation of Linear Mountain Waves jn Atmospheres with Varying Damping Coefficients
Hel~ne

CtJtl and Rene Laprise

Dipartement de physique, Universite du Qulbtc II Montrlal

This study is on partial internal reflections of mountain waves tbat result from abrupt variations in a damping term
applied to the wave field. This work complements that of Klemp and Lilly (JAS 1975) who studied the effect of
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abrupt cbanges in static stability. In that study, discontinuities in the refractive index induced partial internal
reflections of the waves wbicb led to amplification of the low-level winds. The wave saturation bypothesis, widely
used in gravity-wave drag parametrizations, involves dissipative mechanisms whicb act to reduce the wave amplitude.
Sucb dissipation does not exist in a linear model, but it can be parameterized by adding a damping term to the
equations. The results we present were obtained by time-integrating a two-dimensional DOn-bydrostatic linear model
simulating mountain waves. Numerical and analytical solutions will be compared for different layer configurations
wbere damping is applied.

Empirical Normal Mode Analysis of the Atmospheric Variability
G. Brunet, B. Dugas, H. Ritchie

Recherche en Privision Numerique
Atmospheric Environment Service
2121 Trans-Canada Highway
Dorval, P.Q. CANADA H9P l}3
The tbeory of empirical normal modes (ENM) [Brunet, 1994, JAS) was first used to analyze 24 winters of the NMC
dataset. An ENM analysis pennits the empirical reconstruction of the excited normal modes in a time series as well
as tbeir respective variances and pbase speed relationship, when the system is linear and non-dissipative. This
approacb enables quantitative and qualitative discussions of the wave mechanisms present in real or numerically
simulated sbear flows.
Tbe ENM approach has been used to diagnose a hemispheric shallow water model in order to study tbe metbod's
sensitivity. Long integrations with random topographic forcing of a polar vortex have been performed for different
resolutions, time samplings, dataset dimensions and nonlinear regimes. A measure of predictability is obtained with
an .,.folding time for each observed Rossby waves. This shows two significant distinct peaks in the nonlinear regime
variance, with the most predictable in the slow variability spectrum. This result has practical importance for the
predictive skill atmospheric flow and will be discussed.

An ENM analysis of a 10 year AMIP integration of the Canadian semi-lagrangian global spectral forecast model (T63
witb 23 vertical levels and prescribed SST and sea ice) will be shown. The analysis will focus in the winter polar
vortex wave dynamics in the Northern Hemisphere.
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Microphysical Study of the Conditions for Presence of Supercooled
Water within Precipitation and the Coupling with Radar Data

Wanda S:;yrmer
Universite du Quebec () Montrial
1. ZawadzJci and F. Turcotte

MeOiU University
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The supercooled cloud water content is a key parameter for the aircraft icing and for the development of precipitation.
Tbe production of supercooled water in clouds is possible only in sufficiently strong updraft so as to maintain the
saturation with respect to water while the presence of solid precipitation depletes the moisture and the cloud contents.
The generation of moisture excess during the air uplift mllst exceed the rate of vapour deposition on snow and the rate
of snow riming. Thus, assuming the steady state and neglecting advection terms, the threshold value of the snow
content compatible with tbe presence of the supercooled cloud can be calculated for a given vertical motion and
temperature and pressure conditions.
These threshold values were determined using a micropihysical bulk parameterization. The values found analytically
are compared with the output of a bigh resolution 3-diimensional kinematic cloud model with a full microphysical
scheme. The winds driving the development of hydrom~'teores are obtained by a 3D wind retrieval technique applied
to single Doppler radar data. In this way a potentia1ly operational method for detection of icing conditions is
suggested.
Aircraft Verification of tbe Icing. Cloud and Free7jn!! Level Forecasts from the CMC Aviation Forecast Model

Stewart G. Cober, George A. Isaac and Andn Trembk7Y.
Cloud Physics Research Division
ARMP
Atmospheric Environment Service
4905 Duf/erin Stnet
Downsview, Ontario
M3HST4
During the Second Canadian Atlantic Storms Program, 39 research flights were made into a variety of weather systems
over the North Atlantic ocean. This provided a unique opportunity to study the accuracy of components of the
aviation forecasts, by comparing model predictions to in situ aircraft measurements of cloud microphysics.
Comparisons between aircraft measurements and forecasts of low cloud, middle cloud, freezing level and rime icing
regions are summarized and strengths and weaknesses of the aviation forecast are discussed.
In general, the freezing level forecast was quite acculrate, with the aircraft measurements and model predictions
agreeing within I kft. Forecasts of rime icing regions were significantly overestimated by the model, primarily
because the model failed to .account for the glaciation of clouds. The success of the low cloud and middle cloud
forecasts depended on how well developed and wide spread the associated synoptic scale features were.

On the Forecasting of Supercooled Clouds

Andre Trembfily', Anna Glazel, Wanda S13nnel, Ge(,rg. A. Isaac' and /soar Zawadzkl~
'Claud Physics Research Division
ARMP
Atmospheric Environment Service
2121 Trans Cannda Highway
Dorval, Quebec
H9PJJ3
'Universite du Quebec a Montreal Department 0/ PhYSiics
PO Box 8888 Stn "A'
Montnal, Quebec
H3C3P8
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JMcGill University
lhpartment of Atmospheric and Oceanic Science 805 Sherbrooke Street W.
Montreal, Quebec
H3A 2K6
The presence of supercooled cloud water in the atmosphere is a major hazard for aircraft operation and has caused
a significant number of aviation disasters. Accurate forecasting of regions of potential icing is crucial for flight
planning and poscs a challenging problem to the meteorologist. To address this issue we will discuss the results of
cloud microphysics simulations, mesoscale numerical integrations and the analysis of aircraft data collected during two
research flights from the Second Canadian Atlantic Storms Program (CASP II). Based on cloud microphysics
simulations. a technique to forecast supercooled cloud events within mesoscale simulations is suggested. This
prooedure is coupled with Lbe explicit predictive cloud water scheme of Sundqvist to produce aircraft icing forecasts
with the Canadian Regional Finite Element model. The procedure is validated from a comparison with in situ airborne
measurements from CASP II data. As an illustration for the application of this procedure. constant pressure maps
showing regions of cloud ice. supercooled cloud water and cloud water are presented.

Towards the ImprOVement of Aviation Forecasting: The Validation of a Scheme for Mesoscale Prediction of
Cloud and Precipitation Types from In Situ CASP n Aircraft Measurements and SSM! Observations

Anna Glaur, Andre Tremblay, Stewart C. Cober and George A. Isaac
Claud Physics Research Division
ARMP
Atmospheric Environment Service
2121 Trans Canada Highway
Dorval, Quebec
H9P Jj3
Meteorological conditions associated with winter extratropical cyclones typically produce a rich variety of cloud and
precipitation types. It is not uncommon to observe within these storms precipitation in the forms of snow. ice pellets.
rain. freezing rain. freezing drizzle or a mixture of these. Supercooled liquid water associated with such clouds and
precipitation can represent a significant hazard to aircraft. The available cloud and precipitation physics presently
included in the Canadian Meteorological Centre forecast models are not sufficiently sophisticated to allow forecasts
of areas of freezing rain. freezing drizzle and supercooled clouds with a satisfactory accuracy. To address this issue
we suggest a technique to distinguish ice. liquid and supercooled water in the atmosphere. The scheme is coupled
with the predictive cloud water scheme available in the Canadian Regional Finite Element model. Results are
compared with in situ aircraft measurements collected during CASP II and with satellite SSMI data. Potential
applications to improve the forecasting of cloud and precipitation types will be discussed .

Short Tenn Forecasting To Sun port Aircraft Ground Anti-icing Activities in Canada

Michael uduc, George Isaac, Paul loe, Nonnan Donaldson, Bruno de Lorenzis, Brilln Sheppard·
Cloud Physics Research Division
-Measurement Technology Division
Ice and snow accumulating on aircraft while they are on the ground is as serious a problem as in-<:Ioud icing. There
have been numerous crashes related to this factor in recent years. Airport operations are severely hampered in
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freezing and frozen precipitation conditions. Guidelines require that aircraft wing and control surfaces be completely
free of ice and snow at takeoff. Accumulations of as little as a few tenths of a millimetre can cause serious
degmdation in aircraft performance during take off. Fluids bave been developed which can de-ice and maintain these
ice free conditions for short periods of time. However this time period, referred to as holdover time (typically from
a few to tens of minutes), is strongly dependent on weather conditions. in particular, the rate of water equivalent
precipitation falling during this holdover time is critical. Of course the accumulation of snow and ice on the runway
is another serious problem.
Measuring and forecasting frozen or freezing precipitation to the accuracy of tenths of millimetre; over a few minutes,
and over an area the size of an airport, is a totally different problem from the typical synoptic scale precipitation
forecast. instruments are needed whi~h can measure precipitation to a very fine scale. Techniques are needed which
can distinguish short term variations in precipitation rate and phase.
As part of Transport Canada's Dryden Commission Implementation Plan, Environment Canada is undertaKing three
projects related to the ground icing program: ) - Assessment of present nowcasting schemes; 2- Investigation of current
instrumentation related to icing: 3- Development of a prototype observing and nowcasting scheme. This paper will
highlight the ongoing activities related to these projects.
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Multjscale Distributions of Flux Intensities Ahove and Within a Forest Canopy

B.J. Tumu' and M. Y. Leclerc'
Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
McGiU University, Montreal, Quebec. H3A 2K6

I

'Department of Physics
University of Quebec, Montreal, Quebec. H3C 3P8

Turbulent fluxes ahove a rough surface are highly intermittent. A number of researchers have attempted to
conditionally sample the most intense flux events and average them in some fashion to obtain characteristics of some
typical coherent structure.
A new approach will be shown which makes use of the wavelet transform. Measurements from above and within a
deciduous forest , under various stability conditions, are analyzed . Rather than begin with a search for 'coherent
structures', a distribution of flux event intensities at each scale is obtained . Momentum and heat fluxes are considered.
The effects of increased mixing efficiency at certain scales are seen near the canopy top. As well, normalized results
for momentum flux show remarkable consistency between various stability conditions.

Flux Patrems and Coincidence of Turbulent Structures in Regional Energy and Gas Exchange over Agricultural
~

C. Milic', P.H. Schuepp', P.L. De~ardins' and J.l. MacPherson'
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'McGW Univusi!y (MacdolUlld Campus), Sle-Anne.-de-Bellevue, Quebec, Canada
'CLBRR, AgrlcuiJun Canada, Ol/awa
'/nstilule for Aerospace Research, NRC, Ollawa, Canada
Tying near-surface exchange processes to surface characteristics in spatially varying ecosystems is often difficult.
Observations from low flying aircraft, flying a 44-line grid pattern over a 15 km x 16.5 km area of irrigated and nonirrigated agriculture land in Southern California, permitted the mapping of surface source (or oink) strength
distributions, consistent with independently observed maps of greenness and surface temperature. The spatial
distribution of coherent structures responsible for the transport of sensible heat, moisture, CO and ozone was also
mapped, as well as the mutual, spatial coincidence of tbese localized structures. Analysis oj co-location of these
structures helps to elucidate the relative importance of surface and boundary layer characteristics as driving forces for
these exchange processes. Flux associations between moisture, beat, CO, and ozone varies with crop type and surface
moisture conditions. With increasing emphasis on the definition of regional balances for energy and gases from
realistic agricultural and forest systems (in partiCUlar greenhouse gases and ozone as an environmental hazard) there
is a growing need for-<>ptimum resolution of surface source distributions from airborne observations. The california
data, obtained over surfaces with clearly defined surface heterogeneities, serve as an almost ideal data set to test tbe
reliability of such techniques which will be applied to other ecosystems such as the BOREAS forest sites.
Multifractal Characteri7.ation of Aircraft-Ba~ed Measurements in a Turhulent Field

R.G. Pelletier, M.R. Duncan, and P.H. Schuepp
Department 0/ Nalural Resource Sciences
McGill University, MacdolUlld Campus
Sle. Anlle-de-Bellevue, Quebec
The highly variable and Intermittent nature of gas fluxes resulting from turbulence over a vegetated surface Introduces
great difficulties in the accurate quantification of estimates of those fluxes. The primary consequence of this
intermittency is that repeated sampling in time over the same terrain will not reveal the same structure content, and
bence will not produce tbe same flux estimates. Thus, limited repeated sampling can produce a distribution of flux
estimates witb a variance wide enougb to prevent a meaningful estimate of the corresponding mew. The typical
method of characterizing a fluctuating signal in a turbulent boundary layer is decomposition of the signal Into a mean
and a fluctuating component; the length of time series required to accurately estimate the mean of the signal is tben
dependent on the correlation structure of the fluctuations. The presence of long correlations (i.e. variability on long
wavelengths) In the signal makes estimation of the mean and higher-<>rder moments extremely difficult, often
necessitating prohibitively long time series. An alternative "multi fractal" framework (in which the statistics of the
signal are expressed in terms of the parameters'" and C,. and the codimension function c(y», exists if the signal
represents a cascade process exhibiting the following properties: 1) scaling symmetry, 2) a quantity conserved by the
cascade, and 3) local ness in Fourier space. Several techniques have been developed under this framework to estimate
exponents characterizing the different statistical moments of the signal. This method offers a great deal more
flexibility than the standard statistical approach to data analysis. The c(y) function describes the number of extreme
events, or singularities, that are likely to be present on a given time series, and thus can be used to estimate the sample
length required to guarantee convergence of desired moments. Furthermore, exponents from separate samples of the
same variability can be combined under this framework to improve the statistical accuracy of the parameter estimates.
Thus mUltiple passes over the same terrain may be used to improve knowledge of tbe relevant statistical quantities,
in contrast 10 the traditional requirement that samples be exceedingly long. This approacb will therefore have
profound implications for both future sampling strategies and data analysis.
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The Ahnosphere Model to Assess the Safe Disposal of Canadian Nuclear Fuel Waste

Brian Amiro
AECL Research, WhiJesheU Laborolories
Pinawa, Manitoba, ROE 1LO
Canada's Nuclear Fuel Waste Management Program is researching a concept for disposal of inunobilized nuclear fuel
waste in a vault mined deep in stable plutonic rock. Far into the future, when protective barriers are eventually
breached, radionuclides carried by g~oundwater may migrate from the vault to the biosphere. Here we describe the
pathways through which radionuclides may move to the atmosphere from contaminated terrestrial and aquatic surfaces.
We consider surface water and soil as primary sources of radionuclide fluxes to the atmosphere, and consider the
processes of suspension and local dispersion. Some radionuclides may be attached to contaminated suspended
particulate matter, whereas others are mobile as gases. The model considers natural phenomena such as wind erosion
of soil, forest fires, gaseous emissions from soil, and bubble bursting at lake surfaces. We also model anthropogenic
processes such as wood burning for energy and calculate radionuclide concentrations in both outdoor and indoor air.
The model combines a variety of techniques including mass-loading concepts, flux density estimates, and
parameterized dispersion models. The model is probabilistic: transport is modelled using simple mass transfer
equations and variability is incorporated by distributing values for parameters. We describe the transfer equations,
selection of parameter values, and the relative importance of various pathways.

Source Strength Detennination of Trace (Greenhouse) Gases from Agriculture using the Diffusion Equation

S.K. Kaharabata and P.H. Schuepp
Department of Natural Resource Sciences
McGill University, Macdonald Campus
510_ Anne-de-Bellevue, QUI/bee

,

.

Agriculture has been identified as one of the major contributors of greenhouse gases (GHG), in particular CO • CH
and N,o. The closed chamber method is the current mode of measuring trace gas flux from a surface source.
However, enclosing an area from the natural environment immediately alters the micrometeorology and therefore the
biology of that area, thus affecting the flux. An alternative, non-obstructive approach is based downwind, above-

surface observations of concentration or flux, under the prevailing atmospheric conditions, from which the source

strength can be estimated through the diffusion equation. Current developments are particularly promising for
microscale experiments in the field, where the effect of various management techniques on the release of GHGs is
being tested . Field tests on 2 m x 2 m and 4 m x 4 m plots were conducted to test this approach. Sulphur
hexaflouride (SF,) was released as a tracer gas from various configurations of surface sources, and vacuum pumps.
were used to sample simultaneously in the crosswind and vertical direction at a given downwind distance from the
source(s) to determine the distribution of the diffusing scalar. Observations served as a test of the relationship between
source strength and sampled concentration, calculated on the basis of the diffusion equation . The application has been
extended to methane, which was simultaneously released in some of the experiments. Ultimately, these studies should
lead to a better definition of the potential of above-surface gas sampling (whether by tower or aircraft) to detect GHG
source strength and configuration from agricultural systems at various scales.
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On the Modification of the High and Low-frequency Eddi!:S during ENSO
Observational Study

Years: An

Hai Lin and Jacques Derome
Department 0/ Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
and Centre for Climate and Global Change Research McGill University
A 24-year NMC data set was used to study the interannual variation of the extratropical atmospheric fluctuations.
Significant differences were found in the winter seasonal mean flow, the low-frequency eddies and the synoptic-scale
transients between EI Nino years and non-EI Niiio years. In the EI Nino winters, the Aleutian low in the North
Pacific deepens and is accompanied by an enhanced PNA pattern. The low-frequency eddy activity is reduced in
North Pacific and the high-frequency baroclinic waves are shifted east and south of their normal position in the Pacific.
The weak low-frequency activity during EI Nino winters results from two processes. Firstly, less kinetic energy is
supplied to the low-frequency eddies from the large-scale seasonal mean flow because of its modified structure.
Secondly, the strong seasonal mean Aleutian low tends to keep the baroclinic synoptic-scale eddies moving along its
southern side, causing only a weak interaction with the low-frequency eddies in the Northern Pacific, and thus less
synoptic-scale eddy forcing.

Cyclone frequencies over Northern Canada and the Northern Atlantic

H. BjlJrnsso,,', L.A. Mysak' and R. Brown'
'Department 0/ Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
McGill University
'Atmospheric Environment Service Climate Centre
A decadal feedback loop proposed by Mysak, Marsden and Power relates cyclogenesis over the Iceland Sea and the
Irminger Basin to precipitation and runoff in northern Canada. To examine this, a data bank consisting of monthly
cyclone frequencies over parts of: Northern Pacific, Northern Atlantic and North America for the period 1950 to 1989
bas been compiled. The cyclone frequency data is compared with other data, such as precipitation, pressure and SST
data. Results for the McKenzie basin show that cyclones tend to come in from the west and northwest, originating
in the Pacific. This indicates that the feedback loop has to be revised, taking into account cyclogenesis in the Northern
Pacific and possible teleconnections between tbe Northern Atlantic and the Northern Pacific.

Varability and the North Atlantic Oscillation
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G. W.K. Moore
Department 0/ Physics
University 0/ Toronto

It bas been known for many years tbat when winter. temperatures over the Canadian Arctic and Greenland are
anomalously cold, Northern Europe typically experiences anomalously mild winters and vice versa. Walker and Bliss
termed this temperature seesaw, the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO). It is now understood that the NAO is related
to the intensity of the Icelandic Low. Indeed a useful index for the NAO can be defIDed as the difference between the
sea-Ievel pressure anomalies at Iceland and the Azores. When the temperatures in the Canadian Arctic are anomalously
low (high) and those in Northern Europe are anomalously high (low), this index is positive (negative).
10 the literature it is conventional to assume that winter mean data is sufficient to characterize the NAO. that is one supposes

that conditions in a given winter are sufficiently similar that one can characterize that winter by a single value of the NAO
index. With this assumption, one can show that the oscillation has a period of some 5 to 10 years. Such a well-defmed
temperature and pressure oscillation in the atmosphere clearly is of great importance in furthering our understanding of the
natural variability in the climate system. However, the assumption upon which thus result is based has not been rigorously
tested. As will be shown in this paper, a new analysis of the 50 year NMC objectively analysed sea-level pressure data set
shows that there is considerable variability of the NAO index within a given winter. Indeed on monthly time scales, there
is essentially no correlation between the value of the index in successive winter months. As will be argued, this relaxation
in the definition of the NAO allows one to show that it is merely a manifestation of the low-frequency variability in the
mid-latitude stonn tracks.
Midlatitude AbnosDhere-Ocean Interaction" Observed

Shiling Peng' and John Fy/e'
'Recherche en Ptivision Numerique, AES, Dorval, PQ H9P IJJ
'Climate Modelling and Analysis Division, AES, Victoria, B.C. V8W 2Y2

The impact of tropical sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies on atmospheric variability has been studied intensively. By
contrast, the impact of midlatitude SST anomalies on atmospheric variability has obtained much less scrutiny. In this vein
several studies in the last decade have employed General Circulation Models (GCMS) to simulate the winter atmospheric
response to prescribed SST anomalies and have in many ways contradicted similar observational studies. A recent study by
Peng er. al. (\993) has gone some distance toward reconciling these model and observational studies by demonstrating that
the atmospheric response, both simulated and observed, to a midlatitude positive SST anomaly in the Atlantic depends not
only on the position and intensity of the SST anomaly but also on the prevailing c1imatologicalllow. Here we expand on
the study ofPeng et. aI . (1993) by discussing the impact of positive and negative SST anomalies in North Atlantic and North
Pacific using SST and sea level pressure observations from 1930-1987. Comparisons will be made between the earlier studies
as well as with the companion GCM study by John Fyfe and Shiling Pengo
Mjdlatitude Abnosphere-Ocean Interactions: Simulated

John Fy/i and Shiling Pent
'Climate Modelling and Analysis Division, AES, Victoria, B.C. V8W 2Y2
' Recherche en Prtvision Numirique, AES, Dorval, PQ H9P 1]3
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The impact of tropical sea surface temperature (SSn anomalies on atmospheric variability has been studied
intensively, By contrast. the impact of midlatitude SST anomalies on atmospberic variability bas obtained mucb less
scrutiny. Here we attempt to partly rectify tbis situation with a study involving a sixty year integration oftbe CCC
General Circulation Model (GCM) forced witb observed monthly mean sea surface temperatures (SSTs). Using this
integration, as weU as teo year control experiment wherein no SST anomalies have been prescribed (so that the oceans
evolve through ten identical annual cycles), we obtain the dominant modes of simulated atmospheric variability
associated with midlatitude SST anomalies. The analysis tools used include principal component analyses, crosscorrelation techniques and compositing procedures. Comparisons will be made between the earlier GCM studies as
well as with the companion observational study by Shiling Peng and lohn Fyfe.
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Eledromagnetic Fields Induced by Ocean Currenls

Robert E. Tyler, LAwrence. A. MysaK
I Dept. of Ocean and Atmosphere Sciences
'Centre for Climate and Global Change Research, McGill Uni.ersity

Ocean currents induce electromagnetic fields. Analytical and numerical solutions using a governing induction
equation, are presented for the electric and magnetic fields induced by realistic ocean current systems.
The potential for using geomagnetic observations in ocean and climate studies is discussed. Also discussed are the
possible systematic effects of the large-scale circulation on the observed magnetic field, and the possible role of tbe
poleward transport of conductivity in generating large-scale magnetic fields.

Lateral Intrusive Mixing - New Discoveries on an Old Front

Barry Ruddick and David Walsh
Dalhousie University
Thermobaline interleaving is often observed in regions of the ocean with compensating lateral gradients of heat and
salt. The cross-frontal advective fluxes of heat, salt and other dissolved substances associated with interleaving are
important in a variety of situations, from shelf-break fronts to deep-ocean fronts, as well as in the mixing of ocean
eddies. We hope to be able to predict these fluxes in the near future. In this talk we present some recent discoveries
relating to the dynamical processes which drive double-diffusive interleaving.
CTD profiles from the intrusive region of a Mediterranean salt lens reveal that deviations from the smoothed T-S
curve ('spice deviations") are correlated with perturbations in density. where the water column is stratified in the
diffusive sense (i.e., warm salty below cool fresh), warm saline intrusions slope downward as they propagate outward,
and are found to be anomalously heavy. 10 the finger-stratified region, they slope upward and are light. We
demonstrate how this correlation is consistent with the postulated dynamics of double-diffusive intrusions, is consistent
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with the findings of a numerical model of intrusions, and with the findings of laboratory models. The magnitude of
the observed density perturbation gives valuable clues about the buoyancy forces driving the intrusions, and hence
about the frictional forces which check the lateral speed of advance.
A Near Real-Time Physical Oceanographic Analysis System

Doug Bancroft
Meteorology and Oceanography
Maritime Forces Pacific Headquarters
Oceanographic analyses are performed by Maritime Forces Pacific (MARPAC) Meteorology and Oceanography
(METOC) Centre, in near real-time. The principal result of this analysis is an ocean feature description, or
"nowcast", that is used to predict the performance of acoustic systems.
Early subjective "hand" analysis methods designed in the 1960s remained largely unchanged up to 1987. There was
a requirement to enhance the quality and flexibility of these analyses, and provide for direct output of physical
oceanographic fields to acoustic models. This required the integration of observations into an objective analysis (OA)
program, coupled with a sophisticated visual display of both observational data and the OA results. Finally, there was
a long standing requirement for forecasting oceanographic fields, vice simply nowcasting.
The Ocean Work Station (OWS) project was jointly funded by DND and DFO to meet these requirements, and was
conducted as follows:

a.

Phase I.
1992;

b.

Phase n
Implement an OA system with visualisation tools and export filters to acoustic
models. January-March 1993;

c.

Phase n.s
Upgrade the Phase II OWS based on experience, e.g. assimilation of satellite
A VHRR data, enhance widgets, provide for bathymetry visualisation simultaneously with other
processed fields. August-December 1993;

d.

Phase nI
Examine the "way ahead" for implementing a forecast model.
March 1994; and

e.

Phase IV

research methodology for OA, and define Phase II approach. October-December

October 1993·

Implement a forecast model. Planned for April 1994.

The OWS runs on a HP 90001730 workstation, using UNIX, X-windows and MOTIF. The RSI IDL visualisation
program is used for graphics display. The system is capable of displaying raw and processed three dimensional
goo-referenced data, including horizontal or vertical slices, and contour plots. Extensive use has been made of colour,
interactive steering, and volume cuts. Procedures are available to display several two dimensional fields including
difference fields, and other comparison and manipUlation tools. Contours can be masked based on the error estimate.
The OA system employed by the OWS was initially implemented with a simple Gaussian correlation function , with
a user-chosen lengIh scale. It employs a trial field based on either climatology (Levitus), a previously calculated field
(i.e. persistence), or fitted basis functions. The anomaly field has been assumed to be isotropic and homogeneous.
This will be re-examined, particularly in the case of coastal analysis. Three dimensional OA is accomplished by using
a "stack" of two dimensional OAs at user defined depth intervals.
The completed Phase 11.5 OWS should be available for a "hands-on" demonstrations at various times throughout the
Congress, and will be exhibited as a poster sessions.
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Tbe results of Pbase III will be presented, as well as the proposed "way ahead" for operational oceanographic
forecasting in Pbase IV.
Collaboration witb other groups interested in routine oceanographic forecasts of tbe Northeast Pacific is welcomed.
The Institute of Ocean Sciences Bulletin Board Service

Howard Freeland, Robin Brown, John Wallace and Bob Wilson
Inst. 0/ Ocean Sciences, D.F. O.
In 1992 and 1993 the coast of British Columbia came under tbe influence of two El Nino events in as many years.
Both of Ibese climale anomalies bad a direct and obvious impact on the fisheries around the coast of British Columbia.
This obvious relationship increased demand within the B.C. fishing industry for oceanographic information. In
response to that demand we, at tbe Institute of Ocean Sciences, decided to experiment witb tbe electronic supply of
information to the fishing community.
Tbis tall< will outline the experience gained at lOS running a Bulletin Board Service. We will outline the structure
and pbilosopby of tbe BBS, sources of data and analyses, access to the BBS, wbo is using it, and wby, and the
prospects for cost recovery, ele. The talk will include a sample download of information from tbe BBS, an operation
tbat can be carried out from a vessel at sea.
Use of tbe lOS BBS requires. PC computer with a terminal emulator and modem. To view PCX graphics files we
recommend the Paintbrush program in Windows 3.0, or better. The terminal emulator should be set for 8 data bits,
no parity and 1 stop bit, and the phone number is (604)-363-6385. We do not recommend attempting to download
graphics files with a modem slower than 2400 baud .

Satellites. Oceanography and Society

David Halpern
Earth and Space Sciences Division
Jtt Propulsion Laboratory
California Institute a/Technology
Oceanography is a relatively young science, all hough the surface of the ocean has always concerned us in regards to
trade and transportation, search and rescue. warfare human exploration, and recreation. The first attempt to
systematically examine the global ocean below the surface was made by H.M.S Challenger in 1872-1876. The oceans
cover 71 9Ii of the eartb, and many large areas await to have a first-order description. That the surface of Venus is
better mapped than the bottom of the ocean is a remarkable testament to the satellite-engineering establishment and
to tbe opaqueness of the ocean. Recently, interest in the ocean has included non-military and non-transportation
societal issues associated with daily-to-centennialtime scales. Three examples are I-Week ("medium range") weatber
forecasts (atmospheric blocking and frontal systems), seasonal-to-interannual climate forecasts (EI Nino and La Nino),
and decadal-to-centennial global change forecasts (global warming caused by greenhouse gases). For medium-range
weather forecasts, knowledge of sea surface temperature is important. For seasonal-to-interannual climate forecasts,
temperature and current within the upper 300-500 m and surface winds are important variables. For
decadal-to-centennial global~bange predictions of sea level and atmospheric temperature and precipitation, we require
information about euphotiC-lOne biomass and thermohaline and flow characteristics throughout, the ocean basins. The
influence of ocean dynamics upon the atmosphere, terrestrial ecosystem, and ocean fishery will be described.
Satellites, by Ibeir frequent coverage of the global ocean, have already reduced the uncertainties associated with global
ocean measurements, especially for sea surface temperature, sea surface height, surface wind components, near-surface
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layer biomass, and near-surface current . Some factors lmuting accuracy will be discussed. For seasonal-lo-eentennial
forecasts relevant to society, subsurface oceanographic knowledge must be attained. It is a tenet of faith that satellite
measurements in association with coupled ocean-atmosphere general circulation models (GCM) will propagate
information on ocean dynanlics from the sea surface into the ocean interior. Results from a coupled ocean-atmosphere
GCM will be described.
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Chair/President: Howard Posluns

Current and Future Issues Related to the Provision of Meteorological Service for International Air
Navigation

Olli M. Turpeinen
Intemotional CMI AvUltion OrganizAtion (ICAO)
Air Navigation Bureau, Meteorology (MEl) Section
This paper discusses the role of aeronautical meteorology within the International Civil Aviation Organization
(ICAO). In view of the 50th anniversary of the Convention on International Civil Aviation (Chicago 1944) being
celebrated in 1994, a brief retrospective will be provided. Most emphasis, however, will be placed on the future
cballenges facing international aeronautical meteorology. In particular, the following four issues in which research
efforts are being devoted will be highlighted:

Automation of fOJU:8Sting of critical en-route parameters. Automation of the production of the world area forecast
system (JotAFS) significant weather forecasts is one of the goals of this research. To achieve this, it will be essential
for the world area forecast centres to be able to infer en-route weather parameters important to aviation, such as icing
and turbulence from forecast model variables. Moreover, work is needed to validate and improve models used for
tracking the dispersion of volcanic ash clouds.
Development of algoritluns to measure turbulence and icing. An increasing number of aircraft will report
meteorological data, initially wind and temperature values, using the automated air-ground data link, whicb will be
implemented within the future air navigation system of ICAO. In this context, it is foreseen that turbulence and
humidity will also be reported. However, the method to measure and report turbulence has still to be developed.
In regard to icing, it is unlikely that any dedicated sensors will be installed on aircraft at this stage. Therefore, ways
to infer aircraft icing from the hunlidity (and the temperature) data have to be developed.
Improvements in the provision of information on hazardous weather phenomena in the tenninal area. In this
context, issues related to mesoscale phenomena, such as wind shear, especially nUcrobursts, will be discussed. The
role of Doppler radars and automated real-time uplink of this data to aircraft will be emphasized.
Automatic weather observing systems (AWOS). Accommodation of AWOS into the meteorological observing
practices will be addressed.
Prosoects for Future Aircraft Weather Informalion Syslems

J.E. Jordan and D.L. Marcotte
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Flight Research Laboratory
National Research CouncU
Delivery of weather information and images to the aircraft cockpit is becoming technically feasible and should be
operationally viable by the year 2000. To expedite this technology, the Flight Research Laboratory of the National
Research Council is undertaking research and development in this area and examining different options for the delivery
of aviation weather products to the cockpit. This work complements an existing collaborative research program in
atmospheric sensing with the Atmospheric Environment Service using the NRC Convair 580 aircraft research facility.
One project recently undertakeo is the development of a direct-receive weather satellite imaging system for the aircraft
to support mesoscale storm measurements such as the Beaufort Arctic Storms Experiment (BASE). The first phase
will utilize APT imagery received from polar weather satellites on 137.5 MHz VHF using PC-based components
including receiver, adapter and software, as well as a specially-designed low profile microstrip antenna for airborne
use. One aspect of this work will focus OD the use of direct-receive imagery in aircraft operations during the
experiment. Future plans could also investigate the use of high resolution (HRPT) imagery.
A second area of interest is digital communications technology which is the key to the delivery of aviation weather
information to the aircraft cockpit. Various aspects of this technology are examined including types of data links, data
compression schemes and aircraft computing and display technology. Though there have been advances in all these
areas, satellite communications holds the most potential for aircraft use. A number of existing and proposed
worldwide satellite communications schemes are examined and compared to terrestrial-based digital HF radio. Image
compression methods based on lossless and lossy techniques are surveyed including LZW, JPEG and fractal
compression along witb image encoding including TIFF, G1F and 'run length' coding. Finally, the technology used
in tbe 'glass cockpit' is reviewed. It is noted tbat a data communications link to an aircraft can be used in reverse
to transmit weather observations to a central data assimilation and forecast facility. It is our intention to explore tbe
use of these technologies using our aircraft as a 'flying testbed'. We would welcome future collaboration with the
meteorology and aviation communities in this project.
A Graphical Interface for Aviation Weather Guidance Display (Scribe/Aviation)

Development Branch
Canadilln Meteorological Centre

G. B. Jelley and D. K. Clark
CFFC Trenton
8 Wing CFB Trenton
In ajoint project with Canadian Forces Forecast Centre (CFFC) Trenton, the Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC)
has developed a graphical interface to display element guidances relevant to aviation terminal forecasts. The interface
is an adaptation of the one used in tbe interactive system for composition of meteorological forecasts (SCRIBE), under
development at CMC, for public type of forecasts.
Tbe interface is capable of displaying cloud amount, type and beight from simply accessed tool boxes and menUs.
Precipitation type and visibility are also displayed, as well as, wind direction and speed, surface temperature and
probability of precipitation . There is also provision to include warnings and remarks whicb may be significant to
aviation. Some level of artificial intelligence is built into the system, in Ihe sense thai it will not allow the display
of forbidden parameter combinations. It will also stack the clOUd layers in the vertical according to cloud types and
cloud heights, regardless of the order in which they were manually selected on the screen. The interface is also
capable of managing different combinations of I'main' conditions with 'variable' (VRBL), 'occasional" (OCNL) and
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"risk" (RISK) conditions.
At present, only !be precipitation type, swface temperature, wind direction, wind speed and probability of precipitation
caD be initially loaded using Regional model guidances. All other elements must be inpUlled manually.
CFFC Trenton uses the interface to help generate an aviation weather guidances package that is site specific. The
guidance is then downloaded to the remote site (YBG _. Bagotville), where the official terminal forecast is prepared
and issued locally by suitably trained staff.
The. functionalities of the interface will be presented, as well as results on the utility of the system in the preparation
of the terminal forecast for Bagotville.
Automated Surface Observations New Tools - New Challenges

PhU CltJrk

National Weather Service
WSFO Omaha, NE
Automated observation systems will be the foundatioo of the national observation network for the United States by
the tum of tbe century. They will provide a true continual weather watch with minute-by-minute observations 24
bours a day. This will create a wealth of data for pilots and meteorologists and make an unprecedented Impact on
the aviation industry and weather forecasting.
Sensor and computer technology has allowed this move Into fully automated observations. New automated systems,
like the Automated Surface Observation System (ASOS), can quantify the more subjective elements provided only by
human observers In tbe past Unfortunately this step Into the more subjective elements, such as the amount of sky
cover, type of weather, visibility and some obstructions to vision, has brought to light the perceptual differences
between the human and the machine.
Because of tbese perceptual differences forecasters and pilots must understand how automated systems respond to
various weather conditioos. Already pilots and tower personnel have questioned the accuracy of the Sensor Equivalent
Visibility. Pilot reports provide evidence that the cloud coverage reported by the sensors and the pilot do not always
matcb. It is also difficult to confidently Interpret the diversity of cloud heights and layers reported by automated

sensors.
My presentation will focus on those elements that po:se the greatest perceptual difficulties. I will provide basic
explanations of their occurrence and the keys to match system response to human perception. I will also explore
alternate techniques to evaluate the wealth of new data that forecasters and researchers have yet to fully appreciate.

An Assessment of Voice PIREPS in Aviation Related Weather Research

Barry Schwartz
NOAAIERUFSL
Boulder, CO USA
In the United States, the Federal Aviation Administratiion (FAA) is currently funding various agencies and private
corporations to develop new and improVed techniques to forecast in-flight turbulence and icing. Observations of
turbulence and icing are needed to develop and validate these products. With the exception of the scientist who can
access a research-quality database from a special field Iproject, many developers are allempting to use observations
of turbulence and icing from voice transmilled pilot weather reports (PI REPS) which at the current time is the only
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sowce of these observations. Unfortunately, the PIREP reporting network in tbe U.S. was never designed to be used
as a researcb-quality database. Therefore it is prudent that the user of these data understand the cbaracteristics of the
data that limit their use for quantitative studies.
This paper will present an analysis of PIREPS data archived at tbe Forecast Systems Laboratory (FSL) during 1993.
Statistics containing the total number of P1REPS by season, geographic region, attitude, and time of the day will be
presented. The analysis includes a look at the percentage of PIREPS that explicitly mention turbulence and/or icing
intensity and how they relate to the total number of reports. It is tempting to interpret these statistics as a
phenomenology for turbulence and icing, however, the statistics are only partially representative of the actual
frequency and occurrence of the phenomena for two reasons. First, characteristics of the U.S. reporting system
contaminate the statistics. Second, and more important, is the fact that the network only remotely senses the actual
occurrence, duration, and areal coverage of the phenomena. Evaluation of the results suggest that these data are at
best only marginally useful for quantitative aviation weather related research activities. A discussion of these problems
along with suggestions for improving and standardizing PIREPS to make them more useful will be presented.
The U.S. National Meteorological Center Aircraft Data Base System 1994

Bradley Ballish and Raymond Crayton
Automation Division
National Meteorological Center
Washington DC 20233
Aircraft data is vital for analysis and forecast purposes. Considerable effort has been spent on improving the receipt,
decoding, and quality control of aircraft data.
In December 1993, a new decoder was implemented into operations for aircraft data received on the Global
Telecommunications System. This new decoder can successfully process a wide variety of properly and improperly
formatted data. For reports at named locations or way-points, rather than at latitudes and longitudes, the decoder uses
a global dictionary of way-points as well as the country code from the communications bulletin header to decide on
the location of the data. A new global dictionary of way-points is received on a CD-ROM every 28 days from
Defense Mapping Agency and the Federal Aviation Administration sends new points every 56 days on magnetic tape.
These aircraft data are subject to a variety of quality control systems. Conventional aircraft reports can be reviewed
by a buman analyst who can examine the output from a track-checking code, as well as looking at display maps and-an
aircraft file that is sorted by the magnitude of wind increments relative to the model's forecast. With the help of these
diagnostics the analyst can force data to be purged or kept for the analyses. In addition, all meteorological data
including aircraft reports are then intercompared and quality-controlled by a software known as Optimal Interpolation
Quality Control. Automated aircraft data currently are not subject to track-checking, but it appears that a new version
of this software is needed as these reports can have various problems. Such automated reports that are observed to
frequently have problems are put on a reject list.
The aircraft decoding and quality control system is monitored in various ways, which allows system improvement.
In addition, feedback can be provided to airlines and data processing centers so that problems can be corrected.
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FIZ-C a Fast-Portahle Version of the CCC/GCM Climate Model Family

Jean-Pie"e Blanchel and Danie/Therrien
DipartemJIfll de physique, Universll4 du Qu4bec,) MonMa/,
Mon/r4al (Qulbec) R3C 3P8

During the last two years major efforts have been undertaken at UQAM to develop a regional versions of the
CCC/GCM climate model. As part of this work, a one dimensional version (FIZ-C) of the complete GCM's
physics has been made as a semi-prognostic climate model. Like its relatives MRC (Laprise, Caya) and FlZ-R
(Goyette), tbis column model is driven by pre-Qlculated GCM's dynamics tendencies au/at, av/at, aq/at, aTilt, a
In(p )/at) for its lateral boundary conditions, but it is fully independani to recalculate the whole GCM's physics .
This• scheme is designed to recalculate any geographical point of the globe for any time segment of the original
GCM's runs. It permits accessing all computed variables, to examine each of the 125 GCM routines in great
details, to analyse the interactions between processes, to improve the existing schemes and to develop oew
parameterization schemes. Because of its spatial limitation, FlZ-C is extremely efficient in CPU time (about 0.02 %
of GCM). For example, to compute one month of 2232 x 20 minutes time steps it takes about one minute on an HP
file server, and 00 a simple IBM-PC (386) the simulated to real time ratio is about 2400: I as compared to the typical
500: I for a full grid calculation of GCM on a Cray computer. This means that the computer availability is not
anymore a restriction for development of physical parameterization for GCM. The advantages of this approach are:
portability of the code to almost any computer, on a local server and fast turnaround time with the chief advantage
of sophisticated workstation's development tools and compatibility with the global GCM. FlZ-C may serve for
teaching and training purpose, allowing to interrogate climate sensitivity to local changes in the environment. It can
be useful for impact studies, environmental assessment and GCM experiment preparation .
UOAM Regional Climate Model: Diagnostics of a One Month Simulation

Daniel Coya, Renl Laprise, Michel Gigulre el Guy Bergeron
Dipartemen/ de physique, Universili du Qu4bec,) Monlrlal,

The primary tools for simulatiog climate are general circulation models (GCMs). These models include a complex
pbysics package that represeots tbe processes that are thought to be important in climate modelling. Unfortunately,
such complexity needed to make a valuable simulatioo of the large-scale features of global atmospheric circulation,
imposes a considerable load even on powerful super computer. Because of this important load, GCMs are limited
to relative coarse spatial resolution which is a strong limitation for these models to be used for regional-scale climate
study. A technique to overcome such a limitation, consists in nesting a high-resolution limited-area model in a GCM .
This leads to a high-resolution regional climate model (RCM) having its boundary conditions supplied by the GCM .
Sucb a RCM is currently under development at UQAM. The dynamics of this model is based on the Mesoscale
Compressible Community (MC2) model developed by scientists from the Cooperative Centre for Research in
Mesometeorology (CCRM) in Montreal while the physics is that of the second generation Canadian GCM.
Results from a month long integration of the RCM are presented. Boundary conditions for this integration were taken
from arcbived climatic run data of the Canadian Climate Centre GCM . Diagnostics of primary meteorological fields
from the RCM integration are compared with those from the GCM.
Spectral Analyses or Limited-Area Data Simulated hy a Regional Climate Model

Sandra Turner and Ren4 Laprise
Atmospheric Physics, Pllyslcs Deparrmen/, Universit4 du Qulbec') Montrlal
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The atmosphere often behaves as a turbulent fluid which, at certain scales, exhibits homogeneity and isotropy
properties. This feature results in the variance of atmospheric fields being distributed according to some power laws,
and these can be used to validate models against observations. The Regional Climate Model currently under
development at UQAM will be analysed in terms of its power spectra. Unprecedented high resolution will be achieved
in climate mode through the use of a limited-area model nested within a geoeral cireulation model.

Introduction d'une orhite elliptigue dans Ie modNe

de circulation g~nfrale canadien

Bertrand Denis et Nonnan McFarlane
Canndian Centre for Climate
ModeUing and Analysis
Afin de mieux representer Ie flux radiatif solaire incident au soounet de l'atmosphere (S), I'orbite cireulaire
couraounent utilise. dans Ie modele de cireulation generale du Canadian Centre for Climate Modelling and Analysis
(CCCMA) a ~e remplace par unc orbite elliptique. Bien que "excentricite de celte orbite nouvelle soit faible, les
variations de S qu'elle induit ( + /- 3.5%) ont potentiellemenl un impact non negligeable sur Ie clima! car c'est, par
Ie fait mdme, la source premi@re d'energi. du systeme qui en est affectec.
Les equations utilise.. decoulent de la loi des aires egates de Kepler et sont sollutionnees A I' aide d'une S<!rie
numerique (Berger et Loutre, 1993). En plus de moduler la constants solaire en fonction de 'Ia distance terre-soleil,
une orbite elliptique engendr-e aussi des saisons de longueurs ineesles. Pour dvaluer I'impact que celte nouvelle orbite
a sur Ie climat, les resultats de deux integrations de 10 ans sont comparees, soit Une integration avec une orbite
elliptique d'excentrieite1: = .016724 et I' autre avec une orbite eirculaire (1: = 0.0).

Le nouveau code informatique implante pourra etre utiliS<! aiS<!ment pour simuler des clima!s d'epoques anterieures
A la notre oa I'excentricite de "orbite ter-restre etait fort differente.
Ref:
McFarlane, N.A., 0 .1. Boer, I .-P. Blanchet et M. Lazare, 1992: The Canadian Climate Centre
second generation general cireulation model and its equilibrium climate, J. Climate,S, 1013-1044.
Berger, A., et Loutre, M.F, 1993: Precession Eccentricity, Obliquity, Insolation and Palcoclimates,
dans NATO ASI "Long Term Climatic Variation, Data and Modelling", Duplessy J.CI. (ed.).
Parameteri1,ation of Dynamical Sub-grid Scale Processes in a Spectral GeM

J .N. Koshy" & G.]. BotT

Canndian Climate Centre,
Downsview, Ontario
The resolution of general cireulation and other models is usually characterized by their grid spacing or spectral
truncation. In all models, some representation or parameterization of the effects of unresolved scales on those
explicitly resolved is reqUired. Global atmospheric analyses from several sources are used to infer the dynamical
effects of smaller borizontal scales on larger borizontal scales for Ibe purpose of parameterizing these interactions in
numerical models. The nonlinear interactions among scales are calculated in terms of a spectral decomposition on
the spbere. An empirical spectral interaction function (ElF) is obtained from data which, when applied 10 larger scales
(corresponding to resolved scales in a numerical model) reproduces the effects of small scales (corresponding to
unresolved, sub-grid scales in a numerical model) on these larger scales in the observational data.
The BIF takes small negative values at low wavenumbers, implying that interactions with the unresolved scales provide
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energy and eostrophy at these wavenumbers. It then becomes positive and increases sbarply toward the t~tion
wavenumber. In this way, it qualitatively (but not quantitatively) resembles the function proposed by Leith, obtained
in a very different fashion from two dimensional turbulence considerations. The ElF is height-dependent and differs
from the byperdiffusion often used in models and cb"racterized by operators of the fonn V21, since the latter are
inherently positive at aU wavenumbers (i.e. dissipate e,"ergy and enstrophy at aU scales) .
The effect of the ElF on the simulated climate of the Can.adian Climate Centre general cireulation model (CCC GCN I)

is investigated. A simulation with a restricted version of the function, for which the negative values axe set to zero,
is also examined. As expected, the results obtained using the fuU empirical function show increased levels of kinetic
energy at relatively small wavenumbers, where models hllve often been deficient. At wavenumbers near the truncation
limit, spectral slopes of kinetic energy and enstrophy are somewhat sbaUower tban expected from observational
analyses.
Results from a Ten-year AMIP Integrdtion Perfonned with the Canadian Global Spectral forecast Model

Be11UJrd Dugas and Harold Ritchie
Recherche en ptivision numtrique
Service de /'environnement atmospherique
Dorval, Qutbec, Canada H9P 1]3
Tel: (514) 421-4734, Fax: (514) 421-2106.
Along witb many other global modeUing centers, Re<:herche en prevision num"rique (RPN) is participating in the
Atmospheric Modellntereomparison Project (AMIP) which has been organized by the Program for Climate Model
Diagnostics and Intercomparison (PCMDI) at the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The basic purpose of
AMIP is to undertake a systematic intereomparison and validation of the performance of global atmospheric models
on seasonal and interannual time scales under as realistiic conditions as possible. The decade 1979-1988 was selected
as the AMIP test period for which PCMDI has supplied the sea-surface temper.ture and sea-ice dataset, which
essentiaUy provides a "perfect" ocean forcing. We present results from a first ten-year AMIP integration performed
with the RPN spectral forecast model. This version is run in a semi-Lagrangian configuration with a T63 spectral
resolution and 23 vertiClillevels. The model is otherwis<! nearly identical to the Canadian operational spectral fo recast
model. The standard intra-seasonal and inter-annual dia,gnostics of the model variability will be shown and compared
with the relevant analysis-derived fields.
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Mapping Circulation

OJ!

the Outer Continental Shelf

Keith R. Thompson and Dovid A. Griffin
Department of Oceanography
Dalhousie University
Subtidal currents on the outer Scotian Shelf are difficult to model. The problem stems from their short decorrelation
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scales (O(IOkm» and their sensitivity to forcing by the adjacent deep ocean and coastal trapped waves that propagate
through the region.
As part of a project to track cod larvae in the field, we have developed an operational assimilative model for
mapping flow on the outer continental shelf. In this tallc I will briefly outline the dynamics upon which our model
is based, and the main ideas behind the assimilation scheme. I will spend most of the talk on our assessment of the
true predictive skill of the assimilation model, clearly an important question to address given that the model is "driven"
by observations. I will also compare its predictive skill to that of simpler empirical schemes such as the use of tbe
"nearest neighbour" and linear interpolation of nearby observations.

Summer currents in Queen Charlotte Sound. British Columbia

William Crawford, Michael Fonnon, Patrick Cummins
Institute 0/ Ocean Sciences
P.O. Box 6000
Sidney, B.C.
Canada, VSL 4B2
We present evidence of previously unresolved oceanographic features in Queen Charlotte Sound and Hecate Strait
using data collected in the summer of 1990 and interpreted using two different numerical simulations of cunents.
Features include a strong, prevailing southward flow along the southeast coast of the Queen Charlotte islands and a
cold-water plume flowing to the open ocean from its origin in the shallows along the cast side of Hecate Strait. This
plume is associated with thermal features which are regularly observed in late summer in these waters. A persistent
outflow into the Pacific Ocean is. found within 20 Icm of Cape St. James at the southern tip of the Queen Charlotte
Islands. Although observations and numerical situations here show strong residual tidal currents, these currents appear
to form stationary eddies. The net outflow may be due to persistent density differences between Hecate Strait and
the open ocean.
In central Hecate Strait, to the north of this outflow, prevailing along-strait currents are weak and there is an east-west
interleaving of two water masses: warm water from the west side of the strait and cold water from the east side.

Forcing Field Assessment over Ocean Surface for Climatic Evolution of Ocean

M. Miyake
Air-Sea Research Ltd.
In the consideration of Global Change, the lack of historical data is always a major shortcoming in determining the
climate-time evolution itself. The data to determine the forcing field or the field to verify climate is missing in the
construction of a model (physics) to fill the gap of data to interpolate the time and space domain.

Therefore, for the design of the GLOBAL CLIMATE OBSERVATION SYSTEM, historical perspective and
prioritized resource deployment is essential.
The very sparsely distributed radio sonde field where the temperature, humidity and wind profiles are used in
constructing the global pressure height contours and its gradients is successfully used in assessing the potential vorticity
field and its change.
Analogous consideration is needed in assessing the ocean dynamics and its forcing field.
III
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Vertical Struclure of Currents on Ihe Northern Grand Bank: A View From A Bollom Mounled Acouslic
Doppler Current Profiler

C.L. Tang and D.}. Belliveau
Bed/ord InstiJutt o/Oceanogrnphy
Department 0/ Fisheries and Oceans
Dartmouth, N.S.
82Y4A2
Data obtained from a bottom mounted acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) deployed on the northern Grand Bank
for 70 days from mid-March to early July of 1990 were used to study the vertical structure of the currents. Good data
were obtained from seventy percent of the water column sampled by the instrument. Only data near the sea surface
were contaminated by the side lobes of the acoustic signals, and data close to the sea bottom bad large errors, possibly
caused by the extended transducer ringing due to a protective cover. To determine the vertical current structure In
different frequency band, a rotary spectral analysis and empirical orthogonal function analysis were performed. The
results sbow that tbe tidal and low-frequency (2 to 12 days) currents are predominantly barotropic with no significant
cbange int be vertical structure over the mooring period. The low-frequency currents had a stronger clockwise
component than counterclockwise component. The asymmetry of the rotary motion is attributed to more frequent
storms passage to the north of the ADCP site than to the south of the site. The Inertial motion has no baratropic mode.
The current structure is a two-layer flow with currents of similar magnitudes but opposite directions in the two layers.
Sucb a structure suggests direct forcing by moving storms. The time change of the structure over the mooring period
is consistent with this hypothesis.
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Niveaux d'o7.0ne el lien avec les facleurs melblrologigues au sile foreslier de Duchesnay. Bilan 1988 - 1991

Alain Robichaud
Mlnlstere dts Rtssources naturelles
Direction de I'environnement
930 Chemin Ste-Foy, 6 leme stage, Quebec, GIS 4XS
Dans Ie cadre d'un projet de recherche forestiere visant a etudicr Pimpact des stress envirOMementaux sur les
forestiers, quatre contaminants atmospMriques gaz.eux , soit I. monoxyd. et Ie dioxyde d'arote (NO,
N01) Ie dioxyde de soufre (SO,) et "orone (0,) , ont ete echantillonnes en continue, 11 la station foresti~re de
Ducbesnay, au cours de la periode 1988 a 1991. La station de mesure est localisee en milieu forestier, 11 environ
35 kilometres au nord-ouest de I'agglomeration urbaine de Quebec. Les resultats demontrent que les oxydes
d ' azote er de soufre ne sont presents qu'en tres faibles concentrations; Ie monoxyde d'azote presentant les plus
faibles concentrations. Par c~ntre, rozone, Ie contaminant observl! en plus forte concentration, aueint des niveaux
susceptibles d'endommager la vegetation. Les indices deposition calcules a Duchesnay pour ce polluant semble
indiquer un impact significatif sur la croissance des vegetaux lorsque les resultats sont compares 11 certaines etudes
effectuees en conditions contr6lees. Par ailleurs, les analyses presentees montrent qu'i l existe une forte association
ecosyst~mes
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entre les moyeon05 estivales d'ozone (Ier avril - 30 septembre), la frequence de dtlpassements de la norme horaire
provinciale et Ie type de situation mtlteorologique. Ceci suggere que les fluctuations d'ozone sont dtltermint!es
largement par 105 variations mtlteorologiqu05 et que Ie transport II longue distance est Ie pht!nomene dominant dans
I'apparition d'tlpisod05 par I'ozone 11 Duch05nay. La production photochimique locale nejoue aucun role apparent
dans I'occurrence de ces episodes. Dans I'ensemble, 105 resultats obtenus sont plut6t consistants avec un concept de
n!servoir tropospMrique d'ozone; les concentrations maxi males au niveau du sol sont alteintes 10rsqu'iI y. rabattement
au sol des contaminants prt!sents dans ce reservoir.
The Climatology or Regional Ozone Episodes in Eastern North America during 1980 to 1992

J .D. Fuente!, T.F. Donn', D. Yap', P. Summed and D ord'
'Environment Canada
'Ontario Ministry 0/ Environment and Energy
During the summer, eastern North America frequently experiences regional episodes of elevated ground-level ozone
concentrations. An ozone episode is defined as the simultaneous occurrence at several monitoring stations, covering
a spatial extent of several hundreds km', of ozone concentrations exceeding the Canadian I -h average maximum
acceptable objective of 82 parts per billion (Ppb) for several consecutive hours on each of one or more successive
days. Peak I -h ozone concentrations during episodes can reach up to 200 ppb at some Canadian sites, with maximum
recorded values at some U.S. stations of approximately 300 ppb . The Canadian region most seriously and frequently
affected by ozone episodes is southern Ontario and Quebec; Southern New Brunswick and Nova Scotia are affected
to a lesser extent. Analyses of 13 years of ozone data for eastern North America reveal two distinct ozone episode
types. Episodes affecting southern Ontario and Quebec typically originate in central U.s. south of tbe Great Lakes.
Their associated air masses progressively move northeasterly, with the ozone-rich plumes travelling along tbe most
abundant ozone precursor source regions in the U.S. These episodes are primarily associated with slowly moving
anticyclonic systems and within wann sectors of cyclonic systems which favour relatively cloud-free air masses, warm
air temperatures and south or southwesterly flows. These flow patterns place southern Ontario downwind of U.S.
source regions of ozone and its precursors. The second ozone episode type starts to develop in areas just west and
intensify east of the Appalachian mountains. The ozone-rich plumes travel along the eastern seaboard of the US and
into Atlantic Canada. The latter episodes often occur under the influence of warm sectors of cyclonic systems moving
south of the Great Lakes, and tend to last fewer days compared to the fonner episode type. In southern Ontario and
Quebec most episodes (60%) last only one day, but on rare occasions they can persist up to 8 successive days. On
average episodes last 4 consecutive hours in Canada, but they persist longer in the U.S. The spatial distribution of
ozone concentration and the diurnal variation at selected monitoring sites will be presented. Details of tbe climatology
of ozooe episodes and the associated synoptic class strati fications will be presented.
Caract~ris3tion

des concentrations d'ozone trooosphdrigue dans 13 rEgion de Montreal

Julie Dion, Enrico Torlaschi
Departement de Physique
Universite du Quebec A Montreal
Case postal. 8888, succ. Centre-ville
Montnal (Quebec)
H3C3P8
ttl: (514) 987-8946
Nous avoos pour but de decouvrir une signature iIIustrant la difference entre Ie comportement des cooceotratioos
d'ozone observees It certains sites urbains et ruraux. Ces signatures serviroot 11 detenniner Ie rayon d'action de
I'activitt! urbaine sur les concentrations rurales d'ozone. Pour ce faire, nous disposoos de doondes estivales moyenoes
(moyeones boraires) de concentrations d' ozone echantillonndes a toutes les heures. Ces donnees de surface
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proviennent de stations de mesures situl!es sur rile de Montr~l et ~ 10 campagne. L'anolyse spectral., oppliqu6e a
cos selries IemporeUes de concentrations d'ozone tropospbdrique. est faite 11 "aide de transfonnl!es discretes de Fourier.
De plus, diverses analyses statistiques viennent comp:ieter la caracterisation des concentrations urbaines et rurales
typiques. Des resultats preliminaires seront presentes pour chaque type de sites.
Separating Chemical Contribution from Surface DelDosition of
Airborne Ozone Fluxes in the San Joaquin Valley of Cglifornia

Y. Guo', R.L. De~ardinl, J.I. MacPherson' and P.H. Schuepp'
'Ce1llTe for Land and Biological Resources Research, Bldg. 74, Agriculture Canada, Ollawa, Ontario, Canada KIA
OC6
'Institute/or Aerospace Research, National Research Council, Ollawa, Ontario. Canada KIA OR6
'Dept. 0/ Renewabk Resources, Macdonald Campus of McGill Uni •. , Sle Anne..u-Belk.ue. Quebec. Canada H9X
3V9

The airborne near-surface ozone fluxes were found co mplex . due to the combined contributions from both surface

deposition and atmospheric chemistry. over the surfaces, of recenlly-cultivated bare soil, newly-cut hay. city and near
highway in the San Joaquin Valley of California (California Ozone Deposition Experiment. 1991). This study
explored a simple partitioning scheme by estimating the ozone surface deposition from a regression of mean ozone
flux as 0 function of greenness and evapotranspiratnon over optimally-irrigated vegetative surfaces. under the
assumption that flux residuals are caused by atmospheric chemistry. Subtracting the estimated ozone surface-uptake
from the airborne flux measurements, the atmospheric chemical contributions over the study areas are estimated. The
estimated chemical contributions over the surfaces of' recently-cultivated bare soil. newly-cut hay. city and near
bigbway are found more significant than tbe surfac" deposition in many cases. dominated primarily by ozone
destruction. The analysis chemical reactions suggest % that NO surpluses over the requirement of the photostationary
stale above these areas are mainly responsible for the ozo:ne destruction . These NO surpluses are believed to be linked
10 the strong NO emissions from the surfaces.

Isoprene and Monoterpenes Within and above a Deciduous Forest

D. Wang, J.D. Fuentes, G. den Hartog, R.H. Neumann, T.F. Dann and K.J. Puckell
Environment Canada
Plants release hydrocarixm compounds into the atmosphere in significant amounts. Some hydrocarbons can contribute
10 oxidant formation in the lower troposphere. Therefo.re. it is important to characterize their source and understand
their spatial and temporal distribution. Measurements taken at a deciduous forest in Camp Borden. Ontario during
tbe 1993 growing sea-son revealed that isoprene and the monoterpenes of 0: -pinene and 6-pinene were the most
abundant phytogenic cbemical species in the ambie,nt air. Prior to leaf-bud break during spring, ambient
concentrations above the forest were barely above instruroent detection limit but progressively increased witb growing
season. Peak isoprene concentrations reached nearly 1,0 parts per billion (Ppbv) during mid-,growing season while
maximum monoterpene concentrations attained close to 2 ppbv. Both isoprene and monoterpene concentrations
exhibited discernible and marked diurnal variations. lsop.rene concentratios were highest during mid-afternoon, which
coincided with maximum solar radiation and ambient t"mperature levels. and lowest during nighttime. Conversely.
monoterpenes reached minimum and maximum con",.ntrations during mid-afternoon and evening, respectively.
Maximum monoterpene emissions nonnaIly occur throughout the day. with maximum emissions supposedly happening
during mid-day. Thus the mid-day. measured minimum ambient monoterpene concentrations likely resulted due to
photochemical destruction, and bigh nighttime values arose as a consequence of less chemical sink and increased
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atmospheric stability and bence less diffusion. Significant isoprene concentration gradients existed between the forest
crown and two canopy heights above the ground. Gradient measurements indicated that canopy isoprene fluxes can
be reliably estimated using gradient diffusion and similarity theory (Gillespie et al. 1994). Isoprene emissions were
measured by enclosing brancbes of aspen trees using gas exchange systems and gas chromatography. Isoprene
emissions depended on foliage ontogeny, tree species and environmental factors sucb as foliage temperature and
intercepted photosynthetically active radiation. For instance, young « 1 month old) aspen leaves released
approximately 100 times less isoprene than mature (> 3 months old) leaves.

Gradient-based Measurements of Isoprene Fluxes above a Forest Compared with Simultaneous Branch
Measurements in a Cuvette

T.J. Gillespu and S. Lin
Unlversily of Guelph

J. Fuentes, G. den Harlog, H. Neumann & D. Wang
Environment Canada
H. Niki
York Unlversily.

Biogenic volatile organic compounds (VOCS) emitted by vegetation are involved in tropospheric orone formation.
Therefore, knowledge of source strenglhs of biogenic VOC emissions, relative to anlhropogenic sources, is essential
10 assess strategies for curtailing tropospheric orone in Ihe Windsor-Quebec corridor. Total canopy emission of
isoprene (CSH8), which is released by several common tree species and participates strongly in the formation of orone
in the presence of NOx, was eslimated by a flux-gradient technique. Emissions of isoprene from portions of branches
of high-emitting species in Ihe forest were simultaneously observed with a cuvelle technique.
Isoprene samples were collected in stainless sleel canislers over half-hour periods al the 25 m and 35 m levels above
a mainly deciduous forest of canopy height 20 m at Borden, Ontario. Exchange coefficients (K) for the 25-35 m layer
were computed from micrometeorological data taken on the same tower, and the isoprene flux (FI) was calculated
from:
FI - K (CI25 - CI3S), where CI is the isoprene concentralion.
A strong diurnal trend was observed in the data, with no detectable emissions in the dark and maximum mid-day
emissions near 0.4 g m-2 s-l.
Another eslimate of total canopy isoprene emissions can be computed by combining the cuvette data with knowledge
of the light and temperature profiles througb the tree canopy, and the species composition of the forest. Such a
method has the advantage of allowing emission estimates at various times and locations to be made from microclimatic
data. This presentation will include a comparison of these two methods for estimating voc fluxes from the forest.
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Rick Jones
Chief, implementation and Operationol Services Division Canadian Meteorological Centre
2121 Trans-Canada Service Rd
Dorval, P.Q
H9PU3
At the Canadian Meteorological Ceotre a set of operational runs are executed daily on a host of computers including
the NEC SX3-44 and several front end UNIX computers. Output from these runs consists of bulletins and charts
which are distributed through the natio,)al communication system. and GRIB files which are binary messages of model
grid points that are sent to many offices via a WAN.
The presentation will consist of a brief description of the computers in place and of the operational runs and
models that are currently run. There will be a description of the model output that is currently available.
Finally there will be mention of future plans for the improvement to the operational runs.

Recent Developments with the Operational Regional Forecast System

J. Mailhot', R. Sarra:jn', B. Bilodeau', N. Brunet', A. Methot' and G. Pellerin'
'Recherche en Prevision Numerique
'Canadian Meteorological Centre
Atmospheric Environment Service
Dorval, Quebec, Canada H9P U3
00 3 November 1991 a new higher-resolution version of the regional forecast system was implemented into operations
by CMC. The changes include modifications to the regional data assimilation system and to the regional finite-element
(RFE) forecast model. The main features of the new version of the RFE model include an increase in resolution from
100 Ian to 50 km and to 25 sigma levels in the vertical. The new RFE model also includes an improved physics
package. notably for condensation and radiation processes. An overview of this new version of the operational system
and some typical performance statistics and case studies will be reviewed at the conference.
The presentation will also highlight the current work underway to develop even higher-resolution version of the
regional forecast system. In order to further improve the regional numerical guidance. work is in progress to set up
an experimental mesoscale operational run (25 km) with the RFF model where the high-resolution window of the
model could focus on a particular Canadian region each day on a "storm-of-the-day" basis. This experimental run
would also serve to test more advanced parameterization schemes (predictive cloud water content. mesoscale
convection scheme.... ). Results from this experimental run will be presented.
A Framework for Operational Forecast Verification

R. VelTtt, G. Babin and S.Payer
Development Branch
Canadian Meteorological Centre
N. Bargerie and C. I.e Bot
Meteo-France
Toulouse, France
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Most forecast verification systems are faced with the problem a defining the truth against which the operational
forecasts are going to be verified. A new system has been designed at the Canadian Meteorological Ceotre to solve
that specific problem for the verification of public forecasts. All available surface observations, synoptic, hourly and
supplementary aviation observations are used to creale a truth file at a set of stations. The truth file is basically a
matrix which includes aU observed weather elements with a time resolution of one hour, taking into account the special
observations produced at non standard times. The weather elements are cross-<:hecked between themselves to validate
the observations and thus create the truth. For instance, the temperature observations available at each hour, are
cross-referenced against the maximum/minimum temperatures reported in the synoptic observations, to establish the
true maximum/minimum temperatures 00 a local time window and to identify inverse temperature trends. Similar
treatment is dooe to assess occurrences of precipitation. It will be possible in the future to combine in space and time
tbe trutb matrices created at the stations to create verifying matrices valid over an area, that can be matched with
regional forecasts.
on tbe other hand, a similar set of matrices are generated from the forecasts. In order to do so, the forecasts must
be in a format that can be easily processed by the system such as the format used internally within interactive
computer forecast generation systems. The forecast matrices and the truth matrices can then be compared and the
validity and skill of the forecasts assessed.
The verificatioo system is flexible enough to be used to verify specific eveots, or eveots that meet specific thresbold
criteria. It can verify any weather element that can be forecast and observed. It can provide answers to the
managemeot question of how good the forecasts are at the national or regional levels. It can also belp to find ways
to improve the forecasts within a regional office and on an individual basis. A graphical interface will be developed
so that the verification system can be used efficiently to answer the meteorologists' needs.
The design of the system will be explained and examples of national verification results will be presented.

Combining Lightning and Radar Data to Study Quasistationary Thunderstorms

Stephen Clodman
Atmospheric Environment Service
Downsview, Ontario
We have identified a type of quasistationary thunderstorm, quite COmmon near the southern Great Lakes, whicb can
produce very high lightning flash density and rainfall (450 mm in one case). Lightning and upper air data were used
to describe these storms and to propose forecast rules. Our new study adds radar data at both high and low levels.
We hypothesize that the causes of strong cloud growth, electrical charge separation, and rainfall are closely linked,
and therefore tbe lightning and radar signals of the storm are close together in time and place. To test this, the
locations and start-end times of several of these storms are measured by lightning detector, rain gauge, and radar, and
then compared. Also the formation of these storms seems to be linked to convergence lines formed by lake winds,
among other causes. The storms tend to start in particular places near the lakes when there is evidence of lake breezes
or other lake winds. This study gives a demonstration for Canadian use of the techniques of combining lightning and
rainfall data in thunderstonn study.

Helicity
G. DeSlluteiS and R. Verret

Development Branch
Catuulilln Meteorological Centre
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M. uduc
Ontario Weather Cenln
In the Sununer 1993 the Canadian Meleorological Centre has added forecasl helicily charts in Ihe operalional Summer
Severe wealher package. The inleresl in helicilY came from sludies done in Ibe Uniled Slates which established a
relalionship belween Ihe magnirude of Ihe helicily and Ihe inlensily of Ihe lomadic aClivily. Srudies have also
eslablished thaI helicily as a forecasl parameter has meaning only when Ihunderslorms are present or are e.peeled 10
develop. On average, an increase in helicily begins 110 develop in Ihe afternoon and reaches a ma.imum in Ihe
evening.

The helicily in Ihe Summer Severe Wealher package is calculaled from the Regional model forecasl wind vertical
profile or hodograph over a layer e.lending from the 51urface up 10 Ihe nearesl sigma level alar above 3 km above
the ground according to the following equalion:
H

= E(U,,·t1 Vn - UnVn+l) + I>V-C, - I>U-CY

where H is the helicily, U and V are the u- and componenls of th~ wind on the sigma level n, I>U and I> V are Ihe
u- and v- component of the wind' shear over Ihe layer and C• and C y are the storm molion vector components.

The sununalion is done over the sigma levels in the coll:lmn .

The calculalion uses Ibe wind forecasts at all the sigma levels in the layer. The calculated helicity is normalized
over the depth of the column. The storm motion vector is estimated by using 75 percent of the mean wind speed
in the layer from 850 to 300 hPa and by adjusting the, direction of the mean wind 30 degrees to the right. Tolal
wind speed and u- and v- components are averaged "'parately, and the averaged u- and v- components are used
solely to derive an average wind direction for Ihe layer.
In one instance, the Onlario Weather Centre used the helicity chart as one important element amongst others in the
decision of issuing a Tornado warning that verified correctly. This case study will be presented.

Ageostroohic Circulations and their Impacl on Cyclone Develonmenl

Piern Bourgouln (ABS) and Peler Zwack (UQAM)
At Ihe synoptic and meso-alpha scales, the atmosphere is generally in a slate of "balance". For a uniform, steadystate pressure gradient, this balanced slale is geoslrophic. Since Ihe pressure gradient varies bolh in space and
time, the balanced slate, although close to, is nol geoslrophic. This presenlation will show how it is possible 10
isolate the ageostrophic winds produced by various processes relaled to lemporal and spalial vanalions of the wind
and the pressure gradient: vorticity and Ihermal advection, latent heat release, sensible heat transfer, elc. The
effects of these circulations on different meteorological fields will be also assessed. Finally, the impact of the
ageostrophic circulalions produced by jel-slreaks on developping cyclones will be discussed.
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Stability Chamcteristi cs for Isolated and Coupled fronts over a Sloping Bottom

Gordon E. Swaters
Applied Mathematics Institute
University of A/bena
Edmonton. Alberta
T6G2GJ

We apply a recently developed theory (Swaters. Phil. TraIlS R. Soc. Lond. A 345, 295-325, 1993) describing
the dynamics of surface intensified flows with large amplitude isopycnal deflections to the problem of determining
the baroclinic instability characteristics of isolated and coupled fronts over a sloping bottom.
A Hamiltonian Weak-Wave Model for Shallow-Water Flow

Theodore G. Shepherd
Department of Physics, University of Toronto

The problem of small Rossby number vortical motion interacting with weak gravity waves is a fundamental
one in geophysical fluid dynamics, encompassing such issues as nonlinear geostrophic adjustment and unbalanced
(fast) instability of balanced flows. The simplest dynamical model that includes the relevant effects is shallow-water
flow. However, the shallow-water equations have a number of features which make theoretical analysis difficult.
To overcome this. an approximate model is sought which is the minimal model admitting both linear gravity waves
and nonlinear vortical motion .
In making such an approximation. the Hamiltonian structure of the model should be retained if possible
because it reflects the underlying symmetries of the problem, which are connected to such important conservation
laws as energy, momentum. and potential vorticity. To this end. a systematic Hamiltonian derivation of a minimal
weak-wave model is presented. based on three assumptions: (i) small Rossby number; (ii) a timescale separation
between the vortical and the gravity-wave (divergent) motion; (iii) the amplitude of the gravity-wave motion is much
smaller than that of the vortical motion. The resulting model has a quadratic Hamiltonian, and appears to be the
simplest Hamiltonian system aUowing vorticallgravity-wave intemctions.
Slaving Principles and Balanced DYnamics for Stmtified Flows

Oxino Bokhove
Department of Physics
University of Toronto
60 St. George Street
Toronto, Ontario, MSS JA7

The quasi-geostrophic equations are the best-known example of balanced equations. based on the approximate
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balance between the Coriolis force and the pressure gradient. They are devoid of high-frequency waves and
describe the slow-time behaviour of large-scale flows in the atmosphere and oceans in tbe extratropical tropospbere.
Their limited accuracy bas stimulated the search for more accurate balanced models. Warn et al. (1994) bave shown
that the conventional Rossby-number expansion breaks down, but that this breakdown can be circumvented througb
a systematic, modified perturbation procedure based on a slaving principle.
Tbe slaving principle entails that the "fast" variables associated with tbe fast modes of the system are assumed
to be dependent on variables that bave a 'slow" component in the linearized case. Hence, the tendency or
predictive equations for tbe fast variables become diagnostic or "superbalance" equations. The resulting
slaving manifold may be approximated by an asymptotic series expansion of the fast variables. Alternatively,
approximate solutions of the superbalance equations can be obtained by iteration. The leading-order balanced
models in a Rossby-number expansion always lead to the quasi-geostropic equations. Higher order balanced
models for nearly geostropbic flows based on the slaving principle will be derived for stratified flows and
compared with other bigher-order balanced models.
Warn. T., Bokhove, 0., Shepherd, T.G. and Valbs, G. 1994 Rossby-number expansions, slaving principles,
and balance dynamics. Manuscript available from the authors.
Rossby-Number Expansions. Slaving Principles and Balance Dynamics

T. Warn

Department of Atmospheric and Oceanic Sciences
McGill University
805 Shelvrooke Street St
Montreal, Quebec H3A 2K6
It is argued tbat the conventional Rossby-number expansion for rapidly rotating fluid systems is secular for
all but tbe simplest flows, in the sense that higher order terms in the expansion grow exponentially on average,
and that at moderate values of the Rossby number the expansion is, at best, useful only for times of the order
of tbe doubling times of the instabilities of the underlying quasi-geostrophic dynamics. Similar arguments
apply to a wide class of problems involving a small parameter and sufficiently complex zeroth order dynamics.
A modified procedure, whicb Involves expanding only the fast modes of the system, is proposed and used to
construct higher order balance approximations of the shallow water equations. The procedure, which is
systematic and capable. at least in principle, of being carried to any order, is a special case of the bounded
derivative method for whicb the balance equations involve only linear inversions. There is a large class of
reduced systems associated with various choices for the slow variables. but the simplest one appears to be that
based on potential vorticity.

Piecewise Linear Flow Profiles In Quasigeostrophic Stability Theory

Murray D. MacKay and G. W. Kent Moore
University of Toronto,
Toronto, Ontario
Piecewise linear flow profiles have been used in studies of hydrodynamic stability for more than 100 years.
Sucb profiles can considerably simplify mathematical analysis and much insight into the dynamics of continuous
flows bas been gained by their employ. The approach is to solve the appropriate governing equation (eg. Rayleigh,
Taylor-Goldstein etc.) separately in layers and to match solutions at interfaces by asserting continuity of pressure
(a dynamic constraint) and normal velocity (a kinematic constraint). Generally solutions are simple analytic functions
and a straightforward dispersion relation results.
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The method dates back to Kelvin's (1871) classic analysis of a stratified shear layer, and since then numerous
authors have taken this approach. Nevertheless, there are well known problems with Kelvin's metbod that
occasionally arise: in particular, discrepancies in the stability characteristics of piecewise linear flow profiles
and the continuous profiles they are supposed to represent. These generally manifest themselves as the
generation of spurious modes, or the failure to produce all of the unstable modes.
Given the lone history and relative success of broken flow profiles in hydrodynamics, it is not surprising that
some authors have tried to adapt their use to the problem of atmospheric baroclinic instability . This is
typically accomplisbed by suitably modifying the Eady problem; ie. by solving the quasigeostrophic potential
vorticity equation in layers and matching solutions at interfaces. Such an approach, however, violates tbe
assumptions under which the equation was derived and is thus formally disallowed. This fact, while not new,
is apparently not discussed in the literature. The purpose of this talk is to clarify which flow profiles are
allowable in Q.G. stability theory, and to discuss any discrepancies in results for these profiles witb some
common piecewise linear profiles.

Wave-Activity and Stability Diagnostics for Semi::!!eostrnphic Theory

Paul J. Kushner and TheodoTt G. Shepherd
Department of Physics, University of Toronto
60 St. George St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M5S fA 7.
Phone: (416)-978-2706. FAX: (416)-978-8905
We derive semi-geostrophic (SG) pseudomomentum and pseudoenergy invariants and use them to obtain the
following:
(i)

a wave, mean-flow interaction theorem consisting of generalized Eliassen-Palm flux diagnostics, an
elliptic equation for the stream function tendency, and a non-acceleration theorem, all analogous to
their quasi-geostrophic (QG) forms;

(ii)

a finite-amplitude local flux law for the pseudomomentum, and a small-amplitude flux law for the
pseudoenergy, both of which obey the group-velocity property in the WKB limit;

(iii)

linear and nonlinear generalized Charney-Stern theorems for perturbations to parallel flows, based
on the pseudomomentum; and

(iv)

a linear stability theorem for perturbations to steady flows, analogous to the QG form of Arnold's
(1966) "First Theorem.

We also show, using the method of Ehassen (1983) and Magnusdouir and Schubert (1990) that
(v)

the linear Charney-Stem theorem of (iii) can be generalized to apply to zonal flows along zonal
topography of arbitrary amplitude relative to the scale height.

The second-oroer invariants are constructed using a variational principle in a similar manner to the QC calculations,
as found in Mcintyre and Shepherd (1987). Such an approach is possible when the equations of motion under the
geostrophic momentum approximation axe transformed to isentropic and geostrophic coordinates (IGC), in which
vertical and geostrophic advection tentlS are no longer explicit. The invariants arise naturally from tbe symmetries
of the Hamiltonian structure of SG (Salmon 1985, Roulstone and Norbury 1993). We avoid use of the so-called
'massless layer' approach to the modelling of isentropic gradients at the lower boundary, preferring instead explicitly
to incorporate boundary contributions in the wave activity and stability diagnostics. This way the analogy with
quasi-geostrophy is most transparent.
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Tbe results bold for botb the f-plane, Boussinesq form of SG, as found in Hoskins (1975), as well as the b-plane,
compressible system of Magnusdottir and Schubert (1990). In the limit of small Rossby number, the diagnostics
reduce to tbeir respective QG forms. Novel features particular to SG include tilting effects on Rossby wave
propagation due to thermal wind terms in (i) and (ii), and apparently unnoticed lateral boundary stability criteria in
(iii) and (v). It is hoped that !he diagnostics, in particular their b-plane form, will prove useful in analysing synoptic
to large-scale flow regimes where QG scaling is no longer valid but where slow motion nonetheless dominates.
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Assessment of the Inleractions between the Slow Transients and
the Synoptic-Scale Eddies in a T32 General Circulation Mode!

Jlan Sheng
Canadian Cli11lJJte Centre, Victoria, B. C.
Tbe interactions between low-frequency transients and synoptic-scale eddies are investigated for tbe Northern
Hemispbere winter. The analysis is performed on a IO-year integration of the Canadian Climate Centre
general circulation model (CCC GCM). The model has ten vertical levels and a T32 horiwntal resolution.
Observed SST for 1978-1987 is specified as the bottom boundary, condition. To facilitate comparisons, an
identical calculation is performed on the observed data prepared by ECMWF for the same period.
The observed mean beigbt tendency due to the vorticity flux of the synoptic-scale eddies shows a dipole
structure in both Pacific and Atlantic sectors. These patterns, oriented in the northwest-southeast direction,
tend to enhance the westerlies in the eastern Pacific and eastern Atlantic and extend the jets eastward, if other
forcing can be neglected.
Height tendency calculated from the CCC GCM compares well with the observations in terms of spatial
distribution but the amplitude accounts only one half of that calculated from the ECMWF data. The standard
deviation of the low-frequency height field is also well simulated by the model, except the amplitude is roughly
30% weaker. High values of low-frequency activities are located along the 55N latitude, with centres of
maximum in the eastern Pacific, eastern Atlantic and the Hudson Bay.
To determine the phase relationship between the slow transients and the synoptic-scale eddy forcing, the lag
correlation coefficients between tbe low-pass filtered height field and the height tendency due to the synoptic-scale
eddy forcing have been calculated. A positive time lag is defined as that the phase of the forcing is leading that of
tbe height. The maximum positive correlation appears at positive one-day lag in observed case and at zero lag in
simulated. The very small time lags indicate that the slow transients and their synoptic scale forcing are almost in
phase with each other. The geographic distributions of the observed and simulated correlations are also very similar:
a zone of positively correlated area in the mid latitudes, between 40N and 60N, and maximum values found in tbe
eastern Pacific and eastern Atlantic. The model calculation seems to show a slightly stronger correlation and better
defined regional centres.
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Quality Analysis of the SRB Data; An fnten:omparisof\ of Two Satellite-based Products

ZhanqingU
Canada Centre fOT Remote Sensing
588 Booth Street
Ottawa, Ontario, KIA OY7
Surface radiation budget (SRB) is important for climal" studies. Unfortunately, large differences exist among
the state-of-art estimates of the SRB that are obtained from surface observation, satellite estimation and GCM
simulation, The maximum discrepancy is about ten times the radiative effect of doubling CO2! In order to
provide the modeUers with a creditable data set of the SRB, quality analysis of two satellite-based products
is conducted. One is developed from the Earth Radiation Budget Experiment (ERBE) data using the algorithm
of Li et al (referred to as ERBE/SRB). The other is the WCRP SRB product that is generated by applying
the algorithm of Pinker and Laszlo to the ISCCP data (referred to as [SCCP/SRB). The global annual means
of surface net solar radiation obtained from the two products differ by more than 10 Wm·2. Regional differences
range from 30 to more than 100 Wm·2 . In principle, the differences arise from input data and algorithm. To
separate the two contributions, the algorithm of Li is . ,pplied to the ISeep data. The resUlting SRB data are
subtracted from both the ERBE/SRB and the ISCCP/SRIB data. The former differences are solely due to the use
of different input data, whereas the latter differences main.ly result from different algorithms. It is found that large
regional differences are mainly asscciated with one of the input parameters, namely, planetary albedo. Most of the
differences in planetary albedo between ERBE and [SeCp can be attributed to the problems associated with angular
and spectral corrections for the Iscep data. On the other hand, use of different algorithms leads to systematic
discrepancies. Comparison of the two algorithms reveals that the systematic discrepancies can be accounted for by
different methods used to compute water vapour absorption, The algorithm of Pinker and Laszlo employs the Lacis
and Hansen parameterization which is proven to signific~ntly underestimate water vapour absorption.

Bidirectional Dependencies of AYHRR Renectance at IChannel 1 and 2 over Land Surfaces

Aisheng Wu and Zhanqillg U
Canada Centre fOT Remote Sensing
588 Booth Street
Ollawa, Ontario
Canada KIA OY7
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A VHRR data have been widely employed for meteorological and environmental studies. For most applications,
it is required that the measurements be independent of viewing geometry. The objective of this study is (I)
to examine the bidirectional reflectance distribution (BRD) of the visible and near infrared AVHRR measurements
made over a variety of land types; and (2) to establish some BRD functions (BRDF) to account for the angular
dependency. To do so, a AVHRR data set of 3 years produced from the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) is
obtained. The data used include daily I-km reflectance measurements at channel I and 2 made over 57 sites (20 X
20 km, for each site) in the United States and Canada from 1990 through 1992. Uniform sites representing barren,
grassland, deciduous and coniferous forest, and cropland are selected. As the study is restricted to clear sides, a
screening technique is applied to remove clouds. Observed top-of-atmosphere reflectance is analyzed as functions
of viewing angles for different types of surfaces. Extensive analysis of the BRD for whole growing season indicates
that BRD depends on wavelength band, land cover type, solar zenith angle, and vegetation growing condition which
could be accounted for by a vegetation index. The BRDF should therefore be developed as a function of" these
variables for a specific land cover type at each channel.

Observational Evidence of Average 3-D Cloud Effects From Satellite Measurements Over Ocean

N. Loeb and R. Davies
McGiU University
Despite many theoretical and observational studies that show the need to consider three-dimensional radiative
transfer in the analysis of individual cloud scenes, the conventional approach in dealing with cloud radiative
properties in radiation budget calculations, GeM's, and even in satellite retrievals is to use one-dimensional,
plane parallel radiative transfer models. This is justifiable only if the three-dimensional nature of clouds turns
out to be relatively unimportant when averaged over many actual cloud scenes.
We test this assumption by comparing the angular dependence in satellite-derived observations of the radiation
field with plane parallel calculations on a statistical basis. The observations used consist of a full year of
pixel-level data (S-8) from Earth Radiation Budget Satellite (ERBS) scanner measurements over ocean between
30 S and 30 N. Comparisons between the average mean observed and plane parallel radiance fields as well
as the underlying frequency distributions are performed. In order to examine the effect of cloud type on the
analysis, further comparisons are carried out by considering only observations from regions where clouds tend
to be predominantly stratiform or cumuli form in nature.
Results show that even when averaging over a large number of samples, 3-D cloud effects still have a significant
influence on the radiation field which is cloud type dependent. The implications of these results for cloud radiative
modeling in GCM's and remote sensing of cloud properties will be discussed.

Remote Sensing of Phytoplankton Pigments in the Gulf of SI. Lawrence. Canada: Spatial and Temporal
Variability

C. Fuentes-Yaco', A. F. Vezina', P. LArouche', C. Vigneau'
'Centre Octanographique de Rimouski
'lnstitut Maurice LAmontagne
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An analysis of 87 Coastal Zone Colour Scanner images of tbe Gulf of SI. Lawrence (GSL), allowed the identification
of phytoplankton pigments (Chlorophyll a and Pbaeopbytin) spatio-temporal patterns. The images were taken
during tbe tbree open water seasons (1979-81). The image processing included: 1) tbe radiometric corrections, 2)
tbe pigments calculations, and 3) tbe geometric corrections. Corrections for aerosol scattering was done using an
iterative approach by selecting interactively the optimum Angstrom coefficient for each of the three visible channels.
Results show the presence of a bloom occurring in tbe spring (April-May), and fall (August-September) seasons,
wbile lower pigment values are found in tbe summer (June-July). Principal Component Analysis (PCA) for the three
seasons confirms the presence of mesoscale spatial patterns in the GSL. The spring bloom is stronger in the
northwestern and estuarine regions. Moderate pigment concentrations are found in tbe Magdalen Islands sbelf, and
the Nortbeastern GSL is characterised by low values. During the fall season, a second bloom is observed, principally in
the westem-eentral regions. Interchange of surface water with the Atlantic Ocean seems to occur through the Cabot Strail.
The observed spatial distribution of pigments appears to be linked with known physical processes. The Gaspe Current
is the region with the highest pigment concentration. High values are also found in the northwestern region, whicb
correspond to a wind induced upwelling area. The northeastern regions are generally thought of as a downwelling region
which could explain the low pigment concentrations found, though, occasionally high pigment values are detected in this
area and may be important to the regional biological productivity. The results agree with previous shipboard observations,
and suggest a non homogeneity of the biological system. The phytoplankton pigments seasonal cycle appears to cbange
in relation to the local physical characteristics and nutrients disponsibility. These results can now be used as a basis to
plan the next remote sensing studies on the phytoplankton pigments in the GSL using SeaWIFS data.

Observation of Gyre Circulation in the Labrador Sea from Goosat altimetry

G. Han and M. Ikeda
Physical and Chemical Sciences
Department of Fisheries and Oceans
Bedford Institute of Oceanography
Dartmouth, Nova Scotia
The Geosat altimeter data from about 60 repeat cycles of the Exact Repeat Mission (ERM) over the period November
1986 to September 1989 have been analyzed to show the annual basin·scale features of gyre circulation in tbe Labrador
Sea. Complex emperical orthogonal function (CEOF) analysis is used to extract spatial and temporal patterns of altimetric
sea....rface height anomalies. The analysis revealed that the first eigenmode had an annual variation of "" 3 cm amplitudes
increasing shoreward. Its phase patterns indicated positive heights in winter/spring propagating southeastward at
approximately 17 cm s' on the western side. On the eastern side the phase propagated northwestward at about 7 cm st.
Harmonic analysis of the across-track sea-surface slopes on the western side shows the annual cycles of amplitudes of
"" 2.5 x 10" ascending in winter/spring and descending in summer/fall toward the Labrador coast, consistently witb tbe
CEOF results.
The annual cycle of the across·track sea-surface slopes on the western Labrador Sea is consistent with the available
current meter data. Nevertheless, the observed altimetric features from the altimetric height anomalies cannot be
detected from those produced by a wind-driven barotropic model, implying that they might not be excited by wind
stress. Finally, the observed long-wavelength propagating waves on the western side are identified as the lowest
vertical mode of topographic Rossby waves, and thought to be generated by surface buoyancy flux.
Intelligent Information Processing for Electromagnetic Sensing of the Environment

Simon Haykin
McMaster University
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Hamilton, On/a rio, Canada
Typically. electromagnetic sensing of the environment involves the use of rather e.pensive pieces of microwave
bardware. For e.ample. the primary sensor may be a weather Doppler radar designed to identify the evolution
of a severe storm. Such an application may also involve the use of human observations and inputs from other
auxiliary sensors. The key question is how best to fully exploit the information gathered from the primary sensor
and other auxiliary data. The answer lies in the use of intelligent information processing. the important attributes
of which may be summarized as follows:
Nonlinearity
Adaptivity
Information preservation
Robustness
Fault tolerance
Attentional mechanism
Multisensor fusion
In this paper we expand on these issues. and also identify the roles of computing tools such as neural networks.
fuzzy logic. symbolic processing. and genetic algorithms in the implementation of an intelligent information
processing system applied to tbe electromagnetic sensing of the environment.
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Nwnerical Simulation or Extreme Sea-states Associated with Recent Inten.e Storms
in the Canadian Atlantic

Madhav Khandekar and Roop Lalbeharry
Atmospheric Environment Service
Environment Canada, Downsview, Ontario
During the last five years, the Canadian Atlantic .. perienced several intense weather storms which generated
•• treme sea-states with estimated maximum wave heights of 15m or more at several locations in the Scotian Shelf
and the Grand Banks region. Noteworthy among these storms were the Grand Banks storm of January 1991,
the Halloween storm of October 1991 and the 'Storm of the Century" of March 1993. These intense storms
produced hazardous wind and wave conditions during their passage in the Canadian Atlantic.
This paper discusses numerical simulation of sea-states associated with some of these storms using an operational
ocean wave model called CSOWM (Canadian Spectral Ocean Wave Model). The CSOWM operates on two
separate grids, one covering the northwest Atlantic and the other covering the northeast Pacific. For both these
grids a nested fine grid is designed covering the nearshore regions of the Canadian Atlantic as well as the
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Canadian Pacific. The computer code of the CSOWM is designed with several optional packages like coal"S<'
grid or coarse plus fine grid, deep-water physics or deep plus shallow-water physics and a first generation or
a third generation source-term algorithm.
The paper presents some of the simulation results of the extreme sea-states associated with these storms. The
results are further di.scussed in terms of the wave model physics and the accuracy of the wind fields that drive
the model.

Description of the Weather Network Database
Pierre Dionne

MitloMldia/11te Weather Network

M~tooMc!diafThe

Weather Network has developed " database system to process meteorological "spot-time
forecasts. Each forecast consist of a "weather or :sky" element, a 6-hour probability of precipitation and
specific-time temperature, wind speed and direction. Depending on the period of the day the forecasts will
range from 6 to 36 hours ahead. At each working session, the meteorologist will forecast for four periods:
morning, afternoon, evening and overnight. For tbe first tbree periods, tbe forecaster will overwrite the
forecasts done at the previous session. For the last I!",riod, he will overwrite a forecast produced from model
output statistics.
To avoid typing mistakes, a warning will tell the meteorologist if some forecast values are out of predetermined
limits. The system will eventually be updated to tell the meteorologist if he forecasts record values. The purely
statistical and man-made forecasts are both archived, this allow us to do verification and comparison of both
forecasts.
The forecasts are used to generate maps shown on T.V. and simple-text faxsheet used by radio announcer. The
whole system is relatively efficient. II allow a team of four meteorologists per shift to provide forecasts for
about 150 stations.
The Weatber Network also arcbive weatber observations and weather-related data such as road conditions. This
allow to have a large dataset to study bow weather and otber phenomenons correlate.
Hot Air Balloon Foreca.t Program at St. Louis_

Missl~uri

Joe Pedigo
uad FoTtcaster
WSFO, St. Louis, MO
Hot air ballooning has become one of the fastest growing sports in the United States. Specific forecasts for hot
air halloonists have been made for the St. Louis area since July 3. 1991. Detailed forecasts are prepared twice
daily by staff members at the National Weatber Service. This information is broadcast ten times daily by the
Fligbt Service Station on the FAA's Telephone Infonnation BrieflOg Service. This recorded message, updated
hourly, includes the latest surface observations, surfa.ce wind forecasts, geostrophic wind, boundary layer and
upper level wind forecasts, radar information, and an outlook for the next flying period (Le. "near sunset today,
near sunrise tomorrow"), witbin the forecaSl area of responsibility.
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The Hot Air Balloon Forecast bas become the most popular product the Flight Service issues, averaging 2000
to 2500 requests per month year-round. Since hot air balloonists are so vulnerable to meso and microscale
weather phenomena, the National Weather Service uses the latest computer outputs, wind profiler, and a host
of WSR-88D Doppler radar products (e.g. VAD wind profile) to construct site-specific forecast products whicb
are far superior to the current aviation tenninal forecasts.
This report will focus on the Hot Air Balloon program at WSFO
St. Louis. The overview will include: I) .. a verification of forecasts completed during 1992 and the first half of
1993, 2) .. how other NWS offices could participate in developing a similar program, and 3) .. provide directions
on how tbe National Weather Service and FAA's Flight Service could improve the joint venture of supplying
state-<>f-the-art information for the balloonists and the general aviation community across the nation.
Precipitatjon Type FOrecasting

G. Desautels and R. Verret
De.elopment Branch
Canadian Meteorological Centre
Four different algorithms for dynamic precipitation type forecasting are being examined. All these algorithms
use forecast parameters from the 50 km resolution Regional model, with 25 sigma levels in the vertical. The
winter months of 1994 have been selected for the test period. There are five possible precipitation types that
can be forecast with the algorithms considered: rain) rain and snow mixed, freezing rain, ice pellets and snow.
Only the grid points where the instantaneous model precipitation rate is above a specific threshold value are
considered for display. The precipitation type forecast at a station is generated by assigning the calculated
precipitation type at the nearest grid point.
Koclas's algorithm, which is currently operational at the Canadian Meteorological Centre, identifies the number of
times that the forecast vertical temperature profile crosses tbe zero degree Celsius line on the tephigram. The
precipitation type is assessed from the application of criteria on the forecast surface temperature and the thicknesses
of each warm (above zero Celsius) and cold (below zero Celsius) layers.
Bourgouin's algorithm uses criteria which depend on the structure of the forecast temperature profile and on
the amount of energy in each warm or cold layer to asses if the solid precipitation will melt in the warm layers
of if the liquid precipitation will freeze in the cold layers.
Baldwin-Contorno's algorithm requires a dew point spread of less than two degrees before estimating the
precipitation type. Similarly to Bourgouin's algorithm. it takes into account the energy of the warm and cold
layers, but calculated with respect to the wet bulb temperature.
Ramer's algorithm requires a relative humidity of 90 percent or more to define a layer in which precipitation
is originating. The precipitation in each warm or cold layer is then examined with respect to the wet bulb
temperature and the thickness of the layer to estimate the cumulative percentage of the precipitation that should
be solid. The total value of this cumulative percentage is used to identify the precipitation type.
Case studies will be presented. Preliminary results indicate that there is generally little differences between the
forecasts generated from these algorithms, except in the critical areas where the precipitation is changing from
liquid to solid.

SCRIBE
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R. Verret, G. Babin, D. Vigneux, J. Marcoux, J. Boulais, R. Parent, S. Payer
Development Branch
Canadian Meleorological Cenlre
SCRIBE is an interactive system for composition of meteorological forecasts. It can generate plain language
public forecast bulletins from weather element matrices available at a set of stations or sample points. The
matrices are prepared at a threehour time resolution. Upon reception of the matrices, the knowledge base
system processes the data to extract the ideas or concepts hidden behind the digital guidances. The knowledge
base system works through a domain space of rules to generate the concepts which are the results of a semantic
numerical analysis of the weather element matrices content. The concepts follow standards of codification tbat
provides a simpler way to display the content of the weather element matrices on tbe grapbical interface for
editing rather than displaying the raw numbers. Once the editing task is complete at the interface level, the
modified concept file is quality controlled before being fed to the knowledge base system again to generate the
plain language bulletin.
Tbe knowledge base system uses approximately 550 rules to generate the concepts. It can produce more than
40 precipitation concepts (rain, rain heavy at times ... ), including three types of concepts applicable to thunderstorms
(risk, possibility, a few) at up to three levels at the same time (ex.: rain and snow possibly mixed witb ice pellets).
It can also produce two types of concepts applicable to precipitation accumulation (liquid and frozen), six classes of
probability of precipitation concepts, 13 sky cover concepts (II stationary states and two evolving states), 14 classes
of wind speed witb eight directions, two types of visibility concepts (blowing snow and fog) and ten types of
maximum/minimum temperature concepts.
The knowledge base system uses approximately 850 rules to generate the plain language bulletins. Forward
chaining is normally used to query the rules although backward chaining is also possible depending on the
problem to be solved. The knowledge base system creates a basic sentence structure that can be matched into
different structures representing different semantics expressing the same content, following a case base reasoning
approach.
SCRIBE is being expanded to generate agriculture and marine forecasts. The capabilities of the system will be
demonstrated including the capability of generating different bulletin formats for the same forecast. The
adaptation of the graphical interface for marine forecasts is complete and will also be demonstrated.
Meteorological Perfonnance of the Canadian Glohal Spectral Forecast Model

Christiane Beaudoin and Harold Ritchie
Recherche en prevision numerique
Anne-Marie Leduc and Monique Loiselle
Canadum Meteorological Centre
Service de l'environnement a/mospherique
Dorval, Quebec, Canada H9P IJ3
Tel: (514) 421-4747, Fax: (514) 421-2106
In June 1993 the horizontal resolution of the global spectral model used for data assimilation and medium range
forecasts at the Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) was increased from a triangular 79-wave (T79) truncation
to a T119 truncation. At the same time significant modifications were introduced in the physical parameterizations;
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a Kuo-type scheme for deep convection, a new parameterization for shallow convection, more sophisticated solar and
infrared radiation schemes, and a new convective cloud cover parameterization. In this presentation we will review
the recent meteorological performance of the global forecasting system, including conventional scores, in order to
assess the impact of this implementation and to compare with forecasts produced by other centres. Experimental tenday forecasts have also been produced routinely with this version of the model. We will examine the evolution of
the forecast errors as a function of forecast length (from day 1 to day 10) in terms of conventional scores, as well
as the recently available 'anomaly correlation coefficient'. Further improvements to this model are also currently
being tested for a future implementation. Latest results will be presented at the Congress.
DERF Experiments with the Canadian Global Spectral Forecast Mode!

L. ufaivre (CMC), B. Dugas and H. Ritchie (RPN)
Service de I'environnement atmosphtrique
Dorval, Quebec, Canada H9P 1}3
Tel: (514) 421-4682, Fax: (514) 421-4600
The possibility of using numerical models for long range forecasting at the Canadian Meteorological Centre
first arose with the implementation of the global analysis and forecast system in 1991. A team has been formed
to work specifically on Dynamic Extended Range"Forecasts (DERF). The first objective was to evaluate if long
range runs (monthly to seasonal) of the operational forecast model can demonstrate any skill. Preliminary
results based on integrations for 1992 will be presented. The year 1992 was chosen mainly because its summer
(i.e. the months of June, July and August) was abnormal for Canada, with below normal temperatures registered
during the whole season. It was hoped that a signal of this magnitude could be detected by the model.
The configuration used is the same as the operational global forecast model, with the following modifications:
horizontal resolution reduced to spectral T63; slightly upgraded vertical resolution to 23 levels; physical
parameterization that includes variation of solar input during the integration and a more realistic balance
between infrared and solar radiation at the model top; and sea surface temperatures and ice cover that vary
during the course of the integration so that the anomalies observed during the month prior to the integration
are applied to the climatology of the forecast month. Comparisons of geopotential heights, i.e. monthly means
of analyses versus forecasts, demonstrate skill in the troposphere, and indicate a definite improvement over
climatology.
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Development of Relaxed Eddy-Accumulation Systems for
ApPlicatjon

Mea.~uring

Herbicide Volatili7.atjon After Fjeld

E. Pattey', P. Rachelle', R.L. Desjardinl, and A,J. Cessna'
J

Centre lor Land and Biologirol Resources Research, ReJearch Branch, AgriculJure Canada, Ottallla, Ontario

KlA OC6
'Regina Research Station, AgriculJure Canada, Regina, Saslcatchelllan S4P 3A2

The relaxed eddy-accumulation (REA) technique is a relatively new technique used to measure trace gas fluxes. It
expresses the covariance of the vertical wind speed (W) with the trace gas concentratiop as the product of an
empirical coefficient A, tbe standard deviation of W and the difference in the mean concentration of the trace gas
associated with updrafts and downdrafts. Its accuracy was recently evaluated as being excellent using CO, fluxes
measured by tb. eddy-rorrelation technique as a reference. The REA system for agrochemical flux measurements
is designed to accumulate air samples associated with updrafts and downdrafts at a constant flow rate in two traps
for later analysis of the mean concentration. It avoids the need of a fast-response sensor for measuring the trace gas,
required with the eddy correlation technique, by using fast- response valves. It requires only two samples to analyze
per period compared to the 4-6 samples of the aerodynamic-gradient technique. Two REA systems bave been
developed. The first one uses polyurethane foam plugs (PUF) as a trapping medium with a 60 L min-I flow rate.
The second system is based on mini-tubes (MT) filled with Tenax-TA resin, whicb requires flow rates in the 100
mL min-I range. The PUF medium needs to bave extraction and concentration adjustment before gas
cbromatograpby (Ge) analysis, while tbe MT support allows to analyze directly the entire sample by coupling a
thermodesorption unit to the GC. The first experiment was carried out for four days in fall 1992, to measure the
volatili2ation rates oftria1late and trifluralin witb both REA systems in order to determine if Tenax-TA could replace
the traditional PUF medium. The herbicides were not soil-incorporated as recommended so that a wider range
of volatilization rates could be studied. The flux pattern of both trapping systems was similar but tbe magnitude of
tbe peaks was slightly different, due to adsorption/desorption along the inlet tubing wall in the MT measuring
system. Cumulative fluxes agreed well for triallate (3 %). For trifluralin, a higber cumulative flux of 22 % was
obtained witb the MT measuring system. From this study, we concluded that the REA system using Tenax-TA
medium was promising for measuring agrochemical fluxes but that it required an improVed control system for
minimizing adsorption/desorption along the inlet tubing wall, since the collected amounts ofberbicides were mucb
smaller than in the PUF medium. The second experiment was carried out during summer 1993, to measure
volatilit.ation rate of metribuzin and metolachlor incorporated into tbe soil and trapped in MT. The berbicide fluxes
were about two orders of magnitude lower tban those measured in tbe first experiment. The performance of tbe REA
measuring system will be discussed.

Methane and Carbon Dioxide Fluxes From Poorly Drained Adjacent Cultivated and Fore;t Siles
R. Lessard, P. Rochttlt, E. Topp, E. Pattey and R.L. Desjardins
Ctntre lor Land and Biological Resources Research Rtsearch Branch, Agriculture CatUlihl, 01101110, Ontario

KiA OC6
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Methane and carbon dioxide fluxes at the soil surface were measured from April to November 1992 in Ottawa, on
adjacent cultivated (corn) and forest (temperate woodland) sites using closed chambers (ten chambers per site). The
objectives were to quantify the spatial and temporal variability of gas exchange rates, and to determine the effects
of soil temperature and moisture on the fluxes. On the forest soil, rates of CO, emissions and CH, uptake ranged
from 2.27 to 14.82 g m" d" and 0.04 to I.IO mg m" d", respectively. On the cultivated soil, the measured CO,
fluxes varied from 0.27 to 7.07 g m" d" while methane uptake ranged from 0 to O. I3 mg m" d". There was a
positive correlation between soil surface CO fluxes and soil temperature for the forest (R' = 0.74, s(Y) =
1.77 g m"'d") and the cultivated (R' = 0.48, sd') = 1.10 g m" d") sites. Temperature had little effect on methane
uptake by the forest soil suggesting that gas diffusion was rate limiting. This was further substantiated by the
observation that methane uptake showed a strong negative correlation with soil water content (R' = O. 79, s(Y) =
0.12 mg m" d"). The spatial variability for methane uptake in the forest soil was found to be much larger than that
previously observed for soil carbon dioxide production but is lower tban that reported for nitrous oxide production.
For fluxes larger than O. 15 mg m" d" , the number of sites necessary to estimate the average flux with a precision
of 10% (0< = 0.05) ranged from 7 to 452.
Computer-Based Quality Control Chet:ks for Auloslation Data

Henry Hayhoe, Douglas Balchin, Do.iLl McAndrew and John Wereschuk
CLBRR, Agriculture Canada, Ollawa, Ontario
Monitoring meteorological variables and soil temperatures at remole field locations using an electronic data logger
can provide valuable detailed information in real-time. Unfortunately, experience has shown that automated systems

can produce large amounts of totally erroneous data. These errors may go unnoticed when the data is used in near
real-time computer models for farm management decision support. Traditionally, data has been recorded manually,
which has provided for some quality checking. This meant that at least totally unrealistic values would be expected
to be identified and checked. It is important to build into automated data collection systems some computer-based
checks which indicate to potential users that the data is questionable. This is especially true for near real-time
applications. More detailed quality control and data massaging would be appropriate if the data were to be
incorporated in a climate archives. In this presentation we will give examples of soil temperature data collected at
remote field locations to illustrate the types of errOrs which can occur and the checks used to identify them. Flags
which identify data thai failed. test are stored with the data in a FOXPRO data base and can be made available with
the data. Computer counts of flags on a daily or hourly basis can be used to map areas of questionable data in a data
base.
Radiation Use Efficiency in Soybean (Glycine max (Ll Merr.l

P. Rochelle, R.L. Desjardins, E. Palley and R. Lessard
Centre/or lAnd and Biological Resources Research, Research Branch, Agriculture Canada
Plant growth is directly' related to the fraction of carbon fixed by photosynthesis thaI is converted into phytomass.
We report here the results of a study aiming at Ibe estimation of the net C02 exchange rates (Fc,c) of a soybean
crop over tbe growing season. Hourly values of Fc,c were estimated based on eddy correlalion measurements of
C02 fluxes above the canopy, on chamber measuremenls of C02 fluxes at the soil surface and on the assumption
that tbe root respiration can be computed as a fraction of daily photosynthesis. Mean daytime Fc,c varied between
0.67 and 0.83 mg m-'·' for a leaf area index (LAI) greater than I, with a maximum hourly value of 1.48 rug m"
"' . Absolute mean nighttime Fc,c were usually less than 20% of daytime values. Hourly Fc,c varied non-linearly
with intercepted photosynthetically aclive radialion (IPAR) . Daytime totals of Fc,c were calculated by summing up
hourly values estimated using non-linear relationships to verify if deviations from linearity for the instantaneous
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canopy fluxes result in a non-linear component in daily accumulation. Daily estimates of Fc,c obtained
from the non-linear equation varied curvilinearly witb (PAR. Moreover, the use of a linear equation induced an
average bias of + 1.17 g m-2d-I, caused by the more frequent occurreoce of low !PAR values during daytime. The
accuracy of the Fc,c estimates was evaluated by comparing the radiation-use efficiency calculated using Fe,c
estimates with radiation-use efficiency calculated using pbytomass accumulation. The agreement between the two
approacbes was within \0 % for LA! > 2 but calculated Fc,c overestimated radiation-use efficiency based 00
pbytomass accumulation for smaller LA!.

Soil Temperature frqljles under Conventional and Conservation Tillage from Latitude 4soN to Latitude SSON

B.L. Ma, L.M. Dwyer, R.N. Rayhoe, D. McAndrew
AgriculJure Canada, CEF, Ottawa, Ontario and Vegreville, Albena
Soil temperature varies with latitude, method of tillage and soil type. In this study, soil profile (5,20, SO, 100, ISO
cm) temperatures were measured on similar soils at Ottawa, Ontario and Vegreville, A!berta under conventional and
conservation tillage. They were compared for five different periods, corresponding approximately to spring preplanting, emergence/vegetative growth, grain fill, post-barvest, and over-winter. Soil temperature differences between
cODventional and conservation tillage were evident at the 5-cm and 20-cm depths. Conservation tillage tended to
reduce the diurnal amplitude in soil temperature at 5 and 20 cm depths, particularly during the early growing season.
Soil temperature at SO, 100 and ISO cm depths sbowed negligible diurnal fluctuation. The lag between an
increase or a decrease in air temperature and reflection of this change in soil temperature increased, and sensitivity
of soil temperature to the magnitude of tbe air temperature cbange decreased, witb soil depth. As a result, the
amplitude of seasonal soil temperature fluctuations decreased with soil depth. Soil profile temperatures were compared
between Ottawa and Vegreville, and implications for root growth and water and nutrient uptake at tbe different
latitudes were considered.

VEcoulement turbulent sjmule d'un. fortt en laboratoir.

Christian Trembla/, Monique Y. Leclerc', Peler Schuepp'
'Dipartemenl de physique, Universill du Quebec j} Monlria~ (Qulbec), H3C 3P8
'Macdonald Campus of McGUJ University, Sainle-Anne-de-BeUevue, (Quebec), R9X 3Y9
JYaleur gtn/rolemenl relrouvie pour I'lcoulemenl de I'air de Ia fOril.
La presence d'une foret produit, dans I'.tmosph~re au-dessus, des pbenom~nes intermittenls turbulenls que I'on appelle
Structures Coherentes. Les transports induits par celles-ci, de I. quantit6 de mouvement, de la chaleur, de I'bumidite,
du C02, vers Ie sol, ou vice versa, sont de I'ordre de 80%. Elles sont presentes environs 20% du temps. La
modelisation numerique de I'atmospbere utilise maintenant des grilles plus fmes qui deviennent done plus seosibles
aux conditions de surface. Commne une foret est rarement bomog~ne sur de tres grandes etendues, il devient
important de comprendre Ie pbeno~De sous differentes conditions de densite pour permettre une modelisation fid~le
lila reaJitt. Pour ce faire, nous avons utilise I'environnement partfaitement controle d' un tunnel bydraulique et d'uoe
maquelle de cylindre qui nous permet d'etudier les structures coherentes sans avoir les interferences d'uoe meteu
chaogeante d'une veritable foret et les inconvenienls de deplacer tout Ie materiel d'une foreta une autre. La maquette
utilise. nous donne une bonne representation d'un ecoulement de I'air dune foret. La turbulence gendree se dissipe
selon la pente spectrate de -5/3 que I'on retrouve dans la nature. Les param~tres de Vb lu· '" 3.0 (entre 2.5 et 5)',
zo/b '" 0.08 (0.01 a 0.2)' et dlh .. 0.8 (0.7 ±0.1)' sont respectes. Les structures coherentes genere.. sont tres
sensibles II la densite des diverses maquettes. L ' intensite de celles-ci decroit selon I'accroissement de I. densite. Les
paramMre de d, zo, u·, h seront donc les tennes impor= ts pour la modo!lisation des structures coherentes dans la
turbulence de la couche limi te.
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Tenninal DonDler Weather Radar Program status and System Characteristics

R. W. Meyer, J. G. Wieler
Weather Progmms
MS. 5-1-631

Raytheon Co.
528 Boston Post Road
Sudbury, MA 01776

The Terminal Doppler Weather Radar (fDWR) system, now being deployed by Raytheon Company for the Federal
Aviation Administration (FAA)', provides automatic detection of microbursts and low-level wind shear. Microburstinduced wind shear can result in a sudden, large change in airspeed which has had a disastrous effect on aircraft
performance during take off or landing. The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) has reported that between
1975 and 1985 there were 149 aircraft accidents, which resulted in more than 450 fatalities - all attributed to wind
shear. The second major function of TDWR is to improve air traffic management through forecasts of wind shifts,
precipitation and other weather hazards.
The TDWR System generates meteorological base data and windshear products and, through the timely detection and
reporting of hazardous wind shear, automatically prepares warning messages for air traffic controllers to relay to
pilots. These data are displayed to air traffic controllers in easy to interpret graphic and alphanumeric products. The
radar collects low altitude meteorological data and performs reliably in the terminal area environment characterized
by natural and man-made ground clutter. The TDWR design specifically addresses the extraction of weather
information in the presence of radar returns from severe ground ciutter.
The fully coherent, high-sensitivitylhigh-resolution design ensures the generation of high-quality meteorological data,
refractivity, velocity and spectrum width, which are critical for the automatic, low false-alarm operation of the
microburst and wind shear processing algorithms.
The program status, and system characteristics in the areas of: operating frequency, ground clutter suppression, system
stability, antenna sidelobes, sensitivity, and reliability, are presented

'Contract ATFAO\-89-C-OOOO2
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Spectral Sensing of Meteorological Parameters: Description of a Method and Results

Jean-Marc Thlriaull
DREV-Ik/ence Research Establishment Valcartier
P. O. Box 8800, Quibec, Canada, GOA lRO
Eleclromagnetic waves provide very powerful means for observing and measuring certain properties of the atmosphere.
As a complement to standard meteorological sensors and radiosondes, quantitative measurements of atmospheric state
parameters can be made remotely using both actives (Iidar, radar) or passive techniques (UV , visible, IR and
microwave radiometers). These techniques have many ioberent advantages over immersion measurements. They can
provide the volume integration of the variable being measured and thus is more representative of a region than are
point measurements. In maoy cases, the instrument does not have to be located directly in the region of interest.
Observation can be made in 3-D and in real time and finally the instrument can he controlled automatically and data
processed continuously. In recent years remote sensing has greatly extended the ability to observe the earth
atmosphere. In meteorology, the maoy possible applications have not been exhausted and further development seems
very promising.
At the Defence Research Establishment Vaicartier, a new metbod for the passive remote sensing of atmospheric
temperature and humidity profiles is currently under development, This method is based On the spectral measurement
of the IR radiation emitted by tbe atmosphere itself. The resulting emission spectrum is strongly modulated
by atmospheric state parameters. When measured at a sufficiently high resolution and over a wide spectral range the
emission spectrum can he properly inverted to retrieve temperature and humidity profiles and possibly information
00 clouds and aerosols. Prior to the implementation of this technique into an operational system, there are important
issues that remain to be investigated experimentally. With this intention, DREV has acquired a ground-based
spectrometer system referred to as the Double Beam Interferometer Bounder (OBIS). This sounder can accurately
measure the atmospheric emission with a high resolving power of approximately 5000 spectral elements in the IR
region from 3 to 20 pm. The purpose of this paper is to describe both theoretical and practical aspects of the DREV
sensing method and to report recent results. After a review of the basic concepts involved in remote sensing, the
experimental methodology developed for the spectral measurements of the atmosphere is presented. Then the
inversion method for the retrieval of temperature and humidity profiles is described and results are compared to
corresponding radiosonde data. Finally, a simple and computationaly fast technique for temperature profiling in the
boundary layer below 500 m is proposed.

Measurement of Extinction Coefficient in Fog. Rain and Snow using Forward Scatter Meters

D.L. Hull
Ik/ence Research Establishment Valcartier
P.O. Box 8800 Courcelelle, Qulbec, GOA lRO
and

COPL, Equipe I4ser et opt/que gUidlt
Ikp. Physique, Un/versitl Laval, Sle. Foy, Quibec, GIK 7P4
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Forward scatter meters (FSM) are used to determine the extinction coefficient of fog or haze hy measuring the light
scattered from a beam of near infrared light in the angular range of approximately 20· to 50·. The visibility can be
derived from the extinction using Koschmeider's law. Commercially available FSMs are usually calibrated
against a transmissometer to give the extinction during fog, conditions. By comparing FSM extinction measurements
to transmissometer derived extinction we show that multiple scattering effects may be signifieant when calibrating a
FSM. The amplitude of the angular scattering function of rain and snow is quite different than that of fog in the FSM
measurement range, therefore measurement of extinction during precipitation episodes requires calibration factors
different from that used for fog. We derive the calibration constants required to give the correct extinction during
rain and snow and show that they give more accurate extinction values through comparison with transmissometers.
On the use of Atmospheric Wind-profiler Radars in Aircraft Fightpath Planning

W.K. Hooking
Department of Physics
P&A Building
University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario N6A 3K7
A VHF atmospheric windprofiler has recently been completed at the University of Western Ontario in London,
Canada. This instrument can measure atmospheric wind velocities in the altitude range between 2 and 9 km with a
temporal resolution of 5 minutes, and an altitude resolution better than 0.5 km, in all weather conditions,
including clear air and cloudy. It can run unattended. It can also measure the strengths of atmospheric turbulence in
the same height region with similar resolution.
As such, radars of this type are ideally suited for use in the aviation industry. In this presentation, the potential of
using several of these instruments at strategic locations as an aid to flight planning is investigated. The Detailed
knowledge of the turbulence and wind fields afforded by these instruments can be applied to avoid regions of severe
turbulence and flight paths can be planned which enable aircraft to achieve wind-assisted passage and thereby reduce
fuel costs. These and other potential advantages of such radars will be outlined.
A Ouasi Operational Implementation of a Three Dimensional Wind Retrieval Algorithm from Single Doppler
Radar Observations

A.Ki/ambi, S. Loroche, I. ZawadzJd

J.S. Marshall Radar Observatory, McGill University
A variational method for the retrieval of a three dimensional wind field from single Doppler radar observations was
developed. The constraining numerical model is comprised of the conservation equation for reflectivity, the continuity
equation and a quasi-steady state for the wind field. The method minimizes a cost function defined as the difference
between the observations of radial velocity and the corresponding model variables, plus the residuals of the
conservation equation for reflectivity. The continuity equation is used as a strong constraint while the conservation
equation for reflectivity is used as a weak constraint.

An implementation of the above variational method in a Silicon Graphics Indigo system consists of a number of
parallel processes which collect the McGill Radar volumetric reflectivity and Doppler observations from the front end
Doppler processor and prepare a stack of CAPP is at user selected spatial resolution. The user can then ~Iect a
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subarea from these CAPPls (in real time or from tape archives) and display the retrieved 3-D wind field in the
subarea al selected height levels. This software package gives the user various choices regarding the model variables
and constraints as well as the height levels for the 3-D wind retrieval. The main objectives of this package are to
provide 3-D wind field in a semi-operational mode and to enable us to understand and study the variational algorithms
in various meIeorologica\ situations. We believe thal this system will be of considerable use in aviational meteorology.
FfAl Operational Evaluation of the Sky Condition Reports from Two Automatic Weather Reporting Systems
(AUTO) for the Production of Terminal Forecasts

Doug Dixon
CalJlJdlan Forces Forecast Centre
Edmonton, Alberta
Two auto stations, a Canadian READAC and American VAIS, were deployed to Wiarton, Ontario for the period
January through July 1993. The information obtained from the sky condition reports produced by the AUTO stations
were evaluated and compared to the reports issued by the stations' weather observers.

The original FfA study. published in October 1991 , reported on a user evaluation of the weather conditions reported
by two READAC stations deployed in Wiarton and North Bay, Ontario. The major discrepancy in the information
sensed and reported by the READAC stations, was in the sky condition reports ... primarily cloud heights during
period of precipitation.
The results of this second evaluation show that both AUTO systems reported similar cloud beigbts to the observer's
when there was no precipitation in the area. During periods of rain, READAC reported much lower cloud heights than
the other two reports ... frequently as low as zero. On other occasions, READAC was unable to determine a cloud deck
during a continuous precipitation event, either rain or snow. and resorted to reporting a selection of scattered layers
of cloud. VA1S appeared to be able to bore through the precipitation and provide a reasonable report on tbe overlying
cloud deck.
Tbis evaluation also demonstrates that the VAIS system is as sensitive as READAC for tbe detection and reporting
of tbin and less persistent cloud layers or elements. The ability of both systems to detect and report tbe amount of
cloud cover was comparable. Also, both systems have a comparable ability to detect and report the amount of the sky
covered by clouds.
The VA1S reports obtained during tbis test were judged in general as suitable information for the preparation of cloud
beight forecast, while the READAC reports were considered as being significantly deficient during periods of
precipitation.
Active-Passive Radiolocation of Dangerous Centres in Thunderstorms

L. Kachurin and E. Lozowski
Department of Geography, Division of Meteorology
University of Alberta
Active-passive radiolocation of thunderstorm centres over a wide diapason of wavelengths is a new and intensively
developing research and technical tread, through which one may obtain qualitatively new information on the electrical
condition of clouds. In the pre-storm stage, the severity of the situation may be determined, as well as tbe potential
danger for aircraft engines. During the thunderstorm stage, the location, timing and duration of lightning of various
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scales may be determined. With data obtained in real time, space-time images may be constructed, and tbe tendency
for thunderstorm process development may be precalculated.
Thunderstorms are a dangerous threat for aircraft engines and large industrial sites. The intensification of air
transportation and the increase in aircraft size and speed have been accompanied by an increase in the number of flying
accidents and catastrophes, caused by unexpected lightning strikes. There are also instances of spacecraft crashes,
due to lightning strikes during their launch stage.
Icing and electrification of aircraft !lDd the provocation by them of lightning in electrically non-active clouds are
closely related dangerous phenomena.
Results of Verification of Conditional Terms in Tenninal For"f3s\s Issued at WSFO Boise. ID

US Colin
NotiolUll Weather Service, Boise, ID, USA
Conditional terminal forecast terms "occasional", "chance", and "slight chance" are not currently evaluated by tbe
U.S. National Weather Service (NWS) AFOS Era Verification (AEV) system. This omission has permitted forecasters
to use conditional terms somewhat indiscriminately, which in tum has undermined the overall quality of the
terminal forecasts. As a result policy changes have been made at the national level with the intention of discouraging
andlor eliminating the use of conditional terms. At WSFO Boise an automated verification program was devised
which can evaluate conditional ceiling and visibility forecasts, in addition to the prevailing forecasts addressed by
AEV. Forecast categories and their respective weights are ranked in order of importance as follows: prevailing (7),
occasional (4), cbance (2), sligbt chance (1). Weighted credit for correctly forecast categories is awarded provided
credit bas not already been awarded for a bigher category. Credit is deducted for all incorrectly forecast conditional
categories. Forecast difficulty is evaluated as a function of both how variable and how low observed conditions are.
Results for WSFO Boise are discussed. It is expected that verification scores for prevailing forecasts should improve
as a result of the added effort required to score well on the conditional forecasts.
An Updated Climatology of Freezing Precipitation at Canadian Airports

R.A. StUilI1
Weather Research House
Willowdale, Ontario
G.A. ISIJIJc

Cloud Physics Research Division
Atmospheric Environment Service
Downsview, Ontario
Freezing precipitation is a significant hazard to aviation as well as other forms of transportation. Observations of
freezing rain and freezing drizzle have been routinely recorded at airports across Canada for several years, and thirty
year (1961-90) archives are now available for analysis. An examination of this archive showed that 137 observing
sites in Canada bad at least 10 years of record with 24 hourly observations per day in this 30 year period. Climate
statistics of freezing precipitation at individual stations can be found in the Principal Station Analysis series of AES
publications (AES, 1983-85), and more extensive statistics are contained in the Quicklimate software package (Stuart
and Ranahan, 1991). However, national maps of these statistics are not as accessible as individual station
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data, with the most recent map apparenUy being produced by MacKay and Thompson (1969).

In this talk, the results of a review of these 137 stations will be presented. This review will include national and
regional maps of freezing precipitation occurence and duration as well as updated station statistics of freezing rain and
freezing drizzle. A selection of results from a large variety of stratification exercizes will also be shown as
time permits. The original study includes analyses of the frequency of occurence of freezing precipitation by
precipitation type, geographical location, time of year, time of day and concurrent wind direction. Time permitting,
we will also present a discussion of the persistence of freezing precipitation through analysis of duration statistics for
various locations and times of year.
The results of this work will be useful in estimating the threat of freezing precipitation at Canadian airports, and in
suggesting possible causes of its development and the prediction of its onset and duration.
A Climatological Assessment of Hazards Requiring Aircraft Ground De-Icing

R.A. Stuart
Weathtr Research House
WiUowdak, Ontario
G.A. Isaac
Cloud PhYSics Research Divis/on
Atmospheric Environment Sel'Vice
Downsview, Ontario
This presentation will discuss the threat of precipitation icing to aircraft on or near the ground. Ice on tbe wings of
an aircraft poses a threat to the lift capability of the aircraft, while ice on the ground is a bazard to aircraft either
taking off or landing . In-cloud icing is also a threat to aircraft, but this hazard was considered beyond the scope
of this work.
The severity of any icing hazard at the surface will depend upon a number of factors including the amount of and type
precipitation involved, the number of bours in which precipitation is observed, the ambient temperature and bumidity,
and the temperature of the surface on which the ice accumulates, which is Dot necessarily equal to the air
temperature. Tbe hourly climate archive includes dry and wet bulb temperatures, relative humidity , and precipitation
type. Precipitation amount is estimated in the corresponding daily climate archive.
In tbis study, the relative impact of the hazards requiring aircraft ground de-icing at 15 Canadian airports will be
compared witb airports in the United States and Europe. Hourly ice or snow accretion indices will be defined for
frost, wet snow and freezing precipitation, and the occurrence of extreme values of these indices will be determined
for each of the airports specified for examination.
A Comparison of ACARS Temperature and Wind Measurements with Radiosonde Data

Barry Schwartz
NOAAIERLIForecast Systems Laboratory
Bouldtr, CO
A comparison of wind and temperature measurements made by automatically-recording sensors aboard commercial
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jetliners (ACARS) on takeoffs and landings with higb resolution radiosonde data for the I February - 13 March 1992
(STORM FEST period) is presented. Data for temperature, wind direction, and wind speed were collected and
segregated by the separation of the radiosonde and aircraft in both space and time for a reasonably sized time
and space window. It is shown that there is little dependency on the difference of the two measurements due to the
distance and time separation of the sensors. Thus, in a sense, the results presented in this study is a direct comparison
of the two sensors measuring side by side and provides a partial assessment of the quality of ACARS observations.
Indications are that the temperature measurements compare most closely followed by wind speed and wind direction.
The results indicate tbat the comparison may also be illustrative of the mesoscale variability of temperature and wind
measurements over the High Plains of.Colorado. Questions regarding the reliability of the ACARS instrument during
certain types of flight conditions are raised.
Aviation Applications for Lightning Data

John F. Canniff
U. S. Department of Transportation
Within tbe United States, there has been much interest recently in the use of network lightning data to locate
thunderstorms and broadcast warnings to pilots as part of an automated weather message. After a few years of
development, the Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) has begun implementation of a system that will append a
ligbtuing remark to an automated weather report.
The FAA is installing AWOS and ASOS systems at airports throughout the US. Both these automated weather systems
require the capability to automatically detect and report thunderstorms. The FAA reviewed the capabilities of both
lightning detection networks and stand-alone sensors, and selected the network approach.
Implementation is straightforward. Lightning strike data from the national network is transmitted to each of 20 ATC
centers, where it is processed through an algorithm to identify which of the strikes fall within 30 NM of each
AWOS!ASOS. Each minute, a message is sent to each AWOS!ASOS indicating the lightning remark to be added to
the broadcast weather message. Strikes within 5 NM of the airport are reported as "LTG AT ARPT"; strikes between
5 and 10 NM as "LTG VCNTY"; strikes between 10 and 30 NM (with sector direction) as "LTG DSNT (sector)".
Modifications must be made both to the processors located at the centers and to the AWOS!ASOS systems before the
Iightuing data can be implemented. The full system should be operational by 1997.
A prototype system will be demonstrated within Minnesota beginning May 1994. The state will contract to have
network lightning data processed locally for dissemination through state-owned AWOS·s. FAA is supporting
Minnesota in their demonstration.
Recent studies would indicate that the performance of the automated lightning detection will be better than current
manual observations of thunderstorms, under most circumstances. Data will be presented showing their relative
performance cbaracteristics.
Alternate - An Expert System for tbe Automated Production of Aerodrome Forecasts

Bruce Whiffen and Hugh Goodacre
Newfoundland Weather Centre
Atmospheric Weather Se",ice
Gander, Newfoundland
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The Newfoundland Weather Centre (NWC) has developed an expert system, now called Alternate, for the automated
production of aerodrome forecasts (fl's). This package combines oUlput of precipitation type and wind field at the
aerodrome from the SCRIBE matrices of the canadian Regional Finite Element (RFE) and Global models with the
climatological range of expected ceiling and visibility values and presently reported surface observations. The fl's
produced via this process yield routine frequencies of expected part periods, VRBL and OCNL conditions, and
confonn to the latest changes introduced by MANAIR.
Alternate has been tested on the aviation desk at NWC Forecasts for three twenty-four hour terminals: Sl. John's
(YYT), Gander (YQX) and Stephenville (YJ1), as well as a READAC (AWOS) site: Churchill Falls (ZUM), were
produced at six-hour intervals over a one-month period. Aviation forecasters were asked to provide feedback on the
FT's with particular allentioo to fonnat, utility and accuracy and in comparison with those fl's produced
operationally. No major deficiencies were noted during the teal. The most significant recommendations have already
been implemented.
The climatological database will be expanded to incorporate all twenty-three aerodromes within Atlantic Region. The
precipitation type and wind field derived from the nationally developed meteorological workstation - the Forecast
Production Assistant, (PPA) - will also be utilized. Incorporation of other parameters, such as the observed and
forecast air, sea and dew point temperatures (to enhance the forecast of stratus and advection fog) is also
planned.
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Global Gridded Datasets

Frank Keimig
University of Massachuse/ls at Amhurst
Department of Geology and Geography
Access to global gridded datasets has become relatively easy in recent years, but organizing and displaying, or
visualizing, such data in a meaningful way requires a considerable amount of effort. To facilitate a beller
understanding of climatic conditions over the last 140 years, we have prepared a computer-based atlas which can be
readily accessed by any user who has a PC, MAC or workstation with an 8-bit RGB color monitor (or better). The
atlas is available on CD-ROM and through flP client communication with Internet.
Several gridded data sets (surface temperature, precipitation, sea level pressure, and 500 millibar heights) have beeo
converted into continuous-tone color anomaly maps. The data have been expressed as anomalies from reference period
means (or as percentages, in the case of precipitation). By color-coding the anomalies and displaying all
four maps for a given time period simultaneously, the links between the general circulation and anomalies of
temperature and precipitation are more easily recognized. The atlas therefore has applications in both research and
teaching.
All data have been processed to produce monthly, seasenal and annual maps as G1F (Graphics Interchange Fonnat)
images using 1024 x 822 pixels and 256 colors. Each G1F image represents the data with color contours and shading
on world and hemispheric maps. Three types of images have been produced, one using a cylindrical equidistant
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projection, the second a polar orthographic projection (displaying botb North and South polar projections), and the
third a location map of the actual data points. All images display maps of temperature, precipitation, pressure, and
heights for an individual month, season, or year (where data exist).
The Ozone Laver and UV Radiation: bnoacts on the Biosohere and Humans

Keith C. Heidorn, Ph.D., ACM
1930 Venross Ploce, RRH1
Saanichton, B.C.
VOS1MO

The decline of the atmospheric ozone layer is generally linked with global warming as an impending global
environmental change. Unlike global warming, the impacts of ozone depiction are not only projections into the future
but are upon us now. The action of man-made chemicals into the ozone layer have been active in reducing
the global ozone layer for several years. In addition, recent eruptions of Mt. Pinatubo and other volcanoes have
introduced other ozone.<Jestroying chemicals into the stratosphere The result has been a more rapid decline in upper
atmospheric ozone concentrations than previously expected with global ozone levels the lowest on record in 1992.
Preliminary reports for 1993 expect even lower ozone levels. Recent research has shown that the reduction in the
ozone layer and concurrent increase in ultraviolet radiation will have major consequences to life on earth and human
health and welfare This paper reviews the recent research into impacts of ultraviolet radiation on man and the
biosphere and concludes that action to reduce the emissions of ozone.<Jestroying compounds is not enough. Actions
must also be taken to alter life styles in response to increased UV radiation.
Application of the Synthetic Dual-Doppler Technique to An Operational Weather Radar

B. Larochelle and G. Reuter
Geography Department, University 0/ Alberta

The synthetic dual-Doppler technique (SDD) is a method whereby two sequential Doppler radar observations of a
moving storm are matched to simulate simultaneous observations from two Doppler radars at different locations. The
two radial wind fields thus obtained allow for the reconstruction of the horizontal wind field in the storm. In order
to obtain useful results from the technique, the storm relative wind structure should remain quasi-steady between
observations.
An investigation into the real-time use of this method with a limited scan Doppler weather radar is undertaken. A SDD
analyzer, developed on a microcomputer, accepts input from the Carvel weather radar (Edmonton, Alberta), to provide
a two dimensional wind field analysis. Cases examined include tornadic storms and a gust front . In addition,
sensitivity tests are done on the SDD method using simulated wind fields. The importance of storm steadiness, the
effect of turbulence within tbe storm, and the sensitivity to storm position matching are thus examined. Finally, a
related technique is described and tested wherein only one Doppler observation is used, but is limited to storms with
band symmetry.

Although the limited Doppler scan of the Carvel radar imparts severe restrictions on the SDD technique, useful
information can be obtained for case studies of severe summer storms and gust fronts. The SDD analysis is found to
be very sensitive to the storm advection vector, and quite reliant on the quasi-steady assumption. By allowing for
interactive fine-tuning of stonn positions at run-time, it is shown that the advection sensitivity problem can be
minimized, giving some merit to the notion of using the SDD technique for real-time severe weather forecasting .
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Aspects of Local- and Regional-scale Climatologi es in the Canadian Arctic Islands: COastal Effect at AES
Eureka. Ellesmere island

David E. Alkinson
Departmenl of Geography, Universily of Ollawa
The area encompassed by the arctic forms a large part of North America. Further UDderstanding of arctic climate will
enhance understanding of climatological patterns in other regions. As well, increasing interest has been directed
towards the arctic regions in light of "global warming" scenarios that suggest the earliest manifestatioDS of
a temperature increase would be fouod there.
A significant obstacle impeding more detailed understanding is a lack of data for the high arctic, a region that is almost
tbe size of Europe. The emphasis of this project is to retine aspects of arctic climatology by incorporating a 20 year
dataset of meteorological observations that has not been previously analyzed: tbe data gathered by tbe Polar
Continental Shelf Project (PCSP). This data set includes temperature, wind, weather and cloud obseratioDS as
recorded , usually twice per day, by the field parties PCSP has supported. The PCSP data set will be able to till
important gaps in knowledge, which will be explored in this project.
'This presentation represents preliminary results from a few of the PCSP stations. The extent of influence exerted by
the ocean upon meteorological parameters (wind, temperature) during the summer months (JUDe, July, August) will
be analyzed by contrasting observations from AES Eureka with PCSP stations located progressively farther inland.

Numerical InVestigation of Regional Climate with F1ZR. a Physically Based Interpolator:
Results of a One-Month Simulation

Sliphane Goyelle and Reni Laprise
Deparlemenl de Physique, Universili du Quebec II Montrial
FIZR provides a physically based framework for regional climate studies. That framework can be applied to various
climate problems sucb as topography-induced precipitations and potentially all kinds of historical events including CO,
doubling scenario. We have developed FIZR in order to interpolate low-resolution GCM datasets onto an arbitrary
bigh-resolution regional grid.
FlZR is designed as a numerical model where precomputed atmospberic
< <Dynamics> > is combined with recomputed high-resolution subgrid-scale parameterized < <Physics> >. This
combination is then integrated in a prognostic mode over a limited domain of interest. The present work addresses
the question of regional climate prediction by combining precomputed Canadian Climate Centre (Ccq GCM
atmospheric Dynamics with recomputed CCC GCM subgrid-scale parameterized Physics. To illustrate the potential
of the FIZR approach, preliminary results of a one-month simulation performed with FIZR is compared with. ccc
GCM 1'32 integration, both with prescribed SST. FIZR is presently ruMing with a spatial resolution of 0.5 0 (roughly
45 km), 10 levels in the vertical, and a 20 min. timestep.
Differential Reflectivity and Phase Distributions as Functions of Fall SPeed

Vytas Ke~s and Simon Haykin
CRL, McMaster Univtrsily
The IPIX radar at McMaster University has been used to develop a novel technique for deriving differential
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polarimetric properties of Precipitation as a function of fall speed. The technique involves coherent, polarimetric
measurements of rain at moderate elevation angles (e.g. 30 degrees). At these angles, the distribution of fall speeds
is reflected in the Doppler spectrum. As well, the oblateness of drops imparts a differential reflectivity and
phase on the polarimetric radar return. As oblateness and fall speed are related through drop size, one would expect
that the differential polarimetric distributions would behave as a function of Doppler velocity.
Full spectral processing is performed on both like polarizations. Deriving accurate estimAtes of the differential
polarimetric properties as a function of Doppler velocity (as opposed to total properties averaged over the range of
fall speeds) requires a large numbe~ of independent samples. This is achieved through the use of frequency agility
and very high pulse rates.
The differential reflectivity and phase distributions were clearly evident under conditions of moderate and heavy rain.
The measured results are compared to Mie scattering theory. The technique has potential applicability for the remote
sensing of drop size distributions as well as separating propagation and backscatter components of differential
polarimetric returns.
Tangent Linear Semi-Lagrangian Modeling

Richard Menard
Meteorological Research Directorate
Atmospheric Environment Service
Dorval, Quebec
The validity of linearization of a semi-Langrangian algorithm is examined. It is found that for finite amplitude
perturbations, there is no guarantee of strict linearization when a piecewise interpolative scheme is used. A ratio test
is introduced for a dual purpose of diagnosing consistency of tangent linear models and for diagnosing errors that arise
in utilizing non steicly valid tangent linear models. It is found that errors in tangent linear semi-Langrangian algorithm
utilizing a piecewise interpolative scheme depends on the first noncontinuous derivative in the interpolating function.
Errors produced with linear, cubicspline and, Fourier interpolation are examined.
A Hydraulic Model of Gap Winds in Howe Sound. British Columhia

Peter L. Jackson and John Tucker
Department of Geography
The University of Western Ontario
London, Ontario, Canada
Gap winds in western North American coastal fjords are the shallow, often very strong seaward flow of air which
occurs when arctic anticyclones move southward against the interior side of the coast mountain barrier. This synoptic
scale configuration creates strong low level horizontal pressure gradients oriented down the fjords which result in gap
wind flow through them. Results from wind and pressure data, as well as 3D numerical modelling suggest that gap
wind flow is analogous to hydraulic channel flow -- with phenomena such as supercritical flow and hydraulic jumps
apparent. The resemblance between gap winds and the hydraulic flow of water in a channel has been exploited
by creation of a hydraulic atmospheric numerical model which successfully simulates gap winds. The hydraulic
model, and its XII based graphical user interface, will be demonstrated.
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Healthy Living with Sun5hine

TO Medlicott', HS Campbell', E Murphy'
Prairie and Northern RegWn
Environment Canada

I

'Cancer Prevention Program
Alberta Cancer Board
'Alberta and NWT Division
Canadian Cancer Society
A healthy environment supports a healthy population. Nowhere is this more critical than in protecting the ozooe
layer. Environment Canada's research has shown that depletion of the ozone layer causes increased levels of
ultraviolet radiation (UVR). If this continues it will result in loss of plant species, disruption of marine life food
chains and damage to natural ecosystems. On the health side, increased risks of calJlracts, skin cancers and
malignant melanoma are expected. Traditional public education has heighteoed awareness, but left the public
overwhelmed. confused and feeling powerless. A new approach to public education was undertakeo by a partnership
between the Alberta Cancer Board, the Canadian Cancer Society and Environment Canada.
An educational program has been developed which combines the environmental and health sciences into a single
presentation which is delivered via state of the art computer technology. Aimed at parents and caregivers, this
interactive multi-media computer system engages users in an active learning experience where they can choose topics
which ioterest them. In the environment section there are four choices: I) the ozooe layer, 2) effects of UVR 00
plants, animals and ecosystems, 3) the Montreal Protocol, and 4) the UV Index~. The health section covers I) the
body's reaction to UVR, 2) protection, 3) risk factors for skin damage, 4) early detection, and 5) children. Learning
is enhanced by the use of "what-if' scenarios, demonstrations (e.g. users see what bappens to the skin
with suo exposure), comparisons (users see differtoces in the UV Index~ levels in different locations), "test
yourself' quizzes before and after each topic, and personalized feedback.

The interactive system will be set up in the poster display area where conference participants can explore the
program. An oral presentation will describe how the organizations collaborated to produce this innovative
educational program.
A Nwnerical Model of Turbulent Air flow over Water Waves with Nonuniform Surface Roughness

P. Y. Li, Dopeng Xu and Peter A. Taylor
Department 0/ Earth and Atmospheric Science
York University, North York
Ontario, Canada
A numerical model (NLMSFD (Xu and Taylor 1992» is proposed for the turbulent air flow over a train of water
waves of small amplitude. The flow is considered as aerodynamically rough, and the surface roughness z. is allowed
to vary with position along the wave. This is to try to model the effect of shorter gravity and capillary
waves whicb could be generated by a nonlinear transfer of energy from the dominant wave and are steepest just
forward of tbe crest (Longuet-Higgins 1969; Keller and Wright 1975). The turbulence closure schemes adopted to
close the momentum equations are E-xz, q'llevel (Mellot and Yamada 1982), and LRR (Launder, Reece and Rodi
1975). Variable z. is introduced into the program by making use of the concept of a 'constant-flux' or 'wall' layer
14<;
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close to tbe surface. Witb the form used when z. varies, the predicted fractional rate of energy input per radian
advance in phase, Zeta, due to the working of the surface normal stresses is shown to be larger than for z. constant
within the main generation region. The predicted values of Zeta could be increased by a factor of three to four.
This brings Zeta more into line with the field measurements.
Tethersonde Profiling of 0 and NO during PACIFIC '93 - Lower Fraser Valley, British Columbia
J

1

D.G. Steyn', I.G. McKendry" D.R. Hastie', J. Pisano'
'Atmospheric Science Programme, Department of Geography, UniYersiJy of British Columbia
'Centre for Atmos. Chern., York University
An intensive field campaign was conducted in the Lower Fraser Valley, British Columbia during the summer of 1993
in order to investigate various aspects of Ihe photochemical smog problem in the valley and to provide initialisation
and validation data for photochemical modelling. Vertical profiling of OJ and NO, (as well as other meteorological
variables) up to I km AGL was conducted at two sites in the Pitt Lake area using tethersondes. Profiles generally
reflect the daytime formation of 0, downwind of Greater Vancouver within a relatively shallow planetary boundary
layer. Evidence is also presented of high concentrations in elevated stable layers. Local thermo-topographic
circulations appear 10 be critical in determining both the horizontal and vertical distribution of pollutants in the region
and may contribute 10 recirculation of pollutants. In particular, pollutants appear to be transported up tributary valleys
of the Lower Fraser Valley during the day and possibly out of the valleys in nocturnal katabatic flows.

Climatology of the St-Lawrence River and the Gulf

Marc Besner and Gilles Morneau
Atmospheric Enyironment Service
Vill. SJ-Laurent (Quebec)
The purpose of this study is to characterize the climate of the St-Lawrence river and the gulf by different statistical
approacbes. The observations taken by a network of 25 weather stations along the coasts, several ship reports and one
meteorological buoy will be used.
The proposed method is 10 compare the simultaneous measurements of a land station to those from ships located inside
a given marine area and to compute statistical relationships between the two sites. The meteorological elements being
analysed are the wind, the air temperature, the visibility and humidity. When we apply the computed relationships to
the complete database of hourly observations of the land network, comprising several years of continuous data, we
obtain a new, derived database valid for the 20 selected marine sectors. The derived wind field is used as input to a
wave generation model to build a wave climatology for each sector.
Finally, the complete climatology obtained from the derived databases will be compared to the climatology obtained
by other methods.

Climatologie du fleuve et du golfe Saint-Laurent
L'objet de ce travail estla caracterisation c1imatologique du fleuve et du golfe Saint-Laurent par differentes approches
statistiques. Pour y parvenir, les mesures d'un reseau de 25 stations meto!orologiques localisees Ie long des cotes ont
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etc utilisks ainsi que celles provenant de differents novires eI d'une bou6e met60rologique.
Vapprocbe propos6e consiste l comparer de fayon statistique les mcsures simultanees d'une station tonestre avec
celles provenant des rapports de navires II I'interieur d'un secteur maritime donne. Les parametres met60rologiques
analyses soot Ie vent, la temperature de I'air, la visibilito! et I'humidite. En appliquant les relations trouvees sur les
donnees des stalions terrestres, pour lesquelles il existe des observations horaires completes couvrant plusieurs annees,
vingt (20) secteurs maritimes ont ete caracterises par une base de donnees syntht!tiques representant les differents
parametres mett!orologiques. Egalement, les vents horaires generes sont utilises corome donnees de base It un modele
de generation de vagues afin d'en evaluer la climatologie.
Finalement, 10 climatologie obtenue de la base de donnees deriv6e sera compar6e It celie obtenue par d'autres
metbodes.
Evaluation a nd Modification of the STAR PrQcedure for Canadian Conditions

P.A. Davis, 1.Z. Sloo(sky, M.l. St. Aubin and 1.S. Cheung
AECL Research
Chalk River, Ontario KOl 1]0

The STAR (STability ARray) procedure is frequently used to classify atmospheric stability from routine meteorological
observations. A number of studies have shown that stability classes deducted by STAR are poorly correlated with
classes derived from more direct turbulence indicators. Previously, attempts have been made to modify the procedure
to il\lprove its performance in urban areas, at high latitudes and over the sea. In this paper, we evaluate and modify
the procedure for Canadian conditions, paying particular attention to the effects of snow-covered ground.
The performance of the STAR procedure was evaluated at four sites across eastern and central Canada by comparing
the STAR·derived classes with those predicted by a,. the standard deviation in wind direction. The procedure
performed poorly at all sites, identifying the correct class less than one time in three, and severely underestimating
(overestimating) the frequency of occurrence of very unstable (stable) conditions. The procedure was modified to take
account of snow by comparing winter sensible heat fluxes over snow-free and snow-covered ground, but no real
improvement in performance was achieved . Further modifications were made empirically by using the a data to
determine tbe most likely stability cIass for eacb combination of insolation and wind speed considered in t~e STAR
procedure. The revised method showed some increase in predictive skill. but remained unsatisfactory in several
aspects. Deficiencies inherent in the STAR approach appear to limit the extent to which routine data can reflect tbe
prevailing atmospheric stability, particularly at complex sites. More reliable dispersion estimates can be obtained
directly from data generated through on-site monitoring programs.

a,

The present method for deducing stability class from vertical temperature gradient was also evaluated, but was found
to be unreliable. The lack of any significant correlation between temperature, gradient and prevents this metbod
from being improved.

a.

ApplicatiOns of Infonnation Theory in Assessing Past Glohal Climate Change

Michael R . Gipp
Department of Geology
University of Toronto

The mathematical relationship between ice volume and insolation at some high northern latitude is considered to
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consist oflinear and nonlinear components, with the linear components dominating. The picture has been complicated
by recent work on ice cores, which suggests that global climate fluctuates rapidly between several metastable states,
apparently through changes in thermohaline circulation patterns. Global change is thus effected by reorganization of
heat and precipitation, resulting in large local variations in climate. The changes in climatic state would be expected
to result in changes to the linear and nonlinear components of the ice volume· insolation relation.
Changes in climatic state may thus be recognized in the deep-marine record as abrupt changes in the amplitude and
phase of the first derivative of the alSO record (a proxy for rate of ice growth). The paleoclimate record may be
described as "encrypted", because applying different mathematical expressions over different intervals of the record
is analogous to the encryption of information using polyalphabetic keys. Codebreaking is difficult, because different
parts of the message are encrypted using different codes. Cryptanalysts bave devised a function, known as the index
of coincidence, which can be related to the number of codes used in the encryption. The index of coincidence for
the ice growth proxy differs considerably from that for the isolation record. Since the isolation is presumedly not
encrypted, it follows that the ice growth record is. These conclusions provide evidence in support of the hypothesis
of global climate change by sudden changes in thermohaline circulation.

Using Divergence Damping to Eliminate the Spurious Semi-Lagrangian Resonance

Harold Ritchie and Monlque Tanguay
Recherche en prlvlslon numtrlque
Service de I'envlronnement atmosphtrlque
Dorval, Qutbec, Canada H9P 1}3
Tel: (514) 421-4739, Fax: (514) 421-2106.
Recently Rivest el al. (to appear in Mon. Wen. Rev.) clearly identified a spurious resonant response in semiLagrangian discretizations for stationary solutions, such as those forced by orography, and recommended using a
second-order accurate off-eentering of the semi-implicit scheme as one acceptable solution to this problem. We are
examining the use of divergence damping as an alternate way to eliminate this resonance. A linear analysis of
the shallow water equations shows that divergence damping formally eliminates the spurious semi-Uigrangian
resonance for stationary solutions. A second-order accurate (Crank Nicholson) treatment can be incorporated easily
and cheaply in spectral models, in a generalized formulation which is readily rendered very scale selective.
Tests have been performed using a slightly modified version of the Canadian global spectral forecast model that is used
for global data assimilation and medium range forecasts at the Canadian Meteorological Centre. The modifications
are to increase the timestep from the operational value of 30 minutes to 45 minutes (in order to provoke the resonance
which is not present in the operational model), and to remove the physical parameterizations (so as not to obscure the
response to this numerical problem). For a case in which there is a strong flow across the Rockies, unrealistic detail
over Montana exhibits symptoms of the resonant behaviour and can be removed by reducing the timestep
to the operational value of 30 minutes, or by removing the mountains. It can also be eliminated by introducing
divergence damping, removing the problem over Montana without changing the forecast significantly elsewhere.
A systematic series of experiments is in progress with a shallow water spectral model in order to determine
the relative effectiveness of this approach compared to first-order off-eentering.
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Proposition of a Workstation Demonstration for CMOS in Ottawa

Michel BalttWlr
Systems Development Division Development Branch
Canadian Meteorological Centre
Phone: (514) 421-4641
The Canadian Meteorological Centre (CMC) has developed operational tools using workstation technology to deal with
numerical forecasting. These applications include animation. overlayin'g of meteorological fields with satellite imagery
and observational data, graphical editing and other applications. Applications will be demonstrated using a
workstation.
Semi-Lagrangian Transport of Hwnidity in the Canadian General Circulation Model

Richard Harvey and Reni Laprise
Dipartement de physique. Universiti du Quebec a Monlreal
Recently. a researcb group in numerical climate modelling was created with the goal of developing a Middle
Atmosphere Model (MAM). Representing a consortium of several Canadian universities and the Canadian Climate
Centre of the Atmospheric Environment Service of Canada. the MAM Project has as its main objective the
development of a general circulation model of the atmosphere that includes all relevant processes of the stratospbere
and the mesospbere. in addition to those of the troposphere. In such a model, the accuracy of the transport of the
several tracers is bighly sensitive to the numerical method in use, whether those tracers are active or passive. The
transport (or advection) of tropospheric humidity. in particular, must be done with great precision, given the
complexity, of its interactions between model dynamical and physical processes. We propose bere a comparison
between a semi-Lagrangian advection scheme of water vapour and a spectral scheme, in order to assess tbeir
respective impacts on model climatology, and bence verify our bypothesis that the semi-Lagrangian approacb be
superior because of its desirable weak numerical dispersion and diffusion.
The Cloud Population Spectrwn and its Representation in Large-scale Models.

V. Ba/qii

Department of Earth and Atmospheric Science
York University
North York. Ontario, Canada, M3} IP3
Cumulus convection occurs over a very wide range of scales, ranging from scales typically varying with the PBL
depth (-I km) to mesoscale cloud clusters. The latter are in large part responsible for the large-scale vertical mass
flux, and are generally unresolved in large-scale climate models. As clouds are a significant component of the deep
vertical transport in the atmosphere (not to mention the global radiation budget,) the transport properties of clouds am
of vital importance to global climate models.
The present paper considers the spectrum of cloud populations and sbows that it can be divided into two. Smaller
clouds tend to transport momentum and the thermodynamic fields downgradient and thereby do satisfy a mixing-Iengtb
hypothesis. However deep cumulus convection shows a tendency to organize itself into clusters, and therefore the
transport in this portion of the spectrum is upgradient. This division of the spectrum is demonstrated using previous
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studies of mesoscale cloud cluster fonnation in the tropics.
The implications for global models are diverse. The parameterization of subgrid processes generally assumes a
separation of scales between the parameterized processes and resolved processes. At currenl model resolutions (-100
km) the upgradient portion of tbe.convective spectrum is generally transferring energy into the resolved portion of the
spectrum thus calling into question the hypothesis of scale separation. A more general approach taking into account
tbe sub-grid spectrum may be required, and such an approach is developed here.
Further, a very simple modification. of an existing scheme for convection parameterization in climate models is
suggested, based upon tbe division of the spectrum into deep and shallow clouds. This scheme is applied to studies
of radon transport in the troposphere.

The Use of High-Density Aircraft Ohservations at CMC

J. Halle and R. Hogue
Canadian Meteorological Centre
SateUUe and Ana/ysis Division
In order to take full advantage of the rapidly increasing number of high-density aircraft observations, namely
AM OARS and ACARS, we have developed a revised aircraft data selection scheme and tested the sensitivity of the
analysis and the forecast to these new data. Aircraft data are first clustered in the horizontal at about the resolution
of the analysis grid (approx. 100 km). For each cluster, one report (closest to tbe analysis time) is then chosen for
each analysis level in the vertical. We will show the impact of these new data onthe newly-revised three-dimensional
analysis system. Results from the CMC global SEF and regional EFR models will also be presented.
Wann Fronts Within Canadian Winter Storms: Weather Conditions_ Precipitation. and Mesoscale Structure

R.E. Stewart, K.K. Szeto, D.R. Hudak and R. W. Crawford
4905 Dufferin Street, Atmospheric Environment Service,
Downsview, Ontario
Phone (416-7394608), FAX (4I6-7394211),
Internet (FS30017O@sol.yorku.ca), Omnet (R .Stewart.AES)
Warm fronts are typically a critical aspect of winter storms over Canada. Several aspects of these features have been
studied with the use of special observations made during CASP II. First, the passage of a warm front is typically
linked witb the organized evolution of many parameters including visibility, cloud base height, blowing snow, wind
shear, accretion as well as the type and amount of precipitation. Depictions of typical situations have been developed.
Second, combined aircraft and Doppler radar investigations have been made within some of these situations in order
to characterize the lower troposphere. The Q·C isotherm on the lower surface of the freezing precipitation
inversion is typically very irregular (which may mean that it is a region of gravity wave formation) but is closely
linked with the warm frontal surface itself. Associated radar profiles can lead to occurrences of multiple "radar bright
bands". Third, the detailed structure of the fronts aloft have been investigated with aircraft in-situ measurements.
The frontal surfaces with strong convergence and wind shear often coincide with OOC and have rain on one side and
snow on the other. Diabatic effects associated with precipitation phase changes contribute to this phenomenon. And,
finally, non-hydrostatic modeling studies have been conducted in order to better understand the complex linkages
between precipitation and frontal development in these warm frontal situations.
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AFFICHESjPOSTERS- MIDDLE ATMOSPHERE WORKSHOP / ATMOSPHE~E MOYEN A'n:U~R

Similarities and Difference between the InUial Purple Crow Lidar Density and Temperature Measurements.
Other Measurements and Some Models

P.S. Argall, C. T. Spa"ow and R. J. Sica
Departmenl 0/ Physics
The Ulliversity 0/ Weslern Ontario
lAndon, Ontario, Canada
The University of Westem Ontario's Purple Crow Lidar (peL) is beginning a measurement program of density and
the temperature of the middle atmosphere. The long-term goal of the peL is to routinely measure temperature and
density from the troposphere to the thermosphere to search for signatures associated with an enhanced Greenhouse
effect due to anthropogenic activity. Reliable long term measurements require a thorough understanding of the lidar
system's behaviour. One measure of lidar performance is the product of transmitter power with receiver area. The
peL bas a perfonnance factor of 64 WM"2, which is a significant increase over other present Rayleigh systems. Such
a high performance factor puts high demands on many components of the system that must be adequately addressed
before the measurement can be interpreted as a physical quantities. This paper will focus on the "truthing" of the peL
by comparison of average measurements during summer and winter with established empirical models.

Tidal/Gravity Wave Interaction and their innuence on the Large Scale Dynamics of the Middle AtmosphereModel Results

Charles McLandress and W. E. Ward
Institute 0/ Space and Terrestrial Science
Pelrie Science Bldg, York University
4700 Keele SI., North York, Ontario, M3} IP3
In this paper the effect of tides on the propagation and breaking of intemal gravity waves is examined in the context
of two simplified models of the middle atmosphere.
First, an idealized tidal wind field superimposed on a typical wintertime climatological zonal mean wind is used in
conjunction with a Lindren-Iike gravity wave drag (GWD) parameterization scheme. The time mean GWD is found
to be very sensitive to the vertical structure of the tide with long wavelength tides permitting a considerable
enhancement of the drag in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere. In addition, the Use of a localized source of
gravity waves is shown to result in the generation of non-migrating components of the GWD forcing.
Next the effects of tidal/gravity wave interactions are examined in a more realistic context using a global quasigeostrophic dynamical model. Tidal wind and temperature fields are prescribed a priori using the Forbes 1982 tidal
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model and an orographic gravity wave drag scheme is employed. The influence of the tidal wind fields on the location
and strength of the gravity wave drag is strongest in the mesosphere and lower thermosphere where the tidal winds
are of the same order as the zonal mean component. At mid and low latitudes the differences between the case
without tides present are largest and occur as a result of the filtering effects of the shorter vertical wavelength diurnal
tide. At more polar latitudes where the longer wavelength semidiurnal tide dominates, a slight increase in drag occurs.
The interaction between the tidal wind fields and the localized orographic gravity wave momentum flux has important
consequences for the in situ generation of planetary scale disturbances. In particular, the amplification of stationary
planetary wavenumber one is enhanced by the presence of tides.
Modelling Tropospheric 07.one Using A Global 3-D Chemical Transport Model

J.C. McConneU, E.M. Templeton, P. Makar, J . Kaminski
Department of Earth and Atmospheric Sciences
York University
Analysis of tropospheric ozone soundings suggest that northern hemisphere ozone may be increasing while that of the
southern bemisphere remains stationary. However, our knowledge of tbe ozone budget in the troposphere is still
rudimentary and the relative roles of stratospheric and photochemical sources remain uncertain. Thus we have been
developing a global 3-D chemical transport model (CTM) of the troposphere and lower stratosphere to investigate tbis
problem. Currently there are 12 vertical levels which uses sigma coordinates going up to about 10 mb. Transport uses
the spectral method at RI5 resolution but this will be changed in the near future to a semi-Langarangian method.
Horizontal resolution corresponds to about 5OOkm. To solve the continuity equation the model uses an
operator-splitting technique, allowing transport and chemistry operators to be applied at different time intervals. The
chemical operator is applied less frequently than tbe dynamical operator which has a 30 minute time step. Species with
a short lifetime are treated locally, and not transported. The boundary layer is modelled with a parameterized
emission and deposition scheme. Forty chemical species are included, comprising 2 , H02 , N02, CO, methane,
ethane, propane, etheoe, alkenes(C2) and their oxidation products. Products such as the radicals, organic peroxides
(C.,l, organic acids and aldehydes with similar chemistry are treated as generic species. The model has been run for
100 days, driven by dynamical data from the NCAR middle atmosphere model but will also be run using objectively
analysed data from the Canadian Meteorological Centre. We will present some of the
output from the model run some of which indicate the impact of ozone export from north America and the importance
of loog range transport of PAN and CO.
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Lidar MeasUrements of Stratospheric Ozone and Aerosol in Toronto and in the Canadian Arctic

David. P. Danovan, W. Steinbrecht and A.I. Carswell
Dept of Physics and Astronomy, York University
Since March 1991, before the eruption of Mt. Pintubo, lidar measurements of the stratospheric aerosol layer over
Toronto have been routinely conducted. In addition, during Feb-Mar 1993 and Nov-Mar 1993/94, lidar measurements
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of stratospheric aerosol and Ozone have been conducted in ibe Canadian Arctic at a facility located at Eureka,
N. W. T (80 N, 86 W). The observatory at Eureka is part of ibe primary Canadian station in ibe Networlc: for
Detection of Stratospheric Change (N.D.S.C.). Measurements made at Toronto are presented and discussed as well
as compared to ibe results of Mie calculations based on Sonde data. In particular, ibe observed evolution of ibe
aerosol optical depib will be presented. Also, results from Eureka will be presented for Feb-Mar 1993 and initial
results will be presented for ibe 1993/94 season.

Variability of the Upner St. Lawrence Estuary Frontal Region from Remote SeJl5ing Data

Benoit Thibeaull, Pierre Larouche' et Jean-Marie M. DuboW
Uni.ersill de Sherorooke
Centre d'Applications et de Recherche en Tltedltection
Sherorooke, QC
JIK2RI

1

'lnstitut Maurice-Lamontagne
Ministere des Peches et des Oceans
B.P.IOOO
Mont-Job, QC
G5H3Z4

A set of 6 Landsat images were used to evaluate the spatial variability of the density front located in ibe Upper St.
Lawrence estuary. The data used consisted of Landsat 5 ibermal imagery having a ground resolution of 120 metres
thus allowing precise geographic location of the features of interest. The images were radiometrically corrected using
an algorithm developed wiib in-situ measurements made at the time of data acquisition for two of ibe sampling dates.
These images were then geographically corrected using ground control points visible on each image. Even with such
a limited data set it is apparent that the tide is the main factor controlling the location of ibe front. However, other
factors such as wind, freshwater runoff and bathymetric features also playa role leading to a high complexity of ibe
surface temperature field. These results will be used to validate a high resolution ibree-dimensional numerical model
being developed for the St. Lawrence estuary.

Observing Ocean Dynamics with HF Radar

Jim Helbig
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Centre
A robust algorithm for HP radar radial velocity data is described that yields not only vector currents but also ibe
differential kinematic properties of divergence, vorticity, shear and normal distortion rates. This algorithm was
applied to two weeks of CODAR data was obtained in Conception Bay, Newfoundland, and ibe computed surface
circulation is compared with vertical sections of currents measured contemporaneously with an acoustic doppler current
pro filer. The comparison suggests that ibe CODAR derived field is at times decoupled from ibe flow a few metres
deeper. The vorticity balance is also estimated and corroborates the contention that the CODAR derived fields are
dynamically valid, but are sometimes characteristic of ibe near surface only. The response of ibe surface layer to wind
forcing is discussed as are the occurrence of eddies.
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Oceanographic WorkStation Demonstration

Doug Bancroft
SSO Metoc / MARPAC HQ

FMO Esquimalt, B.C
VOS 1BO
DFO and DND have jointly developed an Oceanographic Work Station (OWS) for the analysis and visualisation of
two and three dimensional oceanographic data. A working OWS will be on display during the poster session. along
with. number of selected outputs from near real time analysis from the Northeastern Pacific. Congress participants
are invited to take the OWS for a "test drive". Project staff will be available to allow individuals to try the various
analysis tools. In particular, the three dimensional viewing system should be of interest. Extensive use has heeD made
of colour, volume cuts. and two dimensional slices.
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